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Bryce Young, Alabama

3rd year - 5-10 1/8, 204 lb.

Pasadena, CA


• 2021 Heisman Trophy Winner

• 2021 SEC Offensive Player of the Year

• Only Alabama QB to throw for 3k in two seasons


Mater Dei HS in Santa Ana, CA


When I first watched Young back at famed California high school power Mater 
Dei HS as a sophomore, I was concerned about his size then, back in HIGH 
SCHOOL. Then, I watched him throw a football and that concern went right out 
the window. Lightning quick release. Excellent footwork. Always maintaining a 
solid base underneath him when throwing in, or out of, the pocket. Pinpoint 
accuracy. So, when he went to Alabama, I worried…well, no, I actually didn’t 
because he had squelched my worry about his size years prior and his two 
years starting at Alabama should’ve eliminated any other concern any non-
Sizists had. He certainly held up behind an Alabama OL wired to keep him 
upright. As a second year player at Alabama, all Young did was win the 
Heisman, bring Alabama back from behind to win the Iron Bowl, beat number 
one Georgia in the SEC Championship and carry Bama back to the national 
championship game. In 2022, he wasn’t as lucky as his defense let down at 
Tennessee and LSU, no matter how much magic Young pulled out of his 
Crimson helmet.


I LOVE his quick release and his throwing acumen. He’s got plus arm strength to 
make all the throws in Alabama’s NFL style scheme, but don’t expect him to flick 
it 50 yards like Patrick Mahomes or Josh Allen. He has incredible vision and an 
innate understanding of where everyone is on the field. He’s precise with the 
ball, especially in the key intermediate areas of the field. He will run, IF HE HAS 
TO, but he moves mostly to deliver the ball down the field. Total command. Ice 
water in his veins. He has IT, and if any of us knew what IT was, we’d appreciate 
the fact that he’s got IT that much more. He’ll get knocked because of his size 
and his perceived 8 (out of ten) arm strength, in certain circles, but he’s the guy I 
want when things get tough. 


Case in point, the 2021 Iron Bowl was heading into a blue and orange ditch until 
The Drive to End All Drives. Down seven with time winding down, left hash, 28-
yard line, Young dropped a go ball in the lap of his receiver over his shoulder 
with six inches of room ON the right pylon. Of course, that was after driving 
them out from the shadow of his own goal line. That TD throw, though? Dude 
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and a half play. To make that throw at that time of the game against THAT 
opponent? Yeah. Beast. 


Then, in 2022, Alabama went to Austin to face Texas in week two of the season. 
The Alabama offense was in quicksand all day long, yet the Tide needed ONE 
drive, ONE play and Young provided that ONE play with a scramble that never 
should’ve happened. As Young dropped to throw, he had a free runner from the 
edge and I’m not even sure how he saw him. Young somehow made him miss, 
put his hand on the ground to steady himself and took off for the sideline 
(remember WHEN HE HAS TO). Eight seconds later, Alabama was in chip shot 
field goal range to beat a gutty Texas squad 20-19. Young saved that game. He 
wasn’t so lucky in Knoxville, but he nearly rescued a dead on arrival game at 
Tennessee with some of the best red zone deliveries I saw in any college game.


His performance against Kansas State (noted in the link below) was one of the 
best I saw in 2022 from any QB. And, he played in that game against Kansas 
State, a game that didn’t matter in the grand scheme of things. There were at 
least two potential first round QBs that didn’t participate in their teams’ bowl 
games when they had the same opportunity. So, he’s slight. He’s 5-10 1/8. He’s 
going to be the outlier of the outliers, but that’s where the negatives stop for me. 


He makes subtle movements into open spaces to make clean throws; it’s 
uncanny, actually.


Now, pass catchers are going to have to understand how to play alongside 
Young. I saw this with Deshaun Watson at times in Houston. He’d keep a play 
alive and not everyone in the original route knew exactly what to do when he 
worked his Deshaun magic. It took a while to truly understand his ways behind a 
shoddy OL. Similarly, Young can keep things alive on that level so pass catchers 
need to have a plan because there’s no telling where/when he’s going to find 
them.


Young did a brilliant job in his career unearthing disguises and shifting pass 
protections often. His understanding of protection is outstanding, knowing what 
rusher is accounted for and which one was his responsibility. Against LSU in 
2022, he spied a disguised blitzer, changed the protection, slid the line into the 
blitzer properly and had time to deliver an in route to his TE Cameron Latu for a 
first down.


As the young kids say, he’s HIM.


Every Throw Analysis v. Kansas State Sugar Bowl


https://www.footballtakeover.com/to-blog/2023/1/2/bryce-young-vs-every-dropback-v-kansas-state-in-sugar-bowl


Player comp - HOF QB Drew Brees (and by the way, I finished my write-up 
on Young back in late May, so I’m not following anyone with this comp) 

C.J. Stroud, Ohio State

3rd year - 6-3, 217 lb

Inland Empire, CA


• 2021 & 2022 Heisman Finalist

• 2021 B1G Offensive Player of the Year

• Led team to Rose Bowl in 2021, CFP semi in 2022


Rancho Cucamonga HS in Inland Empire, CA


As one of the most ballyhooed recruits to commit to The Ohio State Buckeyes 
program, Stroud took over as the starter in the 2021 season. It didn’t take long 
for the questions, and the pressure, to ramp up in a big way for the former Elite 
11 superstar. Oregon came to Ohio State and thumped the Buckeyes and 
Stroud in the Horseshoe. After that loss early in the 2021 season, Stroud and the 
Bucks were out of sight, out of mind for a bit; however, that actually turned out 
to be a great thing for Stroud, who found his stride during that faux hiatus as he 
eventually cemented his status as one of the most accurate passers in college 
football and beyond. By the time most around the country were paying attention 
to him again, he was in the process of lighting up B1G defenses with the 
quickness. He set records and helped Ohio State earn a Rose Bowl berth for the 
Buckeyes to finish that season.


One of my favorite Stroud throws came in the loss to Michigan in 2021. It was a 
great day to assess a young QB because nothing seemed to go right in that 
game. Weather was a factor and Michigan’s defense was DIALED in. Yet, Stroud 
battled and it taught me a lot about his moxie and football courage. In the 2nd 
quarter, he eyed WR Jaxon Smith-Njigba on a crossing route. The field was 
snowy and slick and Stroud showed how accurate he is with the football. 
Instead of leading Smith-Njigba into a certain decleater hit from the safety, 
Stroud threw the ball behind Smith-Njigba to slow him down and keep him from 
taking the big hit. That wasn’t the only time I saw him do that in 2021, but it 
stood out on that day against THAT Michigan defense. 


Stroud has a quick and compact release and the ball comes out hot. But, it’s his 
ball placement that is ELITE, just as it was for a guy I’ve comped him to - Joe 
Burrow. The one thing that separated Burrow from other QBs in 2020, and other 
classes, was his innate ability to make the RIGHT type of throw to the EXACT 
proper spot consistently. Stroud’s accuracy on downfield throws outside the 
numbers is outrageous, especially those he delivered in the 2022 Rose Bowl. He 
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destroyed Utah with throws landing in the area from the bottom of the numbers 
to the sideline. His ability to drop the ball in the bucket from deep is going to 
entice all NFL personnel. RPO game is strong. He has a quick, sudden delivery 
on slants and interior breaking routes. He CAN throw effectively, and accurately, 
off platform, although he is much better throwing from a protected well/pocket 
than any other time. He is Joe Burrow 2.0, minus the true playground running 
skills. 


Yet, because of the way 2022 transpired, heading into the CFP semifinal in 2022, 
though, there were plenty of questions about Stroud as a prospect. Could he 
really throw off-platform, against a heavy rush? Could he be clutch? Could he 
carry that Ohio State offense against the best defense in the country? Would he 
rebound from a rough performance against Michigan (again) in the B1G finale? 


Well, yeah, he answered all of those questions with a resounding YES! It was the 
best performance of his career regardless of numbers or anything else (see link 
below for a breakdown of every drop back he made in that game). He was the 
BEST player/prospect on the field and had WR Marvin Harrison Jr. not gotten 
hurt late in the third quarter, Ohio State would’ve won that game and taken 
home the championship the next week too. He threw lasers to all areas on the 
field. He evaded and eluded traffic in the pocket. He picked up yardage on his 
scrambles at key times. He dropped a dime on Smash seam against Tampa two 
coverage to end the first half during a two minute type drill. He was incredible 
and that performance was confirmation that he’s THAT good and THAT 
accurate, more so than it was a one off situation. 


He and Bryce Young make up my QB Tier one and Tier two isn’t even close.


Every Throw Analysis v. Georgia in CFP Semifinal




Player Comp - Bengals QB Joe Burrow 

Anthony Richardson, Florida

3rd year - 6-4, 244 lb.

Gainesville, FL


• Ran a 4.4 at the combine

• Highest RAS score for a QB all-time

• Ran for over 1,000 yards on the ground


Eastside HS in Gainesville, FL
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Back in the summer, I wrote this about Richardson.


“Every year, it seems the HYPE for a Florida first year starting QB, as a potential 
sizzle fire prospect in the upcoming draft, goes through the roof. Last year, plenty 

were singing the praises of 2021 first year starter Emory Jones. I wish I had 
actually conjured up that specific Strawman argument, but there were MANY 

that jumped off the Jones ship early in the 2021 season. One of the reasons that 
many Heisman’d Jones was due to the presence of Richardson, the wunderkind 

from Gainesville who made plenty of highlight reels during the 2021 season. I 
wasn’t on that Jones train as a top 15 pick in last year’s draft and my thoughts on 

him were clear heading into last season. Similarly, I am 100% cloudy on 
Richardson but I’m more bullish on him for a few reasons. Not SOLD, but feeling 

a different kind of way. Why? Well, from a traits/tools standpoint, he’s an 
absolute dude. Size? My gosh, he’s enormous. Arm strength? As much as Malik 

Willis (Liberty/Titans) and Josh Allen. Running speed and ability? He’s a damn 
fullback/tailback hybrid. So, what makes his analysis so confusing? He wasn’t 

the full-time starter and clearly was the better weapon at the position. He has no 
idea how to rein in his arm strength - he’s throwing 100 mph fastballs ALL THE 

TIME. He made some maddening decisions when he was on the field, especially 
against the Georgia defense. Sure, many QBs made those against THAT 

defense, but he looked lost. Then, late in the season, he missed two games due 
to a sprained knee…dancing in the team hotel prior to a game against South 

Carolina. Look, sh-- happens, right? Still, go ahead and name a first round draft 
pick QB who ever missed a game for such a reason. So, yeah, I’m a bit confused 

and for good reason. I love, LOVE to watch him sling the rock. Quick release. 
High number of RPMs. When he’s asked to stick the slant on an RPO, it’s as 

good as done. He’s INSANELY athletic. That said, I don’t always need a prospect 
to “SHOW ME!” before I buy all the way in, but Richardson still needs to do so. 
He started the 2022 season with a showstopper performance against Utah, but 

followed that up with a bit of a head scratcher against Kentucky with two 
backbreaking interceptions (first one was a great play by OLB, the second one 

was a bad read on his part). As such, the roller coaster needs to stop if 
Richardson is going to be a bona fide top five pick in the 2023 NFL Draft..” 


Not a huge fan of how Florida offensive staff set up that passing game - v. 
Tennessee - he had a curl route to the boundary - he checked that. He had a 
route in the middle of the field - doubled, the only check down that he had was 
45 yards away, basically on the jet sweep swing. He did a full scan from the curl 
to the check down




Ridiculous RPMs on his fastball


Does throw with touch, has an idea of what throw to make, just doesn’t always 
make THAT throw accurately.


Can be mechanical with his throwing thought process - INT v. Kentucky that 
turned into game changing pick six was a predetermined throw against a 
coverage that he should’ve read with the WR and made a positive play. 

The running game is ridiculous - he’s Justin Fields/Josh Allen in that way - an 
offensive staff is going to have to dedicate this offense, like the Bears did half 
way through the season - eight to ten schemed up QB runs for Richardson. 

Throws better moving - rolling out, scrambling or a designed boot on the run. 
The throws he’s made on the run are ridiculous.


When he dropped down with his arm slot, he wasn’t as accurate nor did he have 
accurate ball placement - that’s when he sprayed it and why.


He can spray it even with a clean pocket or from a muddy one. The consistency 
is just not there, but then again, it was similar to the guy I compared him to - 
look below.


The number of times I’ve seen him on a boot and he got pressure…AND THEN 
threw a dime of 25+ air yards? Too numerous to note.


Does get locked on HIS receiver too much - probably passed on some big plays 
by getting locked in as he did - v. Tennessee he had a flood concept and two 
open receivers - one on the sail and one on the corner route. Had he thrown the 
corner route to Justin Shorter, it might’ve been a TD. But, AR threw the sail and 
it was a much tougher throw - he lofted one to the one spot where his WR could 
get it, but Shorter was wide open 15 yards deeper. That said, he made that 
touch throw, about 41-42 air yards in a teacup. Damn


He’s a play creator more so than a play maker. There are plays that are just dead 
on arrival, but he created an opening to throw and then completes something. 
My goodness v. Tennessee, he got instant pressure from Byron Young on the 
edge, he then slid up, slid left, got pressure there, slid back right and forward, 
somehow set his feet and THEN drilled a laser to his pass catcher just standing 



out by the numbers, watching Richardson’s magician disappearing and 
reappearing act - #9 then ran through two Vols and scored a touchdown. Just 
impossible. C’mon man, that’s stupid good. He must figure out when the journey 
is over - he gets himself into trouble thinking he MUST create a play - first down 
plays can be throwaways - that’s okay. He seems to not be as keen on ending 
that journey on first and second down and that’ll send a QB coach/OC into 
hysterics before too long.


Routine plays are routine for him when he has time, but there are instances 
when he has plenty of time and just air mails a throw - saw at least three of 
those on open receivers against Vandy - he overthrew it by three or four yards 
each time. He throws too well for that to be the case consistently.


Against Vandy, he made one of the most ridiculous throws on fourth and eight. 
Vandy ran cover two with the safety a shade late getting out of his disguise. Not 
to mention, the receiver took a while to get around the jam of the cornerback. 
But, Richardson threw a spot beyond the CB, to beat the safety for a massive 
first down. That throw was SO good. 


Deep comeback route is just ridiculously easy when he has time to throw 
Such an easy throwing motion too - it doesn’t look like it takes him much effort 
to make a 45 yard throw on a line.


Quick release helps him in the RPO game for sure - can stick it with a flick of the 
wrist with serious RPMs


Player comp - Bills QB Josh Allen 

Now, former Wyoming star Josh Allen played nearly double the number of 
games at Wyoming that Richardson played back in his college career, but it’s 
remarkable how similar the stats are, on average.


Allen - 56.2% completion


Richardson - 54.7% completion


 Allen - 44 TD to 21 INT (2.1) 


Richardson - 24 TD to 16 INT (1.5)




Allen - 767 rushing yards


Richardson - 1,116 rushing yards


Allen - 12 rushing TD


Richardson - 12 rushing TD.


So, it comes to this on Richardson, as I sit here and compare  him to one of the 
three best QBs in the NFL - will he work at his game to correct his flaws? Is he 
coachable? Allen is mega-talented but he was going to grind until he became 
GREAT. Richardson has similar tools to Allen - size, arm strength, running ability, 
toughness, but Allen allowed himself to be coached and grew into the position 
well. There were hiccups and there were issues, but Allen kept rising, took in the 
coaching, stayed humble and now he’s the Mayor of Buffalo. 


I’m not saying Richardson is or isn’t coachable or not mentally tough - none of 
that but we just don’t know. What we do know is that the tools are CERTAINLY 
there in the toolkit. Why didn’t it happen at Florida then? It did, but it was 
incredibly spotty. He went through a coaching change, an offense change and 
lost a ton of talent heading into his first, and only, year as a starter. As such, to 
be Allen, or even exist in his area code as a player, Richardson needs coaching, 
needs to respond to coaching and needs a coaching staff that’ll allow that talent 
to grow, not shrink. It’s tough to make a comparison to Allen, but physically, 
Richardson is all that and a bag of chips.


Again, LET ME REPEAT, he has similar tools to Allen, but he won’t sniff that 
comp if he doesn’t work at his flaws as Josh did or if he doesn’t have the 
supportive community around him that Buffalo provided for Richardson. If 
Richardson checks each of those boxes in the future, he’s going to make a team 
EXTREMELY happy in the future.


Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

6th year - 6-3, 217 lb.

Greensboro, NC


• 2022 SEC Offensive Player of the Year 

• 2022 1st Team All-SEC

• Threw for 58 TD, 5 INT in 2 years at UT


Dudley HS in Greensboro, NC
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Hooker had me perplexed, at times, during my initial 2022 study. The main 
reason was due to how different he looked from his days at Virginia Tech (just a 
guy) and how he looked at Tennessee in 2021 (future NFL prospect). His 2019 & 
2020 seasons at Virginia Tech just gave me nothing - no excitement, no juice. 
Quite frankly, when he decided to transfer, I really didn’t pay it much mind as I 
thought he would just be someone’s backup in Knoxville. But, then I saw him 
against Florida in 2021 and it got me thinking a little differently about him. By 
season’s end, I was completely in a different mindset as to Hooker’s future. 


He appeared confident. His arm was as strong as any in this draft class. He ran 
when necessary. He seemed to be in total control of Josh Heupel’s offense. 
When I studied him a bit closer this summer, I felt that much more confident that 
he’s an NFL QB and one who can start in the NFL down the road. His footwork 
is clean. He’s deliberate with his scans and reads, but his feet seem to always 
match his eyes. He can rip fastballs into tight spaces. But, there’s that added 
element of being able to get out of the pocket when needed.


I love his compact, quick release. He has more than adequate RPMs - not Josh 
Allen like, but NFL-able. Truly love the way that he ties his eyes with his feet. The 
reads in this Tennessee offense seem straight forward, but Hooker needed to be 
decisive early in the play development. And, he was. His scan happened quickly 
so either he got a quick answer with this read based on the play/coverage or he 
used his eyes to try to spin a safety and had already predetermined where he 
wanted to go with the ball. Not a bad thing at all, but curious how his offense 
translates going forward. If he got man coverage AND a seam opened in the 
pass rush, he took off. That eventually forced more teams to spy on him and 
take LB/S out of the coverage scheme, which opened up more of the passing 
game. His late season ACL injury, combined with his, uh, advanced age (25)  is 
going to create some heated discussions in draft rooms this April for certain.


Watching the Pitt game in 2022, it took him a bit to find the right gear. But, late 
in the first quarter, he found it and my goodness was he awesome. First, he hit a 
couple of standard routes - curl to Cedric Tillman, speed out to Jalin Hyatt. He 
then dropped a beautiful garbage can shot to the back corner of the end zone to 
Hyatt, who was inches out of bounds for a TD. Regardless, it was a brilliant 
touch throw. On the very next play, Tennessee ran play action with trap 
protection, but Pitt DT Calijah Kancey blew up the center and walked him right 
into Hooker’s lap. Hooker couldn’t step into the throw, nor could he follow 
through on the throw, but he put the exact right touch/rpms on a throw to the 
TE, over the LB and S, who sped down to the one yard line. That was 
impressive, even more so than the touch throw on the previous down.




Dime again on a deep ball, MOFC to Bru McCoy for a TD. Dropped it in the back 
corner bucket from 40-45 yards out. Brilliant ball.


Then, another go ball to Cedric Tillman down to the one yard line. DIME. AGAIN. 
Those throws all came in that Pitt game and set the stage for one heck of a 
season, well, until, you know #ACL.


That performance got no acclaim but it should have. The ones against Florida, 
LSU and Alabama put him squarely in the crosshairs of the 2022 college football 
fans. Those performances also solidified him as a bona fide first round QB. 
Then, he tore his ACL in the loss at South Carolina, which ended his season. Did 
it end his first round possibilities too? Stay tuned.




Player Comp - Browns QB Jacoby Brissett 

Will Levis, Kentucky

5th year - 6-4, 233 lb.

Madison, CT


• Started his career at Penn State

• Threw for 43 TD in two seasons at UK

• Mom & Dad were great college athletes


Every Drop Back v. Georgia analysis


Every Drop Back v. Mississippi State analysis


Xavier HS in Madison, CT


Levis gives me heartburn as I watch him on tape. I find it to be so frustrating to 
watch him because he SO looks the part and there are times when he drops 
dimes in the passing game. Absolute DIMES. Then, there are times he’ll have all 
the time in the pocket and throw behind a WR, which results in an interception. 
That happened against Missouri in 2021 at home in a key spot early in the 
second quarter. Simple dig route. Protected well. Ball thrown behind receiver, 
tipped into S hands for an interception. What makes it so maddening is that the 
next throw down the field was on the exact same route - rifled for a completion. 
The very next throw was off play action and he dropped an absolute dime deep 
down the field, outside the numbers to former WR star Wan’Dale Robinson. One 
step back, two steps forward. 


Now, I’ll concede that he was in his first full year as a starter in 2021 and he 
learned a new, intricate NFL offense, but the easiest thing about playing QB is 
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the actual throw. He doesn’t seem to make bad decisions where to throw the 
ball but he can get locked on one side of the field, one receiver, holding the ball 
a hair too long at times. He has plenty of zip and velo on his throws and there 
are NO questions about his ability to spin it. He’s tough as a $2 steak and is 
physically so well put together. 


When his mechanics hold up in the pocket, he can deliver the ball wherever he 
wants on the field. But, when he gets sloppy, feet not matching eyes, dropping 
his arm slot, hips askew, he’s wildly inaccurate. It’s clear that Kentucky coached 
him up hard on his footwork and mechanics last year. He threw a couple of 
absolute dimes in the win over Florida in 2021 and his leadership really helped 
carry a Kentucky offense that wasn’t able to run at all.


I thought some of the rough spots would be buffed and polished out in 2022, 
but they weren’t, making his evaluation that much more complicated. I examined 
every drop back in two games of the 2022 season, noted above. He certainly 
personifies the good, bad and the ugly of playing the position


Player Comp - The Titans QB Room - many elements of Malik Willis 
combined with many more of Ryan Tannehill.


Jake Haener, Fresno State

6th year - 6-0, 207 lb.

Danville, CA


• 1st Team All-Mountain West - 2022

• 2nd Team All-Mountain West - 2021

• Threw for 9,120 yards in four years, 68 TD


Monte Vista HS in Danville, CA


The transfer from Washington was one of the most pleasant surprises in college 
football throughout the last three seasons. In 2020, he was fourth in the nation, 
averaging 336.8 yards per game. In 2021, he threw for over 4,000 yards and 33 
touchdowns but he showed what he was all about, bringing Fresno State from 
behind over UCLA in Los Angeles with a banged up shoulder. He lit up the 
Bruins with 455 yards and two touchdowns to beat UCLA 40-37. That’s when I 
knew he was more than just a six foot tall gunslinger, putting up great numbers 
out west when no one was looking.
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In 2022, Haener almost transferred back to Washington to join former Fresno 
State coach Kalen DeBoer, but he stayed at Fresno State, making the Bulldogs 
the most dangerous offense on the West Coast not named USC. He’s tough as 
hell (see final drive of major comeback win at UCLA in 2021). But, he was injured 
in the game at USC and the Bulldogs went 2-3 without him in the lineup. After 
he returned, the Bulldogs didn’t lose again, so the word VALUABLE comes to 
mind for sure.


He has a whip for an arm and delivers the football with some zip. He will drop 
down and make sidearm throws when necessary. He can throw off platform 
extremely well. He doesn't always have full field vision (see INT in the red zone 
against Utah State in 2020). I absolutely love his moxie, though, his whip for an 
arm, his competitive nature and clutch tendencies. He'll get knocked for his size 
like a handful of QBs in this draft class, but he can deliver the football on time, 
anywhere on the field. Plus, with the game on the line, there are few I'd rather 
have under center than Haener.


Down in Mobile at the Senior Bowl, Haener finished his week as the Senior Bowl 
Game MVP. I wrote in my notebook a couple of times that balls just got caught 
when Haener was at QB. In years past, the first day, perhaps two, the team 
periods are a complete crapshoot and very little gets executed. Very rarely does 
a pass, beyond a checkdown to the back or deep route down the sideline, get 
completed. As such, I wasn’t totally shocked that the offenses struggled, but 
when Haener was under center, the offense moved effectively. His quick release 
and quick decision-making were on full display. I wrote this in my Harris Hits on 
day three


“It was clear when Fresno State QB Jake Haener was under center. The offense/
throwing game was stuck in neutral with BYU’s Jaren Hall or Louisville’s Malik 
Cunningham in at QB, but Haener’s quick decision making and quick release 
allowed WR and TE to get involved and be productive. I wrote in my notebook 
that “when Haener comes in, balls get completed”.


I said this about Haener in my Senior Bowl 25 article


“I haven’t seen too much from the QBs that I didn’t know already but seeing 
Haener up close has been an intriguing watch. He has a whip for an arm and can 
deliver all over the field. He’s been the CLEAR number one QB in Mobile.” 

Haener is just short, well, short-er. If he were 6-2, 6-3, we’d all be talking about 
him as a late first round pick. Shoot, I’m not totally convinced he’s not a 2nd/3rd 
round option. Leaving Hooker out of the equation for the time being given his 



ACL issue, I’m not sure Haener isn’t the best option to come into the NFL and 
succeed right away after Bryce Young (Alabama) and C.J. Stroud (Ohio State).


Player Comp - The Good Baker Mayfield Twin 

Dorian Thompson-Robinson, UCLA

5th year - 6-2, 203 lb

Las Vegas, NV


• 2x 2nd Team All-Pac-12 - 2021, 2022

• Accounted for 116 total TD at UCLA

• 4.56 40-yard dash, 10-1 broad jump


Bishop Gorman HS in Las Vegas, NV


In high school, DTR only started one year at QB at famed Bishop Gorman HS in 
Las Vegas because he sat behind 5-star Tate Martell. So, he probably needed all 
the time that he did at UCLA to work out some of the QB kinks, if you will.


He’s an electric off-platform performer. With the ball in his hands on the 
perimeter, he’s a bona fide threat to throw one 50 yards on a dime or take off for 
a 50-yard run. That also plays into the bad too because he might run when he’s 
got a breaking wide open receiver or he’ll throw when the WR starts to block, 
anticipating that he’s going to run. He’s got a howitzer for a right arm, that’s 
clear and evident.


He can be late with the football too. Now, I like the way that he’ll go through his 
progressions, but he must figure out how to do so quicker than he did in college. 
Against USC in 2022, he scanned to his left, found nothing and then threw back 
to the sideline on his right. He never saw USC CB Mekhi Blackmon baiting him 
into that throw right before the half. Pick. 


He can be erratic when there’s no reason to be, not in the slightest. He doesn’t 
always have full field vision and that can lead to some throws that make 
EVERYONE shake their heads.


But, DAMN, that arm strength. In certain instances, it’s just a flick of the wrist on 
a seam route to hit his WR on the run 30 yards down the field.


He plays and competes with fervor. If it takes launching his body into a defender 
on a block to open up a hole for his running back, you best damn believe DTR 
will do that. From a competition standpoint, there are few peers. That said, he 
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does talk…A LOT. He is no stranger to talking trash and getting in opponents’ 
faces throughout the game. He has a short fuse and if lit, he can be an issue, 
both good and bad. Put it this way, I don’t think there are many opponents 
asking him to dinner any time soon.


He’s a bit of an enigmatic conundrum, but I’d be willing to have him come in and 
jolt my offense in some way, shape or form. Shoot, play him at receiver, if 
needed, ala The Original Slash Kordell Stewart, to start his career.




Player Comp - Falcons QB Taylor Heinicke 

Jaren Hall, BYU

5th year - 6-0, 207 lb

Spanish Fork, UT


• Threw for 5,754 yards in 2021 & 2022

• Played baseball for BYU in 2019 & 2020

• 31 TD/six INT, 34 Total TD in 2022


Maple Mountain HS in Spanish Fork, UT


There’s a lot to love about Jaren Hall but the first thing to note is that he’s NOT 
Zach Wilson. The former BYU gunslinger was magical with his arm. There wasn’t 
a throw that Wilson couldn’t make sidearm, over the top, underhanded, falling 
sideways, behind his back or from the parking lot. 


Hall is not that type of passer; he has more of a traditional over the top release 
and possesses a plus arm, but nothing like Zach had. But, what Hall does 
provide more so is his running ability and danger out of the pocket. Whereas 
Wilson could move a bit, he wouldn’t scare me as a defensive coordinator trying 
to slow him down. I WANTED him to scramble to run. As a defensive coordinator 
against Hall, I’d be extremely worried about him leaving the pocket to run and 
gash me. But, for each BYU QB, what’s similar is that when you put the run 
threat/passing acumen together, it’s a wildly effective marriage of skills that 
made both NFL prospects. Hall took over in 2021 and led an offense that ran for 
2,436 yards, while Hall threw for 2,583 yards. Now, Hall did miss three games, 
including the bowl game against UAB due to injury. 


Throughout his career, I liked his command of the game and his calm demeanor. 
In 2021, Baylor beat the he-- out of him and he just kept coming. Against Utah 
in 2021, down 3-0, early in the 2nd quarter, the Cougars were in no man’s land 
on the field and faced a 4th and 11. Utah’s talented secondary put clamps on 
the WRs and brought six on the pressure. Hall never panicked, escaped out to 
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the left sideline and beat feet down the sideline for 19 yards. A few plays later, at 
the two yard line, the Cougars called a man beater rub route. Hall immediately 
had his WR open on the out cut, but the outside WR hadn’t cleared, which 
meant the outside CB could redirect and stop that route. So, Hall, smartly, 
waited a beat for that WR and the Utah CB to clear and THEN he threw to an 
open WR, who ran in for a touchdown. BYU took a 7-3 lead based nearly all on 
Hall’s athleticism and smarts. Hall is one heck of an overall athlete too. He 
played baseball for the BYU baseball team, his father AND brother were RB at 
BYU, his mother was a gymnast at BYU and his wife was a former soccer player 
at Utah Valley. Yeah, there’s a LOT to love about Hall.


He has some SICK ball placement too. On the first throw of the game against 
Oregon in 2022, he had a go route up the left sideline. He backshouldered that 
thing 35 yards downfield ON A DIME from the left hash. Whoa. If that’s a club he 
has in his bag consistently, look out. But, the 2023 Senior Bowl week wasn’t his 
best showing. He looked discombobulated and out of whack and it just didn’t 
look like the Hall I saw at BYU. That said, some team will get a tremendous ball 
‘o clay to work with on day three in this draft.


Player Comp - 49ers QB Brock Purdy 

Aidan O’Connell, Purdue

5th year - 6-3, 213 lb.

Long Grove, IL


• Started his career as preferred walk-on

• 2x 2nd Team All-B1G - 2021, 2022

• Threw for 9,219 yards, 65 TD in career


Stevenson HS in Long Grove, IL, 


He IS Jared Goff. Size. Arm Strength. Release. Number. Mannerisms. He’s an 
exact replica, honestly. Finally, it’s not a bad thing to be compared to Goff. He’s 
smart like Goff too.


Goff doesn’t always like to take chances but O’Connell is NOT scared AT ALL to 
throw into coverage to give his pass catchers a chance, little though it may be. 


His eyes need to scan that much more. Against Syracuse in 2022, he had a TE 
on a seam route v. Tampa two coverage. He never checked the backside safety 
and it almost cost him big time. After not checking, he threw to a spot where he 
thought his TE could run through the pass down the field, but a good, solid NFL 
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safety would’ve picked that route in the EZ and taken points off the board. He 
eyed the playside safety and the middle runner (LB) but he never even scanned 
the backside safety to make sure he could throw that actual type of pass to that 
actual spot. Shoot, he was lucky he was inaccurate on that throw because the 
PLAYSIDE safety even had a chance at an INT.


He doesn’t have a cannon but he can rip some interior intermediate throws 
when necessary. His ball placement is outstanding. He can put the ball ON his 
WR with no space. In that same Syracuse game, he ripped one to his TE on a 
pop pass with a linebacker hanging all over his TE. I mean, all over him. He had 
a six inch space with which to fit that ball into his guy and he did.


Player Comp - Lions QB Jared Goff 

Max Duggan, TCU

4th year - 6-1 1/2, 210 lb

Cedar Rapids, IA


• 2022 Heisman Trophy Finalist

• Won four major QB awards in 2022

• 2nd Team All-American - 2022


Lewis Central HS in Cedar Rapids, IA


Duggan understands space, coverage and when/where to scramble. He doesn’t 
possess the strongest arm, but he doesn’t struggle to make throws. He knows 
what the heck he’s looking at for certain and understands WHERE to throw and 
HOW to throw, i.e. what type of throw to make. The deep over route to WR 
Quentin Johnston against Kansas in 2022 is a perfect example. Duggan had a 
wide open RB on a circle up checkdown, but he knew from what he saw that 
there was more meat on the bone and he found it when Johnston made his 
cross country trek on the over, above the LB, underneath the safety. 


Duggan’s a coach’s kid so he understands the game, the ups and downs and 
dealing with the success, or lack thereof. If there’s a “who’s the next Brock 
Purdy?” out there, it’s probably Duggan who has sterling character on and off 
the field. The essence of Max Duggan was the entire 2022 season. He had to 
win over his new coaching staff after starting for three years at TCU. He jumped 
into the lineup when starter Christian Morris got hurt early in game one and 
never looked back. The TRUE essence of Duggan was the game-tying drive 
against Kansas State in the Big 12 Championship Game. Dude was SPENT and 
he kept making one play after the other to set up his TD throw to get within two. 
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Then, with nothing in his tank, he dove over for the two point conversion to send 
the game to overtime. I was watching at home just clapping and going nuts FOR 
HIM because of how he persevered to get to that point? My goodness. 


At the NFL level, though, there’s such a higher standard to reach. Immediately, I 
pointed out that he could become the next Brock Purdy. I mean, we all made 
such a big deal about Purdy because something like THAT happens so 
infrequently. I think Duggan is more athletically gifted than Purdy, but the former 
Iowa State star was drafted into the exact right situation. Will that happen for 
Duggan? He has more than adequate arm strength. Toughness for days. 
Leadership qualities off the charts. Running ability to save himself when needed. 
It’s possible, unlikely, but possible.


While in Mobile for the Senior Bowl, Duggan didn’t disappoint, but he didn’t 
wow anyone either. I said to a couple of NFL people with me on day one that 
everything needed to speed up for Max. If there’s anything that I’ve seen that 
has frustrated young QBs in the NFL, it’s that they don’t decipher quickly and 
act even FASTER. Duggan did make a couple of throws in a team period that 
were definitely worthy of praise. He ripped a dig route after maneuvering the 
pocket around an oncoming edge rusher for a completion. That was NFL-
worthy.


Player Comp - Eagles QB Jalen Hurts 

Tanner McKee, Stanford

5th year - 6-6, 231 lb

Corona, CA


• Threw for 5,336 yards in three years

• Accounted for 34 total TD in career

• Threw for 2,947 yards/13 TD in 2022


Centennial HS in Corona, CA. 


Following his high school carer, McKee took a two year Mormon mission, so he 
didn't enroll at Stanford until his freshman season of 2020. Davis Mills stood in 
the way and then COVID hit too. But, McKee eventually took over after Mills left 
for the NFL in 2021 and started every game for the Cardinal ever since.


During the summer of 2022, I watched a minimum of four games on McKee and 
I just couldn’t get there on the Stanford quarterback. Plenty of pundits were high 
on McKee but I just kept seeing Brock Osweiler - lanky, TALL and ¾ quarter 
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release. Similar to Brock’s career at Arizona State, and in the NFL, there were 
some absolute dimes in his games, then there were some scary head 
scratchers. It’s that sort of inconsistency that worries me a ton. Beyond the 
inconsistency, there’s just not anything that forces me to jump out of my seat 
excited about when studying him. 


Too many of his throws are high and off target due to that ¾ release. He really 
needs to focus on getting that elbow up and over the top a bit more. He’s 
already 6-6, so he has a harder time getting the ball DOWN into the proper 
catching window. He gets antsy in the pocket as well. Now, I’ll excuse that 
because he didn’t have the Great Stanford Wall in front of him, protecting him. 
So, he was quick to get to his drop and start dancing. But, that kept him from 
making throws that are in his bag. Against Oregon in 2022, he had more than 
enough time to make a seam throw to his TE for a first down. But, he couldn’t 
calm his feet and he moved up into the pocket to throw. Had he settled and kept 
space from his OL front, stepped into his throw from the top of his drop, he 
would’ve been able to dot his tight end. Instead, he threw high and incomplete.


Case in point, two plays later on third and ten, he did EXACTLY what I asked - 
drop calmly, settle the feet and throw a rocket…and the throw he made to WR 
Elijah Higgins down the seam is one of the best throws I saw him, or any other 
QB, make in the 2022 season. He LASERED that throw into an open void and 
Higgins never broke stride for a touchdown. He just didn’t do enough of that 
throughout his two years as a starter.


His ball placement outside the numbers has few peers, not named C.J. Stroud. I 
mean, there were jaw dropping throws into the deep window outside the 
numbers. Just layered perfectly a number of times.


It’s just hard for me to reconcile the DOWNS, the way, way, way, downs with the 
REALLY impressive UPS. Give him some protection, lose that slow mesh offense 
and put him in a true West Coast offense and he’ll make the right decisions. 
That could help him grow into a ten year veteran with starting ability.


Player Comp - Former NFL QB Brock Osweiler 

Best of the Rest - QB 

Clayton Tune, Houston

5th year - 6-2 1/2, 220 lb.


Hebron HS in Carrollton, TX




More gamer than he is polished QB but I want the ball in his hands in the fourth 
quarter. The comeback against Memphis in 2022 is Exhibit A as to why I would 
want him in my organization.


Stetson Bennett IV, Georgia

6th year - 5-11, 192 lb.


Pierce County HS in Blackshear, GA


Two national championship rings + comeback story may not be enough to 
overcome the off the field issues and lack of size


Malik Cunningham, Louisville

6th year - 6-0, 192 lb.


Park Crossing HS in Montgomery, AL. 


Perhaps the best running QB in this Draft class and the most improved QB I see 
in this class as well. Quite frankly, I wasn’t certain that Cunningham was truly 
The Man to lead the Louisville attack. I was wrong. He’s certainly that guy. 
Through the first quarter of the season, he had thrown for 1,300+ yards but his 
magic has been on the ground. He’s averaging 62 yards per game and has TEN 
touchdowns through the first five games as the Cardinals have put up 30+ each 
of the last four games with Cunningham at the controls.


Tyson Bagent, Shepherd

5th year - 6-3, 213 lb.


Martinsburg HS in Martinsburg, WV. 


The most decorated player in Division II football and that earned him an invite to 
the Senior Bowl. Unfortunately, he didn’t truly make a big impact and struggled 
throughout the week.


Sean Clifford, Penn State

6th year - 6-2, 218 lb.


St. Xavier HS in Cincinnati, OH




Beat out Will Levis to remain Penn State’s QB, but it wasn’t for sheer god-given 
ability. Grit. Leadership. Whatever you call it, he’s got that in spades. He was 
highly thought of and revered as a tough-minded leader at PSU


Tommy DeVito, Illinois

6th year - 6-1, 210 lb.


Don Bosco Prep in Cedar Grove, NJ. 


Wasn't expecting much after an up and down career at Syracuse, but he made 
some throws and managed the position well at Illinois. Again, I'd bring him to 
camp and give him a shot to make the practice squad. He's Jersey tough, has 
to learn to get rid the ball a bit quicker but he has a some potential to work with. 
Player that comes to mind as a comp is former UVA QB Kurt Benkert


Lindsay Scott Jr, Incarnate Word

7th year - 5-10 1/4, 207 lb.


Zachary HS in Zachary, LA. 


Scott Jr. fit the UIW up-tempo, high octane offense like a hand in a glove. He 
finished the season with 4,686 yards passing, 60 passing TD, 712 yards rushing 
and 11 TD. He won the Walter Payton Award as the best player at the FCS level. 
I called a game when he was at Nicholls in the spring of 2021 and he was 
dynamic, but his throwing accuracy was all over the place. That improved in 
2021 in the fall, but when he went to UIW, he was that much more accurate, 
explosive and threatening with the ball in his hands.


Tanner Morgan, Minnesota

6th year - 6-0 3/8, 204 lb.


Ryle HS in Union, KY


Morgan was a three year starter at Minnesota, before injuries really cost him the 
last half of his senior campaign. Doesn’t have NFL tools, but has leadership and 
respect, which could keep him in the NFL for a while as a backup. 


Holton Ahlers, East Carolina

5th year - 6-3 1/8, 227 lb.


D.H. Conley HS in Greenville, NC.




The lefty is one heck of an interesting story as he threw for 3,708 yards and 28 
touchdowns as a 5th year senior in Greenville. Doesn’t really do anything at an 
elite level, but he’s a tough, gamer and will stick on a roster for that reason.


Tim DeMorat, Fordham

5th year - 6-3 1/2, 219 lb.


Viera HS in Merritt Island, FL


The Floridian was the runner-up for the 2022 Walter Payton Award after throwing 
for 4,891 yards and 56 TD. Tall, pocket passer with speed to create outside the 
pocket. 


Adrian Martinez, Kansas State

5th year - 6-1 7/8, 221 lb.


Clovis West HS in Fresno, CA


Injuries cost him his job at Kansas State but he doesn’t have the throwing skill to 
stick for long in the NFL. Should earn a spot in a camp and compete…that he’ll 
do.




Edge 
*Jaelen Phillips 
*Bradley Chubb 
Malik Reed

Andrew Van Ginkel

Cameron Goode


IDL 
*Zack Sieler

Emmanuel Ogbah (edge)

*Raekwon Davis

*Christian Wilkins

Jaylen Twyman

Josiah Bronson


LB 
*Jerome Baker

*David Long Jr. 
Channing Tindall

Duke Riley


S 
*Brandon Jones

*Jevon Holland 
DeShon Elliott 
Verone McKinley III

Elijah Campbell


CB 
*Xavien Howard 
*Jalen Ramsey 
Kader Kohou

Noah Igbinoghene

Keion Crossen

Justin Bethel

Nik Needham

Trill Williams

Tino Ellis

QB 
*Tua Tagovailoa

Mike White 
Skylar Thompson


RB 
*Raheem Mostert

Jeff Wilson Jr.

Salvon Ahmed

Myles Gaskin


WR 
*Tyreek Hill 
*Jaylen Waddle 
*Cedrick Wilson Jr

Chosen Anderson 
Braxton Berrios

Erik Ezukanma

River Cracraft

Braylon Sanders

Freddie Swain


TE 
*Durham Smythe

Eric Saubert

Tanner Conner


OL 
*OT Terron Armstead 
*OG/OT Liam Eichenberg

*C Connor Williams

*OG Robert Hunt

*OT Austin Jackson

OT Kendall Lamm

LG Robert Jones

C Dan Feeney

OG Lester Cotton

OT Geron Christian

OT Kion Smith

2023 Miami Dolphins Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Let Tua be…for now.


RB - Mid-to-high - The 49ers alums could use a jolt 
from this RB draft class.


WR - Low - Plenty of investment, production, 
explosiveness in this group. Invest elsewhere.


TE - Mid-to-High - Dependable group, nothing more


OL - Mid - See TE. Hunt and Armstead are rock solid, 
but overall group has underachieved a bit.


Edge - Low - Phillips is becoming a star and Chubb is 
one. I’d say depth late but they have just 4 picks.


IDL - Low - Again, they only have four picks - RB, TE, 
perhaps IOL. They can invest elsewhere.


LB - Mid - if Long Jr. can stay healthy, he’s a steal, just 
need significantly more depth at the position.


S - Low - Next. Again, just four selections in this draft, 
so invest it elsewhere.


CB - Zero - Arguably, deepest position in the division.

Miami Dolphins
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Max Duggan, TCU

Clayton Tune, Houston

Tyson Bagent, Shepherd


RB Prospects to Watch 
Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Kendre Miller, TCU

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

Evan Hull, Northwestern


WR Prospects to Watch 
Matt Landers, Arkansas

Jason Brownlee, So. Miss.

Puka Nacua, BYU


TE Prospects to Watch 
Sam LaPorta, Iowa

Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Will Mallory, Miami, FL

Ben Sims, Baylor


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Anthony Bradford, LSU

OG Jon Gaines II

OG/OC Jordan McFadden, 
Clemson

OT Matthew Bergeron, 
Syracuse

OT/OG Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

OG/OT/OC Cody Mauch, 
NDSU

OT/OG Nick Saldiveri, ODU

OT Wanya Morris, 
Oklahoma

OG/OT Sidy Sow, Eastern 
Michigan

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Lonnie Phelps, Kansas

Eku Leota, Auburn

Caleb Murphy, Ferris St.

B.J. Thompson, SFA

Thomas Incoom, Central 
Michigan


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jaquelin Roy, LSU

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky

Keondre Coburn, Texas

Dante Stills, West Virginia


LB Prospects to Watch 
Noah Sewell, Oregon

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Dorian Williams, Tulane

Cam Jones, Indiana


S Prospects to Watch 
Ronnie Hickman, Ohio St.

Rashad Torrence, Florida

Anthony Johnson Jr, Iowa 
State

Brandon Hill, Pitt


CB Prospects to Watch 
Carrington Valentine, 
Kentucky

Jarrick Bernard-Converse, 
LSU

Kaleb Hayes, BYU


2023 Miami Dolphins picks - 2nd (51), 3rd (84), 6th (197), 7th (238)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Carl Lawson

*John Franklin-Myers 
Jermaine Johnson

Michael Clemons

Bradlee Anae

Bryce Huff (RFA)


IDL 
*Quinnen Williams 
*Quinton Jefferson

Solomon Thomas

Tanzel Smart

Isaiah Mack

Marquiss Spencer


LB 
*C.J. Mosley

*Quincy Williams

Hamsah Nasirildeen

Jamien Sherwood

Chazz Surratt


S 
*Chuck Clark

*Jordan Whitehead

Will Parks

Tony Adams

Ashtyn Davis


CB 
*Ahmad ‘Sauce’ Gardner 
*D.J. Reed

Justin Hardee

Bryce Hall

Craig James

Jimmy Moreland

Michael Carter II

Brandin Echols

QB 
*Aaron Rodgers (I think??)

Zach Wilson

Tim Boyle

Chris Streveler


RB 
*Breece Hall

Michael Carter II

Bam Knight

Ty Johnson

(FB) Nick Bawden


WR 
*Garrett Wilson 
*Allen Lazard 
*Mecole Hardman Jr. 
Corey Davis

Denzel Mims

Diontae Spencer

Irvin Charles

Malik Taylor


TE 
*Tyler Conklin

C.J. Uzomah

Kenny Yeboah

Jeremy Ruckert


OL 
*OT Mekhi Becton

*OG Laken Tomlinson

*C Wes Schweitzer

*OG/OT Alijah Vera-Tucker

*OT Max Mitchell

OT Duane Brown

OG Adam Pankey

C Trystan Colon

OG Chris Glaser

OT Eric Smith

OT Greg Senat

2023 New York Jets Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - If/When AR 12 arrives


RB - Low - Depth, production, variety all here in this 
group…as long as Hall is fully healthy


WR - Zero - they could trade either Davis and/or Mims 
and STILL have plenty of production/depth


TE - High - There’s a star rookie TE ready for NYC.


OL - Mid - Constant, consistent health is needed and a 
RT with some pop and size.


Edge - Low-to-zero - this group has plenty.


IDL - Mid - I could see a BIG run stuffer joining 
Jefferson to play alongside Williams, in particular.


LB - Mid-to-high - Mosley isn’t quite the guy that he 
was earlier in his career. I could see this being a key 
spot


S - Mid - Clark addition was huge, could still use an 
impact S, if one is to be found in this draft.


CB - Low - Sauce/Reed duo is straight fire.

New York Jets
QB Prospects to Watch 
None…unless, well you 
know


RB Prospects to Watch 
Roschon Johnson, Texas

Evan Hull, Northwestern

Chris Rodriguez Jr, 
Kentucky

Mohamed Ibrahim, 
Minnesota


WR Prospects to Watch 
Tank Dell, Houston

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Demario Douglas, Liberty

Derius Davis, TCU

Kaz Allen, UCLA

Shedrick Jackson, Auburn

Xavier Gipson, SFA


TE Prospects to Watch 
Michael Mayer, Notre Dame

Dalton Kincaid, Utah

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Darnell Washington, UGa

Sam LaPorta, Iowa

Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Cameron Latu, Alabama


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Dawand Jones, Ohio 
State

OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OT/OG Cody Mauch, 
NDSU

OC John Michael Schmitz, 
Minnesota

OC Luke Wypler, Ohio St.

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Dylan Horton, TCU

Brenton Cox, Jr, Florida

Nick Herbig, Wisconsin 
(Edge/LB)

D.J. Johnson, Oregon


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Mazi Smith, Michigan

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Adetomiwa Adebawore, 
Northwestern (Edge/IDL)

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

Siaki Ika, Baylor


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Daiyan Henley, WSU

Noah Sewell, Oregon


S Prospects to Watch 
Jartavius ‘Quan’ Martin, 
Illinois

Daniel Scott, Cal

Chamarri Conner, Va. Tech

DeMarco Hellams, Alabama


CB Prospects to Watch 
Darrell Luter Jr, South 
Alabama

Starling Thomas V, UAB

Lance Boykin, Coastal 
Carolina

Nic Jones, Ball State

Ethan Bonner, Stanford

Cam Brown, Ohio State

2023 New York Jets picks - 1st (13), 2nd (42, 43), 4th (112), 5th (143), 6th (207)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Deatrich Wise

*Matthew Judon 
Josh Uche

DaMarcus Mitchell

Anfernee Jennings

Ronnie Perkins

Jeremiah Pharms Jr.


IDL 
*Davon Godchaux

*Lawrence Guy Sr.

*Christian Barmore

Daniel Ekuale

Sam Roberts

Carl Davis Jr.


LB 
*Ja’Whaun Bentley

*Jahlani Tavai

Mack Wilson Sr.

Raekwon McMillan

Calvin Munson

Chris Board

Olakunle Fatukasi

Terez Hall


S 
*Kyle Dugger 
*Adrian Phillips

Jabrill Peppers

Jalen Mills

Brenden Schooler

Joshuah Bledsoe

Brad Hawkins

Cody Davis


CB 
*Jonathan Jones

*Jack Jones

Marcus Jones

Myles Bryant (RFA)

Quandre Mosely

QB 
*Mac Jones

Bailey Zappe


RB 
*Rhamondre Stevenson

James Robinson 
Ty Montgomery

Pierre Strong Jr.

Kevin Harris

J.J. Taylor


WR 
*Devante Parker

*Kendrick Bourne

*JuJu Smith-Schuster

Raleigh Webb

Tyquan Thornton

Lynn Bowden Jr.

Tre Nixon

Matthew Slater


TE 
*Hunter Henry

Mike Gesicki 
Matt Sokol

Scotty Washington


OL 
*OT Trent Brown

*OG Cole Strange 
*C David Andrews

*OG Mike Onwenu 
*OT Riley Reiff

OT Calvin Anderson

OG/OC James Ferentz

C Kody Russey

OT Conor McDermott

OT Yodny Cajuste

OG Bill Murray

OT Andrew Stueber

2023 NE Patriots Draft Priorities 
QB - Mid-to-high - there’s a lot of smoke around Mac-
Belichick disharmony, but Bill O’Brien could fix that.


RB - Mid-to-low - I’m a fan of this group, led by 
Stevenson. There are higher priorities.


WR - Mid-to-high - It’s a bunch of #2 types, no alpha, 
so it’ll remain a priority until they find one.


TE - Mid - Depth is the only issue, top 2 are superb.


OL - Mid-to-high - Not in love with Reiff at OT


Edge - Low - With so many picks, they’ll find a 
diamond in the rough on day 3, but it’s not a massive 
priority.


IDL - Low - Perhaps, one of those day three picks, but 
nothing on day one or two.


LB - Mid-to-high - not completely in love w/this group 
and with so many picks, it’s worth it to address issues.


S - Mid - If the S draft class were better, I’d say higher.


CB - High - The Joneses could use a big, bully CB

New England Patriots
QB Prospects to Watch 
Will Levis, Kentucky

Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Clayton Tune, Houston

Sean Clifford, Penn State


RB Prospects to Watch 
Chase Brown, Illinois

Roschon Johnson, Texas

Tiyon Evans, Louisville

Wayne Taulapapa, 
Washington

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Jordan Addison, USC

Zay Flowers, Boston 
College

Tank Dell, Houston

Josh Downs, North 
Carolina

Charlie Jones, Purdue

Matt Landers, Arkansas

Shedrick Jackson, Auburn


TE Prospects to Watch 
Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Brenton Strange, Penn St.

Noah Gindorff, NDSU

Cameron Latu, Alabama

Kyle Patterson, Air Force


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OT Anton Harrison, 
Oklahoma

OT/OG Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Isaiah McGuire, Missouri

YaYa Diaby, Louisville

Tuli Tuipolotu, USC


IDL Prospects to Watch 
D.J. Dale, Alabama

Byron Young, Alabama

P.J. Mustipher, Penn State

Jerrod Clark, Coastal 
Carolina

Kobie Turner, Wake Forest

Keondre Coburn, Texas


LB Prospects to Watch 
Trenton Simpson, Clemson

Daiyan Henley, WSU

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Dorian Williams, Tulane

Owen Pappoe, Auburn


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Christopher Smith, UGa

Jordan Battle, Alabama

Jammie Robinson, Florida 
State


CB Prospects to Watch 
Deonte Banks, Maryland

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Eli Ricks, Alabama

Jartavius ‘Quan’ Martin, 
Illinois

Riley Moss, Iowa


CB (Cont’d) 
Julius Randle

Shaun Wade


2023 NE Patriots picks - 1st (14), 2nd (46), 3rd (76), 4th (107, 117, 135), 6th (184, 187, 192, 210), 7th (245)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Von Miller 
*Greg Rousseau

Boogie Basham

Shaq Lawson

A.J. Epenesa

Kingsley Jonathan


IDL 
*Ed Oliver 
*Daquan Jones

Jordan Phillips

Tim Settle

Eli Ankou

Brandin Bryant

Kendal Vickers

Cortez Broughton


LB 
*Matt Milano 
*Tyrel Dodson

Tyler Matakevich

Baylon Spector

Terrel Bernard


S 
*Jordan Poyer 
*Micah Hyde 
Taylor Rapp 
Damar Hamlin

Jared Mayden

Cam Lewis

Zayne Anderson


CB 
*Tre’Davious White

Kaiir Elam

*Dane Jackson

Taron Johnson

Siran Neal

Christian Benford

Ja’Marcus Ingram

Kyler McMichael

QB 
*Josh Allen 
Kyle Allen

Matt Barkley


RB 
*James Cook

Damien Harris 
Nyheim Hines

(FB) Reggie Gilliam


WR 
*Stefon Diggs 
*Gabe Davis

*Khalil Shakir

Trent Sherfield 
KeeSean Johnson

Deonte Harty

Isaish Coulter

Dezmon Patmon


TE 
*Dawson Knox 
Quintin Morris

Zach Davidson


OL 
*OT Dion Dawkins

*OG Connor McGovern

*C Mitch Morse

*OG Ryan Bates

*OT Spencer Brown

OT Tommy Doyle

OG David Edwards

C Greg Mancz

OG Ike Botteger

OT David Quessenberry

OT Alec Anderson

OT Ryan Van Demark

2023 Buffalo Bills Draft Priorities 
QB - Low-to-zero, 17 is pretty, PRETTAY good.


RB - Low-to-mid - There are only three TB on the 
roster, solid ball carriers, but just three, so there’s need. 


WR - Low-to-mid— Drop off from top four to the rest is 
stark, so I could see a depth choice, like Shakir in ’22.


TE - Mid-to-high - Knox and ???. Help is needed.


OL - Mid-to-high— just not enamored with this 
group…at all.


Edge - Low - If everyone is healthy…


IDL - Low - Again, if everyone is healthy…


LB - High - After Milano, a Pro Bowl caliber LB, there 
are a ton of question marks.


S - Low-to-zero - Deepest group on this roster, for now


CB - Mid - The 2023 CB draft class is outrageously 
good and even though the Bills have put plenty of 
resources here, it’s not perfect…yet.

Buffalo Bills
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA


RB Prospects to Watch 
Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Dewayne McBride, UAB

Evan Hull, Northwestern

Deneric Prince, Tulsa

Isaiah Bowser, UCF

Camrun Peoples, App. St.

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Tank Dell, Houston

Keytaon Thompson, UVa

Jayden Reed, Michigan St.

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Trey Palmer, Nebraska

Malik Knowles, Kansas St.


TE Prospects to Watch 
Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Darnell Washington, UGa

Payne Durham, Purdue

Ben Sims, Baylor

Noah Gindorff, NDSU


OL Prospects to Watch 
C John Michael-Schmitz, 
Minnesota

C Joe Tippmann, 
Wisconsin

C Luke Wypler, Ohio State

OG Steve Avila, TCU

OG/OT Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

OG/OC Cody Mauch, 
NDSU

OT Carter Warren, Pitt

OT/OG Nick Saldiveri, ODU

OT Trevor Reid, Louisville

Edge Prospects to Watch 
D.J. Johnson, Oregon

Eku Leota, Auburn

Ali Gaye, LSU

Lonnie Phelps, Kansas

Brenton Cox, Florida

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jerrod Clark, Coastal 
Carolina

Devonnsha Maxwell, 
Chattanooga

Nesta Jade Silvera, Arizona 
State

Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Isaiah Moore, NC State

Shaka Heyward, Duke

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas


S Prospects to Watch 
Gervarrius Owens, Houston

Trevon Flowers, Tennessee

Jason Taylor II, Oklahoma 
State

Christian Young, Arizona 
(LB)


CB Prospects to Watch 
Cam Smith, South Carolina

Jartavius ‘Quan’ Martin, 
Syracuse

Garrett Williams, Syracuse

Riley Moss, Iowa

Mekhi Garner, LSU

Mekhi Blackmon, USC


2023 Buffalo Bills picks - 1st (27), 2nd (59), 3rd (91), 4th (130), 5th (137), 6th (205)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Bijan Robinson, Texas

3rd year - 5-11, 215 lb.

Tucson, AZ


• 2022 Doak Walker Award Winner

• Consensus 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 3,410 career rushing yards in three seasons


Salpointe HS in Tucson, AZ.


Back in the summer, I wrote this about Bijan.


“When I saw Robinson in high school, wearing the number five, he immediately 
struck me as the next Reggie Bush. The one thing they seemed to have in 

common, outside of wearing The Cinco, was how easy they could stop, start, 
change direction and eventually accelerate once out into the open. I remember 
thinking that if he could do that at Texas, whoooo, look out. Well, he’s done that 

and then some. What Robinson has developed, though, is his ability to make 
something positive out of nothing, showing his power when breaking tackles, 

flashing elusive hips and flying with outstanding, constantly moving feet. As 
such, he reminds me more of a faster Dalvin Cook. No one will forget Robinson’s 

highlight reel run against Oklahoma in the Cotton Bowl last year. There are so 
many aspects of his skill in that run. His burst to, and through, the hole. Yet, the 
patience to let things develop. The powerful one cut back across the grain. The 
sidestep of pursuing defenders from outside his vision. The dismissive straight 
arm of the backside OU CB. The speed to the end zone. The contact balance. 

Man, he’s a complete dude at RB. He’s a killer in the screen game, as well, and 
one heck of a receiver on interior routes. His vision is outstanding and he’s more 

powerful than he might appear to be at first glance.” 


I’m going to change his comp although I do see a ton of Dalvin Cook in his 
game, but you’ll see who I compared him to in a bit. Here’s what I saw from 
Robinson in 2022


First play of the Texas Tech game in 2022, he lined up in the slot as the #2 WR 
and ran a slot fade. The QB scrambled, so Bijan turned to the sideline. The QB 
fired one to him and he caught the ball, dragged the toe - first down catch - that 
looked just like a WR - clean catch, excellent feet at the sideline. Damn.


Vision is just ridiculous - sees backside gaps as well as anyone.


Big back with slasher RB feet and agility


#1 RB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#2  overall in the 2023 Harris 200



Against Texas Tech, he had a run in the second quarter that just defied 
description. Four, FOUR red shirts engulfed him two yards deep in the backfield. 
But, he didn’t go down on the first strike/tackle attempt. He worked out of it, 
retreated a few yards and then beat everyone back to the corner for a 20-yard 
run. My goodness. I’m still trying to figure out how he got out of that one.


A little later in that same game, he ran zone to his right, had four Red Raiders in 
his way, spun out of the backside edge tackle, darted upfield for two steps and 
didn’t miss a beat jocking the safety, leaving him grasping air. The way that he 
packaged moves together without losing ground or stopping is insane. Another 
four yard loss that turned into an eight yard gain. If he gets some adequate 
blocking, my gosh.


He can get from 0 to 60 in a blink off of a jump cut. That’s impressive. Plenty of 
times if defenses were playing two hand touch on him, they wouldn’t have 
tackled him. The way that he navigates traffic with the jump cut, then the burst, 
the vision and the patience is just insanely good. That reminds me so much of 
Saints RB Alvin Kamara.


He absolutely glides through the air; his running is just effortless


His full route tree acumen from the slot will have teams thinking about Kamara 
and how the Saints used Kamara for years and still do to this day.


That’s his comp — it just hit me.


I’m convinced that he got dinged up in the Alabama game and played with a 
banged up shoulder throughout the next month or so.


Earl. Ricky. Bijan. He earned one name status at Texas and will be remembered 
forever after his stellar three year career.


Player Comp - Saints RB Alvin Kamara 

Round Projection

Top 16 pick in the 2023 NFL Draft, at worst


He’s RB1. Was in the summer. Was during the season. Will be heading into the 
NFL Draft in April. No questions asked, he’s special. He’s the best RB I’ve 
studied in quite some time and the only other backs that I put in the top ten (or 
even close) since 2014 was former Georgia star Todd Gurley and 2016 Zeke 
Elliott. Yeah, Robinson is THAT good.




Here’s one other thing to think about as it pertains to Robinson, all RBs  and 
draft status. As many as 16 running backs ran for 900+ yards in the NFL in 2022. 
There were seven 1k rushers in 2021. Now, that doesn’t swing the pendulum all 
the way back to 2005 when three RBs went in the top five picks, but it does 
show that teams are finding value with RB again. This sentiment won’t impact 
Robinson too much, but it may force a team in the top 12-15 picks to select an 
exceptionally talented RB with pristine football, and off-the-field, character.


Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

3rd year - 5-9, 199 lb

Dalton, GA


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• 2nd Team All-American - 2021

• 1,000+ career rushing, receiving & returning yards


Dalton HS in Dalton, GA. 


You talk about electricity? Gibbs is a full-on power grid in a bustling metropolis. 
His change of direction is just sick and he transferred to Alabama where it was 
interesting to see how the Crimson Tide coaching staff utilized his skill set in that 
offense. They've had traditional sorts during the Saban era, but Gibbs was one 
of the most unique players that Saban ever had at Alabama. Gibbs is listed as a 
RB but gives me a Jaylen Waddle-like vibe with his dynamic run-after-catch 
speed/skills. Saban missed out on Alvin Kamara when the current NFL star 
departed a stacked Alabama backfield for Tennessee. Now, he's got a speedier, 
less polished receiving version of Kamara in Gibbs and SEC defenses were on 
full notice. 


Gibbs’ acceleration into the second level leads to wide open spaces on the third 
level. In the 2022 spring game, he didn’t have much going on, until he split one 
seam in the fourth quarter on a rainy Saturday and housed one from 75 yards. 
Not one Alabama defender was even close. That was former Texas star Jamaal 
Charles to a T. One missed gap. One missed tackle. One miss anywhere on 
defense and defenses saw nothing but the back of Charles’ burnt orange Texas 
jersey. Gibbs has similar acceleration and speed out of the blocks. I don’t 
ultimately think that he’s best served as an every down, F-150 power back 
between the tackles. Thankfully, most of the NFL has figured out how to use 
players of Gibbs’ ilk and he can take over where Charles left off.


#2RB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#21overall in the 2023 Harris 
200



Gibbs’ start-stop/go from zero to 60 ability is uncanny. I’ve only seen Will Fuller 
V do THAT to THAT level. Gibbs is patient to the hole and then when it’s decision 
time, he hits the damn gas and GOES.


Like the aforementioned Charles, he’ll show slow and choppy steps through the 
chaos, but when he gets sunlight on the other side, he BURSTS through. 
Patience and then ZOOM. He hit one of those runs against Tennessee in 2022 
and did the same against LSU in 2022. He got into the line with those pitter 
patter feet, let the hole develop, then once he spied it out to his left, he hit the 
accelerator out the side door and up the field for an 18-yard gain. Man, wow, 
that juice!


He’s a threat anywhere on the field in the passing game. Former Alabama OC 
Bill O’Brien utilized Gibbs well, rarely lining him up in the same spot on the field 
on consecutive plays. He was more than just an outlet/checkdown option in the 
passing game and he could take a game over when he got hot from any spot on 
the field. 


Against Arkansas in 2022, in the fourth quarter, he ran right through a poor 
tackling Arkansas defense and then ran away from them. He was about as 
dynamic as I could remember in the run game in that performance. The 
Arkansas defenders knew once they missed him, he was gone. Dudes just gave 
up in pursuit because it was pointless. He can turn the game on a dime. He’s 
tougher to tackle than I first thought as well. He created chunk runs against 
Arkansas breaking early tackle attempts and then sprinting out of those for the 
big runs.




Player comp - Former Chiefs star weapon Jamaal Charles 

Devon Achane, Texas A&M

3rd year - 5-8 1/2, 188 lb

Missouri City, TX


• Ran a 4.32 at the combine

• Texas State 100-meter champ in HS

• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022 (1,102 rushing yards)


Fort Bend Marshall HS in Missouri City, TX


I’ll never forget seeing Achane for the first time. He’s from Fort Bend Marshall 
HS just outside of my home in Houston and the Buffaloes were deep in the UIL 
playoffs in Achane’s senior season. I’m not paying much attention to the TV, 
doing whatever around the house. I hear my pal Greg Bailey, Sports Director at 

#3 RB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#55overall in the 2023 Harris 
200



KTRK in Houston, say something to the extent of “watch this run by the 
explosive Devon Achane from Marshall HS”. I turned to the TV and the first 
words out of my mouth were “HOLY F…” You can figure out the rest for yourself. 
I ran it back and this running back, clad in yellow and black, started a track meet 
in the middle of a Texas state playoff game. I couldn’t remember seeing anyone 
pull away from defenders the way that Achane did. I stopped whatever I was 
doing to do some research on my Fort Bend county homeboy.


Ran for 2,097 yards

Averaged 11.3 yards per carry…in big time Houston HS football?!?!?

38 touchdowns

Texas State track champion in the 200 meters (20.69) - his 20.46 in the 200 was 
ninth fastest all-time

Texas State track champion in the 400-meter relay, 800-meter relay


Dayum. Lest I forget that he ran 10.12 in the 100-meters while running for the 
Texas A&M track team. So, YEAH, track fast, but football tough too. I worry 
some team will try to use him as a 15-17 carry a game back, inside the tackles, 
pound him on power, keep handing him the ball on wide/outside zone. He has to 
be used as the Lamborghini that he is. 10-12 touches, mix them up, use him all 
over the formation. Throw him screens when a defense tries to put a linebacker 
on him. Toss sweeps. Get him the ball in space. Let. Him. Run. Don’t turn 
Reggie Bush into what he’s not. The Saints figured it out by 2007, 2008 and it 
paid off in 2009. 13+ years later, Achane can be THAT guy. 


I thought, like Bush, he really honed his RUNNING BACK skills in his final year in 
college. He was more comfortable running between the tackles but he has a 
level of toughness to his game. But, keep his past two LSU games in mind


In 2021, he lined up in the slot 11 times and had a five receptions for 72 yards.

In 2022, he carried the ball 38 times for 215 yards and two magnificent 
touchdowns.


Don’t contain the beast, let it loose. Throw it to him. Run him. Do both. Live 
large.




Player Comp - Former USC/Saints star Reggie Bush 

Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

4th year - 6-0, 214 lb.

Camarillo, CA


• 1st Team All-American - 2022 
 #4 RB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#64overall in the 2023 Harris 
200



• 1st Team All-Pac 12 - 2022

• Ran for 3,346 career yards in four years


Oaks Christian School in Camarillo, CA. 


Charbonnet has been consistently great from the time he first stepped on the 
field for the Bruins. The 2021 matchup with Fresno State was a throwing game 
so he didn’t get but six rushes (two touchdowns though) as UCLA fell behind, 
but every other week that season, Charbonnet put up 89+ yards and had seven 
touchdowns on the ground. 


In 2022, he turned nearly every game into a running game. He was arguably the 
most consistent back in the nation. He didn’t have less than 78 rushing yards in 
a game. He had eight 100-yard games and in every single one of those games, 
he had at least one rushing touchdown too.


He’s just SO punishing. I often think about running backs and wonder whether 
I’d want to tackle THAT dude in the fourth quarter, fresh or otherwise. In my 
most hardo, feeling-like-Ronnie-Lott-at-safety phase, I felt like I could tackle an 
elephant.


I wouldn’t want any part of Charbonnet at any point in any game. NO. SIRRRR. 
Not at all.


It takes an army to tackle him and there’s just no unrelenting part of his game.


Furthermore, he has the ability to make guys miss out in the open field when he 
wants/needs. I don’t see ELITE acceleration but his power and top end speed 
make up for that at the college level. The hope is that those traits will carry 
forward to the NFL as well and there’s a great chance they will translate. His 
contact balance is insane. If a defender doesn’t square him up and can only get 
a glancing blow, it’s going down as a missed tackle 99.9% of the time. He 
pinballs off secondary players as they just try to hit and hang on. But, his feet 
are outstanding for a big back as well. I can’t count how many runs he had in his 
career where he shook a defender with a hot foot shuffle and cutback. DBs just 
grabbing air, yo!


He is absolutely a one cut and go runner and if you’re wearing a different 
colored jersey, you’d better come with your best left hook to knock him out or 
he’ll do it to you. He can be a weapon in the screen game and in pass 
protection, but I don’t foresee him being a wide out asset in the passing game. 




NFL teams will like him for a number of reasons. One main reason is that 
second/third level defenders don’t want to strike a fast moving rhino rolling 
downhill, with football malice in his heart, directly at them. 


Ultimately, his combination of skills/traits leaves him behind just a handful of 
backs in the Harris 100. Eventually, though, he’ll team with a dynamic back 
somewhere in the NFL to make for a dangerous duo, like his comp Nick Chubb 
had with Kareem Hunt in Cleveland. Chubb is a stud in the outside zone running 
game and I project Charbonnet to do the same. Similar to Chubb, as well, 
Charbonnet has the right patience to be effective in a gap scheme as well.


Player Comp - Browns RB Nick Chubb 

Tyjae Spears, Tulane

4th year - 5-10, 201 lb.

Ponchatoula, LA


• 2023 Cotton Bowl Offensive MVP

• AAC Off. Player of the Year - 2022

• 39-inch vertical, 18 reps on bench


Ponchatoula HS in Ponchatoula, LA. 


Laterally, he’s no joke. His ability to slide OUT away from traffic and trouble 
inside the tackle box is the key to running inside. Spears has that mastered. 
That, and an insatiable desire to not let anyone tackle him on first contact. He 
presses the hole with authority and comes out the other side with some juice. 
His vision is top notch. He can get skinny through the hole and still run behind 
his pads. He can get skinny ducking under a defender as he did in the Cotton 
Bowl against USC for an early Tulane TD. I mean, what? 


But, Spears might stand out to me most for his clutch gene, showing up when it 
mattered MOST for Tulane in 2022. Had to beat Cincinnati in the Queen City to 
get to the AAC Championship game - 35 carries for 181 yards, two TD. Had to 
beat UCF in the AAC to get a New Year's Day Six game for the first time since 
1939 - 22 carries for 199 yards and a TD. Then, against USC in the most 
important game in Tulane history in the Cotton Bowl - 17 carries for 205 yards 
and FOUR TD. EVERYONE in the building in those three games KNEW the ball 
was going to Spears and he completely balled out. That's the measure of a back 
to me that doesn't get mentioned all that often. 


#5 RB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#67overall in the 2023 Harris 
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Dude can get to the sticks too. He finds a way and has a nose for the first down 
marker. Against Cincinnati in the season finale, he went into the Wildcat on short 
yardage a number of times in the low red zone. He picked up one first down 
then a few plays later, Tulane called a jet sweep counter and he read it 
beautifully, sped through the hole, broke one tackle, threw a hesi on Cincinnati’s 
All-American LB before sprinting in the end zone with the first TD of the day. He 
is decisive when he sees an opening, planting his outside foot on one cut to get 
north/south. He’s super impressive when he hits that step. There is some Travis 
Etienne to his game, see a little Austin Ekeler too, but the closest comparison is 
to…well, see below.


At the Senior Bowl, he made one of the sickest moves I’ve seen in ten years of 
attending the event. Bears OC Luke Getsy is the head coach for the American 
team and he does something that I’ve seen other coaches do at the Senior 
Bowl. Getsy called out three or four different one-on-one matchups just after 
stretching/activation to get the competitive juices flowing. So, he called up Pitt 
LB Sirvocea Dennis and Spears. The Tulane star looked like he was going to run 
a flat route but when he saw Dennis jump that route, Spears planted and cut 
back inside for a wide open catch. I think I tore my ACL watching that move. 
SICK. Just SICK move. 


Spears had two season ending injuries in his career so he was off the radar 
screen for some, but by October 2022, those concerns were gone as he went to 
a different level. In November, he led Tulane to the AAC Championship. In 
December, he ran for 199 yards and led Tulane to the AAC Championship over 
Cincinnati. In January, he led Tulane to a Cotton Bowl win over USC. In 
February, he dominated the Senior Bowl. It’s hard to say there’s one player 
who’s helped himself more in that same timeframe as Spears. I absolutely love 
to watch that guy play football. If he passes the medicals (he had two knee 
injuries in his Tulane career), he’s going to not stop his Draft Board rise.


He completely killed the Senior Bowl in every way, shape and/or form. He was 
decisive when he ran inside. He ran with power and behind his pads. He was 
just incredible in the passing game. I wrote this in my Senior Bowl 25 article.


“(Spears) was one of my players to watch in Mobile and he’s been superb. He 
had three straight gash runs during nine-on-seven drills on Wednesday. I’ve 
never seen that from a RB EVER in a nine-on-seven drill. He’s been successful in 
pass pro and one-on-one receiving drills as well. If his medicals hold up, he 
should be a day two pick for sure. I love this guy.” 

On day three, he made one of the best Matrix-like moves I’ve seen.




“Tulane RB Tyjae Spears made one of the sickest moves I’ve seen in ten years at 
the Senior Bowl. Bears OC Luke Getsy is the head coach for the American team 
and he does something that I’ve seen other coaches do at the Senior Bowl. 
Getsy called out three or four different one-on-one matchups just after 
stretching/activation to get the competitive juices flowing. So, he called up Pitt 
LB Sirvocea Dennis and Spears. The Tulane star looked like he was going to run 
a flat route but when he saw Dennis jump that route, Spears planted and cut 
back inside for a wide open catch. I think I tore my ACL watching that move. 
SICK. Just SICK move. Spears had two season ending injuries in his career so 
he was off the radar screen for some, but in October, he went to a different level. 
In November, he led Tulane to the AAC Championship. In December, he ran for 
199 yards and led Tulane to the AAC Championship over Cincinnati. In January, 
he led Tulane to a Cotton Bowl win over USC. In February, he dominated the 
Senior Bowl. It’s hard to say there’s one player who’s helped himself more in that 
same timeframe as Spears. I absolutely love to watch that guy play football.” 

He was ridiculously good during the week and the most obvious choice to be a 
Practice Player of the Week…and one of my five faves in this draft class.


Player Comp - Packers RB Aaron Jones 

Tank Bigsby, Auburn

3rd year - 6-0, 210 lb.

LaGrange, GA


• 2020 SEC Newcomer of the Year

• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2020

• Led Auburn in rushing yards all 3 seasons (2020, 2021, 2022)


Callaway HS in LaGrange, GA. 


A legitimate home run hitter every time that he touches the ball, Bigsby is tailor-
made for the NFL. He glides through holes yet has power to finish runs against 
feeble tackle attempts. His ability to stay upright and jet through defenders is 
uncanny. He has this insane ability to be in fifth gear, plant, cut upfield, all the 
while straight arming a defender without slowing down. He had a run against 
Penn State in 2021 where he pie-faced a PSU linebacker which got him into the 
clear. The corner came from outside/in once Bigsby got his shoulders square 
and sped upfield. The Auburn star shrugged off the low tackle attempt but as he 
did, it threw his balance off a bit as the PSU CB tried to wrap his legs to bring 
him down. Bigsby kicked out of that tackle without slowing down at all but as 
soon as he broke out of that tackle attempt, the safety came from inside/out. 
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Somehow, Bigsby saw him the whole way. All the while catching his balance 
again, Bigsby planted his outside foot and cut back on the safety leaving him 
nearly grasping air. I watched that run a hundred times. How did he gain his 
balance at the same time realizing that he had to cut back on the safety? Like, 
WHAT?


I think Bigsby is best in a zone scheme. His cut up style, similar to former 
Texans star Arian Foster’s style, is incredibly explosive and effective. Bigsby 
presses hard to the outside and then plants that outside foot to get VERTICAL in 
a hurry. He also has some serious acceleration out in open space. His 
touchdown run against Ole Miss in 2022 came on a duo play where he surfed 
the wave to the backside. He then slipped through an open seam on the 
backside and after he made one linebacker miss, he got to top speed and 
ACCELERATED past everyone. He then cut back on the safety and then boat 
raced everyone on the way to the end zone. That run should be the one that 
teams that really like him put on repeat in the draft room. 


“THIS ONE! WE NEED THIS GUY, COACH!” That’s the one where I pound the 
table.


There’s a bit of Alvin Kamara in his game, a little of Dalvin Cook and a little 
Antonio Gibson but as a full package, I’ll say he’s closest to Miles Sanders 
(Eagles/Penn State). As a defensive coordinator, I’d worry about one missed gap 
or one missed tackle and it would be a house call in five seconds. Bigsby has 
that club in his bag, no doubt. He is not blessed with great hands. His catching 
technique is jacked up as he tries to catch with his body, fighting the ball with 
his hands. 


Here’s what I don’t understand about coaching and maybe it was that Auburn’s 
old staff just didn’t know what it had, but in the LSU game, Bigsby didn’t get a 
touch until that dropped pass noted above. On the very next play, they decided, 
nearly nine minutes and three possessions into the game, to hand him the ball 
on a wide zone play. And, damn, dude was shot out of a cannon. He got a seam 
out in the C-gap and WHOOSH, he was through the hole so fast, holy cow, 
THAT’S explosiveness. The only reason he was tackled was because the safety 
made one heck of a play, shedding a block right into Bigsby’s running path. But, 
that’s the juice the NFL teams are dying to see. Why Auburn took so long to get 
him the ball in that game is beyond me? Auburn fans are going to be wondering 
“what the heck?” when he goes for 1100 yards as a rookie, just like Florida fans 
were shaking their heads about Texans star rookie RB Dameon Pierce. Bigsby 
didn’t get the ball enough. Pierce didn’t get it at all, hardly. But, I digress. Both 
should be super in the NFL in due time.




Player Comp - Eagles RB Miles Sanders 

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

3rd year - 5-9, 207 lb

Owings Mills, MD


• 1st Team All-American - 2021

• 1st Team All-ACC - 2021

• Ran for 3,182 career yards at Syracuse


Calvert Hall HS in Owings Mills, MD. 


I really don’t want to use the words “deceptively fast” because Tucker has some 
serious juice. But, I didn’t expect Tucker to be AS fast as he was when I first saw 
him. That dude can absolutely smoke up the field. He has a compact build but 
he can truly explode past defensive backs. There is no east-west for Tucker. 
He’s the epitome of being a one cut runner - plant that outside foot and hit the 
gas. His acceleration past second and third level defenders is just awesome. I 
mean, the first few times that I watched him, I found myself mouth agape, jaw 
dropped - “DAMN!” was all I could say. Just really impressive and he gets TO, 
and through, the second/third level in such a hurry. 


His pass receiving skills are better than adequate but it’s not to where he can be 
an outside route threat like some other RBs in this class. He’s great as a check 
down option or in the screen game and if there’s space on the screen, there’s a 
better than average chance that he’s taking that to the house. Maybe it was just 
my preconceived notions or that he starred at five-win Syracuse in 2021 that I 
just wasn’t convinced that I was going to like Tucker. Then, I put on his film. Not 
surprisingly, he blew my expectations out of the water. After getting through my 
study, I realized I love Tucker as a prospect and see a tremendous future for him 
at the next level.


In 2022, he was used differently by a new coaching staff and I think it’s going to 
help him because he was shoehorned into being more of a space weapon, 
especially in the passing game. He had more catches in 2022 (36) than in 2021 
and 2020 combined (28).


He didn’t get to work out at the Combine due to a medical issue so he put 
himself through a Combine-like workout on his own. He sent the video to all 32 
teams. What did they see when he was done?

41.5-inch vertical leap

4.33 and 4.39 40-yard dash
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28 bench press reps of 225 lb


Sure, it wasn’t at the Combine and not at a Pro Day, so there will be skeptics, 
but those are in line with what I expected for Tucker. That speed was ALL there 
on tape in 2021, for sure. 2022 was a tough one as I mentioned but I think his 
best football is ahead of him in a zone scheme, in particular. I think he’s going to 
make an impact early in his rookie campaign and beyond, depending on fit and 
opportunity.


Player Comp - Colts Pro Bowl RB Jonathan Taylor 

Israel Abanikanda, Pitt

5th year - 5-10, 216 lb

Brooklyn, NY


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-ACC - 2022

• Ran for 320 yards v. V. Tech - Pitt record


Lincoln HS in Brooklyn, NY. 


Whoa, dude has JUICE I didn’t think he had. Well, once I saw him run I went to 
his bio and found that he was a track star in high school, so yeah, he can FLY.


On the third drive of the Tennessee game in 2022, he got a wide zone handoff 
from the shotgun. He noticed that a Tennessee defender was out of his gap and 
he housed that bad boy. I mean, smoked that secondary 76 yards to the house. 
Holy smokes, this cat can fly. He absolutely embarrassed the entire Tennessee 
defense on that run. I mean, he was at full speed in four steps and it looked like 
he was sped up on the film. He was at 78 rpm and everyone else was at 45 rpm.


He had a career game against Virginia Tech in 2022, rushing for 320 yards and 
SIX touchdowns. He had a four TD game against Rhode Island. He had 20 
touchdowns in 11 games. He had nine 100 yard games. He lit up every defense 
that he faced and was a BIG play waiting to explode on opposing defenses.


Abanikanda was a two time 100-meter Gold Medalist in the NYC Mayor’s Race 
and third place in the NYSPHSAA outdoor track and field championships. Once 
I learned that it made a ton of sense and he comes from good football genes. 
His dad played ball at Georgia Tech.
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At first glance, I didn’t think he was big and powerful, just fast. But, he’s way 
more powerful than he looked on tape. He is 215 lb and I saw him bounce right 
off hard hit/no wrap tackle attempts often in his Pitt career.


IA is a legit home run hitter. Big time and I can’t wait to see that speed in the 
NFL in 2023.


Player Comp - A healthy Marlon Mack 

Zach Evans, Ole Miss

3rd year - 5-11, 202 lb.

Galena Park, TX


• Started his career at TCU

• Ran a 4.51 40-yard dash

• #1 HS player in the state of Texas - 2020


North Shore HS in Galena Park, TX (Houston suburb). 


The Ballad of Archie Who was a number one hit back in the late 1960s when QB 
Archie Manning was a mega-star at Ole Miss. The Ballad of Zach Evans turned 
its eyes on Oxford in 2022 but in a much different way. It’s a complicated 
odyssey of a talented young man from North Shore HS in suburban Houston. 
While there, Evans evolved into the best RB in the country and the city of 
Houston watched his college recruitment with bated breath. Then, on the 
morning of the state championship game his senior season, he was suspended 
when he broke team rules and missed the team’s iconic win over Duncanville. 


He committed to Georgia but, as a result of this incident, he was released from 
his letter of intent. So, his, uh, recruitment then took one turn after the next. 
Eventually, the drama ended when he showed up nearly unannounced at TCU in 
Fort Worth. As a true freshman in 2020, he averaged nearly eight yards per carry 
in nine games. Then, in 2021, he repeated that performance, rushing for just 
over seven yards per carry, but he was lost to an injury at mid-season. At 
season’s end, Evans entered the transfer portal and ended up in the waiting 
arms of Lane Kiffin at Ole Miss. 


In 2022, he averaged 6.50 yards per carry and nearly hit 1,000 rushing yards in 
12 games. But, he was overshadowed in a big way by arguably the best RB in 
the nation not named Bijan Robinson - true freshman Quinshon Judkins. Evans 
has talent for days but his performance at Ole Miss was kind of like his career 
starting on that fateful morning of the Texas state championship game - 
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unpredictably sensational and a mixed bag. He lit up Arkansas for 207 yards 
rushing one week and then in the Egg Bowl he didn’t have a rushing yard. He 
averaged 9.38 yards per carry against Texas A&M one week then averaged two 
yards per carry against Alabama the next. UP…then way down.


On the field, there aren’t many running backs with as much natural talent as 
Evans. He has vision and speed for days. He’s powerfully smooth or smoothly 
powerful, whichever works, gliding by unsuspecting defenders who misdiagnose 
his power and explosiveness. He took advantage of the space that the Ole Miss 
offense created for him. In the end, though, his draft evaluation is going to be 
complicated. Bet.




Player Comp - Broncos RB Javonte Williams 

Roschon Johnson, Texas

4th year - 6-0, 219 lb

Port Neches, TX


• 18th all-time on Texas’ rushing list

• 23 rushing TD/26 total TD

• Recruited as a QB, switched to RB as a freshman


Port Neches-Groves HS in Port Neches, TX.


There's so much to love about Roschon Johnson but his career, to me, can be 
summed up in one play. Late in the first half against Texas Tech in 2022, 
Johnson chipped on a Texas Tech edge rusher, knocking him to the ground. 
Then, he continued to the flat where Texas QB Hudson Card found him. He 
threw to Johnson who then hit the gas up the field. Chip to check down as 
Johnson took the ball 24 yards to the seven yard line. THAT physical on the 
chip. THAT speedy and explosive on the catch and run. Unselfish. Team leader. 
It's all there in one play.


He tore up the first day of the Senior Bowl, especially in pass protection drills. 
Johnson stoned three linebackers right off the bat, setting a physical tone in 
Mobile. It also showed how he values the little thing and the important things. 
Unfortunately, he broke his hand in Mobile and missed the rest of a valuable 
week. But, I think the NFL scouts/personnel know what Johnson is ALL about.


He had to share carries or, better put, he had to cede carries to The Man, aka 
Bijan Robinson, and he never complained, pouted, slacked off in his work or 
showed anything other than the utmost in professionalism. That’s what the 
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scouts love about him and that when he gets his chance to shine as RB1 for an 
organization, he’ll be a humble warrior, on and off the field.




Player Comp - Buccaneers RB Rachaad White 

Chase Brown, Illinois

5th year - 5-9 1/2, 209 lb

London, Ontario, Canada


• 2022 Doak Walker Award finalist

• 2nd Team All-American - 2022

• Ran for 1,643 yards in 2022 season


St. Stephen's Episcopal (FL) HS but originally from London, Ontario. 


Brown runs harder, and plays angrier, than most everyone in this Harris 200. He 
truly introduced himself when we were on the plane heading to Nashville for our 
game with the Titans in 2021. Our plane had a bit of an issue so we were on 
there for a while, which was a blessing because it was the afternoon that Brown 
went OFF on Penn State. He piled up 223 rushing yards and it felt like Illinois 
HBC Bret Bielema’s offensive staff wanted to give him the rock every play.  He 
showed all of his assets that day - speed, power, vision, feet, toughness, all of it. 
At 215 lb. he’s not a MASSIVE back but he runs with a punishing style as if he’s 
235-240 lb. power back. His feet always impress me and the first name that 
came to mind was a healthy Chuba Hubbard. Brown has go-go speed as well, 
but if it’s a mudder’s type game, he can power through the B gaps and find 
success too. I felt like Hubbard was that type of back prior to getting hurt his 
senior year. Brown flew off the screen at the start of the 2022 season as well. In 
the loss to Indiana, he was the only Illini offensive player doing much of anything 
and he kept charging, nearly leading Illinois to a road B1G win. Either way, 
Brown is a workhorse with receiving skills and a toughness that’ll make him no 
worse than a mid-day two pick.


He might have been the third leading rusher in the country, but the measure of a 
back is pass protection. Against Michigan in 2022, my goodness. Illinois ran a 
play action pass and slid the line to the left, but split the TE on the OLB to the 
right. Michigan brought both LBs in the A gap, so the RT and RG slid down to 
protect against that pressure. That put Brown on 255 lb. DE Taylor Upshaw after 
carrying out his play fake. So, Brown’s play fake started him to the left but 
Upshaw came clean on his right, so Brown completely turned back, put his 
helmet into Upshaw’s shoulder pad and walked him immediately away from the 
QB. That singular block allowed the QB to make a clean throw. It wasn’t just a 
position block, either, it was a shot that Brown delivered. So, no matter what the 
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stats say on the ground. No matter the highlight reel plays he produced, THAT 
ability to pick up a free rusher with THAT physicality will make him a favorite in 
draft rooms and offensive coaches’ rooms throughout the draft season. I’m 
trying to stay neutral…but who am I kidding? I loved seeing that.


He did miss some one cut/one cut up holes - one big one against Michigan 
where he seemed to have more interest in bouncing to outside, more so than 
planting and cutting upfield. It would’ve been a positive gain had he one cut 
inside, instead he turned it down and ended up with a one yard gain sprinting to 
the sideline. He’s shown better vision than that during his career. Caught himself 
following his pulling guard but needed better vision to get back inside in a hurry. 


At the Senior Bowl, I noted how Brown was just a keg of dynamite. He 
absolutely exploded into the line of scrimmage. For example, National team 
head coach Patrick Graham walked into the offensive huddle during nine-on-
seven and seemed to, uh, encourage the offense to do better. Brown took him 
literally and took an inside handoff and flew into the end zone on the very next 
play. I came away feeling just as good about Brown going into Mobile as I did 
after the week of practice at the Senior Bowl


Dude. His TD run at Wisconsin is Brown in a nutshell. Patience to allow blocks 
to set up. Vision to see opening develop. Jump cut into the open space. Burst 
off the jump cut through the hole. Speed to outrace EVERYONE to the end zone. 
Full package of skills on that play for sure. 


Player Comp - Panthers RB Chuba Hubbard 

Kendre Miller, TCU

3rd year - 5-11, 215 lb

Mount Enterprise, TX


• 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• 2022 Doak Walker Semifinalist

• 1,399 rushing yards, most at TCU since 2000


Mount Enterprise HS in Mount Enterprise, TX


I don’t think he gets enough credit for how difficult it is to get him to the ground. 
He’ll take shots, but he seems to absorb them, spin off of them and/or run right 
through them. He doesn’t remind me of a POWER, PLOW through a defender 
type ball carrier, but more of a powerful back with great contact balance and 
some serious jets. He accelerates well out of his jump cuts.
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He could run inside zone for days. That acceleration. That vision. That contact 
balance. But, I love the way that he shows patience in gap scheme runs, biding 
his time behind a blocker before hitting the boosters to get to the 2nd and 3rd 
level clean as a whistle. His cutting ability and feet are outstanding. He steps out 
of tackles in a quick second.


He’s not scared of the moment either. Remember the Texas game in 2022. It’s a 
3-0 game late in the 3rd quarter. Neither offense can do a damn thing. Miller 
took an inside zone handoff, split one gap, got one WR block and ran 75 yards 
to the house with no one coming close to catching him. It’s all there, for sure.


I don’t know that he gets enough credit for his contact balance. He’s not a 
pinball, bouncing through and around defenders consistently, but those tacklers 
diving at his legs don’t often make that tackle. His speed is legit, even if it wasn’t 
confirmed by a 4.4 40-yard dash at the Combine. He missed testing due to a 
knee injury that he suffered in the CFP semifinal win over Michigan.


Glides. Accelerates. Embarrasses. Finishes. 


If Miller is fully healthy, 


Player Comp - Browns RB Kareem Hunt (on field only) 

Dewayne McBride, UAB

3rd year - 5-11, 219 lb

Starke, FL


• C-USA Off. Player of the Year - 2022

• 1st Team All-C-USA - 2022

• 2nd Team All-C-USA - 2021


Vanguard HS in Starke, FL. 


There are big backs all over the football landscape. Big, plodding backs. No 
juice. Three yards and a cloud of dust. That’s NOT McBride. Now, don’t get me 
wrong, he’s thiccc, as the young kids say. Thiccc is said with all the respect in 
the world, so I’ve been told, and that’s the way I mean it here. 


But, he does have another gear when he gets to the second/third level. Suffice 
to say, his contact balance is extraordinary. He’s thick in the lower half and 
feeble high tackles are going to put a defender on a highlight reel. In a bad way. 
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McBride has the feet and agility to slide in and out of open spaces to get clean 
into the secondary. He does need a downhill path, though, and in that way, he 
reminds me of Bucs RB Leonard Fournette. He’s not going to have a ton of 
success as a one cut back on defenders much, if at all. So, if teams are gap 
disciplined against him, they should have success. That said, he runs with 
something to prove. 


He did that throughout all of 2022. He abused defenders throughout his 
campaign as if he was mad at me for not including him in the summer version of 
the Harris 100. But, he tweaked a hamstring training for the NFL Combine and 
was unable to work out in Indy or at UAB's Pro Day.




Player Comp - Bucs RB Leonard Fournette 

Deuce Vaughn, Kansas State

3rd year - 5-5, 179 lb

Round Rock, TX


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-American - 2021

• 3x 2nd Team All-Big 12 - 2020, 2021, 2022


Cedar Ridge HS in Round Rock, TX. 


Vaughn has the diminutive frame of the great Darren Sproles and wearing 22, 
running those angle/circle routes out of the backfield, Vaughn is a spitting image 
of the former Stanford Heisman runner-up Christian McCaffrey. Like both of 
those two diminutive backs, Vaughn is tough as a $2 steak, running inside as if 
he’s not nearly half the size of some interior defenders he’s attacking. He has 
excellent patience and then uses his ability to burst out from behind hulking OL 
to his advantage. Seeing him at the Texas Bowl up close in 2021, he really is 
that tiny, but that doesn’t matter in the NFL any more. Growing up as a coach’s 
kid, he knows the game too and he’ll just keep making plays at the next level, no 
doubt. 


The game that stands out in 2022 was the Sugar Bowl against Alabama. The five 
foot five wonder from Manhattan embarrassed Alabama on a long TD run. He 
took an 80 yard touchdown run to the house on that defense. Then, he showed 
his toughness going back into the game after it appeared he was injured after 
getting yanked to the ground after a run. Getting to see Vaughn up close was a 
real joy in the 2021 Texas Bowl and I wondered whether I could just keep him in 
Houston to play for the Texans. He went back for one more year at Kansas State 
and was absolutely magnificent with over 1500 yards on the ground and over 
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400 through the year. Out on the edge, between the tackles or in the passing 
game, Vaughn is a multi-use threat who gives off Darren Sproles/CMC vibes.




Player Comp - A Darren Sproles/CMC mashup  

Keaton Mitchell, East Carolina

3rd year - 5-9, 184 lb

McDonough, GA


• 2x 1st Team All-AAC - 2021, 2022

• ECU’s career rush yd/gm leader (91.7)

• 2nd All-time in single season 1,452 yd.


Eagles Landing Christian School in McDonough, GA


Whoa.


Those were the first words that came to mind when I saw Mitchell touch the 
football the first time.


I mean, what did I just watch? Did someone hit the fast forward button? Why did 
the TV hit the X and the square button and force that little man to sprint past 
everyone, spin around a defender and outrun every defender to the end zone? I 
was convinced the settings were off. Then, I realized that couldn’t be the case 
because how could everyone else be moving at different speeds on television?


In all seriousness, Mitchell is lightning in a bottle. He accelerates out, around 
and through defenders regularly. He runs with toughness, shake and start/stop 
ability that defies description. He and Deuce Vaughn are peas in a pod, honestly, 
yet Mitchell towers over Vaughn. 


The word quick doesn’t even do Mitchell justice. He has patience to find seams 
and gaps in the defense. Every inside run looked like duo because he was so 
quick to ride the wave and find an open gap, whether it was duo or inside zone 
or pin-and-pull. He’s more artist than he is paint by numbers. He doesn’t always 
stay true to the blocking scheme because he can find a seam on the backside of 
a counter play that went into the toilet…then turn that into an 80-yard run with 
his 4.37 speed.


He can blow up angles in a quick minute and defenders that take one wrong 
step have no shot. Case in point, he had 54 runs (26.9% of all runs) of ten plus 
yards and 22 (10.9% of all runs) of those went for 20 or more yards. In 
comparison, Bijan Robinson had just 12 20+yard runs on 258 carries - 4.65%. 
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He has home run hitting ability like no other in this draft class. His size will be a 
detriment for a number of teams that need a true three down back, but Mitchell 
is the perfect piece for an offense that could add a whole new offensive 
dimension (Chargers, Bengals, Vikings, Giants)




Player Comp - Eagles RB Boston Scott 

Evan Hull, Northwestern

3rd year - 5-10, 209 lb

Maple Grove, MN


• Honorable Mention All-B1G -  2021

• 2,417 rushing yards/18 TD in career

• 4.47 40-yard dash, 37-inch vertical


Maple Grove HS In Maple Grove, MN.  


At the Senior Bowl, Northwestern’s Hull struggled all week in blitz pickup, but, 
man, when he has the ball in his hands, he’s like one of those old school wind 
up toys. Just wind it and LET…IT…GO. He has jump cuts for days and he has 
incredibly quick feet in short area/tight spaces. I left Mobile wanting more of 
Hull, who I really liked in his career at Northwestern. He is a Pocket Rocket. 
Compact. Powerful. No body fat. Feet always flying. 


He’s the proverbial bowling ball of butcher knives but he gets from decision 
point to top speed in the hole as quickly as any RB in this draft class. He 
doesn't glide through holes, he FLIES through them. His lateral agility and the 
ability to get to top speed going through the holes to get to the second and third 
levels is his game.


I love his burst, power and Energizer bunny-type running style. But, at the Senior 
Bowl, he was one of the worst RB in pass protection. He really struggled on the 
first few days even making contact. It’s a technique issue because he’s far from 
worried about initial contact. He can work on that.


That said, he’s an athletic marvel. He ran 4.47 in the 40-yard dash, hit a 37-inch 
vertical leap, a 10-3 broad jump, 21 reps of 25 lb on the bench and a sub-7.0 
second 3-cone. 


Player Comp - Bears RB Khalil Herbert 
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Eric Gray, Oklahoma

4th year - 5-9 1/2, 207 lb

Memphis, TN


• 2nd Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• Started his career at Tennessee

• 37.5-inch vertical jump at Combine


Lausanne Collegiate School in Memphis, TN.


Gray transferred from Tennessee heading into the 2021 season and I can’t help 
but think that the Volunteers offense would’ve gone to another whole different 
level in 2021/2022 had Gray decided to stay.


He’s not overly fast at all, but he has quicks for days. He can make defenders 
miss in a phone booth. He’s got shimmies, dead legs, one cuts, hesitations and 
multiples of many others moves to free himself from 2nd and 3rd level 
defenders. He uses those moves to get north and south in a hurry. He doesn’t 
dance to feel the rhythm; he dances to put pressure on defenders up the field in 
his path, not laterally.


Furthermore, he’s one heck of a receiver out of the backfield. If there’s 
something that he does better than nearly every other running back in this class, 
it’s that. He’s not just a check down, circle route or screen receiver either. He’s 
involved in every facet of the passing game which should attract nearly every 
team in the league.


The former Tennessee transfer is a ball of fun out in space, but even more so in 
closed spaces, within the trash/chaos at the line of scrimmage. I mean, for his 
team, not defenders. He’s as electric, slippery and dynamic as it gets in this RB 
class. The amount of jockstraps that he’s left on the turf as defenders 
completely miss? Dozens. He just lacks that seriously, dangerous long speed 
that turns 20-yard chunk runs into 80-yard highlight reel runs. That said, the 
more that I watched Gray at the Senior Bowl, and on film, the more that I liked 
him. Seeing him in person, it was clear that he had a different gear when he had 
the ball in his hands. He can come into the NFL and be a third down back/dual 
secondary threat as a rookie.


Player Comp - Jets RB Michael Carter 
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Chris Rodriguez Jr, Kentucky

5th year - 6-0, 217 lb

McDonough, GA


• 3rd leading all-time UK rusher (3,644 yd)

• Two time captain - 2021, 2022

• 32 rushing TD, 2nd on all-time UK list


Ola HS in McDonough, GA. 


There’s a part of me that worries about Rodriguez Jr’s prospects at the next 
level. Then, there’s a part of me that appreciates his bruising style. He’s not 
going to change anytime soon - he’s full speed, full bore hitting every jersey of a 
different color. He’s a powerful runner AND he’s a plow runner. He’s got better 
than average juice so he can run away from some college secondary members. 
But, he’s also delivering to said defenders out in space too, so he’s taking 
multiple hits on nearly every touch. That’s going to show in his annual wear and 
tear at some point in his NFL career. However, the flip side of that angst is that 
he’s going to be productive early in his NFL career, at a minimum, because 
second and third level defenders will NOT like meeting him in an interior hole or 
out in space, repeatedly. 


He’s a hammerhead with sweet feet but he has little regard for you and your 
responsibility in tackling him. However, I’m convinced that there are only so 
many body blows in a RB’s career so I was a little surprised that he didn’t 
declare for the NFL after the 2021 season. That said, he had one final season to 
cement his legacy at Kentucky and build his final NFL resume and I think after a 
hiccup with his eligibility early in the season, he did just that.


As noted, at Kentucky, he was the repetitive hammer, running inside time after 
time after time. But, what he didn’t do was be a true factor in the passing game. 
So, down in Mobile at the Senior Bowl, on one of his first routes against the 
linebackers in one-on-ones, he threw a sick hesitation move on a linebacker to 
get WIDE open for the catch. I was stunned because that’s a club I didn’t think 
Rodriguez had in his proverbial bag but he showed he had that for sure.


Player Comp - Colts RB Deon Jackson 

Best of the Rest of the RB 

Kenny McIntosh, Georgia

4th year - 6-0, 204 lb.


#193overall in the 2023 
Harris 200

#18 RB in 2023 NFL Draft 
Class



University School in Fort Lauderdale, FL.  

Upright and punishing, McIntosh seems to be the perfect replacement of former 
Georgia star Zamir ‘Zeus’ White because he IS Zeus White. Okay, so not 
LITERALLY, but he has a similar running style and build. The number difference 
was the only thing that really allowed me to tell the two backs apart the past two 
seasons.  

As much as McIntosh is a downhill runner, straight freaking downhill, he does 
have a little bit of shimmy in his game, which was not really an asset in White’s 
arsenal. In the end, I do believe that McIntosh will be a much better asset in the 
long run in the passing game in the NFL. I thought he would be faster than he 
was, but at the Senior Bowl, I was a bit shocked that he couldn’t really separate 
from defenders like I first thought he could. He didn’t stand out testing wise at the 
Combine as he posted a 4.62 in the 40-yard dash when many expected him to 
be in the 4.4 range.  

At the Senior Bowl, McIntosh surprised me in that I thought he would be bigger 
when I saw him in person. Regardless, the Senior Bowl isn’t an event that 
should’ve put McIntosh in the best light. He’s a masher, slasher so I wasn’t totally 
surprised that he wasn’t overwhelmingly dominant in any one facet, yet he wasn’t 
a disappointment, not at all. 

Mohamed Ibrahim, Minnesota

5th year - 5-8, 203 lb.


Our Lady of Good Counsel in Baltimore, MD.  

After an incredible start to the 2021 season, Ibrahim tore his Achillles in the 
opener against Ohio State. He had dominated the run game against the 
Buckeyes, toting the mail 30 times for nearly 160 yards. But, on a run in the third 
quarter, Ibrahim's Achilles gave way and his season ended on the spot. He 
started the 2022 season on a roll but in the Michigan State game, he rolled his 
ankle and missed time as a result. When he was absent against Purdue this 
season, the Gophers got absolutely spanked. That should say something about 
his value at this level and beyond.  

He’s a hammer and seems to love running between the tackles. He’ll run 
downhill AT YOU and make you meet his intensity or he’ll run right THROUGH 
YOU. He’s patient and never satisfied. He has tremendous contact balance and 
glancing blows don’t take him off his path. My goodness, he IS Dameon Pierce. 



Man, I love this dude’s running style. But, BUT, he is tiny and how much of the 
pounding can he take on his 203 lb. body. Keep in mind, my guy DP31 is 227 lb. 

Jordan Mims, Fresno State

6th year - 5-10 1/2, 206 lb.


Menlo-Atherton HS in East Palo Alto, CA.  

Shifty with power, slippery runner with some juice. I thought he played WAY 
faster than he timed during his Pro Day. 

Hunter Luepke, North Dakota State

5th year - 6-1, 230 lb.


Spencer HS in Spencer, WI.  

Luepke is closer to Kyle Juszczyk (49ers/Ravens/Harvard) than any player we've 
seen in quite some time. He's a quality TB but he projects to be a fullback in the 
mold of Juszczyk. He earned an invite to the Senior Bowl, joining his talented OL 
teammate Cody Mauch. I'm telling you, some offensively minded head coach is 
going to LOVE having a weapon like Luepke in the backfield. He's automatically 
the four minute hammer in the run game.  

Against Arizona, he lined up in the true I formation FB spot and ran a wheel route 
up the right sideline for NDSU's first TD in that game in Tucson. He wasn't 
lumbering out on the route either. Later in that same game, he lined up as an 
attached H-Back on the right side, ran a leak route up the left sideline, had to 
spin a full 360 to track the ball and made the catch down at the one yard line. My 
goodness. Early in the drive, NDSU had him in one back and ran pin and pull 
toss and he picked up ten yards like he did it 20 times a game. He's a REALLY 
fun player to study and imagine what he could do in my offense. 

Deneric Prince, Tulsa

5th year - 6-0, 216 lb.


Manvel HS in Manvel, TX


The Texas A&M transfer bolstered the Tulsa run game and led the Golden 
Hurricane in rushing in 2022. He pumped up his resume with incredible Pro Day 
testing. He ran 4.41 at 216 lb, posted a 35.5-inch vertical and a 10-4 broad 
jump.




Tiyon Evans, Louisville

4th year - 5-9 1/2, 225 lb.


Hartsville HS in Hartsville, SC


Thicker than he might first appear, Evans won’t wow anyone with his physical 
traits, but he runs angry and hard…which always has a spot in the league. He 
posted a 4.52 at the Combine at 225 lb.


Emari Demercado, TCU

5-9 3/8, 213 lb.


Downey HS in Inglewood, CA. 


Demercado started his career at Saddleback College, rushing for over 1,000 
yards in his one season there. After heading to TCU, he was mostly a backup to 
some solid backs - Zach Evans, Kendre Miller. But, he carved out a niche in this 
offense with his home run hitting speed. He ran in the 4.4 range during this Pro 
Day. He runs with anger and behind his pads. He's a powerful guy and tough to 
tackle. I could see him starting his career on special teams and following in the 
lead of MANY RB who get a shot that way first, then carries and offensive snaps 
following.


Khalan Laborn, Marshall

5th year - 5-8 5/8, 204 lb.


Bishop Sullivan Catholic HS in Virginia Beach, VA.  

Pocket dynamite! He was listed at 5-11, 212, but he measured under 5-9 and just 
over 200 lb. However, that quickness? Whoa. That explosiveness is impressive 
to say the least. His Pro Day explosive measurements are on par with the best in 
this class (38.5-inch vertical, 10-5 broad jump) He transferred to Marshall from 
Florida State after being a 5-star recruit in high school. He finally got on the field 
in 2022 and ran for over 1,500 yards for the Herd. He has some sweet feet and 
one cut explosiveness for days. I like his contact balance too, so there's some 
value in the Marshall product for sure. 

Travis Dye, USC

5th year - 5-10, 201 lb.


Norco HS in Norco, CA.  



Love, LOVE the feet and the speed. He took over as the primary ball carrier at 
Oregon in 2021 when CJ Verdell was injured in the loss at Stanford. He 
transferred to USC in 2022 and started the season well. Unfortunately, he had a 
season ending injury which hurt his prospects a bit, but he’s tiny, even more so 
than I anticipated watching him during his career. That said, he has some serious 
juice and he runs well inside as well 

SaRodorick Thompson, Texas Tech

5th year - 5-11 1/2, 207 lb.


Ranchview HS in Irving, TX.  

Royce Freeman, that’s the first name that came to mind. Not a total power 
runner, glides more than he powers through defenders. But, has power when he 
needs it like Royce Freeman. Thompson Jr. replaced Roschon Johnson after the 
Longhorn back was injured on day one. Thompson’s performance during 
practices at the NFLPA Bowl earned him the invite and he fared well in both the 
run and pass game. I’ve seen Thompson a ton during his Texas Tech career and 
he was much the same as he was as a Red Raider. But, I did feel like Thompson 
showed a bit more in the passing game, including a red zone TD where he 
improvised after a play fake. 

Ronnie Brown, Shepherd

4th year - 5-10 7/8, 192 lb.


Dundalk HS in Baltimore, MD.  

Explosive and smooth. Electric with the ball in his hands. Love to see him out in 
space. The player that first came to mind when watching Brown was Dolphins RB 
Jeff Wilson. Brown is such an excellent receiver down the seam as well. Throw in 
his return speed and acumen and he’s got a shot to hear his name in this draft. 



Edge 
*Odafe Oweh

*Tyus Bowser

David Ojabo

Daelin Hayes

Jeremiah Moon


IDL 
*Justin Madubuike

*Travis Jones

Michael Pierce

Broderick Washington

Brent Urban

Rayshad Nichols


LB 
*Roquan Smith 
*Patrick Queen (for now)

Malik Harrison

Kristian Welch

Del’Shawn Phillips

Josh Ross


S 
*Kyle Hamilton 
*Marcus Williams 
Ar’Darius Washington

Geno Stone


CB 
*Marlon Humphrey 
*Brandon Stephens

Daryl Worley

Jalyn Armour-Davis

Bopete Keyes

Trayvon Mullen

Damarion Williams

QB 
*Lamar Jackson (Tag) 
Tyler Huntley (RFA)

Anthony Brown


RB 
*J.K. Dobbins

Gus Edwards

Justice Hill

(FB) Patrick Ricard

(FB) Ben Mason


WR 
*Odell Beckham Jr. 
*Rashod Bateman

*Nelson Agholor

Devin Duvernay

Tylan Wallace

James Proche II

Shemar Bridges

Mike Thomas

Andy Isabella


TE 
*Mark Andrews

Isaiah Likely

Charlie Kolar


OL 
*OT Ronnie Stanley 
*OG Ben Cleveland

*C Tyler Linderbaum 
*OG Kevin Zeitler 
*OT Morgan Moses 
OT Patrick Mekari

OG John Simpson

OG Daniel Faalele

OT David Sharpe

2023 Baltimore Ravens Draft Priorities 
QB - Depends - …and you know why. #Lamar


RB - Low - The Ravens have ridden with these three for 
years, so perhaps in rounds five or six, there’s a 
developmental RB.


WR - Mid-to-low - Three letters O…B…J. 


TE - Low - Could see a tough Y-TE fitting here, though


OL - Low - I don’t see a ton of work to do here, maybe 
at G, but there are only five picks to work with in 2023.


Edge - Mid-to-high - Tons o’ potential in this group, but 
it’s still “on the verge.” #22 overall could be good spot 
for edge to add to Oweh and Ojabo.


IDL - Mid - No Calais. Not a ton of impact, but solid 
depth in this group. 


LB - Mid - Queen is supposedly on the trading block, 
so they could be looking here amongst solid draft class.


S - Low - There was a reason they felt okay losing Clark


CB - Mid - This is a great year for Ravens to need a CB.

Baltimore Ravens
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Stetson Bennett IV, Georgia

Max Duggan, TCU


RB Prospects to Watch 
Deuce Vaughn, Kansas St.

Evan Hull, Northwestern

Kenny McIntosh, Georgia

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

Tank Dell, Houston

Rashee Rice, SMU

A.T. Perry, Wake Forest

Michael Wilson, Stanford

Jayden Reed, Michigan St.


TE Prospects to Watch 
Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Payne Durham, Purdue

Brenton Strange, Penn St.

Josh Whyle, Cincinnati

Noah Gindorff, NDSU

Kyle Patterson, Air Force


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Nick Broeker, Ole Miss

OG McClendon Curtis, 
Chattanooga

OG Joey Fisher, Shepherd

OG/C Jarrett Patterson, 
Notre Dame

OG T.J. Bass, Oregon

OC/OG Johari Branch, 
Maryland

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Nolan Smith, Georgia

Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

B.J. Ojulari, LSU

Isaiah Foskey, Notre Dame

Felix Anudike-Uzomah, 
Kansas State

Derick Hall, Auburn

YaYa Diaby, Louisville


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Gervon Dexter Sr., Florida

Colby Wooden, Auburn

Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma

Moro Ojomo, Texas

Kobie Turner, Wake Forest

Karl Brooks, Bowling Green

Dante Stills, West Virginia


LB Prospects to Watch 
Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Jack Campbell, Iowa

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Daiyan Henley, WSU


S Prospects to Watch 
JL Skinner, Boise State

Sydney Brown, Illinois

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

Tyreque Jones, Boise State

Quindell Johnson, Memphis

Jordan Howden, Minnesota


CB Prospects to Watch 
Deonte Banks, Maryland

D.J. Turner, Michigan

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Eli Ricks, Alabama

Clark Phillips III, Utah

Tre Hodges-Tomlinson, 
TCU

Riley Moss, Iowa

Terell Smith, Minnesota

2023 Baltimore Ravens picks - 1st (22), 3rd (86), 4th (124), 5th (157), 6th (199)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Myles Garrett 
*Ogbo Okoronkwo 
Alex Wright

Isaiah Thomas

Sam Kamara


IDL 
*Dalvin Tomlinson 
*Jordan Elliott

Trysten Hill 
Perrion Winfrey

Ben Stille

Tommy Togiai

Roderick Perry II

Maurice Hurst


LB 
*Jeremiah Owusu-
Koramoah 
*Anthony Walker Jr.

Matthew Adams

Sione Takitaki

Jordan Kunaszyk

Storey Jackson

Jacob Phillips

Tony Fields II


S 
*Grant Delpit

*Juan Thornhill 
D’Anthony Bell

Bubba Bolden


CB 
*Denzel Ward 
*Greg Newsome II

*Martin Emerson Jr.

Thomas Graham Jr.

A.J. Green

Mike Ford


QB 
*Deshaun Watson

Josh Dobbs

Kellen Mond


RB 
*Nick Chubb 
Jerome Ford

John Kelly Jr.

Nate McCrary


WR 
*Amari Cooper

*Elijah Moore 
*Donovan Peoples-Jones

Anthony Schwartz

Marquise Goodwin

David Bell

Jaelon Darden

Michael Woods II (injured)

Jakeem Grant

Marquez Stevenson

Daylen Baldwin

Demetric Felton

Isaiah Weston

Mike Harley Jr.


TE 
*David Njoku 
Harrison Bryant

Jordan Akins 
Zaire Mitchell-Paden


OL 
*OT Jedrick Wills Jr.

*OG Joel Bitonio 
*C Ethan Pocic

*OG Wyatt Teller 
*OT Jack Conklin 
OT Joe Haeg

OG Wes Martin

C Nick Harris

OT James Hudson III

2023 Cleveland Browns Draft Priorities 
QB - Zero - Watson is here forever more.


RB - Mid - Chubb is the ace, but Hunt was the King for 
a while. But, the Browns won’t re-sign Hunt. That opens 
a spot here for a young RB on day three, potentially.


WR - Zero - Dude, they have 12 on the roster already.


TE - Low - I think Njoku/Harrison are extremely strong.


OL - Low - One of the five best OL in the league…still.


Edge - Mid - Signing Ogbo helped tremendously, but 
one more depth piece is needed.


IDL - Low - It’s low IF you look at the glass as half full 
with Hill/Winfrey/Elliott in addition to Tomlinson


LB - Low-to-mid - I like this group, honestly, but it 
could use a bump


S - Mid - They just need bodies! Delpit/Thornhill are 
solid but mistake prone, so together what happens?


CB - Low - As long as Newsome II stays…it’s low.

Cleveland Browns
QB Prospects to Watch 
Jaren Hall, BYU

Clayton Tune, Houston

Max Duggan, TCU


RB Prospects to Watch 
Tyjae Spears, Tulane

Israel Abanikanda, Pitt

Roschon Johnson, Texas

Kendre Miller, TCU

Eric Gray, Oklahoma

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina


WR Prospects to Watch 
Kayshon Boutte, LSU

Elijah Higgins, Stanford

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Derius Davis, TCU

Cody Chrest, Sam Houston

Kearis Jackson, Georgia


TE Prospects to Watch 
Payne Durham, Purdue

Kyle Patterson, Air Force


OL Prospects to Watch 
C Alex Forsyth, Oregon

C Grant Gibson, NC State

OG Chandler Zavala, NC 
State

OG/OC Joey Fisher, 
Shepherd

OC Ahofitu Maka, UTSA


OL (Cont’d) 
OT Tyrone Wheatley Jr.

C Dawson Deaton

OG Drew Forbes


Edge Prospects to Watch 
Byron Young, Tennessee

Tuli Tuipolotu, USC

Derick Hall, Auburn

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

Isaiah McGuire, Missouri

Nick Hampton, App. State

Tavius Robinson, Ole Miss

D.J. Johnson, Oregon

Brenton Cox Jr, Florida

Lonnie Phelps, Kansas


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Adetomiwa Adebawore, 
Northwestern

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Gervon Dexter Sr., Florida

Cameron Young, 
Mississippi State

D.J. Dale, Alabama

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky

Jerrod Clark, Coastal 
Carolina


LB Prospects to Watch 
Noah Sewell, Oregon

Ivan Pace Jr., Cincinnati

Shaka Heyward, Duke

Marte Mapu, Sac. State (S)

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville

Cam Jones, Indiana


S Prospects to Watch 
Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Jammie Robinson, Florida 
State

Jordan Battle, Alabama


CB Prospects to Watch 
Clark Phillips III, Utah

Tre Hodges-Tomlinson, 
TCU

2023 Cleveland Browns picks - 3rd (74, 98), 4th (111, 126), 5th (140, 142), 6th (190), 7th (229)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*T.J Watt 
*Alex Highsmith 
Quincy Roche

Jamir Jones

Emeke Egbule


IDL 
*DE Cam Heyward 
*DT Larry Ogunjobi

*NT Montravius Adams

NT Isaiahh Loudermilk

DT Jonathan Marshall

DT Breiden Fehoko

DE Renell Wren

DE DeMarvin Leal


LB 
*Cole Holcomb 
*Elandon Roberts

Mark Robinson

Tae Crowder

Chapelle Russell


S 
*Minkah Fitzpatrick 
*Damontae Kazee

*Tre Norwood

Keanu Neal

Miles Killebrew

Elijah Riley

Scott Nelson

Kenny Robinson


CB 
*Patrick Peterson

*Levi Wallace

Arthur Maulet

Ahkello Witherspoon

James Pierre

Duke Dawson

Chris Wilcox

Madre Harper

QB 
*Kenny Pickett

Mitch Trubisky


RB 
*Najee Harris 
Jaylen Warren

Anthony McFarland Jr.

Jason Huntley


WR 
*George Pickens 
*Diontae Johnson

*Allen Robinson II 
Calvin Austin III

Cody White

Anthony Miller

Gunner Olszewski

Ja’Marcus Bradley

Dez Fitzpatrick

Dan Chisena


TE 
*Pat Freiermuth

Zach Gentry

Connor Heyward

Rodney Williams


OL 
*OT Dan Moore Jr.

*OG Isaac Seumalo 
*C Mason Cole

*OG James Daniels

*OT Chukwuma Okorafor

OT Le’Raven Clark

OG Nate Herbig

C Ryan McCollum

OG Kevin Dotson

OG Kendrick Green

OG William Dunkle

2023 Pittsburgh Steelers Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Kenny P is THE guy. Moving on.


RB - Mid - I do think Najee is more than capable, but 
I’d like another weapon, not just RB, within this group.


WR - Low - The Steelers have an Alpha #1 now, have 
Diontae as the #2, then traded for A Rob. Strong group.


TE - Mid - I like this group but the ’23 TE class is NICE!


OL - High - This is CLEARLY the biggest need


Edge - Low - Highsmith’s prodigious ascent makes this 
one of the best OLB duos in the AFC. 


IDL - Low-to-mid - Heyward and Ogunjobi hold it 
down, but there’s DL value in this draft class.


LB - Mid-to-high - I don’t love this group and it has to 
be addressed at 49 or 80…or both.


S - Mid - There’s some value at this spot on day three. 
I’d say address earlier, but OL/CB should get priority.


CB - High - This is CLEARLY the 2nd biggest need.

Pittsburgh Steelers
QB Prospects to Watch 
Clayton Tune, Houston

Tommy DeVito, Illinois

Lindsay Scott, UIW

Tyson Bagent, Shepherd


RB Prospects to Watch 
Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Roschon Johnson, Texas

Dewayne McBride, UAB

Chris Rodriguez Jr, 
Kentucky


WR Prospects to Watch 
C.J. Johnson, East Carolina

Rashee Rice, SMU

Antoine Green, North 
Carolina

Matt Landers, Arkansas


TE Prospects to Watch 
Luke Musgrave, Oregon 
State

Darnell Washington, 
Georgia

Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Tucker Kraft, SDSU


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio St.

C John Michael Schmitz, 
Minnesota

C Luke Wypler, Ohio State

OT Anton Harrison, OU

OT Matthew Bergeron, 
Syracuse

OT/OG Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

OT Jaelyn Duncan, MD

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Nick Herbig, Wisconsin

Nick Hampton, App. State

Jose Ramirez, Eastern 
Michigan

Eku Leota, Auburn


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Mazi Smith, Michigan

Siaki Ika, Baylor

Moro Ojomo, Texas

Kobie Turner, Wake Forest

Byron Young, Alabama


LB Prospects to Watch 
Daiyan Henley, WSU

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

Dorian Williams, Tulane

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Jeremy Banks, Tennessee

Mohamoud Diabate, Utah


S Prospects to Watch 
Daniel Scott, Cal

JL Skinner, Boise State

Ronnie Hickman, Ohio St.

Christian Morgan, Baylor


CB Prospects to Watch 
Devon Witherspoon, Illinois

Joey Porter Jr, Penn State

Deonte Banks, Maryland

D.J. Turner, Michigan

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

Clark Phillips III, Utah

Darius Rush, South 
Carolina

Jaylon Jones, Texas A&M

2023 Pittsburgh Steelers picks - 1st (17), 2nd (32, 49), 3rd (80), 4th (120), 7th (234, 241)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Sam Hubbard

*Trey Hendrickson 
Joseph Ossai

Cam Sample

Jeff Gunter

Owen Carney

Tarell Basham

Raymond Johnson III


IDL 
*D.J. Reader 
*B.J. Hill

Josh Tupou

Zach Carter

Jay Tufele

Domenique Davis


LB 
*Logan Wilson 
*Germaine Pratt

Joe Bachie

Akeem Davis-Gaither

Markus Bailey

Keandre Jones


S 
*Dax Hill

*Nick Scott 
Tycen Anderson

Brandon Wilson

Yusuf Corker

Michael Thomas


CB 
*Chidobe Awuzie

*Cam Taylor-Britt

*Mike Hilton 
Allan George

Sidney Jones IV

Jalen Davis

Chris Lammons

Marvell Tell III

QB 
*Joe Burrow 
Jake Browning


RB 
*Joe Mixon (for now)

Trayveon Williams

Chris Evans


WR 
*Ja’Marr Chase 
*Tee Higgins 
*Tyler Boyd 
Stanley Morgan

Trent Taylor

Trenton Irwan

Kwamie Lassiter II


TE 
*Irv Smith Jr 
Devin Asiasi

Tanner Hudson

Nick Bowers


OL 
*OT Orlando Brown 
*OG Cordell Volson

*C Ted Karras

*OG Alex Cappa

OT Jonah Williams (for now)

*OT La’el Collins

OG Max Scharping

OT/OG Cody Ford

OT Jackson Carman

OT D’Ante Smith

OT Devin Cochran

C Trey Hill

C Ben Brown

OG Nate Gilliam

OG Hakeem Adeniji


2023 Cincinnati Bengals Draft Priorities 
QB - Mid - They only have two, so a young 
developmental guy on day three would make sense.


RB - Mid-to-high - what happens to Mixon will 
determine this priority going forward.


WR - Very Low - A slot with some JUICE? I’m listening.


TE - Mid-to-High - Smith is a solid addition, but they 
need a young game changer here.


OL - Mid - It’s better, finally, but what to do w/Jonah?


DE - Low - The top three guys are rock solid, depth is 
always a concern, though.


IDL - Mid - I could see a surprise here early, though. If 
Kancey or Bresee falls to 28…maybe??


LB - Mid - Pratt re-signed and Wilson is a stud.


S - High - They drafted Hill last year, but lost Bell & 
Bates this year. They need help here, potentially early


CB - Mid - This is a better group than it might appear to 
be on paper, in large part, due to rise of Taylor-Britt.

Cincinnati Bengals
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Aidan O’Connell, Purdue

Clayton Tune, Houston


RB Prospects to Watch 
Bijan Robinson, Texas

Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Tyjae Spears, Tulane

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

Tank Bigsby, Auburn

Zach Evans, Ole Miss

Chase Brown, Illinois

Xazavian Valladay, Arizona 
State


WR Prospects to Watch 
Tank Dell, Houston

Tyler Scott, Cincinnati

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati


TE Prospects to Watch 
Dalton Kincaid, Utah

Michael Mayer, Notre Dame

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Darnell Washington, 
Georgia


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Steve Avila, TCU

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

OG Anthony Bradford, LSU

OG Jon Gaines II, UCLA

OG Atonio Mafi, UCLA

OG/C Emil Ekiyor, Alabama

OG Nick Broeker, Ole Miss

OG Jordan McFadden, 
Clemson

OG T.J. Bass, Oregon

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Zach Harrison, Ohio State

Nick Hampton, App. State

YaYa Diaby, Louisville

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(LB/Edge)


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Calijah Kancey, Pitt

Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Mazi Smith, Michigan

Siaki Ika, Baylor

Zacch Pickens, South 
Carolina

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Nesta Jade Silvera, Arizona 
State

Devonnsha Maxwell, 
Chattanooga

Taron Vincent, Ohio State


LB Prospects to Watch 
DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Dorian Williams, Tulane

Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt

Jeremy Banks, Tennessee


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

JL Skinner, Boise State

Jammie Robinson, Florida 
St

Christopher Smith, UGa


CB Prospects to Watch 
Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Darius Rush, So. Carolina

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

2023 Cincinnati Bengals picks - 1st (28), 2nd (60), 3rd (92), 4th (131), 5th (163), 6th (206), 7th (246)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Jaxon Smith-Njigba, Ohio State

3rd year - 6-1, 196 lb.

Rockwall, TX


• Missed entire 2022 season

• Set Rose Bowl records v. Utah

• Blazing 3.93 short shuttle/6.57 3-cone at Combine


Rockwall HS in Rockwall, TX.


The word is polarizing. Polarizing draft discussion, honestly, transpires as it 
pertains to a receiver who spent most of his time in the slot in 2021, played 
alongside a stud QB, set Rose Bowl records to finish 2021 and missed the entire 
2022 season with an injury. It’s a conundrum wrapped in a riddle - who is Jaxon 
Smith-Njigba or, better put, who will Jaxon Smith-Njigba be in the future?


That’s one hell of a Draft bouillabaisse from which to work for the former 
Buckeye receiver but let’s call it properly - dude is going to catch 90 passes a 
year from inside, outside, on the edge, up the tunnel, wherever a ball can be 
caught; Smith-Njigba will make that catch. He’s incredibly elusive after the catch 
and has an innate feel for the openings in zone coverage. He’s got subtle cuts 
and moves, too. There’s nothing And 1 elaborate, just a hip fake here or a quick 
shimmy there but incredibly effective. However, the draft world still doesn’t really 
know how to evaluate - the “big” college slot receiver. I felt like so many missed 
on former Ole Miss WR A.J. Brown because he spent nearly all of his time in the 
slot. Arkansas WR Treylon Burks’ evaluation was all over the place too. Now, 
JSN isn’t in that height/weight/size team picture with that duo, but he’s thick, 
quick and dynamic after the catch. 


(From the back - CAN HE PLAY OUTSIDE?!?)


I guess I would question whether he has to, honestly, but yes, he absolutely can. 
You’ll see in a second who I comped JSN to in a bit and that guy has opened 
the door for less BIG college slots to have success, in my estimation.


Former Buckeye star WR Chris Olave and Garrett Wilson both said their former 
WR trio teammate was more athletic than they were and that it wasn’t even 
close. Those were impressive words, but I don’t quite see Smith-Njigba being 
faster than Olave just yet and Wilson was incredibly acrobatic with the ball in the 
air. But, with the ball in his hands, the current Buckeye star WR is a much more 
explosive weapon. His ability to get significant separation as quickly as he does 
is wildly impressive. 
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Against Oregon in 2021, he got matched up on a slot corner in press coverage. 
In just seven yards off the ball on a seam go route he had three yards of 
separation. That ability to get separation made that throw that much easier for 
his QB and Smith-Njigba made the easy catch for the touchdown. The Rose 
Bowl was just a magic show for Smith-Njigba as he set a school record with 347 
yards and tied a school record with 15 receptions in the win over Utah. It was his 
own personal showcase, but it wasn’t the only time he treated an opponent like 
a scout team defense. 


He’s strong and thick in the lower half and gives me some major Deebo Samuel 
vibes. He’s not nearly as big as the former South Carolina star (I mean, who the 
heck is?) but his strong build and running ability after the catch are similar and 
dynamic. However, I think he’s overall closest to former USC star/Lions Pro 
Bowler Amon-Ra St. Brown. All St. Brown has done is catch 196 passes in two 
years all over the field. I feel like there are similarities in explosiveness in the 
release and ability to get separation off the line of scrimmage. I feel like St. 
Brown has a bit more of the receiver techniques and mechanics down, but JSN 
is that much more explosive in different areas on the field. Either way, I’ll take it. 


Now.


Player Comp - Lions WR Amon-Ra St. Brown. 

Quentin Johnston, TCU

3rd year - 6-3, 208 lb.

Temple, TX


• 2x 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2021, 2022

• 14 career touchdown receptions/16 total

• 60 receptions for 1,069 yd, six TD in 2022


Temple HS in Temple, TX


Back in the summer, I wrote this about Johnston.


The acceleration Johnston generates off of the line of scrimmage is incredibly 
impressive for a man his size. Against Cal in 2021, he was lined up bottom of the 

numbers against press coverage and he gave a two foot hop release to the Cal 
DB, darted inside and lost that DB in three steps. It was an easy touchdown 

throw as Johnston pulled away. That was Davante Adams in a nutshell but I’m 
not 100% there on that comp just yet only the fact that it was Adams’ patented 

move. I’m going with Tee Higgins as his comp - size wise they’re nearly identical. 
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Johnston is a bit twitchier than Higgins and the TCU product will test through the 
roof when he decides to declare for the NFL Draft. That said, I feel some kind of 

way about this comp. I see a ton of similarities in their games but Johnston is 
one heck of an overall athlete. He was a dunk show stopper in high school and 
was a triple jump state medalist as well. All those traits come to the forefront in 

his overall game. He tracks deep balls well and his one handed catch against 
Baylor in 2021 might have been the most impressive catch I’ve seen in any 

season. At worst, as a rookie, he’ll be a dominant threat in the red zone. At best, 
he can be a perimeter game changer for a team that needs a young WR1. I can’t 

get enough of watching this dude ball. My gosh, he’s a freak show.


If a DB is a step late on him and Johnston has leverage, it’s over. Deep routes 
are candy for QB if he has inside body position. NO DB is going through 
Johnston to get to the football on a deep route. All it takes is one step for 
Johnston to win the route.


Doesn’t always run his route at 100% all the way through the route. Against 
Baylor, he was on a mesh crosser wide open, but because he wasn’t sprinting 
through to the other side, he never got into a clean throwing window for his QB.


Easy glider - smoooooth downfield runner - if he’s not pressed and he gets a 
free release, it’s a massive problem for DBs. 


It takes him about 13-14 steps to run a 25+ yard post route - his stride, 
combined with that speed, eats up SO much damn space.


Has fly traps for hands and tracks the ball exceptionally well, but, unfortunately, 
there are a few concentration drops on his catch resume, especially in the 2022 
season.


Runs angry after the catch when he needs to. Runs with some shake after the 
catch when he wants to.


Gets to spots in the intermediate areas so quickly. He ran a simple curl off a 
switch release against Oklahoma State and was nearly standing still when QB 
Max Duggan finally delivered the ball. It almost looked like Duggan was shocked 
Johnston got to the spot so fast.


His ability to separate on long routes is insane. He just EASILY runs away from 
defenders in man coverage.


Didn’t see many teams that came up to press him - feared the outside release/
go-fade route - NFL teams won’t be scared to press him. Kansas State CB 



Kansas State CB Julius Brents pressed him in the Big 12 Championship game - 
Johnston hot foot released on him and then hit the gas up the sideline, beating 
him by two steps before snatching a deep pass for a big gain, getting TCU out 
of trouble.


His sudden change of direction is an undiscussed asset - he can stop on a dime 
on his routes, which I was pleasantly surprised to see.


Wasn’t truly unleashed until the Kansas game in 2022 - 14 catches, 207 yards 
and the game winning TD.


Body catches the ball a bit too much for my liking when he needs to snatch the 
ball out of the air


Does line up as a jumbo slot and that’s VERY dangerous - I could REALLY see a 
smart, innovative OC using him inside and dominating.


He is tailor-made for shallow screens - TCU ran that umpteen times for him, 
including the long TD v. Michigan in the playoff. Why is he tailor-made? He can 
get from one side to the other faster than most others, he then has a head start 
on catching and turning up the field and if the tackler misses, well, ask 
Michigan.


He was also a team captain.


There is just soooo much to like about a 6-4, 215 lb. pogo stick with 4.4 speed. 
Back in the summer, he squatted 575 lb. and posted a vertical jump of 42-
inches. Are you kidding me?!? At 6-4, 215 lb.?!? He’s not a finished product and 
that’s the scary thing, both good and bad. NFL teams looking to make him a top 
12 pick will expect him to provide 75/1200/5 TD right out the chute but Johnston 
might not produce quite like that in his rookie campaign. He may not hit the 75 
receptions, but his yards per catch will be in the 17-18 yard range for sure. NFL 
teams will create ways to get their big, physical receivers the ball and one way 
to get Johnston the ball is to throw it up deep and let his speed and ball skills 
take over. I love Johnston as a prospect but I’ll be the first to admit there are a 
few aspects to clean up before he can put up Tee Higgins-like numbers. That 
said, give me some Johnston and a stud QB and I’ll bet on him getting there 
sooner than later. He’s WR1 and I’m more than confident in that the more I 
studied him.


Player comp - Bengals WR Tee Higgins (with Kelvin Benjamin-like 
dimensions mixed in) 






Jordan Addison, USC

3rd year - 5-11, 173 lb.

Frederick, MD


• 2021 Biletnikoff Award Winner

• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• 1st Team All-ACC - 2021


Tuscarora HS in Frederick, MD. 


Addison reminds me of a successful pitcher in baseball. If a pitcher threw 99 
mph every single pitch, better than average MLB hitters would eventually catch 
up to it and hammer him. The GREAT MLB pitcher can change speeds from 
pitch to pitch, from at-bat to at-bat. That ability to keep hitters off balance is 
how Addison works in the secondary. He can slow play his route to set up a 
defensive back to then hit the gas on his break out of a route or up the field to 
get separation wide open. He does a ton of damage from the slot and that’s 
become a prime spot for big-time receivers in the college game - A.J. Brown, 
Justin Jefferson and Traylon Burks among others were all used from the slot. It 
doesn’t preclude Addison from playing on the perimeter at the next level at all 
and he proved out in LA that he could also be a pure perimeter threat too. 


His game will certainly translate to the NFL, regardless. It’s this simple, really; he 
gets separation easily, catches the rock and runs after the catch like his hair’s on 
fire. His release game is outstanding, whether he’s in the slot or on the 
perimeter. He has an excellent hot foot technique and he’s certainly worked on 
his releases from both spots. He is precise with his routes and has a clean route 
game. He can stop on a dime and doesn’t float away from the spot where he 
should be - love that - gives the QB his GPS without drifting on him. And, it’s fun 
to see him get FEISTY in the run game - will stalk block with some emphasis. 


In big games, against some potential Harris 200 competition, he was a true 
weapon all over the field. He faced Stanford CB Kyu Byu Kelly early in the 2022 
season and smoked him on a 75-yard deep ball touchdown. One-on-one, just 
roasted him for a one play drive TD. Earlier in the game, Addison caught a 
counter/tunnel screen and burst into the end zone, showing his run after catch 
ability. He’s THAT dude, but I wouldn’t mind it if he packed on a few LBs 
heading to the league, though.


Player comp - Washington Commanders WR Jahan Dotson
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Zay Flowers, Boston College

4th year - 5-9, 182 lb.

Fort Lauderdale, FL


• 2x 1st Team All-ACC - 2020, 2022 

• 3rd Team All-ACC - 2021

• 4.42 40-yd dash, 35.5-inch vertical


University School in Fort Lauderdale, FL. 


For decades, I’ve loved South Florida kids and that won’t change AT ALL in 
reference to Flowers. I'm a HUGE fan of his and it started way back in his true 
freshman season. He just steadily roasted defensive backs, taking them to 
proverbial school on nearly every rep, and as I’m always thinking of prospects 
coming to the NFL in the future, I had to go find his bio. When I saw that he was 
a true freshman in 2019, I made a note that day to come back in a couple of 
years to study him closely for his opportunity in the NFL. 


Heading into his senior campaign, he fielded six figure NIL offers but stayed 
loyal to Boston College for his final season. That’s going to be a theme. Not the 
NIL money but loyalty. We’ll come back to that for sure. There was a reason that 
other schools offered six figure deals to Boston College’s star pass catcher.


He's smooth and polished, tough and physical, when needed, and reliable all 
day long. He will run better than David Bell (Purdue) and have similar pass 
catching/route running acumen, even if he is shorter/smaller than the former 
Purdue All-American. He has ridiculous hands. But, his change of direction is on 
a whole different level. His ability to get from stop to start, 0 to 60 is 
RIDICULOUS. I don’t know that I can remember a receiver who leaves more 
jocks on the field in such a short timeframe as Flowers. He’s probably quicker 
than he is fast but he’s 4.4 at a minimum. So, what does that say about his 
quicks? Insane. Outstanding body control. Competitive at the catch point like a 
6-5 wide out. Magnificent after the catch.


Flowers has always struck me as playing bigger/taller than his listed size and 
that throws me off sometimes watching him. When I wrote that sentence, I 
thought of the player that made sense in my mind as a current comp - Seattle 
star/former Kansas State star Tyler Lockett. Like Lockett, Flowers has the 
change of direction and shake to be an outstanding slot receiver, managing the 
chaos of the interior part of the field. The BEST comp for Flowers, though, is 
nearly a mirror image. NOT OFF THE FIELD, just WR, ON THE FIELD 
characteristics only - former Steelers Pro Bowler Antonio Brown. Flowers plays 
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the game with his heart on his sleeve, but, I’ll repeat, this comp is solely on the 
field comparison. But, that change of pace on his routes, change of direction, 
body control, footwork, work ethic and ball skills scream “ANTONIO BROWN”.


I don’t ever want to put Brown’s off the field issues on a player like Flowers, who 
appears to be the exact opposite from a character perspective. As I mentioned, 
college programs and collectives attempted to pry him from Boston College and 
he turned them down to stay at the university that gave him an opportunity to be 
a star. Word had it that he accepted an invite to the East West Shrine Game and 
stuck with that game because that group had offered him first and he committed 
to it first. Those are qualities that aren’t expected from the nouveau-riche young 
pass catchers and, like whipped cream on apple pie, it just makes him that 
much more awesome as a prospect.




Player Comp - Former Steelers WR Antonio Brown 

Jalin Hyatt, Tennessee

4th year - 6-0, 176 lb.

Irmo, SC


• 2022 Biletnikoff Award Winner

• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 5-TD game v. Alabama in win in October 2022


Dutch Fork HS in Irmo, SC. 


I was high on Tennessee’s Cedric Tillman heading into the 2022 season, but an 
injury slowed his progress at the outset of the 2022 campaign. So, early in the 
year, I saw #11 in orange and white BLAZING past everyone he faced, I 
wondered who the hell was that?!? Well, a quick Google search turned up the 
next Will Fuller V. I had the opportunity to see Fuller V up close in Houston for 
years and his speed changed every game he played…when he played. Hyatt 
has that easy, fluid go-go speed that is unmatched at any level of football.


He isn’t just a 4.3 go route ready to happen. He has outstanding ball tracking 
skills as he showed against a gritty Pitt team in 2022. He ran a stutter and go 
route from just outside the red zone that was just ridiculous. He flew by the 
safety in four steps after the stutter. Then, with the ball in the air, he made a 
tremendous adjustment catching the throw over his shoulder, just inches out of 
bounds. So, it didn’t count, but the receiver acumen from route running to ball 
tracking to hands, beginning to end, was all there. Seeing him make that catch 
over his shoulder was impressive, if not necessary, to show he’s more than just a 
human 9-route.
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He has the ability to be even with DBs when the ball is thrown and extend the 
gap significantly while the ball is in the air. He did that on his first touchdown 
against Alabama in 2022. The Crimson Tide secondary tried to match the routes 
after the motion and screwed it up, honestly. So, once they realized how to play 
Hyatt’s deep route, they turned to run and had no freakin’ chance. Many have 
questioned his receiver skills and acumen and whether Tennessee’s offense just 
made it too easy for a receiver to flourish. I don’t even worry about that because 
he ran away from fast guys like Fuller V. Furthermore, Hyatt’s bigger, has better 
ball tracking skills and better hands heading into the NFL. Yet, had Fuller V 
stayed healthy, he would’ve set records. Potentially, Hyatt is that guy in the 
future.


Player Comp - Former Texans WR Will Fuller V 

 

Josh Downs, North Carolina

3rd year - 5-9, 179 lb.

Suwanee, GA


• 2x 1st Team All-ACC - 2021, 2022

• 101 rec, 1,335 yards and eight TD in 2021

• 202 career receptions, 22 TD


North Gwinnett HS in Suwanee, GA.


Downs is a tough son of a gun and an explosive one at that. He has track level 
speed and routinely plays at his high 4.3 speed on the field. I don’t know that I 
saw a game in which he wasn’t the fastest PLAYING player on the field. I love 
the way he comes out of his cuts. When he has the ball, though, the fun really 
begins. He can turn a stick route on an RPO into a 60-yard touchdown in a 
hiccup. His ball tracking down the field is outstanding for a sub-6-0 WR. The 
Catch, yes, that one - the diving snag against Virginia in 2021 was just majestic. 
He’ll go over the middle repeatedly and take any hits coming his way. Just know 
that if he turns it into a track meet, you’ll lose. 


NFL teams will use him on slot fades all day long, especially the way he can 
track the ball in the air. His acceleration is legit. Against Notre Dame in 2021, he 
was the #3 WR in a tight trips, pseudo bunch alignment, really. He ran an out 
and up, timed his release perfectly such that the #1 and #2 WR picked off the 
interior DB. He then pulled away from that group of DBs and caught a Sam 
Howell pass over the shoulder down the field for a gain of 40 yards. Whoa, that 
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entire package isn’t always typical of slot receivers but Downs has those 
qualities.


He has great tempo in his routes and utilizes different tempo changes in his 
route running. Like many great slot receivers, he has an innate understanding of 
knowing when he has to be where and when. He then uses that to his 
advantage with hesitations, shimmies and head fakes that make life on an 
interior pass defender extremely difficult. He didn’t exclusively play on the inside 
and he had plenty of reps as the lone X into the backside of a 3x1 to the field.


He has tremendous ball skills, getting his hands on balls on diving catches that 
have no business being complete. Then, he makes those catches. He has 6-3, 
6-4 sized WR ball skills. He “Moss’d” his fair share of DBs on some wonderful 
high point catches. 




Player Comp - Patriots great slot WR Julian Edelman 

Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

3rd year - 5-11, 183 lb.

Frisco, TX


• 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• 2nd Team All-Big 12 - 2020

• Ran a 4.38 40-yard dash at the Combine


Lone Star HS in Frisco, TX. 


The NFL teams that covet speed…deep…downfield…speed will love Mims. He 
never caught more than 54 passes in his three years at Oklahoma, but in 2021, 
he averaged over 22 yards per catch. In 2022, he averaged just over 20 yards 
per catch. There was only one player that initially stood out as a comp, someone 
I saw plenty in Houston (and mentioned earlier) - Will Fuller V. I had never seen 
someone with such dynamic speed but I don’t think Mims is quite in THAT 
speed range. But, he’s close. 


He’s sudden in his routes and where he can be a true threat is when his speed 
allows him to run Y-cross from the slot. He can get open in such a hurry that a 
QB doesn’t have to hold the ball a beat longer against a nasty pass rush. What 
Fuller V didn’t have were great hands, but Mims catches the ball away from his 
body. The Catch against Texas in 2021 that tied that great game was all the 
result of Mims attacking the ball out of the air as he adjusted to the ball in flight. 
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He doesn’t shy away from sticking his nose into a DB’s chest in the run game, 
either. It’s just that he’s light and, like Fuller, he’s not always in the slot. That’s 
not how his skillset gets maximized, so he’ll have to play outside and that could 
be tough against physical corners at the next level. After coming to the 
conclusion that he’s similar to, but not really, Fuller V, Bears WR Darnell Mooney 
came to mind and that was IT! Mims is Mooney. Mooney is Mims. That’s the 
REAL comp.


Watching Mims absolutely SMOKE past a Kansas State CB for a deep ball 
touchdown was the epitome of Mooney (when he’s fully healthy). That deep 
threat ability. Those hands. That explosiveness. That’s a more than adequate 
package of skills for Mims and his NFL future.




Player Comp - Bears WR Darnell Mooney 

Cedric Tillman, Tennessee

5th year - 6-3, 213 lb.

Las Vegas, NV


• 64 rec., 1,081 yards, 12 TD in 2021

• 17 total TD in his career

• Missed half of the 2022 season with injury


Bishop Gorman HS in Las Vegas, NV. 


The Volunteers find a way to put a receiver in the league every year. Three years 
ago, it was Jauan Jennings. Two years ago, Josh Palmer was that guy. This past 
year, it was Velus Jones. Prior to 2022, I thought it was going to be Tillman’s turn 
and his one man show was going to put him in the first round for certain.


Over the summer, I thought that Tillman might have ended up being the best of 
the bunch at Tennessee and he seemed to be on his way to proving me correct. 
Then, he got injured against Pitt in week two and eventually missed four key 
games in the middle of the season. That was when Bru McCoy and Jalin Hyatt 
moved into the penthouse for the remainder of the 2022 season. Tillman 
returned to have a seven catch/68 yard game at Georgia and a nine catch/81 
yard/two TD game at South Carolina in his final game as a Volunteer. But, it was 
clear Tillman wasn’t completely 100% as he was in 2021.


That said, he has a tremendous combination of size, speed and ball skills. He’s 
thick and can run but he’s not the burner that Hyatt is. I’ll be curious to see what 
Tillman runs at the Combine and that could alter the impression for some if he 
runs in the 4.4 range. I’ve always been impressed by his precise route running. 
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He’ll sell the deep route, get DBs to turn and then come right back down the 
stem on a deep comeback. That type of route looks exactly like it’s supposed to 
at all levels of football. His ability to run completely past cornerbacks, even 
though playing off coverage, was highly impressive. I have the pleasure of 
watching Nico Collins every single day in Houston and had Nico not sat out 
2020 and missed that full season, he would’ve been in the top 32 of the 2020 
NFL Draft. Tillman’s injury, unfortunately, reminded me of Collins more than it 
should have. 


I do think some team is going to take Tillman somewhere in the 2nd round and 
be SUPER happy with his production in its offense. What we missed out on in 
2022, he’ll show early in his career in the NFL in 2023.




Player Comp - Texans WR Nico Collins 

Tank Dell, Houston

5th year - 5-8, 165 lb.

Daytona Beach, FL


• 2x 1st Team All-AAC - 2021, 2022

• 90+ catches each of last two years

• 292 receptions, 43 TD in his career


Mainland HS in Daytona Beach, FL. 


Dell has been through it all since high school. He started his career at Alabama 
A&M, in large part because he was just 150 lb. coming out of high school. He 
got hurt early in the season and that got him thinking about a more significant 
college football profile. He then enrolled at Independence CC in Kansas for a 
season in which he got plenty of schools' attention, including the University of 
Houston. 


He led the 2020 Cougar squad in receiving yards and receptions in the COVID 
shortened season. In 2021, though, he became a relatively household name in 
college football making one play after the next for the Cougars. He piled up 90 
receptions for 1,329 yards and 12 touchdowns, all of which led the Cougars and 
led the entire American Athletic Conference. Now, he's FAR from being a TANK 
like his name suggests. Standing next to him, it's hard to imagine a young man 
that small surviving the NFL, much less college football. But, as the old saying 
goes, they have to catch him first. He can absolutely jet and the first name that 
came to mind was a smaller version of Alabama star WR Jameson Williams. 
Electric speed with outstanding start and stop change of direction. He tracks the 
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ball well and can go up and "Moss" DBs when he needs to in the end zone. His 
TD catch v. SMU in 2021 was one of the best 50/50 catches I saw throughout 
college football. He’s just tiny and some teams won’t like tiny.


At the Senior Bowl, he weighed in at a whopping 163 pounds, which I say in 
jest, of course, but there is NO joking about Dell’s explosiveness on the field. 
The scouts/coaches standing around me “OOOOHHH’d” and “AHHHHH’d” 
every time Dell got the ball in his hands. I talked with former Texans RB coach 
Charles London, who is now the Falcons QB coach and the OC for the American 
team, and he was truly impressed with Dell’s juice. Dell’s ability to stop on a 
dime, ask for change and then make a clean, crisp cut is without peer, perhaps 
in this entire draft class. He does EVERYTHING at a much different rate of speed 
and acceleration than anyone on the field. Rams WR Tutu Atwell found his 
footing a bit in LA in 2022 and that’s Dell’s comp. During one-on-ones, Dell spun 
around Oregon State DB Rejzohn Wright on a deep comeback for an easy 
catch. Furthermore, watching Dell work routes on air, I was impressed with his 
hands, catching the ball away from his body and adjusting to make those 
catches, high or low. He did have some concentration drops throughout the 
2022 season, but that’s one tough dude with the makeup…and speed…to hear 
his name on day two.


I didn’t watch a ton of the receivers in person down in Mobile, but I did look 
down whenever Dell lined up in the slot. One such rep that I saw was against 
Alabama S DeMarco Hellams. Now, anyone against Dell in the slot is a 
mismatch so Hellams was up against the WRONG guy. Dell went vertical and 
Hellams did what so many do against Dell…he guessed. He guessed that Dell 
would go inside because guessing is the only hope that anyone has to match 
and mirror Dell on his route. Unfortunately, Dell went outside. Houston QB 
Clayton Tune airmailed the throw, but the route had everyone on the sideline 
buzzing and poor Hellams wondering how to cover that guy in the slot.


Dell practiced just two days down at the Senior Bowl. I didn’t hear if he 
sustained an injury or whether it was just because he was destroying everyone 
that easily? I don’t know. Injury? Regardless, on the first two days, he was 
electric. I’m still waiting for someone to be near him on a route. He’s as sudden 
as it gets. He can cut on a dime. He has excellent hands, snatching the ball 
away from his body at all times. He packed on eight to ten pounds too, weighing 
in at 163 lb, yet didn’t lose a step. Not only that, he moved a rate of speed that 
no one on the field in Mobile could match.


Player Comp - Rams WR Tutu Atwell 



Rashee Rice, SMU

4th year - 6-0, 204 lb

North Richland Hills, TX


• 1st Tean All-AAC - 2022

• Honorable mention All-AAC - 2021

• Posted a 41-inch vertical leap at Combine.


Richland HS in North Richland Hills, TX. 


Sudden with plenty of twitch, Rice was a bit of an unknown even in his own 
state…and that was a shame. SMU found different ways to get Rice the football 
and when he got the ball in his hands, he was ready to put on a show. He’s 
incredibly dynamic and lines up in the slot a ton, like many big slots that we’ve 
seen in college football over the past five years. As such, SMU follows much of 
the college football convention, putting a bigger receiver in the slot such that it 
can isolate Rice on safeties or nickel corners in one-on-one or quarter coverage 
situations. 


Rice has excellent pacing to his routes and he knows when he has to turn up the 
acceleration to get across the field on crossers and the sort. At 6-0 and 200 lb., 
he’s got size to be a perimeter receiver. But, like Justin Jefferson, like A.J. 
Brown, like Treylon Burks, he’s learned how to navigate the interior area of the 
field and still execute slot-like routes when asked. It just adds to what he can do 
heading into the league. What gives me an ELITE vibe is his acceleration when 
he gets the ball in his hands. Multiple times watching him last year, I jumped up 
out of my seat when he turned up the field after catching a short pass of some 
sort. I mean, his juice is nasty when he hits the go-go juice button. He has plenty 
of shake to go with his size 205 lb. I’m more enamored with Rice the more I 
study him and I’ve already watched a number of his games.


While at SMU, he was a testing super warrior. He has power cleaned 335 lb and 
squatted 500 lb. He posted a 40-inch vertical leap AFTER he did his squat max. 
Then, he posted a 10-9 broad jump after doing his power clean max. He hit 
22.03 mph during summer testing. So, yeah, the word freak may not do Rice 
complete justice. At the Combine, he ran 4.51 s in the 40, posted a 41-inch 
vertical and a 10-8 broad jump.


At the Senior Bowl, Rice was impressive physically right off the bat, but I 
expected more in each facet. However, on day three, Rice really excelled in the 
low red zone, goal line routes. He just seemed so much more comfortable in 
those routes and had a ton of success. Overall, though, I still felt like there were 
a handful of plays that Rice left on the table.
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Player Comp - 49ers WR Brandon Aiyuk 

A.T. Perry, Wake Forest

3rd year - 6-3 1/2, 198 lb

Lake Worth, FL


• 2x 1st Team All-ACC - 2021, 2022

• 71 rec., 1,293 yards and 15 TD in 2022

• Ran 4.47 at nearly 6-4, 200 lb.


Park Vista Community HS in Lake Worth, FL


For a bigger, taller receiver, he has excellent tempo to his routes. He mixes in a 
little hesitation move on his basic/in routes. I want to see him explode with more 
juice out of his breaks. He does have solid change of direction skills, leaving 
defenders out of a break with his footwork. 


He’ll play through contact on deep routes, intended to slow him down. He has 
great ball tracking skills. I love his understanding of how to get open into zones, 
settle up and snatch the ball out of the air easily. Great mitts. 


I love his overall batch of receiving skills. From route running to hands to 
finishing the run after the catch, Perry has skills that NFL teams will love and the 
comp that came immediately to mind was Chiefs star Marquez Valdes-
Scantling. I think Perry plays with more physicality than MV-S does, but the slim 
build throws defensive backs off as both WR win with their wiry abilities.




Player Comp - Chiefs WR Marquez Valdes-Scantling 

Tyler Scott, Cincinnati

3rd year - 5-10, 177 lb

Norton, OH


• 2nd Team All-AAC - 2022

• Caught 54 passes, 899 yards, nine TD in 2022

• Ran a 4.39 40-yard dash at the Combine


Norton HS in Norton, OH. 
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There are some dudes that can absolutely JET in this draft class. Scott will take 
a back seat to no one. He apparently clocked a 4.29 while at Cincinnati. So, 
even if there’s an added “college adjustment”, we’re still talking in the low 4.3s. 
And, that speed shows up on the field in a big way. He ran a 6.77 60-meter dash 
during indoor track and field. 


The first time that I noticed Scott, I yelled at my computer “DAYUM! 21 can fly” 
He averaged over 17 yards per catch over the final two seasons at Cincinnati. 
But, his body awareness and control are impressive. A lot of fast guys can’t play 
receiver, but Scott has receiving acumen who just happens to be really freakin’ 
fast. He played RB in high school, so he’s not going to go down easily after the 
catch.


Watch him SKY against Miami, OH in 2022 on a simple stop route at the sticks. 
Cincinnati’s QB airmailed a throw to Scott and there was no chance for a 
completion. But, Scott hit the turbo button and leapt to make the catch (39.5-
inch vertical). Most speed receivers would’ve never had a chance to make that 
catch. 


I struggled with his comp a bit because I had used Will Fuller V and Jahan 
Dotson already but I thought about the part about Scott being a running back in 
high school. He tends to channel his running back identity through his game and 
Curtis Samuel was part RB/part WR at Ohio State. It’s not a perfect comp, but 
what stands out when Samuel is healthy is how much danger he presents for a 
defense. Scott could be that guy in the near future.




Player Comp - Panther WR Curtis Samuel 

Parker Washington, Penn State

3rd year - 5-10, 204 lb

Sugar Land, TX


• Never went a game without catching a pass

• 146 career receptions

• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2022


Travis HS in Sugar Land, TX. 


Mitts. Really, freaking awesome mitts. Arguably, and you know what, maybe it’s 
inarguable, Washington has the best hands I’ve seen in a while. I mean the 
highlight reel one handers (@ MSU in 2021, v. Arkansas in 2021 in the bowl 
game) are insanely memorable but it’s every catch. The “Moss’d” snags in the 
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back of the end zone on slot fades. The snatches away from his body. He’s a 
legit pass snatcher and his hands are straight fire.


What I really like, though, is what he does after the catch. He’s slippery out in 
space - spins, breaking tackles, hesitations, dead legs. He has a full 
complement of running skills after the catch. I thought that he wasn’t overly 
speedy, then he caught a quick slant against Ohio State in 2022 and after he 
pinballed and spun through two weak OSU DB tackle efforts, he SPRINTED 
away from everyone all the way to the end zone. I’m still not convinced that he’s 
a flyer, but his game doesn’t need to be all about speed. Why? Peep the diving 
catch he made later in the game against Ohio State. He makes those catches 
consistently and that’s what an NFL team is going to get from Washington.


His body control is outrageous. He has to manage the interior of the formation 
and work through the chaos, which he does masterfully. He's built interestingly, 
shorter but stout, at 212 lb. The only WR even close to being built like that is 
49ers star wide back Deebo Samuel, but I like my comp to Jaguars slot WR 
Christian Kirk. Washington is heavier but Kirk is an inch or two taller, but I see 
similarities in releases, hands, run-after-the-catch explosiveness and 
competitiveness. I like that comp and I like Washington, just like I liked Kirk.


Watching him after the catch is a joy. Against Michigan in 2022, he caught a 
slant route into the teeth of Michigan’s interior defenders. He fought off two early 
tackle attempts and powered through for another three or four yards. That 
hidden yardage that he provides being as tough as he is after the catch is 
impressive, wildly impressive for a receiver to be THAT physical.


Washington's family is chock full 'o athletes. His dad played ball at Mississippi 
State and the Air Force Academy. His cousin is Josh Dobbs, who is a QB with 
the Cleveland Browns. One of his cousins is playing baseball in the Kansas City 
Royals organization. His other cousin plays hoops at UAB. So, Washington's 
family tree shows that he's got the goods athletically. 


Player Comp - Jaguars WR Christian Kirk 

Dontayvion Wicks, Virginia

4th year - 6-1, 206 lb.

Plaquemine, LA


• Honorable Mention All-American - 2021

• 1st Team All-ACC - 2021

• Single-season record - 1,203 yards in 2021
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Plaquemine HS in Plaquemine, LA. 


This might be obvious, but Wicks has been one of my favorite receivers since I 
started studying this draft class. Wicks might be completely unknown to the rest 
of the country, but here’s a warning - don’t sleep on the best Wahoo receiver 
since Herman Moore. Yes, that’s a mouthful but I’m riding that train all the way 
into the Charlottesville station. Amongst the many unique weapons at UVa in 
2021, Wicks set the Virginia single-season receiving yardage record with 1,203 
yards, overtaking NFL star Herman Moore's All-American 1990 season. He was 
lost for the season in 2020 in fall camp, so he came back in 2021 with a 
vengeance, earning 1st Team All-ACC honors for the Wahoos. At 6-1 ⅝, 212 lb., 
I immediately thought about a comp of Eagles A.J. Brown, but A.J’s thick as a 
slab of bacon. Wicks is slimmer in the hips and trunk, more so like Vikings star 
Justin Jefferson. But, no one in the game can compare to J Jettas at this point. 
Both have serious go-go juice, outstanding hands and ball tracking skills, not to 
mention the ability to change speeds/tempo in their routes. But, I have someone 
else in mind.


Dangerous and scary no matter where he lines up, Wicks is going to be THAT 
name that you hear in this Draft process - a little unfamiliar at first, but when you 
keep hearing it, you’ll know.


As noted, Wicks was one of my favorite receivers heading into the 2022 season, 
but he was essentially shut down last season by a change in offensive 
coordinators and finished with 27 fewer receptions than he had in 2021. Either 
way, in Mobile, he flashed some of that 2021 magic, finding separation and 
snatching the rock away from his body. He can get physical too, when needed, 
and has releases for days. He has to improve getting into his release right NOW 
and getting that immediate separation. He showed how shifty he is on a hesi-
and-go on South Carolina CB Darius Rush, who was the best DB I saw in 
Mobile. Wow, WOW, that was insanely impressive.


Player Comp - Titans WR Nick Westbrook-Ikhine 

Jonathan Mingo, Ole Miss

4th year - 6-2, 220 lb.

Brandon, MS


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• Set school record - 247 yd v. Vanderbilt

• Ran a 4.46, posted 39.5-inch vertical
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Brandon HS in Brandon, MS. 


Mingo had a strong week down at the Senior Bowl, winning a ton during one-
on-ones - short, medium and deep - especially later in the week. He was a slant 
runnin’ beast, especially on the goal line. He had an ongoing battle with 6-3 CB 
Julius Brents (Kansas State) that I could’ve watched for days. He showed off all 
of his releases, physicality and strong hands. And, being from Ole Miss at 220 
lb, he certainly looked like he had gone to the A.J. Brown School of Playing 
Receiver. When, WHEN, he finds consistency in his overall game, he’s going to 
be compared to Brown, no question - shoot, he PHYSICALLY looks just like him.


During his playing career, though, he was up and down. He’d set records one 
week (see his game against Vandy in 2022) and then nothing the next. I spoke to 
a good friend of mine who covers Ole Miss football, telling him I was excited for 
Mingo’s prospects and he was too, but cautioned me about his inconsistency 
that was highly noticeable to those around the program. The heart of the matter, 
though, is that it’s difficult to find height/weight/speed with explosion like Mingo.


Mingo is the one player in this WR group that I think could go much higher than 
expected, based solely on his height/weight/speed and potential.




Player Comp - Patriots WR JuJu Smith-Schuster 

Michael Wilson, Stanford

5th year - 6-2, 213 lb

Simi Valley, CA


• 2x Honorable Mention All-Pac-12 - ’20, ’22

• Team Captain in 2022

• 26 receptions for 218 yards, four TD in ’22


Chaminade HS in Simi Valley, CA. 


Every single day at the Senior Bowl, Wilson was one of the first players out of 
the locker room at the Senior Bowl and he goes through a pre practice workout 
like he’s a pro already. He’s been quietly catching anything headed his way. 
Wilson was the best receiver on the National roster. He was the first receiver on 
the field before practice every day. He went through a pre-practice routine 
before anyone else got on the field. Then, he just operated on dudes all day 
long. It wasn’t until day three when I thought “Dang, no one can stop him.” It 
wasn’t flashy, but just effective, all day, every day.
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That’s his game. He runs crisp routes. He’s got excellent body control. He 
knows and executes the right catch - not everyone has to be snatched out of 
the air. He will shield defenders on slant routes and cradle the ball into his body. 
He’ll snatch it out away from the defender if he’s got him on his hip in man 
coverage. He’ll settle into holes in the zone, the RIGHT hole in the zone, for 
effective catches.




Player Comp - Cardinals WR Zach Pascal 

Kayshon Boutte, LSU

4th year - 5-11, 195 lb

New Iberia, LA


• SEC record - 14 rec, 308 yd, three TD

• Missed half of the 2021 season

• Led the team in rec. yards as a freshman in 2020


Westgate HS in New Iberia, LA. 


Heading into the 2021 season, it was clear that LSU had another pass catcher 
that seemed destined to be a top 12 pick, at worst. JaMarr Chase. Justin 
Jefferson. Odell Beckham Jr. Kayshon Boutte was next. During that 2021 
season, he was on fire through the first six games of the season catching 38 
passes for 508 yards and nine touchdowns. But, in that sixth game at Kentucky, 
Boutte injured his ankle and was unable to make it back for the 2021 season. 


Regardless, through his first two years on campus, he left a significant 
impression for Tigers fans and NFL scouts. He doesn’t directly compare to any 
of the aforementioned LSU receivers of the past eight to ten years, but he 
seems to have carried forward at least one thing from each of them. He can play 
effectively in the slot like Justin Jefferson. He has outstanding hands, snatching 
the ball away from his body, like OBJ and Jarvis Landry. He runs precise routes, 
replete with shakes, shimmies, hesitations to get to the spot like Jefferson and 
Jamarr Chase. He’s not going to back down physically which is a hallmark of 
Chase’s game. 


The closest LSU comparison was probably to Jefferson heading into 2022. 
Smoothly explosive with an innate sense of where everyone is on the field, 
Boutte was one of the players I was most excited to see in 2022. One of my 
favorite plays from Boutte was when he lit up Ole Miss as a true freshman in 
2020 in a driving rainstorm. He ran a shallow route across the field and was 
seemingly a fourth option for his QB. As he came across the field, though, 
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Boutte calmly caught the ball in between three Ole Miss defenders, slipped out 
of an attempted tackle and sped up the sideline for a touchdown in the pouring 
rain.


Then, 2022 happened and Boutte went from being a top three WR candidate to 
arguably the third best receiving option at LSU last season. His production 
dropped significantly. He seemed disinterested and angry throughout the 
season. He averaged just 11.2 yards per catch and had just two touchdowns. 
He had posted on social media that he was coming back to LSU for the 2023 
season and then there was an abrupt about face as he declared for the NFL 
Draft two weeks later. There have been rumors about what happened, but I’ll not 
speculate here. I probably don’t have to; his 2022 season spoke volumes.




Player comp - Texans WR Robert Woods


Trey Palmer, Nebraska

4th year - 6-0, 192 lb

Kentwood, LA


• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2022

• Set school record for yards in season & gm

• In one year, he caught 71 passes, 1, 043 yd.


Kentwood HS in Kentwood, LA. 


Nebraska OC Mark Whipple said that Palmer is a bigger, faster stronger Jordan 
Addison. Whippled coached the former Pitt/USC product at Pitt, while he 
coached Palmer after he transferred from LSU to Nebraska for the 2022 season. 
The Nebraska pass catcher shares the same name as Chargers WR Joshua 
Palmer and they might as well be twins.


It hit me watching Trey at the Senior Bowl that he has similar size, similar 
dimensions and a similar overall game to the Chargers emerging wide out. 
Palmer made a pair of outstanding catches during one-on-ones. He ran a 
wonderfully brilliant pylon out route at the goal line, making a catch against Iowa 
CB Riley Moss. After Palmer made the catch, he made sure to tell Moss all 
about it.


What did surprise me was that he ran so exceptionally well at the Combine. He 
ran 4.33 in the 40-yard dash and it was easy speed. I thought all that running 
away from B1G defensive backs was just because they were B1G defensive 
backs. But, Palmer is legitimately a true deep threat upon arrival in the league. It 
felt as if he had one or two post routes for a big play every game at Nebraska. 
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He’s tough at the catch point, great ball tracking and can change a game with 
his speed.


Player Comp - Chargers WR Josh Palmer 

Jayden Reed, Michigan State

4th year - 5-11, 187 lb

Naperville, IL


• 1st Team All-American, All-purpose - 2021

• 2021 Peach Bowl Offensive MVP

• 55 rec, 639 yards, 7 TD in 2022


Naperville Central HS in Naperville, IL. 


Reed posted the fastest time in the early practice at the Senior Bowl, running  
20.04 mph on the GPS. That’s really fast, y’all. But, it wasn’t his pure speed that 
really caught my attention in Mobile during the week of practice. It was his ability 
to change speeds, going 0 to 60 after a hesitation or double move. He spent the 
entire week running past press coverage and shaking off coverage with his 
releases and sick change of direction. He’s going to be heard from a ton in this 
draft process.


He was magnificent that week in Mobile in every single way. He changed up his 
releases, altering the tempo on his routes and, quite frankly, he embarrassed 
everyone he faced in one-on-ones. Here’s what I wrote on day one


“Michigan State WR Jayden Reed posted the fastest time in the early practice at 
20.04 mph on the GPS, but it was his ability to change speeds and get to full 
speed after a hesitation or double move that caught truly my attention. He spent 
the entire day running past press coverage and shaking off coverage with his 
releases and sick change of direction. He’s going to be heard from a ton this 
week for sure.” 

He was dynamic in every sense of the word. That matched the player that he 
was at Michigan State in his career. What he really didn’t show in Mobile was his 
ability to high point the ball on routes outside the numbers. He’s not big by any 
means, but he can go up over defensive backs as he did in the Peach Bowl for 
the game winner. He’ll have to do that on slot fades and that’s where he can be 
supremely dangerous.
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Throw in his return game abilities and he’s a SUPER versatile prospect who can 
change a game with a combination of ten touches in a game.




Player Comp - Seahawks WR Tyler Lockett 

Xavier Hutchinson, Iowa State

5th year - 6-2, 203 lb

Jacksonville, FL


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 3x 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2020, 2021, 2022

• 254 career receptions, 15 TD


Bartram Trail HS in Jacksonville, FL


After he blew up the Big 12, I was convinced that Hutchinson had to be the 
fastest WR in the league or the biggest or the strongest or the, I don’t know, 
most athletic. But, seeing him at the Senior Bowl, it hit me that he is just one of 
the best receivers at working his craft.


In short, he doesn’t do anything elite or have anything elite. He’s not the fastest 
but he ran well enough - 4.53 40-yard dash. He’s not the biggest (6-2, 203 lb), 
but he plays even bigger. He’s not the strongest, but he’s never overwhelmed in 
press coverage or against bigger/more physical tacklers. He’s not whippet 
quick, but he can make DBs miss in coverage or after he has the ball in his 
hands. 


I love to watch him work his craft and he’s reliable as all get out. But, a lot of 
teams won’t see the elite traits/attributes and will move on to other WR options. 
However, that’s his greatness, I think. He’s a master of the craft at playing 
receiver. He’s like the pitcher who tops out at 92 mph but he works corners, 
changes speed and controls the game working the plate and competing his guts 
out with what he has in his arsenal.


Iowa State lined him all over the field. He played in the slot. He played the lone X 
in a 3x1 set. He was in motion as a Z. He was successful in every role and 
responsibility. His ball skills and adjustment to the ball in the air are nearly 
without peer. Against Iowa, he was the X to the wide side of the field one-on-one 
against Iowa star CB Riley Moss. He ran a fade, looking for the ball, over his 
outside shoulder, down the field, into the end zone. Iowa State QB Hunter 
Dekkers threw the ball a bit short so Hutchinson had to not only look back and 
spin, but adjust to make the catch over his head, closer to the sideline…and 
made the difficult catch look easy. I get a little bit of a Khalil Shakir (Bills/Boise 
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State) vibe, but then it hit me - he’s Tyler Boyd. Nothing flashy. Nothing Elite. 
Other than catching the ball as his craft. That’s Boyd.


Player Comp - Bengals WR Tyler Boyd 



Ronnie Bell, Michigan

5th year - 6-0, 191 lb

Kansas City, MO


• 3rd Team All-B1G - 2022

• Team captain in 2021

• 62 rec., 889 yards, four TD in 2022


Park Hill HS In Kansas City, MO. 


Never thought that he was back to his 100% self in 2022 vs. before the injury. 
That said, he’s got some John Metchie III in his game. Tough. Physical. Great 
eye hand coordination. Competitor. 


Michigan actually used Bell as a puller on counter. I mean, that’s a total Metchie 
III thing to do and Bill O’Brien never asked Metchie III to do that at Alabama. 
Damn, that’s toughness. Against Illinois in 2022, he came around and made the 
key edge blocker on the Illinois safety. 


Seeing him in person at the Senior Bowl, he didn’t blow anyone away with his 
routes or his hands or his physicality. He just put together one solid rep after 
another. He’s not flashy.


Quite frankly, he’s what I hope John Metchie III is going to be in Houston - 
reliable, tough and all day ready to compete.


Player Comp - Texans WR John Metchie III 

Elijah Higgins, Stanford

4th year - 6-3, 235 lb

Austin, TX


• Honorable mention All-Pac-12 - 2021, 2022

• Led Stanford with 704 receiving yards

• Ran 4.54 40-yard dash, 35-inch vertical
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Bowie HS in Austin, TX. 


When I came home from Mobile, I was more intrigued about Higgins than I had 
been prior to the Senior Bowl. It wasn’t even what Higgins did at the Senior 
Bowl, though. The Stanford WR struggled on day one, but he improved each 
day, especially with the sense of urgency of his routes. He seemed to not 
explode into his routes on day one and some of day two. But, on day three? He 
was explosive, violently cutting on his routes and gaining much needed 
separation. He did spend some of day three with the tight ends, which should 
open some doors for some teams thinking of him as an F-TE.


He popped up on my radar screen again when I was studying Stanford QB 
Tanner McKee. In the four or five games that I watched of McKee, it was clear 
how much McKee trusted Higgins and went to him on slants, hitches or run-
after-the-catch type routes. Higgins was a tough cover to say the least. He’s not 
a blazer, running away from DBs after a slant route, taking it to the house after 
the catch (although I’ve seen him do that, mainly in 2021). But, he was 
consistently strong after making the catch and is a big target in any area on the 
field. 


That move to TE is a curious one. He came to the Combine nearly ten pounds 
heavier than he was listed during the season. So, was he told, or advised, to 
add weight as a career as an F-TE is on the horizon? Not sure. I think he can still 
be a perimeter threat in the right offense going forward.


Player Comp - Former Chargers star WR Vincent Jackson 

Dontay Demus Jr., Maryland

5th year - 6-3, 212 lb

Washington, D.C.


• 3x Honorable mention All-B1G - 19, 20, 21

• 2nd All-time at MD w/7 100-yd games

• Finished 9th in career receptions (128 grabs)


Friendship Collegiate School in Washington, D.C. 


Demus missed most of the 2021 season and that was such a shame considering 
the way that he started the season. He had three 100-yard games in the five he 
played. He had three six plus reception games and he caught at least four 
passes in every game. Then, he injured his knee and everything went haywire. 
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He was on the verge of playing his way out of Maryland and right into the first 
round of the 2022 NFL Draft. He possesses all of the assets of a big receiver 
that intrigue every team throughout the league. He’s a small forward size-wise 
amongst a bunch of point guards out on the perimeter. He can get on the toes of 
a cornerback in a hurry. He’s not big guy fast, he’s just freaking fast. 


Against West Virginia in 2021, he ran a straight nine route. No double move. No 
hesitation. Ball snapped and he went…right flying by the corner who was 
playing off in the first place. Demus ended up beating him by four yards. I love 
that Maryland doesn’t pigeonhole him as just an outside the numbers threat. 
He’s a true threat on crossers in catch-and-run situations. He lines up in a short 
split and runs snag routes all day long and then dares defenders to tackle him. 


Now, the injury, oh, yes, THAT. He never did find a comfort zone, it appeared, in 
2022. He had just 22 catches and was one of EIGHT pass catchers to catch 22 
or more at Maryland. He didn’t look the same and he ran a 4.57 second 40-yard 
dash at the Combine. That’s not a horrible time at his size, but I feel like he was 
faster before the injury back in 2021. It’s a deep WR class so a team doesn’t 
have to take a draft risk on a guy that isn’t 100% from a really nasty injury. But, 
he might be a guy that will be SUPER intriguing on day three.




Player Comp - Chargers WR Mike Williams 

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

3rd year - 6-0, 192 lb

Palmer Park, MD


• 3x Honorable mention All-B1G - 20, 21, 22

• 40 receptions for 471 yards & 3 TD in ’22

• 11th All-time with 119 receptions at Maryland


St. John's College in Palmer Park, MD. 


As a member of arguably the best wide receiver trios in college football, Jarrett 
had a ton of eyes on him in 2022. There was the big body, explosive weapon in 
Dontay Demus Jr. There was the transfer Jacob Copeland (Florida). Then, there 
was Jarrett who did a little bit of everything in the passing game. He’s an inside/
outside threat. He can win with his quick releases in the slot. He’s a tremendous 
weapon on slot fades against quarters or man. 


Trying to lock him up in man with no help behind just isn’t a great defensive 
strategy. Forget about it. The adventure truly begins after the catch. Jarrett is as 
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good as there is in college football when he gets the ball in his hands, regardless 
of HOW Maryland got him the ball. He hit 22.9 MPH on the GPS at Maryland, in 
addition to posting a vertical leap of 41.5-inches. Dayum! He’s adept at slipping 
tackles, shaking defenders and turning up the field for chunks of yardage. 


Now, I wouldn’t say that he has excellent hands and is more of a body catcher 
so he needs plenty of JUGS gun help in the league. Cowboys WR Brandin 
Cooks is one of those guys that didn’t have great hands, but he found a way to 
get so much separation that he didn’t have to worry about DBs disrupting his 
catching process. That said, Jarrett can work on his hands, more than others 
with great hands can find, or work on, what Jarrett has - mercury-like 
slipperiness.


He’ll climb, too, to high point throws down the field. He’s a wonderful watch and 
he projects to have a solid career in the NFL down the road


Player Comp - Bills WR Stefon Diggs - spittin’ image down to the Maryland 
uniform. 

Charlie Jones, Purdue

6th year - 5-11, 175 lb

Deerfield, IL


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• B1G Return Specialist of the year - 2021

• 2x 1st Team All-B1G - 2021, 2022


Deerfield HS in Deerfield, IL.


Jones is a much traveled speedy offensive/special teams threat. Jones 
transferred for the second time to Purdue for the 2022 season and he became 
Purdue's go-to pass catcher and deep threat. In fact, the Purdue offense 
unlocked the box for Jones. 


In fact, the box opening started as early as the first game of the season when 
Penn State and Joey Porter Jr. had really no answers for the Boilermakers 
newest weapon. Now, it wasn’t always Porter Jr. in man coverage, but those two  
faced each other a ton. Slants, go balls, shallows, basics, you name it, Jones 
exploited the Penn State defense right out of the chute.


#179overall in the 2023 
Harris 200

#25 WR in 2023 NFL Draft 
Class



He’s a tougher runner after the catch than I imagined a so-called deep threat 
would be. Purdue ended up moving him around the formation more throughout 
the season than early on, so he was able to show his full complement of skills.


Jones plays at his clocked speed 4.4 when he’s turning and burning on the 
outside, but he slows down when he’s playing in the slot. He doesn’t explode 
out of his breaks like a 4.4 WR. The flip side is that he has excellent hands and 
he doesn’t need a ton of separation on his interior routes to make catches. He 
snatches the ball away from his body.


He’s a fun watch and if he has to wait all the way to pick 179, he’s going to be 
one of the best sixth round picks in quite some time.


Player Comp - Eagles WR DeVonta Smith 

Jalen Moreno-Cropper, Fresno State

4th year - 5-11, 172 lb

Parlier, CA


• 1st Team All-MWC - 2022

• 5th All-Time at FSU with 220 receptions

• Finished with a 37 game catch streak


Buchanan HS in Parlier, CA (near Fresno - stayed home). 


Cropper was one of the most productive returning receivers in college football in 
2022 and was the engine that made the Fresno State offense one of the most 
explosive in the nation. QB Jake Haener got all the attention after returning for 
his senior season but Cropper was the reliable weapon for Haener and this 
offense. He did most of his work from the slot and did it extremely well. Slot 
fades, shallows, seam routes…it didn’t matter what or how, but he did it all from 
there. Routes are sublime and clean. 


I don’t think he’s blazing fast, but I love his understanding of the game (and that 
position demands it). Against UCLA in 2021 in the big upset over the Bruins, 
down four with :38 seconds left, he snagged a Y-cross with a defender hanging 
all over him. The Bulldogs had one time out and yes, the clock was going to 
stop after the first down. But, even after getting everyone to the LOS, pause, 
snap and spike, it would cost five or six additional seconds. So, Cropper was in 
the middle of the field, turned 90 degrees to the sideline and sprinted. He shook 
one defender, immediately then saw that he could get a seal block from his WR, 
turned up field, picked up four more yards and slipped out of bounds to stop the 

#195overall in the 2023 
Harris 200
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Class



clock and save five seconds or more. Fresno State scored a TD a few plays later 
to seal the win. How? Backshoulder on the wheel route to Cropper at the goal 
line. I love the dynamic nature of his game and for CFB old schoolers he’s 
reminiscent of Florida’s Jacquez Green.


Player comp - A taller Colts slot WR Isaiah McKenzie 

Best of the Rest of the WR 

Bryce Ford-Wheaton, West Virginia

5th year - 6-4, 221 lb.


Holly Springs HS in Fuquay-Varina, NC


One of the best athletic performances at the Combine - 4.38 s 40-yard dash, 41-
inch vertical, 10-1 broad jump, 4.27 s short shuttle, 7.06 s 3-cone.

Height…

Weight…

Speed…


Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

4th year - 6-3, 205 lb.


Punahou School in Honolulu, HI. 


Iosivas might be the most athletic dude in a massive group of athletic wide 
receivers. He earned an invite to the Senior Bowl for 2023. Oh, I wanted Iosivas 
to dominate the week and show everyone what Ivy Leaguers could do, but it 
was very much a week in which Iosivas’ athleticism was evident, but his 
receiving acumen needed work. He seemed to fight the ball in the air, not 
catching the ball clearly in drills, one-on-one and team periods. That said, he’s a 
poor man’s Christian Watson with speed and athleticism beyond nearly every 
other WR in this draft class.


Jacob Copeland, Maryland

5th year - 5-11, 201 lb.


Escambia HS in Pensacola, FL


Copeland transferred to Maryland from Florida and was a cog in the machine. 
He wasn’t a complete standout but he ran 4.42 in the 40-yard dash at the 
Combine. 




C.J. Johnson, East Carolina

4th year - 6-1 1/2, 224 lb.


D.H. Conley HS in Greenville, NC


Johnson is a BIG, agile receiver who needed this draft season to show how 
athletic he actually is. Some teams may want him to move to F-TE, but he can 
play WR once he’s fully healthy.


Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

4th year - 5-9, 182 lb.


Cuyahoga Valley Christian Academy in Akron, OH. 


Oh my, here’s what I said on day three at the Senior Bowl after watching him for 
three straight practices.


“Cincinnati WR Tre Tucker has better change of direction than anyone in Mobile. 
Michigan State’s Jayden Reed and Houston’s Tank Dell might argue and have a 
great argument, but Tucker is at a different level. During one-on-ones, he ran a 
stutter-and-go for a touchdown that left a DB in the dust. At 5-8, 187 lb, he’s 
bound for a life in the slot, but his ability to get separation makes him an 
immediate weapon for an NFL offense.” 

Now, a word of caution as it relates to all of the mighty mite receivers shaking 
DBs in Mobile; dominating the Senior Bowl doesn’t guarantee success at the 
next level. I can remember a number of different receivers that cooked DBs all 
over the field that weren’t tall enough to ride on the adult roller coasters at 
AstroWorld. Calvin Austin III was that guy last year and spent all year on injured 
reserve. South Dakota State’s Cade Johnson did the same in 2021, went 
undrafted and has two career catches. Now, I think Austin III when healthy can 
be a contributor for sure and Tucker should be as well, but shakin’ & bakin’ DBs 
in Mobile doesn’t always lead to NFL success.


Derius Davis, TCU

5th year - 5-8 3/8, 165 lb.


West Feliciana HS in St. Francisville, LA




Man, Davis can really fly (4.36 s in the 40-yard dash) and will be a slot WR from 
jump.


Grant DuBose, Charlotte

4th year - 6-2, 201 lb.


Park Crossing HS in Montgomery, AL


At the Senior Bowl, DuBose was impressive every single day. He was one of 
those guys that each rep, I kept thinking “man, no one is really slowing him 
down.”


Matt Landers, Arkansas

4th year - 6-4, 200 lb.


St. Petersburg HS in St. Petersburg, FL


The Floridian transferred to Arkansas, his second transfer, and finally found his 
home. He ran 4.37 in the 40-yard dash at the Combine. Thin, but smoking fast, 
Landers might start as a team’s deep threat until he can develop as an all-
around receiver.


Demario Douglas, Liberty

4th year - 5-8, 179 lb.


Mandarin HS in Jacksonville, FL


Dynamic in and out of the slot, Douglas is the consummate slot WR, but his 
Combine testing showed that he has explosiveness for days. 4.44 s 40-yard 
dash, 39.5-inch vertical and an 11-2 broad jump. He’s a slot weapon for sure in 
the right offensive system.



Edge 
*Josh Allen 
*Travon Walker

Jordan Smith

K’Lavon Chiasson

Caleb Johnson


IDL 
*Roy Robertson-Harris

*Folo Fatukasi

DaVon Hamilton

Michael Dogbe

Adam Gotsis

Henry Mondeaux

Nick Thurman

Jeremiah Ledbetter


LB 
*Foye Oluokun 
*Devin Lloyd

Chad Muma

Shaq Quarterman


S 
*Rayshawn Jenkins 
*Andre Cisco

Andrew Wingard

Daniel Thomas

Tyree Gillespie

Deionte Thompson

Ayo Oyelola


CB 
*Tyson Campbell 
*Darious Williams

*Tre Herndon

Tevaughn Campbell

Chris Claybrooks

Gregory Junior

Montaric Brown

QB 
*Trevor Lawrence

C.J. Beathard

Nathan Rourke


RB 
*Travis Etienne Jr.

JaMycal Hasty

D’Ernest Johnson

Snoop Conner

Qadree Ollison


WR 
*Calvin Ridley

*Christian Kirk

*Zay Jones

Jamal Agnew

Tim Jones

Kendrick Pryor

Kevin Austin Jr.

Jaylon Moore

Willie Johnson

Seth Williams


TE 
*Evan Engram (Tag)

Luke Farrell

Gerrit Prince


OL 
*OT Cam Robinson

*OG Ben Bartch

*C Luke Fortner

*OG Brandon Scherff

*OT Walker Little

OT Josh Wells

OG Chandler Brewer

C Darryl Williams

OG/OC Tyler Shatley

OT Coy Cronk

OG Cole Van Lanen

C Jimmy Murray

OG Blake Hance

2023 Jacksonville Jaguars Draft Priorities 
QB - Zero - #16 is the truth


RB - Mid - The backup dancers to headliner Etienne 
could use a youth infusion, a hammer to join the group.


WR - Mid - Trading for Ridley was GENIUS last year.


TE - Mid-to-High - High for a Y with some blocking 
acumen


OL - Mid-to-High - Not sold on OT w/out J. Taylor


DE - Low - Jags have spent plenty of draft assets at 
this spot, makes it a low priority in 2023.


IDL - Mid - This is an underrated group. But, on day 
three, if they can find some run stuffing help, it’ll play.


LB - Low - All 3 additions last year make this low this 
year. What a signing Oluokun was for this defense.


S - Mid - Jenkins is most underrated S in the league, 
but the rest is meh. Not a strong draft class, though.


CB - Mid-to-low - Day 3 speedy slot CB would work.

Jacksonville Jaguars
QB Prospects to Watch 
Lindsay Scott, UIW

Stetson Bennett, Georgia

Tommy DeVito, Illinois

Tyson Bagent, Shepherd

Holton Ahlers, East 
Carolina


RB Prospects to Watch 
Dewayne McBride, UAB

Mohamed Ibrahim, 
Minnesota

Emari Demercado, TCU

Hunter Luepke, NDSU

Khalan Laborn, Marshall

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Charlie Jones, Purdue

Bryce Ford-Wheaton, West 
Virginia

C.J. Johnson, East Carolina

Dontay Demus, Maryland


TE Prospects to Watch 
Michael Mayer, Notre Dame

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Darnell Washington, 
Georgia

Payne Durham, Purdue

Blake Whiteheart, Wake 
Forest

Noah Gindorff, NDSU


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio St.

OT Anton Harrison, OU

OT Matthew Bergeron, 
Syracuse

OG/C Cody Mauch, NDSU

 

Edge Prospects to Watch 
K.J. Henry, Clemson

D.J. Johnson, Oregon

Tavius Robinson, Ole Miss


IDL Prospects to Watch 
D.J. Dale, Alabama

Devonnsha Maxwell, 
Chattanooga

Jerrod Clark, Coastal 
Carolina

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky

Brandon Pili, USC

Cory Durden, NC State


LB Prospects to Watch 
Mohamoud Diabate, Utah

Sirvocea Dennis, Pitt

Dee Winters, TCU


S Prospects to Watch 
Sydney Brown, Illinois

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

Daniel Scott, Cal

Trey Dean III, Florida

Erick Hallett II, Pitt

Christian Young, Arizona

B.J. Foster, Sam Houston


CB Prospects to Watch 
Clark Phillips III, Utah

Tre Hodges-Tomlinson, 
TCU

Jakorian Bennett, Maryland

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Kei’Trel Clark, Louisville

Starling Thomas V, UAB

Art Green, Houston

Kaleb Hayes, BYU


2023 Jacksonville Jaguars picks - 1st (24), 2nd (56), 3rd (88), 4th (121, 127), 6th (185, 202, 208), 7th (226)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Harold Landry III 
*Arden Key

Rashad Weaver

Zach McCloud

Sam Okuayinonu


IDL 
*Jeffery Simmons 
*Teair Tart

*Denico Autry

Naquan Jones

Tyler Shelvin

Curtis Brooks

Jayden Peevy


LB 
*Azeez Al-Shaair 
*Monty Rice

Jack Gibbens

Luke Gifford

Chance Campbell


S 
*Kevin Byard 
*Amani Hooker

Mike Brown

Josh Thompson


CB 
*Kristian Fulton

*Roger McCreary

Sean Murphy-Bunting

Caleb Farley

Elijah Molden

Tre Avery

Chris Jackson

Shyheim Carter

QB 
*Ryan Tannehill

Malik Willis


RB 
*Derrick Henry 
Hassan Haskins

Julius Chestnut

Jonathan Ward


WR 
*Treylon Burks

*Nick Westbrook-Ikhine

Kyle Phillips

Racey McMath

Reggie Roberson Jr.

Mason Kinsey


TE 
*Chig Okonkwo

Trevon Wesco

Kevin Rader

Thomas Odukoya

Justin Rigg


OL 
*OT Andre Dillard 
*OG Daniel Brunskill 
*C Aaron Brewer

*OG Dillon Radunz

*OT Nicholas Petit-Frere

OC Corey Levin

OT Jamarco Jones

OT John Leglue

OG Jordan Roos

C Xavier Newman

OG Zack Johnson

OT Andrew Rupcich

2023 Tennessee Titans Draft Priorities 
QB - High - Could be a trade up to #3 overall HIGH


RB - Mid - Third down back to help Henry and Haskins 
would be valuable.


WR - High - Massive importance and could be in play 
at #11 overall


TE - Mid-to-High - Need a Y-TE with some run 
blocking acumen


OL - High - Lewan, Jones, Davis all gone. HELP!!


Edge - Low - Landry’s return + Key’s arrival = lower 
priority in 2023


IDL - Low - Only if they…nah, this is best unit in AFC 
South. Maybe some tanks over the nose.


LB - High - Al-Shaair’s arrival from SF helps immensely, 
but they need WAY more help.


S - Mid - Mid changes to high if Byard and Titans can’t 
come to agreement on pay cut/contract.


CB - Mid-to-high - They’ll finally find right guy in 2023.

Tennessee Titans
QB Prospects to Watch 
Anthony Richardson, 
Florida

Will Levis, Kentucky

Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Jake Haener, Fresno State


RB Prospects to Watch 
Tyjae Spears, Tulane

Evan Hull, Northwestern

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

Eric Gray, Oklahoma


WR Prospects to Watch 
Jaxon Smith-Njigba, Ohio 
State

Quentin Johnston, TCU

Jordan Addison, USC

Jalin Hyatt, Tennessee

Zay Flowers, BC

Josh Downs, UNC


TE Prospects to Watch 
Darnell Washington, 
Georgia

Payne Durham, Purdue

Noah Gindorff, NDSU


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT/OG Paris Johnson Jr, 
Ohio State

OT/OG Peter Skoronski, 
Northwestern

OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio St.

OC Luke Wypler, Ohio St.

OC Joe Tippmann, 
Wisconsin

OG/OC Steve Avila, TCU

…and all the rest of ‘em too

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Derick Hall, Auburn

Nick Herbig, Wisconsin

Andre Carter II, Army

Byron Young, Tennessee


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Cameron Young, 
Mississippi State

Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma

Keondre Coburn, Texas

D.J. Dale, Alabama

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Trenton Simpson, Clemson

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

Mohamoud Diabate, Utah

Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati

Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt


S Prospects to Watch 
Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Jammie Robinson, Florida 
State

Christopher Smith, UGa

Ji’Ayier Brown, Penn State

Daniel Scott, Cal

Jordan Howden, Minnesota


CB Prospects to Watch 
Devon Witherspoon, Illinois

Deonte Banks, Maryland

Darius Rush, South 
Carolina

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

Eli Ricks, Alabama

2023 Tennessee Titans picks - 1st (11), 2nd (41), 3rd (72), 5th (147), 6th (186), 7th (228)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Kwity Paye

*Samson Ebukam 
Tyquan Lewis

Dayo Odeyingbo

Kameron Cline

Khalid Kareem

Rashod Berry


IDL 
*DeForest Buckner

*Grover Stewart

Eric Johnson

Taven Bryan

McTelvin Agim

Chris Williams


LB 
*Shaq Leonard 
*E.J. Speed

Zaire Franklin

Cameron McGrone

Grant Stuard

Forrest Rhyne

JoJo Domann

Segun Olubi


S 
*Julian Blackmon

*Rodney Thomas II

Nick Cross

Trevor Denbow

Henry Black

Marcel Dabo


CB 
*Kenny Moore II 
*Dallis Flowers

*Isaiah Rodgers Sr.

Darrell Baker Jr.

David Vereen

Tony Brown

Kevin Toliver II

QB 
*Gardner Minshew

Nick Foles

Sam Ehlinger


RB 
*Jonathan Taylor 
Zack Moss

Deon Jackson

Darrynton Evans

Jake Funk

Aaron Shampklin


WR 
*Alec Pierce

*Michael Pittman Jr

*Isaiah McKenzie 
Mike Strachan

Vyncint Smith

Ashton Dulin

Malik Turner

Kristian Wilkerson

Ethan Fernea


TE 
*Mo Alie-Cox

Kylen Granson

*Jelani Woods

Pharaoh Brown 
Andrew Ogletree

Jalen Wydermyer

Nikola Kalinic


OL 
*OT Bernhard Raimann

*OG Quenton Nelson

*C Ryan Kelly

*OG Will Fries

*OT Branden Smith

OT Carter O’Donnell

OG Arlington Hambright

OC Wesley French

OG Danny Pinter

2023 Indianapolis Colts Draft Priorities 
QB - High - It’s time for a young, developmental star 
QB. I mean, I don’t WANT that, but they NEED one.


RB - Low-to-mid - Taylor/Moss duo is a nightmare for 
opposing D, but Nyheim Hines-like dude is needed


WR - Low - Addition of McKenzie gives new QB 
options in the interior passing game


TE - Low - They’ve done enough here for now.


OL - Mid - Raimann’s progress helps, but RG?


Edge - Mid - Ebukam was major pick up, but a ton of 
former DE picks haven’t developed in Ballard era.


IDL - Low - Deepest unit on team


LB - Low - 2nd deepest unit on team


S - Mid - They put a ton of resources into position last 
year, drafting Thomas and Cross. Not great S class to 
draft from, though.


CB - High - If it’s not a corner, after QB, I’ll be 
bamboozled. Completely BAMBOOZLED.

Indianapolis Colts
QB Prospects to Watch 
Bryce Young, Alabama

C.J. Stroud, Ohio State

Anthony Richardson, 
Florida

Will Levis, Kentucky

Jake Haener, Fresno State


RB Prospects to Watch 
Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Chase Brown, Illinois

Deuce Vaughn, Kansas 
State

Roschon Johnson, Texas

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Rashee Rice, SMU

Tyler Scott, Cincinnati

Jayden Reed, Michigan 
State

Jonathan Mingo, Ole Miss

Trey Palmer, Nebraska


TE Prospects to Watch 
Payne Durham, Purdue

Josh Whyle, Cincinnati

Ben Sims, Baylor

Travis Vokolek, Nebraska


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Steve Avila, TCU

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

OG Anthony Bradford, LSU

OG Atonio Mafi, UCLA

OG/C Emil Ekiyor Jr, 
Alabama


OL (Cont’d) 
OT Jordan Murray

OC Dakoda Shepley

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

Byron Young, Tennessee

YaYa Diaby, Louisville

Robert Beal, Georgia

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

Nick Hampton, App. State


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Dante Stills, West Virginia

Colby Wooden, Auburn

Jacob Slade, Michigan St.


LB Prospects to Watch 
Owen Pappoe, Auburn

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville

Kyle Soelle, Arizona State


S Prospects to Watch 
Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Jordan Howden, Minnesota

Brandon Hill, Pitt

Jason Taylor II, Oklahoma 
State


CB Prospects to Watch 
Deonte Banks, Maryland

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

D.J. Turner, Michigan

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

Cam Smith, South Carolina

Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

Jartavius ‘Quan’ Martin, 
Illinois

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

2023 Indianapolis Colts picks - 1st (4), 2nd (35), 3rd (79), 4th (106), 5th (138, 162, 176), 7th (221, 236)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Jon Greenard

*Jerry Hughes

Chase Winovich 
Demone Harris

Derek Rivers

Adedao Odeleye


IDL 
*Maliek Collins

*Sheldon Rankins 
Hassan Ridgeway 
Taylor Stallworth

Roy Lopez Jr.

Kurt Hinish

Thomas Booker


LB 
*Christian Harris

*Denzel Perryman 
Christian Kirksey

Cory Littleton

Jake Hansen

Garret Wallow

Blake Cashman


S 
*Jalen Pitre 
*Jimmie Ward 
Eric Murray

M.J. Stewart

Grayland Arnold


CB 
*Derek Stingley Jr

*Steven Nelson

Desmond King II

Tavierre Thomas

Cobi Francis

D’Angelo Ross

Ka’dar Hollman

Kendall Sheffield

QB 
*Case Keenum

Davis Mills

E.J. Perry


RB 
*Dameon Pierce

Devin Singletary 
Mike Boone

Dare Ogunbowale

Gerrid Doaks

(FB-TE) Andrew Beck

(FB) Troy Hairston


WR 
*Nico Collins

John Metchie III

*Robert Woods

*Noah Brown

Amari Rodgers

Steven Sims

Jalen Camp

Johnny Johnson

Alex Bachman

Drew Estrada


TE 
*Dalton Schultz

Teagan Quitoriano

Brevin Jordan

Mason Schreck


OL 
*OT Laremy Tunsil 
*OG Kenyon Green

*C Michael Deiter

*OG Shaq Mason 
*OT Tytus Howard 
C Scott Quessenberry

OT Charlie Heck

OC Jimmy Morrissey

OT Austin Deculus

2023 Houston Texans Draft Priorities 
QB - High - It’s needed on Draft weekend and I don’t 
care how it happens - trade, draft, thrift shopping


RB - Mid - I like the 1-2 combo of Pierce & Singletary, 
but this is a strong class to find additional young legs


WR - High - #12 overall kind of high, or #33. Both?


TE - Mid- Schultz’s addition makes TE less of an 
ABSOLUTE need, but a future pass catching is cool


OL - Low (minus C) - Center is screaming HIGH


Edge - High - Greenard’s health, Hughes’ age & Ogbo’s 
departure make this a MUST early in the draft.


IDL - Mid-to-low - Adding Ridgeway & Rankins were 
huge and Stallworth staying is sneaky hot.


LB - Mid - Adding Perryman, reduced this from HIGH to 
mid.


S - Mid - See above after addition of Ward. Just not a 
great class of S in the 2023 Draft class, unfortunately.


CB - Mid - the CB class is so good it warrants priority.

Houston Texans
QB Prospects to Watch 
Bryce Young, Alabama

C.J. Stroud, Ohio State

Anthony Richardson, 
Florida

Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Will Levis, Kentucky

Jake Haener, Fresno State

Clayton Tune, Houston


RB Prospects to Watch 
Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Chase Brown, Illinois

Israel Abanikanda, Pitt

Roschon Johnson, Texas

Deuce Vaughn, Kansas St.

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Jaxon Smith-Njigba, Ohio 
State

Quentin Johnston, TCU

Jalin Hyatt, Tennessee

Cedric Tillman, Tennessee

Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

Rashee Rice, SMU

Tank Dell, Houston


TE Prospects to Watch 
Michael Mayer, Notre Dame

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Darnell Washington, UGa

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion


OL Prospects to Watch 
C John Michael Schmitz, 
Minnesota

C Joe Tippmann, 
Wisconsin

C Luke Wypler, Ohio State

OG/C Steve Avila, TCU

C Ricky Stromberg, 
Arkansas

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

Tyree Wilson, Texas Tech

Myles Murphy, Clemson

Nolan Smith, Georgia

Lukas Van Ness, Iowa

Keion White, Georgia Tech

Felix Anudike-Uzomah, 
Kansas State

Derick Hall, Auburn

Tavius Robinson, Ole Miss

Ikenna Enechukwu, Rice


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Mazi Smith, Michigan

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Zacch Pickens, South 
Carolina

Cameron Young, 
Mississippi State


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Trenton Simpson, Clemson

Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Dorian Williams, Tulane

Cam Jones, Indiana


S Prospects to Watch 
Daniel Scott, Cal

Charmarri Conner, Va. Tech

Jay Ward, LSU

Gervarrius Owens, Houston

Quindell Johnson, Memphis


CB Prospects to Watch 
Julius Brents, Kansas State

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Clark Phillips III, Utah

Tre Hodges-Tomlinson, 
TCU

Riley Moss, Iowa

Garrett Williams, Syracuse

2023 Houston Texans picks - 1st (2, 12), 2nd (33), 3rd (65, 73), 4th (104), 5th (161), 6th (188, 201, 203), 7th (230, 259)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Michael Mayer, Notre Dame

3rd year - 6-4 1/2, 249 lb.

Independence, KY


• Consensus All-American - 2022

• 3rd Team All-American - 2021

• 3rd Team All-ACC - 2020


Covington Catholic HS in Independence, KY. 


From the first game of his freshman career, Mayer’s been the number one tight 
end on my 2023 board. He would’ve been the first tight end off the board each 
of the last two years, well, outside of former Florida TE/WR Kyle Pitts. But, Pitts 
is more of a big receiver than he is tight end (and, by the way, he’s damn good in 
whatever role he’s asked to play). Mayer is a true, legit, versatile TE in the form 
of Rob Gronkowski or the player I comped him to - former Iowa Hawkeye/
current Lions up-and-coming star T.J. Hockenson. Like Hockenson, Mayer can 
line up in a number of different spots for a diverse offense and, like Pitts, is more 
than “just a TE”.


There’s a stereotype that comes, in particular, when labeling tight ends, yet 
Mayer seems to defy those built-in narratives. He’s a flexed-out one-on-one 
pass catching demon. He can be isolated one-on-one as a receiver and 
consistently showed just how much of a nightmare he can be for defenses. 
Defenses struggled to figure out how to cover him in the passing game. He can 
run the full interior TE route tree and most WR routes as well. He is dynamic 
down the seam and a true threat in the red zone. The major difference between 
Mayer and Hockenson is that Hockenson was a better run blocker at this point 
in his career. Mayer must improve in that regard, but the way Notre Dame used 
him, he wasn’t asked to be a mauler on the end of the line of scrimmage as 
Hockenson was at Iowa. Mayer still gets physical and has solid technique and 
toughness, but he’s not nearly the in-line blocker that Hockenson is in 
Minnesota. That said, Mayer has exceptional value in today’s NFL due to the 
mismatches he creates and his dual TE/WR abilities. 


He has tough, soft hands in traffic, snatching the ball away from his body 
repeatedly. If he had drops, I chalked them up to concentration drops as he has 
exceptional hands and catching technique. He also has an innate ability to 
adjust his route and his body to make catches anywhere on the field. Against 
USC in 2022, he originally had a sail route toward the sideline. At the top of the 
route, the USC LB actually collisioned him INTO the sideline. So, as Mayer 
turned toward the sideline, his QB fired in between the flat defender and 
linebacker. The ball was designed to be behind Mayer to keep him away from 
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the corner playing the flat. But, it forced Mayer to spin back the opposite 
direction, reach back and snatch the ball two feet from the ground. It looked like 
an easy catch because Mayer made it look that way. Trust me, it was not.


On the very next play, going the opposite direction, Mayer had the same sail 
route. This time he had FOUR Trojans around him, with one hitting him as the 
ball arrived. It didn’t matter, though, as he snatched it for a 17-yard gain. USC 
knew exactly where that ball was going and Mayer still caught it for a first down, 
one play after doing the exact same thing. Later in the game, he had a TD catch 
that showed exactly why, and how, he’ll shine at the next level. He ran a sluggo  
(slant and go) from a flexed out position, took it to the corner after beating the 
safety by a step and then boxed him out as the ball approached. Mayer went up 
over him to make the catch, ‘Moss’ing’ the USC DB in the process. When I first 
saw the play, I didn’t think that Mayer was really running all that fast, then it 
looked like he was about to run away from the safety…until he had to go up and 
get a rebound, basically, against the Trojan DB. In an incredibly amazing tight 
end class, Mayer is THE one, not by much, given the remainder of the talent, but 
he IS THAT one in my opinion


Player comp - Lions TE T.J. Hockenson 

Dalton Kincaid, Utah

5th year - 6-3 5/8, 246 lb.

Las Vegas, NV


• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• Had 11 TD as a freshman at San Diego

• Had 16 catches, 244 yards and a TD v. USC in 2022


Faith Lutheran HS in Las Vegas, NV. 


Kincaid started his career at the University of San Diego and was an All-
American in his second, and final, season before transferring up to FBS. That 
was not only a good decision, it was a GREAT, career-defining one. 


He’s a definite vertical threat at the tight end position, yet, he’s not afraid to get 
physical in the run game. That’s not quite his cup of tea but he’s willing and I can 
live with that. But, line him up in the slot on a LB/S and he’ll whip that defender 
vertically in a quick minute as he did against USC during the regular season. The 
Trojans had no answers for Kincaid in the passing game as he exploited the 
Trojans defense all over the field. He finished the night with a career high 16 
receptions for 234 yards and a TD. He nearly doubled his season total from 2021 
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in receptions with 70. His play went to a different level in 2022 and that's going 
to get him into the top 20 in this draft class for sure.


He has glue sticks for hands AND he’s willing, and able, to play at the end of the 
line of scrimmage, hand in the dirt, sort of thing. But, man, I love to see him 
flexed out one-on-one in the passing game. He’s a Travis Kelce-like problem in 
that role. He’s light on his feet and doesn’t appear to lumber in any way. Kincaid 
turns into a fullback with speed after the catch and he’s not going to go down 
easily after the catch. Against USC, the Trojans kept playing quarters or man 
when Kincaid was in the slot, so Utah kept sending Kincaid on slot fades 
throughout the night. He made one catch on the Utah sideline that was just 
ridiculous, tapping one toe in bounds for the deep, downfield catch, Moss-ing 
the DB in the process.


Man, he’s just a really tough cover. Safeties are too small, linebackers just too 
slow. CBs don’t want that mess after the catch. He’s not a route running savant, 
but if he gets ANY open space, he’ll snatch the rock out of the air, absorb initial 
contact and get up field with the rock in his hands. Need a play? Flex Kincaid 
out at X, speed out - that’s just stealing five to six yards and those tremendous 
hands and ball tracking skills downfield show up 100% of the time.


Player Comp - Cardinals/former Eagles TE Zach Ertz 

Luke Musgrave, Oregon State

4th year - 6-5 7/8, 253 lb.

Bend, OR


• Only played two games in 2022

• 4.61 40-yard dash, 36-inch vertical

• Played on lax, T/F & Ski racing teams in HS


Bend Senior HS in Bend, OR. 


During the summer, I wasn’t completely convinced of any of the tight ends in 
this class, outside of Notre Dame’s Michael Mayer. Then, like a gift from the 
scouting/draft gods, Musgrave was dropped in my lap in the spring of 2022, so 
to speak. Luke is the son of Bill, long-time offensive coordinator in the NFL, so 
the NFL lineage is certainly strong. I love so much about his approach to the 
game. He’s more than willing to bury guys at the point of attack. Loose hips, 
lean, yet strong, body and outstanding movement skills highlight his overall skill 
set. He’ll put his helmet right through the two numbers of a linebacker’s chest. 
He’s eager, ferocious and willing to contribute in the run blocking. Having 
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studied former Beaver star/current Texans tight end Teagan Quitoriano last year, 
it’s clear that the Oregon State tight ends are coached to STRIKE, and win, on 
the edge. I mean, he ATTACKS the second level in the run game and that should 
have teams really excited about what this young man can do at the next level. 


He was, seemingly, the player with the most buzz in Mobile. He only played a 
couple of games in 2022, but I fell deep in lust with one of the most athletic TEs 
I’ve seen in a while last spring. Like I said, I was tipped off in May 2022 to 
Musgrave and dove right into his film. Oh lawdy. He moves SOOO smoothly at 
nearly 6-5 and 255 lb. At that Senior Bowl, he ran a seam route right in front of 
me today during a team drill and I just hit my buddy as if to say “DID YOU SEE 
THAT?!?” That kicked off a debate on the sideline - rank the TEs in this draft 
class. The top three were clear to us, but the order of Michael Mayer (Notre 
Dame), Musgrave and Dalton Kincaid (Utah) was unique to each one of us. 
Then, there’s massive/athletic Darnell Washington from Georgia who should 
always be the first one off every bus. 


There was a ton of intrigue after playing just those two games to start the 
season but, BUT, he passed his Mobile week with FLYING colors. He posted 20 
mph on his GPS on day two. I mean, WHAT?!? That’s not only fast for a TE, it’s 
blazing fast for ANYONE on the field at the Senior Bowl or otherwise. That 
speed showed up all week and it highlighted an aspect to his game that other 
TEs may not have as a true deep route threat. On the last day, he was called out 
by Chicago OC Luke Getsy, the head coach of the American team, to go one v. 
one with LSU S Jay Ward, one of the better COVER safeties in this draft class. 
Musgrave ran right f’ing past him on a seam route down the field. I was 
watching from the top of the bleachers and with no one around me, I just blurted 
out “F--- ME! What is THAT?” The BEST tight ends don’t even run like that in the 
NFL and the special ones that do aren’t 255 lb. 




Player Comp - Eagles TE Dallas Goedert 

Darnell Washington, Georgia

3rd year - 6-6 5/8, 264 lb.

Las Vegas, NV


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022 

• Won two nattys at Georgia

• Finished career with 45 catches/3 TD


Desert Pines HS in Las Vegas, NV. 
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How do you describe someone you’ve never met or seen? Honestly. One of the 
things that I wanted to do in this Harris 200 and forever more is find a player 
comp for every single NFL prospect. I love the challenge in finding someone that 
fans can at least say “Hey, I don’t know that prospect, but I know that comp - 
okay, that’s the player’s style match, if you will.” One of the last comps that I did 
was for Washington because there just aren't many 6-7, 265 lb tight end 
unicorns in the history of our great game. I don’t use that word loosely either - 
unicorn. I’ve heard people use that for so many players, but it really is reserved 
for those that are truly different, no matter how many youngsters want to tell you 
that he/she is “#BuiltDifferent”. Washington truly IS #BUILTDIFFERENT.


In the run game, he seems to take pride in his physicality and domination on the 
edge…or on inside isolation plays…or on screens down the field. Either way, 
he’s looking to hurt people on split zone blocks. I mean, not injure them, but he’s 
looking to make a physical statement in a hurry. 


His footwork can get sloppy and he’ll get lazy at times, which erodes his 
technique. He’ll step with his outside foot and get beat on an inside run stunt. 
But, with commitment to the game alongside a TE coach that knows how to 
teach, Washington will learn all of those things that may have slipped through 
the proverbial cracks in college.


Watching him lead up in the hole on GH counter, my goodness, it’s downright 
scary. Safeties don’t want any part of him and they pray that the LBs slow him 
down before he gets up to the third level with a running head start. Shoot, 
linebackers don’t want to see that big #0 leading up through the hole, much less 
safeties. Even more potentially impressive is watching him dig out a seven 
technique (6i for you youngsters) and driving him four yards off the ball against 
Kentucky in 2022. My goodness. What TE has been doing THAT consistently the 
past few years?


If there is any question about Washington, it’s how exactly he’ll be used in the 
passing game. He’s not completely twitched up out in space like Luke 
Musgrave, Michael Mayer and/or Dalton Kincaid. But, he has soft hands and the 
ability to adjust to throws outside his person. He does have the ability to beat LB 
when he’s flexed out as a WR. He’s not someone ANYONE in the secondary 
wants to tackle once has the ball in his hands out on the run. 


I mean, some things he does defy description. Against Missouri in 2022, he ran 
a wheel route up the sideline, made a twisting back shoulder catch, stiff armed 
the safety covering him and then nearly hurdled the CB trying to help tackle him 
on his way to the end zone.




Like, WHAT THE F? Who does that?


A unicorn, that’s who.


Player Comp - A youthful Marcedes Lewis (Packers) - closest I think I could 
find, honestly.


Sam LaPorta, Iowa

4th year - 6-3 1/4, 245 lb.

Highland, IL


• 14th all-time in career rec. yd - 1,786

• 1st all-time TE in receptions (153)

• Team captain - 2022


Highland HS in Highland, IL. 


If you pushed me on what LaPorta is EXACTLY as a next level prospect, I’d lean 
“receiving tight end”, but that doesn’t mean he’s a deficient, attached run 
blocking tight end (more on that in a bit). As a pass catcher, though, he adjusts 
well to the ball in the air and can be a true threat after the catch. He’ll flex out 
and become a pseudo slot receiver, which means he’s going to see no better 
than safeties in man coverage. He’ll blossom at the NFL level with a more 
complex route tree and NFL QB-ing. 


That said, he’s more than willing to swap paint and be physical. He doesn’t shy 
away from collisions, runs his feet and maintains his feet on contact. He truly 
seems to enjoy the physical part of the game. Although he’s accomplished as a 
run blocker, I could see NFL offensive brain trusts wanting to use him as a pure 
move TE, with the added benefit being his blocking out in space. He’s a smooth 
and easy mover, a true athlete on the field. His routes are crisp and clean and he 
explodes out of his breaks to the sideline, exploding away from interior cover 
defenders. He’s a natural hands catcher and is a weapon wherever he lines up in 
the passing game.


This Iowa offense in 2022 was LaPorta and not much more. He led the team in 
receiving and nearly had just as many receptions (58) as the next two Hawkeyes 
combined (62). Iowa has always gotten more out of its tight ends and LaPorta is 
the next in line behind George Kittle and T.J. Hockenson.


Player Comp - Cowboys TE Dalton Schultz 
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Tucker Kraft, South Dakota State

4th year - 6-4 3/4, 254 lb.

Timber Lake, SD


• 2022 FCS National Champion

• 2x 1st Team All-MVFC - 2021, 2022

• FCS National Champion - 2022


Timber Lake HS in Timber Lake, SD


There’s little question about Kraft’s willingness to swap paint in the run game. He 
lined up all over the field at SDSU so he blocked anyone and everyone in a 
different colored jersey. He squared up on six/seven/nine techniques fairly well. 
He’s tenacious in his approach, but his aiming points/targeting must improve. 
Now, like I said, he sees a TON of different targets, but that’s what he’ll see at 
the next level as well. He gets caught leaning and missing more than I’d like, but 
I love his willingness to be physical and his execution will improve when he gets 
to the league.


But, his bread and butter is in the passing game. He is a seam threat because 
he has outstanding body control and glue sticks for hands. As far as elite athlete 
goes, I don’t quite see that. I see reliability more than I get dynamic/twitchy. He 
did run 4.69 in the 40-yard dash at the Combine, but he doesn’t always play up 
to that speed, honestly. His athletic measurables are on par with most tight ends 
at the next level, but this group of TEs is no joke. But, I saw tight ends that ran 
similar times at the Combine and Pro Day that play WAY faster. Now, once he 
gets rolling down the field, he doesn’t slow down in the slightest and he’ll look 
for a DB to deliver pain after the catch. Kraft is both feisty and ferocious with the 
ball in his hands. It’s evident that he used to carry the ball in high school. He 
played RB in HS, racking up over 1,400 yards and 24 rushing touchdowns. His 
basketball skills show in the way that he boxes out and understands body 
control too. 


SDSU created ways to get him the football. Against Illinois State in 2022, for 
example, he aligned in a Y Y wing situation, went in motion and caught a push 
pass. Essentially, SDSU created a way to get him the ball with a running start. 
He missed about half of the regular season, but made it back for the playoffs 
and a national championship run in 2022.


Player Comp - Raiders TE Austin Hooper 
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Luke Schoonmaker, Michigan

5th year - 6-5 1/4, 251 lb

Hamden, CT


• 3rd Team All-B1G - 2022

• Honorable mention All-B1G - ’21, ’22

• 35 receptions, 418 yd, 3 TD in 2022


Hamden Hall in Hamden, CT. 


It wasn’t as if I didn’t want to accept the fact that Schoonmaker should be a top 
TE prospect but he just kept getting pushed to the background. However, when 
I watched Michigan games in the fall, I made mental notes about Schoonmaker 
making plays. Then, as I got more and more into studying prospects on the 
Michigan roster or opponents, #86 kept popping onto my screen.


Oh, there he was making an isolation block from a fullback position to spring 
Donovan Edwards for a huge run on the first play in the CFB semifinal game 
against TCU. There he was again making a catch on a deep over route for a first 
down later in the game. He destroyed Maryland in 2022 on nearly every catch, 
including the first offensive play of the game where he got open for a 
touchdown.


That long over route that he caught over TCU in that same game, to me, 
encapsulates what he can do. He beat the safety across the field, exploding 
past him when he got to the top of his stem before crossing the field. I mean, he 
beat that safety by two steps or more. That speed is evident on those routes 
when he can really separate from those covering him.


He lined up all over the field for the Wolverines. FB. Y. H. Wing. He was asked to 
do a ton for that Michigan offense. He runs well for a guy 250 lb. I would rather 
have seen him at the Senior Bowl than a few others that were there in Mobile 
but there’s little question about the impact he can make as a blocker in the run 
game and in the passing game. Does he become Mark Andrews? Perhaps not, 
but he can be a team’s interior pass catching weapon in due time.




Player Comp - Ravens TE Mark Andrews 

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

5th year - 6-7, 255 lb.

Camp Hill, PA
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• Played just five games in 2022

• 1st Team All-C-USA - 2021

• 4.55 40-yard dash, 40-inch vertical, 6.87 3-cone


Camp Hill HS in Camp Hill, PA. 


Kuntz spent two years at Old Dominion but suffered a season ending injury after 
five games in the 2022 season. But, my goodness, what an athletic profile, my 
goodness! 


Let’s go back to high school for a second. When I went looking for anything I 
could on the Old Dominion tight end, a YouTube video popped up with a title 
“Zack Kuntz wins state 110 high hurdles.”


Okay, you have my attention. *Click*


Then, I started laughing out loud. How the absolute he— is a guy THAT size 
SMOKING all these other kids in this race? He did, in fact, win the PA state 110 
high hurdles and at the medal ceremony standing on the podium, he looked like 
Goliath amongst a bunch of normal looking people. 


But, it didn’t work out at Penn State and he transferred to Old Dominion where 
he did some special things in his first season. He set records in 2021 with 73 
catches after his transfer. Then, he got hurt early in 2022 and we were all 
shortchanged a bit.


Now, as a weapon, he’s a unique one. His height/weight make him stand out 
and then add on arguably the most athletic TE profile in years. It becomes real 
clear, real fast what he CAN be at the next level. I don't think he's got terrible 
hands, but he tends to double catch the ball in traffic a bit much. But, my 
goodness, that damn athleticism is outstanding. He's one of the top three tight 
end ATHLETES in recent memory.


I don’t think he’s going to add much, if at all, to the blocking scheme anywhere 
on the field. Then again, neither does Travis Kelce. ODU did use him on counters 
and split zones at times, but there’s just not much there. But, throw that man the 
football and watch him go to work as a pass catching athlete with 4.5 speed at 
255 lb.


I’ll take that, and him, all day long


Player Comp - Patriots TE Mike Gesicki 



Payne Durham, Purdue

5th year - 6-5 5/8, 253 lb.

Suwanee, GA


• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2022

• 34.5-inch vertical jump at the Combine

• 4.87 40-yard dash


Peachtree Ridge HS in Suwanee, GA. 


Purdue’s coaches think he's got an NFL future. He's more of a Y than a pass 
catching option. That said, he’s an outlet, has good hands and he can be a 
passing game weapon in the right scheme. Soft hands. Snatches the ball out 
away from his body. And, he'll bust the proverbial grape in a fruit fight too. He'll 
put a helmet on you, though. Often and physically.


Durham had an excellent week at the Senior Bowl down in Mobile. At 258 lb., 
he’s a true Y-TE and he will mash at the line of scrimmage, but he’s athletic 
enough to “Moss” safeties in the end zone as he did a couple of times during 
one-on-ones and team drills down in the end zone. Man, I’m telling you this 
class is LOADED with tight end options. 


Durham’s comp came to me after he scored a TD during Thursday’s practice 
down in Mobile, running in my direction - Foster Moreau (Raiders). I think 
Moreau is a tiny bit more athletic, but Durham can certainly handle his business 
as an inline blocker as he showed in Mobile. He showed soft and strong hands 
in the passing game as well. In the game against Syracuse, he really caught my 
attention. When Charlie Jones was double covered or not the main target for 
Purdue QB Aidan O’Connell, it was Durham. At the goal line. Down the seam. 
Back of the end zone. He was a factor all over the field which helped Purdue 
stay close in a narrow defeat against the Orange on the road.


He didn’t test overly well at the Combine, but I wasn’t expecting him to break 
any Combine records, though. Unfortunately, there are some true freaks in this 
draft class at TE, so he may get dinged for not being a twitch monster. But, he’s 
reliable, gets open and is physical. That’s going to fit the bill for a team looking 
to run more 12 personnel in the future.


Player Comp - Raiders TE Foster Moreau 
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Davis Allen, Clemson

4th year - 6-5 7/8, 245 lb.

Calhoun, GA


• 3rd Team All-ACC - 2022

• 88 rec, 951 yd & 12 TD - career

• Permanent team captain in 2022


Calhoun HS in Calhoun, GA. 


The word that comes to mind is reliable, not twitchy, not overly athletic. Allen 
knows his job and executes. It’s simple really, but he’s that kind of player. 


Like a number of different tight ends in this class, Allen lines up all over the field. 
He was the point man in a wide bunch set. He was the lone X receiver into the 
boundary. He was the #1, #2 or #3 WR in a trip set to the field. He got a TON of 
work blocking fast, secondary moving targets. 


What he’s not, is a tremendous one-on-one winner at the line of scrimmage as 
an in-line Y-TE. He can position edge guys out of the hole, but he doesn’t have 
whopper hands or a ton of pop at the point of contact but he NEVER stops his 
feet and keeps dudes running at all times. That’s more than some can say, but 
it’s not much. I’ve seen him carry some defensive linemen well past the hole, 
pushing the whistle being blown, so his desire carries him.


He has great ball skills as he showed in a tremendous 50/50 TD catch against 
Florida State in Clemson's win in 2021. That’s the type of ball skills that’ll get 
him love down in the red zone at the NFL level.


Player Comp - Former Bucs TE Cameron Brate 

Josh Whyle, Cincinnati

5th year - 6-6 1/2, 248 lb.

Cincinnati, OH


• 1st Team All-AAC - 2022

• 2nd Team All-AAC - 2021

• 88 career receptions/15 TD


La Salle HS in Cincinnati, OH. 
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Whyle weighed as the biggest TE in Mobile, but he’s agile in the passing game 
and has some anger in his heart after he makes the catch. He ran over one of 
the National team safeties after he made a catch which was heartwarming…for 
me, anyway. 


I expected Whyle to…well, you know what, I wasn’t exactly sure how Whyle was 
going to test at the Combine. But, he came through with flying colors. At 248 lb., 
a bit down from his trip to Mobile, Whyle ran 4.69 in the 40-yard dash and 
posted a 33.5-inch vertical jump. That speed does show up when he made 
catches in the flat that he could turn up the field. And, he was a big factor in the 
passing game the past two seasons as a starter at Cincinnati.


Seeing him in the passing game down in Mobile, I thought he wasn’t as dialed in 
as he was at Cincinnati. First game of the 2022 season, he made one of the best 
catches any TE had against Arkansas. He ran a flat route and the ball was 
thrown WELL behind him. 


No worries.


He reached back with his left hand and snatched the pass into his person 
without breaking stride for a first down.


In the run game, he’s one of the more physical dudes in this TE class and it’s not 
just willingness either He has actual pop in his pads and hands. He needs to 
stay latched and keep feet moving, not in concrete. But, he’s much more 
accomplished at it than others in this class.


Player Comp - Panthers TE Tommy Tremble 

Brenton Strange, Penn State

4th year - 6-3 7/8, 253 lb.

Parkersburg, WV


• 3rd Team All-B1G - 2022

• 4.70 40-yard dash

• 36-inch vertical, 10-4 broad jump


Parkersburg HS in Parkersburg, WV


I came into my study of Strange thinking that he’d struggle in run blocking. Bad 
assumption. He’s physical in the run game. Against Michigan in 2022, on his first 
play of the game, he nearly rode an OLB into oblivion on a run away from him. 
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That’s the thing that I loved more than anything. He never stopped driving his 
block eight to ten to twelve yards downfield.


Dadgum, does he ever look the part!


He attacks different colored jerseys in the run game. When he pulled on counter, 
the few times that he did, he was looking to bury defenders. I love that mindset.


Player Comp - Jets TE Tyler Conklin 

Best of the Rest of the TE 

Will Mallory, Miami, FL

5th year - 6-4 1/2, 239 lb.


Providence HS in Jacksonville, FL. 

I expected Mallory to be more dynamic in the passing game in Mobile, especially 
when he came in at 239 lb. But, he didn’t really find his stride, if I’m being honest. 
He put up some solid testing numbers at the Combine and that helped. He ran a 
4.54 in the 40-yard dash and posted a 36.5-inch vertical jump 

Ben Sims, Baylor

5th year - 6-4 5/8, 250 lb.


Clark HS in San Antonio, TX


I’ve always been curious about Sims. He always looked the part, but he was 
rarely a focal point in the Baylor offense. I think he can be a better, more 
productive pro pass catcher than he was at Baylor. I went to his Pro Day, 
though, and he posted outstanding numbers - 4.51 in the 40, 36.5-inch vertical 
and a 10-2 broad jump.


Cameron Latu, Alabama

5th year - 6-4 3/8, 242 lb.


Olympus HS in Salt Lake City, UT


Latu was Bryce Young’s go-to interior pass catching weapon, always seemingly 
finding a way to get open. He finished the season with 30 catches for 377 yards 
and four TD. I don’t think he’s a great, effective blocker, but he’s willing and 



that’s a start but he has great knowledge of the interior passing game v. Man 
coverage or zone.


Blake Whiteheart, Wake Forest

5th year - 6-3 3/4, 247 lb.


Mount Tabor HS in Winston-Salem, NC.  

Man, his pass protection is excellent. Against Clemson LB Barrett Carter 
SCREAMED off the edge and Whiteheart STONED the hell out of him. Wow! 
He’s interesting as a move/in-line U-TE combination at the next level. 

Brayden Willis, Oklahoma

5th year - 6-3 1/2, 241 lb.


Martin HS in Arlington, TX.  

Chig Okonkwo clone. Willis is EXTREMELY intriguing, in an Okonkwo sort of 
way. Willis didn’t dominate in any one specific aspect of the practices, but it was 
a solid performance, featuring his versatility in many different facets 

Noah Gindorff, North Dakota State

6th year - 6-6, 263 lb.


Crosby-Ironton HS in Crosby, MN. 

Gindorff is an absolute UNIT with soft hands in the passing game. He grew up a 
coach's kid and played nearly every position on his high school team, including 
QB and K. He was also a 1,000 point scorer in basketball and an all-district 
baseball player as well. His dad was a DIII star and played in the NFL as well. 
Gindorff went back to NDSU in 2022 for a final shot to get right after an injury he 
suffered in the 2021 playoffs. Smart move. He was outstanding in 2022. One-on-
one with bigs at the line of scrimmage, Gindorff will more than hold his own. He's 
powerful with pop and can control DL with strong upper body. He's not just 
maintaining blocks either; he's getting movement off the line of scrimmage. 

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech

5th year - 6-1 1/2, 239 lb.


St. Thomas More HS in Lafayette, LA 



Wonderfully dynamic in the passing game and a matchup nightmare for safeties, 
linebackers and even nickels. He wasn’t able to finish the 2022 season due to an 
injury, but he rebounded with some incredible testing. 

4.56 in the 40 
39.5-inch vertical 
10-2 broad 
4.27 short shuttle 
6.95 3-cone 

He’s a bit small at 239, but he’ll create issues as a detached, move weapon in an 
NFL passing game. 

Kyle Patterson, Air Force

4th year - 6-5, 260 lb.


Perry HS in Gilbert, AZ


Dude, huge adult man. Unfortunately, he was unable to complete testing due to 
an injury, but he did put up 17 reps of 225 on the bench press.


Travis Vokolek, Nebraska

6th year - 6-6 1/8, 259 lb.


Kickapoo HS in Springfield, MO


Early in the season, I was convinced that Vokolek was going to be a problem for 
B1G defenses, but nagging injuries took away from that impact. He didn’t test in 
the 40, but he can be a seam threat in the passing game.


Jahleel Billingsley, Texas

4th year - 6-4, 223 lb.


Phillips Academy in Chicago, IL.  

Billingsley was the first player from Illinois to sign with the Tide in 22 years. But, 
things went south in 2021 and he basically was benched for the entire season. 
There were rumors of attitude and maturity issues off the field and instances of 
not doing the right things. So, Billingsley transferred to Texas for the 2022 season 
and he was a complete non-entity for the Longhorn offense in 2022. He played in 
just four games at Texas after his issue-filled season at Alabama. In 2020, 
Billingsley looked as if he was on his way to being a top 50 player in the 2022 



NFL Draft. But, now, I think there's a large percentage chance that he doesn't get 
drafted at all. 

John Samuel-Shenker, Auburn

6th year - 6-2 7/8, 242 lb.


Colquitt County HS in Albany, GA.  

Shenker played on the Auburn baseball team as well through the 2021 season, 
but focused on football for the 2021 season. He’s a multi-use weapon with plenty 
of physicality at the line of scrimmage when needed. 

Thomas Greaney, Albany

5th year - 6-6, 249 lb.


Lawrence Academy in Bedford, MA.  

In Greaney's first four years, he had 23 receptions for 290 yards and just two TD. 
In 2022, his final season, he had 50 receptions for 693 yards and nine 
touchdowns. The light went on for sure and it got him an invite to the East West 
Shrine Game. He’s a LONG, TALL pass catching receiving option but he lacks 
serious long speed to be a factor down the field. 

Princeton Fant, Tennessee

6th year - 6-1 1/4, 243 lb.


LaVergne HS in Nashville, TN.  

Fant was unable to work out heading into the draft due to a foot fracture, so he 
has no times or measurements, other than 19 bench press reps. He could be a 
Kyle Juszczyk-like player with his dimensions and receiving abilities. 

Daniel Barker, Michigan State

5th year - 6-3 1/4, 243 lb.


Deerfield Beach HS in Fort Lauderdale, FL


Barker caught 21 passes for 239 yards and a pair of touchdowns for the 
Spartans in 2022. He can be an attached or detached tight end at the next level 
with soft hands and 4.75 40-yard dash speed.


Joel Wilson, Central Michigan




5th year - 6-3 5/8, 242 lb.


Petoskey HS in Petoskey, MI


Wilson is probably best suited to be a move TE, but he’s not the most 
athletically gifted tight end in this group. That said, he was Central Michigan’s 
go-to pass catcher, especially in the red zone. He finished with 44 receptions for 
445 yards and six TD.




Edge 
*Joey Bosa 
*Khalil Mack 
Ty Shelby

Chris Rumph II

Carlo Kemp


IDL 
*Morgan Fox

*Sebastian Joseph-Day 
Austin Johnson

David Moa

Otito Ogbonnia

Christopher Hinton


LB 
*Eric Kendricks 
*Kenneth Murray Jr.

Nick Niemann

Amen Ogbongemiga

Damon Lloyd

Tyreek Maddox-Williams


S 
*Derwin James 
*Alohi Gilman

J.T. Woods

Raheem Layne

Mark Webb Jr.


CB 
*Asante Samuel Jr. 
*Michael Davis

*J.C. Jackson

Ja’Sir Taylor

Kemon Hall

Deane Leonard

Michael Jacquet

QB 
*Justin Herbert 
Easton Stick


RB 
*Austin Ekeler (for now)

Joshua Kelley

Isaiah Spiller

Larry Rountree III

(FB) Zander Horvath


WR 
*Mike Williams 
*Keenan Allen 
*Joshua Palmer

Keelan Doss

John Hightower


TE 
*Gerald Everett

Donald Parham Jr.

Tre’ McKitty

Stone Smartt

Hunter Kampmoyer


OL 
*OT Rashawn Slater 
*OG Jamaree Salyer 
*C Corey Linsley 
*OG Zion Johnson 
*OT Trey Pipkins III

OT Foster Sarell

OT Andrew Trainer

OG Austen Pleasants

C Will Clapp

OG Brenden Jaimes

OT Zack Bailey

C Isaac Weaver

2023 Los Angeles Chargers Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Herbo isn’t going anywhere.


RB - Mid - Ekeler’s status could potentially change the 
priority, but I think he’ll stay this year.


WR - Low - Unless they prepare for the future, finding 
Allen’s replacement. I wouldn’t, not in this class.


TE - Mid-to-High - I could see #21 overall being a TE.


OL - Low-to-mid - Salyer’s emergence with Slater’s 
health helps greatly, but is it totally complete? RT?


Edge - Mid - Drop off from Bosa/Mack is severe, so 
they should look at a day two edge disruptor


IDL - Low-to-mid - It’s missing something, but SJ-D 
and Fox are criminally underrated.


LB - Low - What a signing Kendricks was!


S - Mid-to-high - James is all world but Nasir Adderley 
retired leaving a big void. They needed better answer.


CB - Low - If J.C. is healthy, this could be a strong trio 
at the outside two spots and nickel.

Los Angeles Chargers
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Clayton Tune, Houston

Aidan O’Connell, Purdue


RB Prospects to Watch 
Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Dewayne McBride, UAB

Roschon Johnson, Texas

Deneric Prince, Tulsa

Emari Demercado, TCU

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Jalen Moreno-Cropper, 
Fresno State

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Derius Davis, TCU

Demario Douglas, Liberty


TE Prospects to Watch 
Dalton Kincaid, Utah

Michael Mayer, Notre Dame

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Darnell Washington, UGa

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Tucker Kraft, SDSU


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio St.

OG Steve Avila, TCU

OT Anton Harrison, OU

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OG/C Cody Mauch, NDSU

OT/OG Nick Saldiveri, ODU

OT Blake Freeland, BYU

OT Wanya Morris, OU

OT Trevor Reid, Louisville

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Isaiah Foskey, Notre Dame

Byron Young, Tennessee

Tuli Tuipolotu, USC

Derick Hall, Auburn

Andre Carter II, Army


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Mazi Smith, Michigan

Siaki Ika, Baylor

Zacch Pickens, South 
Carolina

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma

Moro Ojomo, Texas

Kobie Turner, Wake Forest

Byron Young, Alabama


LB Prospects to Watch 
DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati

Dorian Williams, Tulane

Shaka Heyward, Duke

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

Sydney Brown, Illinois

Christopher Smith, UGa


CB Prospects to Watch 
Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Riley Moss, Iowa

Jaylon Jones, Texas A&M

Terell Smith, Minnesota

Anthony Johnson, UVa

Nic Jones, Ball State

Jeremy Lucien, Vanderbilt

2023 Los Angeles Chargers picks - 1st (21), 2nd (54), 3rd (85), 4th (125), 5th (156), 6th (200), 7th (239)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Baron Browning

*Randy Gregory 
Nik Bonitto

Jonathon Cooper

Aaron Patrick

Christopher Allen

Jake Martin


IDL 
*Zach Allen 
*D.J. Jones

Jonathan Harris

Eyioma Uwazurike

Jordan Jackson

Matt Henningsen

Mike Purcell

Elijah Garcia


LB 
*Josey Jewell

*Alex Singleton

Justin Strnad

Jonas Griffith

Ray Wilborn


S 
*Justin Simmons 
*Caden Sterns

Delarrin Turner-Yell

P.J. Locke

Devon Key


CB 
*Pat Surtain II 
*Damarri Mathis

*K’Wuan Williams

Essang Bassey

Ja’Quan McMillian

Tremon Smith

Delonte Hood

Faion Hicks

QB 
*Russell Wilson

Jarrett Stidham 
Jarrett Guarantano


RB 
*Javonte Williams

Samaje Perine 
Tony Jones Jr.

Damarea Crockett


WR 
*Courtland Sutton

*Tim Patrick

*Jerry Jeudy

Marquez Callaway

K.J. Hamler

Kendall Hinton

Brandon Johnson

Jalen Virgil

Montrell Washington

Lil’Jordan Humphrey


TE 
*Greg Dulcich

Chris Manhertz 
Albert Okwuegbunam


OL 
*OT Garrett Bolles 
*OG Ben Powers 
*C Lloyd Cushenberry III

*OG Quinn Meinerz

*OT Mike McGlinchey 
OT Christian DiLauro

OG Will Sherman

C Luke Wattenberg

OG Quinn Bailey

OT Isaiah Prince

OT Casey Tucker

OG Parker Ferguson

OC Kyle Fuller

OT Hunter Thedford

2023 Denver Broncos Draft Priorities 
QB - Zero - MAYBE late, but it’s #3’s show for now.


RB - Mid - Williams is coming off an ACL and Perine is 
no spring chicken. Could use a jolt from speedy rookie


WR - Zero - They apparently flirted with trading a 
former 1st rounder, so there’s probably enough here.


TE - Mid-to-low - I love Dulcich and this group is solid. 


OL - Zero - They brought in Powers & McGlinchey and 
spent a ton of coin to do it. That lowered the priority.


Edge - High - Oh, it’s barren outside of Gregory.


IDL - Mid - The Allen signing covered up the loss of 
DreMont Jones. It’s still just an average group overall.


LB - Low - Jewell and Singleton have been incredibly 
productive together.


S - Low - Vance knows K Jack well if they need help. 
Not enough picks to take from subpar group.


CB - Mid - Surtain II is certain, but other side is ???

Denver Broncos
QB Prospects to Watch 
Jake Haener, Fresno State

Tyson Bagent, Shepherd

Sean Clifford, Penn State


RB Prospects to Watch 
Tank Bigsby, Auburn

Israel Abanikanda, Pitt

Zach Evans, Ole Miss

Deuce Vaughn, Kansas St.

Eric Gray, Oklahoma


WR Prospects to Watch 
Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Charlie Jones, Purdue

Elijah Higgins, Stanford


TE Prospects to Watch 
Davis Allen, Clemson

Brenton Strange, Penn St.

Blake Whiteheart, Wake 
Forest

Ben Sims, Baylor

Kyle Patterson, Air Force

Josh Whyle, Cincinnati

Daniel Barker, Michigan 
State


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Jake Witt, Northern 
Michigan

OT Connor Galvin, Baylor

OT Carter Warren, Pitt

OT/OG Mark Evans II, 
UAPB

OG Brent Laing, 
Minnesota-Duluth

OT Jordan Boatman, Sam 
Houston


Edge Prospects to Watch 
Byron Young, Tennessee

Derick Hall, Auburn

Robert Beal, Georgia

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

Habakkuk Baldonado, Pitt

Tavius Robinson, Ole Miss

Ikenna Enechukwu, Rice

B.J. Thompson, SFA

Caleb Murphy, Ferris State


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Siaki Ika, Baylor

Moro Ojomo, Texas

Byron Young, Alabama

Keondre Coburn, Texas

P.J. Mustipher, Penn State


LB Prospects to Watch 
Daiyan Henley, WSU

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Owen Pappoe, Auburn


S Prospects to Watch 
JL Skinner, Boise State

Sydney Brown, Illinois

Jordan Howden, Minnesota

DeMarcco Hellams, 
Alabama

Kaevon Merriweather, Iowa

Jason Taylor II, Oklahoma 
State


CB Prospects to Watch 
Julius Brents, Kansas State

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Jaylon Jones, Texas A&M

Terell Smith, Minnesota

Kyu Blu Kelly, Stanford

Garrett Wiliams, Syracuse

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Eli Ricks, Alabama

2023 Denver Broncos picks - 3rd (67, 68), 4th (108), 5th (139), 6th (195)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Maxx Crosby 
*Chandler Jones

Jordan Willis

Malcolm Koonce


IDL 
*Jerry Tillery

*Bilal Nichols

Neil Farrell Jr.

John Jenkins

Adam Butler

Matthew Butler


LB 
*Divine Deablo

*Robert Spillane

Darien Butler

Luke Masterson

Kana’i Mauga

Curtis Bolton


S 
*Marcus Epps 
*Tre’Von Moehrig

Roderic Teamer

Jaquan Johnson

Jalen Elliott

Isaiah Pola-Mao


CB 
*Duke Shelley 
*David Long Jr. 
*Nate Hobbs

Brandon Facyson

Amik Robertson

Tyler Hall

Ike Brown

Sam Webb

Bryce Cosby

QB 
*Jimmy Garoppolo 
Brian Hoyer

Chase Garbers


RB 
*Josh Jacobs (Tag) 
Zamir White

Ameer Abdullah

Brandon Bolden

Sincere McCormick

Brittain Brown

Austin Walter

(FB) Jakob Johnson


WR 
*Davante Adams 
*Jakobi Meyers 
*Hunter Renfrow

Keelan Cole Sr.

Phillip Dorsett 
DeAndre Carter 
Tyler Johnson

Cam Sims

D.J. Turner

Chris Lacy

Isaiah Zuber


TE 
*Austin Hooper 
O.J. Howard 
Jesper Horsted

Cole Fotheringham


OL 
*OT Kolton Miller 
*OG Dylan Parham

*C Andre James

*OG Alex Bars

*OT Jermaine Eluemunor

OT Thayer Munford

OT Brandon Parker

C Hroniss Grasu

2023 LV Raiders Draft Priorities 
QB - Mid-to-high - Jimmy G is a Raider, but do you 
REALLY trust him? If a QB is available at 7…


RB - Low - There are 7 RBs on the roster. IF Jacobs/LV 
can come to a deal, then it’s lower priority.


WR - Low - Additions of Meyers and Dorsett lower the 
priority, but day 3…plenty of picks…add a playmaker


TE - Mid-to-high - The loss of Waller will be huge.


OL - Mid - Not OL of a few years ago, especially IOL


Edge - Mid - Maxx is a stud, but Chandler is old…er.


IDL - High - Nothing here to think the defense will get 
better in the middle. But, the DL after Carter in draft 
class? Better get one now…or just take Carter.


LB - High - The loss of Denzel Perryman will be felt. 
This is not a strong group of LBs.


S - Mid - Epps signing was key, but this group doesn’t 
wow anyone, either


CB - High - Not a bad group, but no alpha CB1 at all.

Las Vegas Raiders
QB Prospects to Watch 
C.J. Stroud, Ohio State

Anthony Richardson, 
Florida

Will Levis, Kentucky


RB Prospects to Watch 
Dewayne McBride, UAB

Chris Rodriguez Jr, 
Kentucky

Evan Hull, Northwestern

Kenny McIntosh, Georgia

Deneric Prince, Tulsa

Ronnie Brown, Shepherd

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Matt Landers, Arkansas

Jalen Moreno-Cropper, 
Fresno State

Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Mitchell Tinsley, Penn State

David Durden, West Florida

Xavier Gipson, SFA


TE Prospects to Watch 
Darnell Washington, UGa

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Steve Avila, TCU

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

C Olu Oluwatimi, Michigan

OG/OC Jordan McFadden, 
Clemson


OL (Cont’d) 
OG Jordan Meredith 

OT Justin Herron

OT Sebastian Gutierrez

OT Justin Murray

OG Vitaliy Gurman

OG Netane Muti

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

Tyree Wilson, Texas Tech

Myles Murphy, Clemson

Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

Byron Young, Tennessee


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jalen Carter, Georgia

Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Mazi Smith, Michigan

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Trenton Simpson, Clemson

Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Nick Herbig, Wisconsin 
(Edge/LB)

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

Ben Vansumeren, Michigan 
State


S Prospects to Watch 
Christopher Smith, UGa

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

JL Skinner, Boise State

Jordan Battle, Alabama

Sydney Brown, Illinois


CB Prospects to Watch 
Christian Gonzalez, Oregon

Devon Witherspoon, Illinois

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

Cam Smith, South Carolina

Clark Phillips III, Utah

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Jakorian Bennett, Maryland

‘Quan’ Martin, Illinois

Arquon Bush, Cincinnati

Ethan Bonner, Stanford

2023 LV Raiders picks - 1st (7), 2nd (38), 3rd (70, 100), 4th (109), 5th (141, 144, 174), 6th (204, 214), 7th (214, 220, 231)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*George Karlaftis

*Charles Omenihu 
Mike Danna

Malik Herring

Joshua Kaindoh


IDL 
*Chris Jones 
*Derrick Nnadi

Byron Cowart

Tershawn Wharton

Danny Shelton

Daniel Wise

Phil Hoskins


LB 
*Nick Bolton 
*Willie Gay

Leo Chenal

Drue Tranquill 
Cole Christiansen

Jack Cochrane


S 
*Justin Reid 
*Mike Edwards

Bryan Cook

Deon Bush


CB 
*Trent McDuffie

*Jaylen Watson

*L’Jarius Sneed 
Nazeeh Johnson

Joshua Williams

Dicaprio Bootle

QB 
*Patrick Mahomes 
Shane Buechele

Chris Oladokun


RB 
*Isiah Pacheco 
Clyde Edwards-Helaire

La’Mical Perine


WR 
*Marquez Valdes-Scantling

*Kadarius Toney

*Skyy Moore

Richie James

Cornell Powell

Ihmir Smith-Marsette

Justyn Ross

Ty Fryfogle

John Ross

Jerrion Ealy


TE 
*Travis Kelce 
Noah Gray

Jody Fortson

Blake Bell

Kendall Blanton

Matt Bushman


OL 
*OT Jawaan Taylor 
*OG Joe Thuney 
*C Creed Humphrey 
*OG Trey Smith 
*OT Lucas Niang

OT Prince Tega Wanogho

OG Nick Allegretti

C Austin Reiter

OG Mike Caliendo

OT Darian Kinnard

2023 Kansas City Chiefs Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Patrick, I trust. The backups? Not at all.


RB - Low - Just need some depth picks late in draft


WR - Mid-to-High - 15 will make it work with anyone, 
but another WR weapon would unleash the full power.


TE - Zero - This is a GREAT group, not just 87.


OL - Mid - Orlando Brown and Andrew Wylie left. Only 
Jawaan Taylor arrived. Niang, if anything, could use 
competition at the RT spot or Taylor to RT, find a LT.


Edge - Mid - Omenihu’s signing was terrific, but the 
edge has no real twitch/speed off the edge


IDL - Mid - A bunch of LARGE men back up the best in 
the game - Chris Jones. Day 3 depth should be added.


LB - Low - The addition of Tranquill was sneaky hot.


S - Low-to-mid - Reid is super. Edwards is solid, not 
spectacular, but the depth is low.


CB - Low - So many resources were put in this spot in 
’22, I’d be surprised if they do it again.

Kansas City Chiefs
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Lindsay Scott, UIW

Tyson Bagent, Shepherd

Sean Clifford, Penn State


RB Prospects to Watch 
Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Chase Brown, Illinois

Kendre Miller, TCU

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

Dewayne McBride, UAB

Hunter Luepke, NDSU

Khalan Laborn, Marshall

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

Rashee Rice, SMU

Dontayvion Wicks, UVa

Tyler Scott, Cincinnati

A.T. Perry, Wake Forest

Michael Wilson, Stanford


TE Prospects to Watch 
Blake Whiteheart, Wake 
Forest

Ben Sims, Baylor

Kyle Patterson, Air Force


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio 
State

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OT Anton Harrison, 
Oklahoma

OT Tyler Steen, Alabama

OT Braeden Daniels, Utah

OT Jake Witt, Northern 
Michigan

OT Asim Richards, UNC

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Nolan Smith, Georgia

Felix Anudike-Uzomah, 
Kansas State

Derick Hall, Auburn

Nick Herbig, Wisconsin 
(Edge/LB)

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

K.J. Henry, Clemson

Brenton Cox Jr, Florida


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Mazi Smith, Michigan

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Jaquelin Roy, LSU

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

Cameron Young, 
Mississippi State

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky


LB Prospects to Watch 
Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt

Dee Winters, TCU

Aubrey Miller Jr, Jackson 
State

Troy Brown, Ole Miss


S Prospects to Watch 
Jordan Howden, Minnesota

Chamarri Conner, Va. Tech

Brandon Joseph, Notre 
Dame

Ronnie Hickman, Ohio St.

Jay Ward, LSU


CB Prospects to Watch 
Terell Smith, Minnesota

Jaylon Jones, Texas A&M

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Alex Austin, Oregon State

Art Green, Houston

Myles Brooks, La. Tech

2023 Kansas City Chiefs picks - 1st (31), 2nd (63), 3rd (95), 4th (122, 134), 5th (166), 6th (178, 217), 7th (249, 250)

Gold - BEST Player in NFL

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Broderick Jones, Georgia

3rd year - 6-5 3/8, 311 lb.

Lithonia, GA


• 2x National Champion at UGa

• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• 1st Team Freshman All-SEC - 2021


Lithonia HS in Lithonia, GA. 


With Jones, it starts with his feet and his movement skills. Those two things are 
really good, bordering on exceptional. He possesses a physical demeanor and 
stays on down blocks all the way to the whistle. What OL coach isn’t going to 
love a fast moving dude who plays to, and through, the whistle?


Jones does dip his head a bit on contact and that’s a bit concerning. He doesn’t 
do that at the second level as much but against a stand up, pass rushing OLB 
he will. That split second can cost him against more dynamic rushers. I’d like to 
see him with a bit deeper knee bend - susceptible to violent shock/yank. Against 
Georgia Tech’s Keion White, Jones lost a little of his anchor as a result on a 
handful of White’s rushes. White got that separation because he forced Jones 
off balance and then ghosted underneath Jones, which nearly got a holding 
penalty and did move the QB off his spot.


Jones ran into the same issue later in the game - standing too tall, getting off 
balance against speed to power. He has to be better with this technique. He 
should be stoning these edge players, but he allowed them to take advantage of 
high pad level. His lateral quickness, though, is exceptional. Later in the game 
against Georgia Tech, the YellowJackets sent an A gap blitzer while UGa’s OL 
slid to the right. Either way, Jones slid all the way down to square up and stone 
the blitzer.


However, on the move, he’s an animal. I mean, WOW.. Against LSU in the 2022 
SEC Championship game, he was on the move a bunch, pulling on pin and pull 
and it was effective all day long. He’s dangerous for a defense out in space and 
REALLY fun on the move.


He can easily transition out of a E/T or T/E stunt - excellent transition passing off 
inside stunt and effectively picking up the outside looper.


Player Comp - Vikings LT Christian Darrisaw 

#1 OT in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#8 overall in the 2023 Harris 200



Peter Skoronski, Northwestern

3rd year - 6-4, 313 lb.

Park Ridge, IL


• Rimington-Pace OL of the Year - 2022

• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 2x 1st Team All-B1G - 2021, 2022


Maine South HS in Park Ridge, IL. 


Quite frankly, Skoronski is the best combination of run/pass blocking in this 
class at the tackle position. He can move guys off the ball in one-on-one run 
blocking situations and get up to the second level under control and effectively. 
He has more than the requisite strength to handle power rushers, defusing their 
impact easily. He’s super athletic with his pass sets, which leads to proper 
handling of the type of rusher that’s attacking his edge. He shuffles his feet like 
the basketball player that he was in high school. So, he doesn’t cross over or 
over extend as a result of bad feet. There were a few instances in which he 
wasn’t sure of the set to use against a particular rusher, but what I loved was 
how he adjusted in mid-rush. 


Against Michigan State in 2021, the Spartans power end hit him with a shock/
yank and after the shock, it jarred Skoronski a bit. However, his solid base/
foundation allowed him to to reset, square up and shut down the Spartan rusher. 
He needs some work on countering inside moves, but there isn’t much else to 
panic about with Skoronski in pass protection. His outside arm/hand work is 
technique-wise solid, but he could be more forceful with that outside hand/arm 
on high side rushers.


In the run game, my goodness, he moves people relatively easily. Against Penn 
State in 2022, on the first run of the game, the Cats ran a counter, which put 
Skoronski on a down block against power Penn State DT P.J. Mustipher. What a 
collision! What I loved most of all, though, was that Skoronski’s power eventually 
had Mustipher on one leg, trying to not end up on a highlight reel, blown four 
yards downfield. It’s clear that Skoronski plays with insane leverage and power 
and drives defenders at first and second level well off the football. He transitions 
well out of combo blocks, under control, and with perfect timing, off to 
linebacker level. 


So, I’m going to say what many may not want to hear, but there are teams that 
should ABSOLUTELY consider playing him at guard. He doesn’t have 34/35-
inch stems and his power more than holds up against inside 300+lb defensive 
tackles. My point is not that he CAN’T play tackle, but it’s that he CAN succeed 
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at guard. There are teams, one I know of in particular, that has two excellent 
tackles, but should absolutely consider Skoronski to bolster the interior’s future.


Player comp - Bengals OL Jonah Williams 

Paris Johnson Jr, Ohio State

3rd year - 6-6 3/8, 313 lb.

Cincinnati, OH


• Consensus All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022

• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2021


Princeton HS in Cincinnati, OH. 


Johnson played guard at Ohio State in his second year on campus in 2021, 
starting all 13 games for the Buckeyes. Originally, I thought his natural position 
was going to be tackle and he moved to left tackle to replace Nicholas Petit-
Frere in 2022. When 2022 was all said and down, though, I actually liked him 
more at guard than I did at tackle. I thought his flaws in pass protection were 
more prevalent and evident while at LT. He has such long arms, but rushers 
negated that length consistently, getting inside Johnson Jr’s person. It felt like 
each and every rusher was able to get chest to chest, eating up that space. 


Now, Johnson Jr is powerful as can be, so he could still control them well, but 
there were times in the 2022 season when accomplished rushers used that lack 
of separation to their advantage. As a pass protector, he’s patient to a point, but 
he’ll lunge unnecessarily on occasion. I could see him evolving into a solid edge 
protector, but he’s going to need some time to adapt to being back out on the 
edge.


That said, his size and length are prototypical for the tackle position. He has 
excellent recognition skills and the ability to quickly react mentally. It does feel 
like there are times when he needs to anchor more effectively against powerful 
rushers. Out on the edge, he didn’t face as many DUDES quite the size that he 
faced inside, or those that could bull him. However, there are NFL DEs that 
certainly can do it if they feel he’s deficient and doesn’t improve going forward. 
He has good, not great, feet and moves laterally well. 


But, DAYUM, as a guard, he pulled in the run game with some anger and 
violence in his football heart. He didn’t do that as much, if at all if I recall, at 
tackle, but some NFL teams use Dart schemes/tackle wraps effectively and 
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Johnson Jr. might be THE tackle to do just that. I mean, whoa, I keep watching 
him early in the Michigan game in 2021, pulling across to kick former Wolverine 
star DE David Ojabo and it’s football heaven. It’s just a wonderful collision. On 
the very next play, the Buckeyes ran an outside zone and he just buried the 3-
technique, just put him on his back, nastily. The thing about it was that he didn’t 
even get his head across to do it. He worked that outside hip after contact and 
just lifted the Wolverine defender on his back. Are we sure we WANT him to 
move to OT? I kid, I kid…I think. 




Player Comp - Bills OT Dion Dawkins 

Dawand Jones, Ohio State

4th year - 6-8 1/4, 374 lb.

Indianapolis, IN


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 2x 2nd Team All-B1G - 2021, 2022

• 36 3/8-inch arms. Wow!


Ben Davis HS in Indianapolis, IN. 


During the 2021 season, I thought Jones was a big oaf, if I’m being kind. I 
honestly didn’t see a large man transitioning into a capable edge protector in the 
NFL. If he got “on you”, okay, it was over (and still is). But, his pass protection 
was a major issue as I saw it. He was taken to the woodshed in Ann Arbor in 
2021 out on the edge and I thought he would be a day three pick unless his 
development significantly evolved.


Well, his development significantly evolved and Jones turned into one of the 
better right tackles in college football. He seemed lighter on his feet. He slid a bit 
better on inside moves as opposed to trying to trip guys as he did in 2021. 
Overall, his movement skills improved and he also found HIS way as to how he 
handled protection best. He eventually learned that he could sit hard inside to 
take away what gave him problems and then use his nearly 37-inch arms to ride 
high side rushers right out of the picture. He mastered that over his final season 
at Ohio State and it helped earn him a trip to the Senior Bowl.


It was down at the Senior Bowl where Jones went from intriguing to 
outstanding. I didn’t know his measurements until after practice, but I didn’t 
need them to know that dude is HUGE. After the first practice, he walked by me 
as I was talking to someone on the field. I just looked at my friend, with my eyes 
wide, and went “DAMN!” Jones might be the biggest football player I’ve ever 
seen in person. 
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Throughout the 2022 season, I wasn’t totally sold on Jones as I knew that there 
was more in his game than perhaps I had been seeing. Well, fast forward to day 
one in Mobile. On the first play of run blocking one-on-ones, he faced edge 
rusher Army’s Andre Carter II. Now, have you ever played baseball, or golf, and 
hit one so perfectly on the screws? You don’t even feel it because you hit it 
SOOO well? That’s how Jones hit Carter. He took Carter right off the field and 
almost into the first row of the Hancock Whitney Stadium stands. It was almost 
Blind Side-like…and it wasn’t Hollywood like the Blind Side. It was funny to 
watch successive edge players NOT want to tangle with Jones at all! They did it, 
but it was clear that they didn’t want to mess with him in the run game AT ALL. 
Suffice to say, Jones had an extremely strong day in both the run and pass 
games. Oh, by the way, he measured in at 6-8 ¼, 375 lb!! He was not only a 
definite winner on day one, he was THE winner on day one down in Mobile. He 
did suffer some sort of injury on that day one, so he missed the rest of the week, 
but stayed to be at practice for his teammates.


I’m more intrigued by Jones on a daily basis.




Player Comp - Patriots/49ers OT Trent Brown 

Darnell Wright, Tennessee

4th year - 6-5 3/8, 333 lb.

Huntington, WV


• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• 1st Team Freshman All-SEC - 2019 

• 22 career starts, earned Senior Bowl invite


Huntington HS in Huntington, WV. 


Wright played RG, RT and LT in his four year career at Tennessee. He settled in 
at RT for his final season and I think that’s where he should play at the next 
level. He's a hulk of a man and his movement skills are better than average for 
living football life out on the edge. I really like his kick step and slide on his 
vertical set. I would like to see him get that outside cleat in the ground a hair 
faster, but the way he allows that outside foot to glide and push off the inside 
foot is NICE! It keeps him from being bull rushed easily. 


He was a bit slow to react to inside moves, especially with an outside deke - 
feet get set in concrete a bit. He’s susceptible when his pad level is high to 
losing hands on the rusher. Florida edge rusher Brenton Cox chopped at his 
arms and Wright got lucky because he fell forward, essentially anchoring against 
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Cox and making an effective block. Had Cox, chopped, then ripped, he 
would’ve gotten Wright to fall right on his face. Two plays later, Cox hit Wright 
with a double swipe and caught Wright falling over and unable to stay on Cox. 
The Gator edge rusher knew from the previous rush what happened. Now, to 
Wright’s credit, he never gave up and shoved Cox past the QB as he scrambled. 
It wasn’t pretty but Wright didn’t give up and got his guy blocked. 


Wright does an EXCELLENT job violently chopping the long arm move. There 
were plenty of times where he sent dudes right into the turf. Man, that was so 
violent and pretty. His head and hands need a lot of improvement. His head has 
to stay up and he has to not let his hands drop by his side. He could maximize 
his power more if he had better knee bend and better technique. He actually 
head-butts guys and I don’t know that I’ve ever seen that happen. He has to 
improve his hand speed and carry them a bit higher.


He needs to be quicker to fire in the run game as he has to gather himself to 
strike. He has to be coiled and ready when the ball is snapped…and keep his 
head up!


Man, he gets a TON of displacement on his gallop technique - double and 
combo to LB. He takes that explosive power and displaces interior linemen with 
that initial shot to the rib cage.


Wright just ate up Pitt DE Habakkuk Baldonado’s jump through cross chop. He 
ate that dude’s lunch. He didn’t get close to the QB. Wright’s uppercut just 
knocks guys out…in other words, if he gets underneath a defenders pad on 
contact, he’ll get two or three yards of movement off the ball. It’s like a boxer 
with some serious power behind that uppercut punch.


Watching Wright play basketball with Will Anderson Jr. was incredibly eye-
opening. Wright shuffled outside then inside then outside, staying 100% square 
on Anderson Jr. on a play action dig route that took some time to develop. 
Brilliant protection and it was just one of many plays of that ilk in Tennessee’s 
win over the Crimson Tide.


Wright is similar to O’Cyrus Torrence (Florida) in that I was a bit up-and-down on 
him heading into the Senior Bowl. That said, I’d seen enough of Wright against 
Will Anderson Jr (Alabama) to know he’s certainly capable of first round play. 
Down in Mobile, he was closer to the first round with his play than not. I came 
away even more impressed with his power and strength, combined with some 
serious anger/football violence in the run game. Although Will McDonald (Iowa 
State) got him with a sick spin move in the pass rush drills, Wright nearly buried 
him in the turf during run drills.






Player Comp - Texans OT Tytus Howard 

 

Anton Harrison, Oklahoma

3rd year - 6-4, 315 lb.

Washington, D.C.


• 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• 24 reps of 225 on bench press at  Combine

• Ran a sub 5.0 40-yard dash (4.98 s)


Archbishop Carroll HS in Washington, DC. 


Back in the summer, I wasn’t ready to anoint Harrison as a top 100 prospect. 
Anyone that says “oh, I knew he was that good” is absolutely lying. His 2021 
tape was fourth or fifth round level and frustrating as all get out. His traits were 
evident, but his play was sloppy and uninteresting. He was hunched over at the 
waist, didn’t play with adequate knee flexion, stood too tall in his kick step and 
pass protection. He lunged when a pass rusher shocked/yanked him. He often 
lost his base when pressed by speed on the outside.


There were certain aspects of his overall resume that I did like. HIs size and 
length stood out, certainly. He could really move when he pulled and made up a 
ton of ground in the run game on zone away. Against Oklahoma State in 2021, 
he scooped his backside 3-technique a number of different times on zone runs 
away from him. That was all his quickness and upper body strength. I liked that 
he played with physicality in the run game. He didn’t back down from that part 
of the game. Along those lines, if he was squared up against a rusher, he was 
strong enough to hold up against power rushers. I really wanted to see that 
LEAP from a gifted athlete with tremendous DNA into a legitimate NFL LT 
prospect. 


Unlike some guys that I had similar reservations about, Harrison responded with 
authority. He was even more fluid and quicker in the zone run game. His lateral 
agility was really impressive in the zone run game. He had a full-on BATTLE with 
Kansas State’s edge star Felix Anudike-Uzomah and the Wildcat didn’t win often 
in the run, or pass, game. Harrison was super-smooth passing off E/T stunts. I 
mean, he made that look EA-SY.


I actually went back to watch him in 2021 thinking that maybe I missed 
something. That’s how impressive he was in 2022. I’m much more on board with 
Harrison, although he’s not quite perfectly polished just yet. He just turned 21 at 
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the beginning of February, so there’s PLENTY of work to do, maturity to achieve 
and perhaps another round to climb in the 2023 NFL Draft.


Player Comp - Cardinals OT D.J. Humphries 

Matthew Bergeron, Syracuse

4th year - 6-5, 318 lb.

Victoriaville, Quebec, Canada


• 2nd Team All-ACC - 2022

• Honorable Mention All-ACC - 2021

• Voted Team Captain - 2022


Cegep de Thetford in Victoriaville, Quebec. 


Bergeron is built a lot like Saints tackle-turned-guard Andrus Peat. Huge arms. 
Thick trunk and calves. As a result, the Syracuse All-American is a load in the 
run game. He’s a finisher at the point of attack and loves to put dudes into the 
turf. As a pass protector, though, he’s got some work to do. Yet, he was 
outstanding in pass protection against Auburn’s Derick Hall in one-on-ones at 
the Senior Bowl. Bergeron controlled Hall and directed him away from the QB in 
each rep. It was Bergeron at his best for sure. That was a stark improvement for 
him from during the 2022 season as a pass protector. There were reps at 
Syracuse where he whiffed badly on an opposing pass rusher - case in point, a 
simple arm over against Louisville left him in the dust watching a Louisville DE 
get a hit on his Syracuse QB. Down in Mobile, he was much cleaner in both 
aspects.


He’s super, SUPER interesting because I didn't instantly love him. However, the 
more I watched and the more I saw in person, the more I found myself loving his 
game. He reminds me a ton of Peat, as I mentioned. Bergeron has a ton of work 
to do with his head/hand placement. He makes plenty of clean contact, but his 
head typically slides to the wrong side, especially in pass protection.


But, I’ll be damned if he’s not one of the strongest finishing mother (bleep)ers in 
this draft class. He’s going to put large men into the turf, if it kills him. He’s just 
flat out excellent in the run game. There’s just a ton of football malice in his heart 
when he’s run blocking and I love that. Does it mean he should move to guard in 
the future like Peat? It’s a consideration and it’s one move that might maximize 
him as an effective player in the NFL.
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Player Comp - Broncos OG Dalton Risner 

Jaelyn Duncan, Maryland

5th year - 6-5 5/8, 306 lb.

New Carrollton, MD


• Four year starter at LT for the Terps

• Registered 25 reps of 225 lb on bench

• Ran a 5.10 40-yard dash and posted 31.5-inch vert.


St. Frances Academy in New Carrollton, MD. 


What’s the one place to start on Maryland’s star left tackle? Oh, that’s easy - 
OUTSTANDING feet. One of my favorite plays of Duncan’s career was against 
West Virginia in 2021 and he didn’t lay one hand on a defender. West Virginia’s 
OLB attempted to find his rush lane, so he darted in and out to find a clean lane 
to the QB. What he didn’t do was engage because he couldn’t. Duncan shuffled 
his feet laterally, back and forth, side-to-side, like a basketball defender, shutting 
down any, and all, of those lanes. I mean, whoa. Slide inside, slide outside, all I 
could see was my former basketball coach screaming “THAT’S how you do it!” 
He pulls with speed. He can kickstep and stay square as well as any tackle I’ve 
seen. Given his feet and lateral quickness, he transitions about as well as can be 
to games/stunts. He’s really effective passing off inside rushers to maintain 
balance and technique for looping interior rushers. I mean, this guy, wow. He’s 
an ATHLETIC left tackle in the best way. He has some hand placement 
technique to clear up, but he’s a ball of clay that I’d love to work with in the 
future.


He showed that in spurts at the Senior Bowl. There was a rough rep mixed in 
every so often, but his feet were clean, really CLEAN. He held up against speed-
to-power. He didn’t allow anyone to speed high-side to get to the QB. He 
needed, and still needs, to amp up the violence in the run game a bit and get 
more explosive, violent snap off the ball. His good reps were GREAT. His bad 
reps were HORRID. I didn’t like seeing him at less than 300 lb. and I didn’t think 
he really was all that interested in the run game, especially in one-on-one run 
blocking drills. Against one of the biggest stars in Mobile, though, Keion White 
(Georgia Tech), Duncan ate his lunch when White ran high side on a pass rush 
one-on-one rep. It’s just not going to happen if a rusher wants to TRY Duncan’s 
feet. He’ll end them. 


But, his lack of consistency is what will keep him from being a top 31/32 pick. 
That inconsistency killed him against Ohio State in 2022. That was not how a 
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top 40 pick should perform. He got beat twice in the final minute by DE Zach 
Harrison to end the game. Earlier in the game, he was beaten badly by 2024 Top 
25 stud J.T Tuimoloau with a simple arm over. It was a struggle and that was 
concerning to say the least.


That said, he’s gotten a lot of attention for his work and as my summer eval 
showed, I’m not totally surprised.


Player Comp - Vikings OT Brian O’Neill 

Tyler Steen, Alabama

3rd year - 6-6, 321 lb.

Fort Lauderdale, FL


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• Earned invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• Started his career at Vanderbilt


St. Thomas Aquinas in Fort Lauderdale, FL. 


Steen starred at Vanderbilt for the first two years of his career then transferred to 
Alabama for his third year in 2022. Really like his feet on his kick step and 
vertical set. He’s very composed and under control. He’s got an excellent anchor 
for speed-to-power, which gives me guard vibes. He doesn’t have to be as quick 
with his hands, but he has the power to hold up to 300+ lb consistently.


At the Senior Bowl, he spent the majority of time at guard, which I could see for 
him in the future at the next level. He’s got some pop in his pads and I felt/heard 
that at the Senior Bowl. But, in the run game, he’s got to do a better job 
controlling the DL on down blocks with hand placement and usage. Alabama 
ran a buck sweep against Tennessee and he had a down block on a three 
technique. He delivered a blow, but his hands/arms just died. So, the DL spun 
right out of it and ran down the line to make the tackle. Footwork on his vertical 
set is excellent, as I noted, but he needs PUNCH on edge rushers. Tennessee’s 
blitzing LB just hammered through his outside half and ended up with a pressure 
on Bryce Young on a third down. I watched that rep 20x and I still don’t know 
what happened. It was like he was in perfect position and then opened the door 
to avoid the contact. It was weird. He’s just slow with his hands and it costs him 
dearly.


He’s extremely intriguing to me, mainly because I’m not totally sure what 
position suits him best. He was mostly at guard for the American team during 
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Senior Bowl week, but he played tackle his entire career at Vandy/Alabama. He 
has a thick build and could eventually stay at guard going forward. He was a bit 
raw when he transitioned inside and it showed a bit in his technique but there’s 
a future there inside. But, I don’t want to discount his ability to play on the edge 
as well in the future. I think where he plays is determined by the personnel of the 
team that drafts him.


Player Comp - Saints OG Andrus Peat 



Braeden Daniels, Utah

5th year - 6-4, 294 lb.

Carrollton, TX


• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• 2nd Team All-Pac-12 - 2021

• 43 career starts at 3 different positions


Hebron HS in Carrollton, TX


Stiff, upright and high cut, but possessing elastic arms, Daniels is intriguing, at 
first glance.


His two hand punch has GOT to go as it leaves him super susceptible to two 
hand swipes and getting off balance as he did against USC to start the game. It 
wasn’t even a hard swipe either. DE just got his right hand on the wrist, SWIPE, 
and it’s over. The amazing part, in some sense, was Daniels ability to recover 
and actually keep said DE from getting to the QB. I’ve watched that rep 10x and 
I’m fuzzy on how exactly he did it. But, better hand usage, not a two hand 
punch, will help him in the long run.


What helps him are his feet. He stays hot with his feet and stays hot throughout 
each rep. He shuffles well on the arc, which I thought indicated a basketball 
background, but it’s his mom who was a basketball player in college at 
McNeese State.


As a result of those feet, I love the way he redirects back inside on those inside 
counter moves. He transitions into inside move, looper on a stunt/game well, 
very well as a matter of fact.


In the run game, there’s serious pop in his hands. Against USC, he blocked out 
on the 5-technique and as he made contact, it was clear that the USC DE just 
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crumbled. He didn’t look right at the end of the play either. Daniels hit him right 
in the arm pit and chest and that Trojan DE FELT it.


He’s got a gameplan too. He won’t give DE’s the same vertical set all the time. 
He used the snatch technique to his advantage a few times in his senior season. 
Violent damn chop on it, too.  He has great eyes and disciplined; he sees stunts 
and knows how A leads to B leads to C.


At 294 lb., he does lean to gather more oomph in run game and that gets him 
overextended at point of attack. A quick, powerful, low rider like USC Tuli 
Tuipolotu can exploit and live under that lean and get clean in the run game.




Player Comp - Patriots OL Calvin Anderson 

Nick Saldiveri, Old Dominion

5th year - 6-6 1/4, 318 lb

Waxhaw, NC


• 2nd Team All-Sun Belt - 2022

• Honorable Mention All-Sun Belt - 2021

• 35 career starts at RT plus RG


Parkwood HS in Waxhaw, NC


Saldiveri earned an invite to the Senior Bowl after a wonderful, and decorated, 
career at Old Dominion. But, Jim Nagy and the Senior Bowl asked him to play 
guard for the majority of the week. I was dubious to that decision, but figured I’d 
heard the “more you can do” mantra too much for too long to think it was a bad 
thing. So, on the very first pass rush one-on-one of the week for Saldiveri put 
together his best rep of the week. He had his fellow OL going nuts after he 
completely shut down a rushing DL’s initial rush and then eliminated his counter 
move. That was the high point, though, as the tallest of the American team OL 
struggled to handle more of the powerful interior defensive linemen the rest of 
the week.


He played the majority of his career at right tackle, but he started one game at 
right guard (Virginia). He was not a stranger to playing on the interior, but I think 
he’s best served to stay outside. That said, DL will feel his presence. He’s not a 
soft tackle when he goes into guard. His base blocks aren’t soft and his down 
blocks are far from that. He seems to relish the physical nature of the inside 
position. He can displace defensive tackles in the run game. 
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He did struggle when his pad level wasn’t appropriate in pass protection. He got 
bull rushed a few times, but he did re-anchor on occasion so he didn’t just get 
rolled over.




Player Comp - Cardinals OG/OT Josh Jones 

Blake Freeland, BYU

4th year - 6-7 7/8, 302 lb

Herriman, UT


• 3rd Team All-American - 2022

• 41 starts in 44 games in his BYU career

• Ran a 4.98 40, posted 37-inch vertical jump - Wow!


Herriman HS in Herriman, UT. 


Freeland comes from a BYU athletic-centric family. His dad played for BYU in 
the mid-1990s. His mother was an honorable mention All-American basketball 
player in the same period. His sister is currently on the BYU track and field team. 
So, the BYU athletic genes are strong in Freeland for sure. 


Let’s start with the obvious. He’s just enormous. It’s not hard to see when 
looking up and up and up at the 6-8 Freeland. I’m always a bit skeptical of 6-7 
or taller OL if they’re not just on a different level athletically. If there’s not 
adequate knee bend, his length won’t be an asset. I think Freeland is a better 
than average athlete and comes from a HIGHLY athletic family. But, he still 
struggles losing leverage, plays tall (duh) and his feet lock on contact. As such, 
he can control guys with his length because it’s so damn hard to run around 
him, but edge rushers with some effective hands and power will give him fits. He 
doesn’t trust his hands and punch power, so he dips his head on contact nearly 
every time. That’s going to be an issue. That said, I’m far from writing him off 
and I know he did some work with Paul Alexander, former NFL OL coach last 
summer.


He struggled with all kinds of rushers at the college level, in particular those that 
threw counter moves (spins, inside rips, etc…) against him. He gives me a bit of 
a Charlie Heck vibe from the 2020 Senior Bowl, where Charlie really seemed to 
struggle. However, Charlie has turned into a solid, competent option at tackle for 
the Texans in his three years. Heck has worked his tail off and I expect Freeland 
to do that as well. 


The one difference between Heck and Freeland, though, is that Freeland’s 
athletic testing is off the charts for ANY position. He ran a sub 5.0-second 40-
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yard dash, posted a 37-inch vertical jump and a 10-0 broad jump. If he can work 
on his knee bend and master HOW to utilize those athletic gifts, he could follow 
in Heck’s footsteps and beyond. So, there’ll be a spot for Freeland in the future, 
but he has to find a way to play up to his athletic standard.


Player Comp - Bills OT Spencer Brown 

Carter Warren, Pitt

5th year - 6-5 1/2, 311 lb.

Paterson, NJ


• Missed nine games due to injury in 2022

• 2nd Team All-ACC - 2021

• 34-inch arms, 85-inch wingspan


Passaic Tech School in Paterson, NJ


The first thing that stands out is his length. 34-inch arm length and 85-inch 
wingspan. Whooo, those stems are nice but he still needs to understand how to 
use that length consistently. He’s a bit top heavy - huge chest and arms, skinny 
legs, so he looks a little awkward at first, but keep watching…he starts to look 
far less awkward and more


Once he’s latched on, it’s over. He has incredibly strong hands and uses them in 
coordination well. He too often allows rushers into his person. With those arms, 
he’s got to get more out of his initial punch to set up that separation. He’s very 
exaggerated with his kickstep and slide. Overall, he’s an excellent pass 
protector with some room to still grow. His hands are incredibly in sync.


He does an excellent job keeping his feet from crossing over, staying in an 
adequate athletic triple threat position. He’ll overset at times against speedy 
pass rushers, making himself vulnerable to inside moves. He has better than 
expected lateral quickness on zone runs.


In the run game, he’s more of an occupier than he is a road grader. He doesn’t 
get much movement in the run game. He’s more a position blocker than a 
crusher. 


There’s plenty of clay to work with Warren, who is coming off a season ending 
torn meniscus injury suffered in the fall of 2022. He only played four games and 
Pitt missed him throughout the season. He was a captain and revered member 
of the Pitt community.
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Player Comp - Bears OT Braxton Jones 

Wanya Morris, Oklahoma

4th year - 6-5 3/8, 307 lb.

Grayson, GA


• 2nd Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• Started eight games at RT

• Starred at the 2023 Senior Bowl


Grayson HS in Grayson, GA. 


Morris had some of the most quality pass rush reps of the entire week. That was 
not the case during the 2022 season at Oklahoma, but his pass rush technique 
was perfect. 


Down at the Senior Bowl, he was invited out for a one-on-one to start practice 
against edge rusher Derick Hall (Auburn). I was CONVINCED that Hall was going 
to work him relentlessly and Morris STONED him. Then, he hit him with a Griddy. 
His run game needs A LOT of work, but Morris proved that there’s something 
there with some patience, good coaching and technique work in the future.


That said, I didn’t absolutely love Morris at Oklahoma. He was sloppy with his 
technique and it always felt as if he was just one step away from being out of 
control. 


Player Comp - Broncos OT Billy Turner 

Best of the Rest of the OT 

Trevor Reid, Louisville

5th year - 6-4 1/8, 311 lb.


Georgia Military College in Griffin, GA


I really wish that his game was as clean as his athleticism. He ran a 5.00 40-yard 
dash, put up 25 reps of 225 lb. on the bench and a whopping 38-inch vertical/
10-4 broad jump combination. But, his technique and execution are all over the 
place on the field. If he gets with a GREAT OL coach, he could be a hidden gem. 


Sidy Sow, Eastern Michigan
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6th year - 6-4 3/4, 323 lb.


J-H LeClerc-Champlaign Lennoxville in Bromont, Quebec


Sow could move to guard and has the physicality to do so as he plays with a 
mean on at all times.


Asim Richards, North Carolina

4th year - 6-4 1/4, 309 lb.


The Haverford School in Philadelphia, PA


When I left the Senior Bowl, I didn’t think Richards had a future AT ALL in the 
NFL. No way, no how. But, I wanted to be fair, so I watched him against NC 
State as he played RT. Frankly, it was like he was a different player altogether. 
He wasn’t perfect, but he showed off quick, agile feet and his technique was 
much different and more effective. After watching him in that game, I watched 
another and another and came to the conclusion that the Senior Bowl was the 
aberration, not the norm. I think he could grow into playing tackle going forward 
too.


Jaxson Kirkland, Washington

6th year - 6-6 7/8, 321 lb.


Jesuit HS in Portland, OR. 


Kirkland often makes the game look easy on the edge. Pass rushers better have 
a plan against him or he’ll shut them down immediately. Even though he was 
banged up in 2021, he still displayed outstanding lateral slide and movement 
skills but he was exposed as being not ready when the Huskies went to face 
Aidan Hutchinson and David Ojabo, in particular. Kirkland was clearly not ready 
for that twitch and it disrupted his night at left tackle for certain. Later, in the 
season, Kirkland suffered an ankle injury that required surgery. As a result, he 
decided to drop out of the 2022 NFL Draft and return to Washington. His 
request was granted and he returned to Seattle to rehab and prepare for his 
return in 2022.  


It was a wild start to the season for Kirkland. He sat the first game as a result of 
him deciding to go back to college, instead of staying in the NFL Draft. Then, 
with the emergence of LT Troy Fautanu, Kirkland stepped back in at LG. He 
didn’t look fully back to 100% with the ankle issue that he'd been dealing with, 
but he was back playing and competing at the guard position. In the end, I 



thought he got more and more comfortable playing inside and I think that’s 
where he belongs at the next level. 


I’m still a bit conflicted but I wouldn’t rule out a move to center down the road. 
He might thrive at that position, but he’ll need work with his pad level and upper 
body strength to handle shade noses on a consistent basis.


Jake Witt, Northern Michigan

5th year - 6-7 1/8, 302 lb.


Ewen Trout HS in Bruce Crossing, MI


The Athletic’s Dane Brugler told the story of Witt and his meteoric rise at my 
mother’s alma mater Northern Michigan. His Pro Day is almost stuff of legend 
and he’s going to get drafted. Athletic, long and still improving is the perfect 
formula for a day three pick.


Warren McClendon, Georgia

4th year - 6-4 1/8, 306 lb.


Brunswick HS in Brunswick, GA


There were times in his career when I thought McClendon was going to be a 
better player than any of the other Georgia OL. His lack of bend, agility and 
flexibility will create issues for him at the next level. At the Senior Bowl, he 
struggled badly out on the edge, which I understood given all that he had been 
through prior to that week.


Earl Bostick Jr, Kansas

6th year - 6-5 3/4, 309 lb.


Barnwell HS in Barnwell, SC


At the East-West Shrine Game, he played inside at guard, but he looked out of 
place. I think he can be a swing tackle candidate for NFL teams in the future.


Sala Aumavae-Laulu, Oregon

6th year - 6-5 1/2, 317 lb.


Liberty HS in Las Vegas, but he's a native of Hilo, HI




SA-L began his career at Navarro College in Corsicana, TX. While there, SA-L 
became the number one ranked OT (and fifth overall) in 247Sports' JUCO 
composite ranking. He moves EXTREMELY well laterally and would be a solid fit 
in a zone scheme.


Connor Galvin, Baylor

6th year - 6-6 5/8, 293 lb.


Katy HS in Katy, TX. 


I was lucky enough, like a couple of guys on this list, to call Galvin’s games at 
Katy HS (TX) when he was a top notch recruit for one of the best football 
programs in the state of Texas. From that date forward, Galvin has grown, 
matured and turned into an NFL prospect in the 2023 NFL Draft class.


At first glance, he’s polished. He’s been coached, and has accepted coaching 
well. His technique, footwork are coaching clinic tape. He knows HOW to do it 
out on the edge for sure. He uses his length properly and knows the proper 
aiming points for punches. He does allow powerful/strong rushers to get into his 
person so he needs a little work to maintain that upper body strength. And, he’s 
not the best athlete in the world and he’s light, so he has some BIG aspects 
working against him. But, he’ll stick in the NFL just because he’ll provide smarts, 
coachability and adaptability.


John Ojukwu, Boise State

6th year - 6-5 3/4, 309 lb.


Boise HS in Boise, ID


Long armed (34-inches), experienced starter at left tackle has plenty of strength 
to play the position at the NFL level. He put up 26 reps of 225 lb. on the bench 
at the Combine.


Ryan Hayes, Michigan

5th year - 6-6 3/8, 298 lb.


Traverse City West HS in Traverse City, MI


Hayes was a member of the Joe Moore Award winning Michigan OL for two 
years. However, he’s too light without adequate strength to hold up successfully 
on the edge in the NFL. Edge rushers in Mobile powered through him or ran 
around him too often to feel good about Hayes’ NFL prospects.




Edge 
*Haason Reddick 
*Brandon Graham

*Josh Sweat

Tarron Jackson

Derek Barnett

Janarius Robinson

Matt Leo

Patrick Johnson

Kyron Johnson


IDL 
*Fletcher Cox

Milton Williams

*Jordan Davis

Kentavius Street

Marlon Tuipulotu

Marvin Wilson

Noah Elliss


LB 
*Nicholas Morrow

*Nakobe Dean

Shaun Bradley

Christian Elliss

Davion Taylor


S 
*Terrell Edmunds 
*Reed Blankenship

K’Von Wallace

Justin Evans

Marquise Blair

Andrew Chachere

Tristin McCollum


CB 
*Darius Slay 
*James Bradberry 
Avonte Maddox

Zech McPhearson

Greedy Williams

Mario Goodrich

QB 
*Jalen Hurts 
Marcus Mariota 
Ian Book


RB 
Boston Scott

*Rashaad Penny 
Kenneth Gainwell

Trey Sermon

Kennedy Brooks


WR 
*A.J. Brown 
*DeVonta Smith 
Quez Watkins

Tyrie Cleveland

Britain Covey

Devon Allen

Greg Ward


TE 
*Dallas Goedert 
*Jack Stoll

Grant Calcaterra

Dalton Keene


OL 
*OT Jordan Mailata 
*OG Landon Dickerson

*C Jason Kelce 
*OG Cam Jurgens

*OT Lane Johnson 
OT Fred Johnson

OG Sua Opeta

C Cameron Tom

OG Brett Toth

OT Jack Driscoll

OT Jarrid Williams

OG Tyrese Robinson

OT Roderick Johnson

OT Julian Good-Jones

2023 Philadelphia Eagles Draft Priorities 
QB - Low-to-zero - Hurts & Mariota? They’re all good.


RB - Mid - Plenty of smoke around Bijan at No. 10 but 
there are plenty of options, even after Penny signing.


WR - Low - Top trio is salty but could use a grinder like 
Zach Pascal (who they lost) or nasty slot w/return skills.


TE - Mid - Goedert is as good as it gets, but get a Y.


OL - Mid - Kelce can’t play forever and Jurgens is 
unproven. So, IOL is in play throughout this draft.


Edge - Mid - The edge rushers have a bit of age to 
them, so a young pass rusher should take priority.


IDL - Low - …unless Jalen Carter is available.


LB - High - Morrow was a solid signing and Dean is a 
DUDE, but they need depth that can push the starters.


S - High - They believe in Blankenship, but the loss of 
Epps AND CJGJ make this 1st or 2nd highest priority


CB - Low - Bringing back Slay and Bradberry was a 
HUGE upset. That’ll keep them satisfied for a while.

Philadelphia Eagles
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Tyson Bagent, Shepherd

Stetson Bennett IV, UGa


RB Prospects to Watch 
Bijan Robinson, Texas

Jaymyr Gibbs, Alabama

Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

Tank Bigsby, Auburn

Roschon Johnson, Texas

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Michael Wilson, Stanford

Rashee Rice, SMU

Dontayvion Wicks, UVa

Ronnie Bell, Michigan

Parker Washington, Penn 
State


TE Prospects to Watch 
Davis Allen, Clemson

Blake Whiteheart, Wake 
Forest

Brenton Strange, Penn 
State

Cameron Latu, Alabama

Ben Sims, Baylor

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT/OG Peter Skoronski, 
Northwestern

OG/C Steve Avila, TCU

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

C Luke Wypler, Ohio State

C Ricky Stromberg, 
Arkansas

OG Andrew Voorhees, USC

C Juice Scruggs, Penn St.

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Byron Young, Tennessee

Nick Herbig, Wisconsin 
(Edge/LB)

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

Nick Hampton, App. State

Caleb Murphy, Ferris State

Truman Jones, Harvard


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jalen Carter, Georgia


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

JL Skinner, Boise State

Christopher Smith, UGa


CB Prospects to Watch 
Eli Ricks, Alabama

Jaylon Jones, Texas A&M

Terell Smith, Minnesota

Darrell Luter Jr, South 
Alabama

Carrington Valentine, 
Kentucky


CB (Cont’d) 
Josiah Scott

Josh Jobe

2023 Philadelphia Eagles picks - 1st (10, 30), 2nd (62), 3rd (94), 7th (219, 248)
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Edge 
*Chase Young 
*Montez Sweat 
Efe Obada

James Smith-Williams

Casey Toohill

Shaka Toney

Will Bradley-King


IDL 
*Jonathan Allen 
*Daron Payne 
John Ridgeway

Abdullah Anderson

David Bada

Phidarian Mathis

Benning Potoa’e


LB 
*Jamin Davis

*Cody Barton 
David Mayo

Khaleke Hudson

Milo Eifler

De’Jon Harris

Drew White

Nathan Gerry


S 
*Kamren Curl

*Darrick Forrest

Jeremy Reaves (as a ST) 
Percy Butler


CB 
*Kendall Fuller

*Benjamin St-Juste

*Danny Johnson

Cam Dantzler Sr.

DaMarcus Fields

Christian Holmes

Rachad Wildgoose

Troy Apke

QB 
*Sam Howell

Jacoby Brissett

Jake Fromm


RB 
*Brian Robinson 
Antonio Gibson

Jonathan Williams

Jaret Patterson


WR 
*Terry McLaurin 
*Jahan Dotson

*Curtis Samuel

Dyami Brown

Kyric McGowan

Dax Milne

Alex Erickson

Marcus Kemp


TE 
*Logan Thomas

John Bates

Cole Turner

Armani Rogers

Curtis Hodges


OL 
*OT Charles Leno

*OG Andrew Norwell

*C Chase Roullier

*OG Sam Cosmi

*OT Andrew Wylie 
OT Trent Scott

OT Cornelius Lucas

OG Chris Paul

C Nick Gates

OT Drew Himmelman

OG Nolan Laufenberg

C Tyler Larsen

OG Keaton Sutherland

OT Aaron Monteiro

2023 Washington Commanders Draft Priorities 
QB - Mid - They say they like Sam and Brissett is a 
quality backup, but I could see them making a move.


RB - Low - Robinson/Gibson 1/2 punch is strong.


WR - Low - Tons of resources put in this position lately.


TE - Mid - I like the top 3 here but the TE class is strong. 
Late day 2/early day 3 could be a priority spot.


OL - Mid - They spent a bunch of $ on Wylie & that’ll 
help and, after first scoffing at it, IOL early on day 3


Edge - Low - As long as Young is healthy…


IDL - Low - Allen and Payne are dominant and 
Ridgeway is the perfect depth piece.


LB - High - They went out to get Barton, in large part 
because Davis hasn’t panned out yet. 


S - Mid - I don’t think this is the draft to find a starter at 
safety, but they do need some depth at the position.


CB - Mid-to-high - Unlike safety, the CB class is one in 
which to find a high level starter at the position.

Washington Commanders
QB Prospects to Watch 
C.J. Stroud, Ohio State

Anthony Richardson, 
Florida

Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Will Levis, Kentucky

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA


RB Prospects to Watch 
Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Tyjae Spears, Tulane

Eric Gray, Oklahoma

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

Hunter Luepke, NDSU

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Xavier Hutchinson, Iowa St.

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Jalen Moreno-Cropper, 
Fresno State

Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Cody Chrest, Sam Houston

Kearis Jackson, Georgia

Joseph Ngata, Clemson


TE Prospects to Watch 
Tucker Kraft, SDSU

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Davis Allen, Clemson

Brayden Willis, Oklahoma


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG/C Steve Avila, TCU

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

OT/OG Tyler Steen


OL (Cont’d) 
OT/OG Saahdiq Charles

OT Alex Akingbulu


Edge Prospects to Watch 
Tavius Robinson, Ole Miss

Lonnie Phelps, Kansas

Jose Ramirez, Eastern 
Michigan

Ali Gaye, LSU


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Byron Young, Alabama

D.J. Dale, Alabama

Keondre Coburn, Texas

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky

Jerrod Clark, Coastal 
Carolina


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Trenton Simpson, Clemson

Daiyan Henley, WSU

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

Dorian Williams, Tulane


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

JL Skinner, Boise State

Daniel Scott, Cal

Brandon Joseph, Notre 
Dame

Jordan Howden, Minnesota


CB Prospects to Watch 
Christian Gonzalez, Oregon

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Terell Smith, Minnesota


CB (Cont’d) 
Tariq Castro-Fields


2023 Washington Commanders picks - 1st (16), 2nd (47), 3rd (97), 4th (118), 5th (150), 6th (193, 215), 7th (233)
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Edge 
*Kayvon Thibodeaux 
*Azeez Ojulari

Tomon Fox

Jihad Ward

Elerson Smith


IDL 
*Dexter Lawrence 
*Leonard Williams 
D.J. Davidson

Rakeem Nunez-Roches

Ryder Anderson

Vernon Butler


LB 
*Jarrad Davis

*Bobby Okereke 
Micah McFadden

Cam Brown

Darrian Beavers

Carter Coughlin


S 
*Bobby McCain

*Xavier McKinney

Dane Belton

Jason Pinnock

Trenton Thompson

Terrell Burgess


CB 
*Adoree Jackson

*Cor’Dale Flott

*Darnay Holmes

Aaron Robinson

Amani Oruwariye

Nick McCloud

Rodarius Williams

Leonard Johnson

Zyon Gilbert

QB 
*Daniel Jones

Tyrod Taylor


RB 
*Saquon Barkley (Tag) 
Matt Breida

Gary Brightwell

Jashaun Corbin


WR 
*Isaiah Hodgins

Sterling Shepard

*Darius Slayton

Jamison Crowder

Parris Campbell 
Wan’Dale Robinson

Jeff Smith

Collin Johnson

David Sills V

Makai Polk

Dre Miller

Kalil Pimpleton

Jaydon Mickens


TE 
*Darren Waller 
*Daniel Bellinger

Lawrence Cager

Chris Myarick

Tommy Sweeney


OL 
*OT Andrew Thomas 
*OG Josh Ezeudu

*C Ben Bredeson

*OG Mark Glowinski

*OT Evan Neal

OT Matt Peart

OT Tyre Phillips

OG Jack Anderson

OG Marcus McKethan

C J.C. Hassenauer

2023 New York Giants Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Not this year but if Jones fades in 2023…


RB - Low - If Saquon signs his tag…I could see a 
bruiser on day three. If he doesn’t, priority RISES quickly


WR - High - There are bodies for DAYS, but not enough 
game changers at the position to help Danny Dimes.


TE - Mid - The Waller trade was the perfect potion.


OL - Mid - Don’t love IOL, not named Glowinski, but OT 
are foundation pieces for the next 5-7 years or more.


Edge - Low - Ojulari needs to be healthy but KT5 is a 
dude and Ward is the perfect third wheel on the edge.


IDL - Low - Lawrence/Williams duo is one of top three 
groups in the NFL.


LB - Mid-to-high - Okereke can fly and was a much 
needed addition, but they need a DUDE next to him.


S - High - The loss of Julian Love was bigger than it first 
appeared


CB - High - Rough group. Could be the pick at #25.

New York Giants
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Jaren Hall, BYU

Max Duggan, TCU

Stetson Bennett IV, UGa

Lindsay Scott Jr, UIW


RB Prospects to Watch 
Dewayne McBride, UAB

Chris Rodriguez Jr, UK

Kenny McIntosh, Georgia

Deneric Prince, Tulsa

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Zay Flowers, BC

Quentin Johnston, TCU

Jordan Addison, USC

Cedric Tillman, Tennessee

Parker Washington, Penn 
State

Rashee Rice, SMU

Dontayvion Wicks, UVa

Tyler Scott, Cincinnati


TE Prospects to Watch 
Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Tucker Kraft, SDSU

Payne Durham, Purdue


OL Prospects to Watch 
C John Michael Schmitz, 
Minnesota

C Luke Wypler, Ohio State

C Joe Tippmann, 
Wisconsin


OL (Cont’d) 
OG Shane Lemieux

OG Wyatt Davis

OG Solomon Kindley

OT Devery Hamilton

OT Korey Cunning

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Nick Hampton, App. State

Ikenna Enechukwu, Rice

Caleb Murphy, Ferris State

Durrell Nchami, Maryland


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jerrod Clark, Coastal 
Carolina

Robert Cooper, Florida St.

Devonnsha Maxwell, 
Chattanooga

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky


LB Prospects to Watch 
Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Jack Campbell, Iowa

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Shaka Heyward, Duke

Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati

Isaiah Moore, NC State


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Christopher Smith, UGa

Sydney Brown, Illinois

Jordan Battle, Alabama

Daniel Scott, Cal

DeMarco Hellams, Alabama


CB Prospects to Watch 
Deonte Banks, Maryland

D.J. Turner, Michigan

Darius Rush, South 
Carolina

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Clark Phillips III, Utah

Cam Smith, South Carolina

‘Quan’ Martin, Illinois

Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

2023 New York Giants picks - 1st (25), 2nd (57), 3rd (89), 4th (128), 5th (160, 172), 6th (209), 7th (240, 243, 254)
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Edge 
*Micah Parsons 
*Demarcus Lawrence

Sam Williams

Dorance Armstrong

Dante Fowler Jr.

Takk McKinley


IDL 
*Osa Odighizuwa

*Johnathan Hankins

Quinton Bohanna

Neville Gallimore

Chauncey Golston

Isaac Alarcon


LB 
*Leighton Vander Esch 
*Damone Clark

Jabril Cox

Malik Jefferson

Devin Harper

Devante Bond


S 
*Donovan Wilson

*Malik Hooker

Jayron Kearse

Israel Mukuamu

Markquese Bell

Tyler Coyle

Juanyeh Thomas

Sheldrick Redwine


CB 
*Trevon Diggs 
*Stephon Gilmore 
*DaRon Bland

Jourdan Lewis

Nahshon Wright

Kelvin Joseph

C.J. Goodwin

Isaac Taylor-Stuart

QB 
*Dak Prescott 
Cooper Rush

Will Grier


RB 
*Tony Pollard 
Malik Davis

Ronald Jones

Rico Dowdle


WR 
*CeeDee Lamb 
*Michael Gallup

*Brandin Cooks 
Simi Fehoko

Jalen Tolbert

KaVontae Turpin

Antonio Callaway

Dennis Houston

Ontario Drummond


TE 
*Jake Ferguson

Peyton Hendershot

Sean McKeon

Ian Bunting

Seth Green


OL 
*OT Tyron Smith

*OT/OG Tyler Smith 
*C Tyler Biadasz 
*OG Zack Martin 
OT Terence Steele

OT Matt Waletzko

*OG Chuma Edoga 
C Brock Hoffman

OG Matt Farniok

OT Josh Ball

OC Alec Lindstrom

OT Alex Taylor

2023 Dallas Cowboys Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Rush showed his value and Dak is Dak.


RB - Mid-to-high - No Zeke to help Pollard in a 
deeeeep RB class. An explosive #2 can be found.


WR - Low-to-Zero - Adding Cooks lowers priority


TE - Mid-to-High - I know they like Ferguson/
Hendershot, but which one will be Dak’s D. Schultz?


OL - Mid-to-high - If Tyler Smith stays at OT, interior 
spot is HIGH need. Can they trust Tyron’s health?


Edge - Zero - All good here, in my opinion. Loaded 
group.


IDL - Mid-to-high - A variety of talents, sizes and 
skillsets, but don’t see game wreckers in this group.


LB - Mid-to-high - It was imperative to bring back 
Vander Esch, but is Clark fully ready to be a starter?


S - Mid-to-high - I don’t love this unit at all so I might 
expect a S in 2nd/3rd round.


CB - Low - Talented, deep and now with a Gilmore!

Dallas Cowboys
QB Prospects to Watch 
Jaren Hall, BYU

Jake Haener, Fresno State

Tanner McKee, Stanford

Clayton Tune, Houston


RB Prospects to Watch 
Bijan Robinson, Texas

Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Tyjae Spears, Tulane

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Kayshon Boutte, LSU

Rashee Rice, SMU

Jalen Moreno-Cropper, 
Fresno State

Elijah Higgins, Stanford 
(WR/F-TE)

Andrei Iosivas, Princeton


TE Prospects to Watch 
Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Kyle Patterson, Air Force

John Samuel Shenker, 
Auburn

Princeton Fant, Tennessee


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Steve Avila, TCU

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, UF

OG Ricky Stromberg, 
Arkansas

OG Andrew Voorhees, USC

OG Anthony Bradford, LSU

OG Atonio Mafi, UCLA

OG/OC Emil Ekiyor, 
Alabama

OG Nick Broeker, Ole Miss

OG McClendon Curtis, 
Chattanooga

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Brenton Cox Jr, Florida

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

D.J. Johnson, Oregon

Nick Hampton, App. State


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Mazi Smith, Michigan

Jaquelin Roy, LSU

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma

Byron Young, Alabama


LB Prospects to Watch 
Drew Sanders, Arkansas

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

Marte Mapu, Sac. State 
(LB/S)

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Mohamoud Diabate, Utah

Dee Winters, TCU

Ben Vansumeren, Michigan 
State


S Prospects to Watch 
Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

JL Skinner, Boise State

Sydney Brown, Illinois

Daniel Scott, Cal

Brandon Hill, Pitt

DeMarcco Hellams, 
Alabama

Brandon Joseph, Notre 
Dame


CB Prospects to Watch 
Jakorian Bennett, Maryland

‘Quan’Martin, Illinois

Riley Moss, Iowa

Terell Smith, Minnesota

2023 Dallas Cowboys picks - 1st (26), 2nd (58), 3rd (90), 4th (129), 5th (169), 6th (212), 7th (244)
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Steve Avila, TCU

5th year - 6-3 1/2, 332 lb.

Arlington, TX


• Consensus All-American - 2022

• 2x 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2021, 2022

• Played center, guard and tackle in his career


South Grand Prairie HS in Arlington, TX


There’s only one way to start with Avila. 


I’m a massive fan of Michigan stud DT Mazi Smith (#51 in the Harris 200). 
Powerful. As strong as any interior player I’ve studied in this class and many 
others. #1 Freak on Bruce Feldman’s 2022 Freaks List. There was only one 
player that I saw on film that had any consistent success winning, moving or 
making Smith uncomfortable.


Avila.


That matchup was one of the best interior tete-a-tetes of the 2022 season. 
Torrence v. Carter. 

Wypler v. Carter. 

Avila v. Smith.


On the second offensive play against Michigan in the CFP Semifinal, Smith was 
in a zero technique right over the nose of TCU center Alan Ali. When the ball was 
snapped, Ali slid to the side almost in a position blocking sort of way, so he 
didn’t make any impact on Smith. Then, Avila joined the party and HAMMERED 
Smith, driving into, and through, the stout Wolverine disruptor. When Avila 
popped him, Smith’s neck/helmet snapped back and I’m telling you I hadn’t 
seen that in at least a half dozen games I’ve studied of Smith. That was Exhibit 
A of Avila’s power, hip snap and ability to move players/lift them off the ground. 
Of course, on the next play, Smith did use his torque and power on his one-on-
one pass rush to lift Avila on one leg but mere mortal guards would’ve been on 
their wallets. In the end, Avila was able to keep Smith off the QB, allowing a 
clean throw.


He’s quick to recognize stunts and then effectively make blocks, not just dive 
after a guy because Avila didn’t SEE the stunt and couldn’t react. When he hits 
on the rise, and he has proper pad level, man, he will ABSOLUTELY move big 
men off the ball, goal line or otherwise. On the flip side, when he starts to tire 
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and fatigue, his feet stop and he’s susceptible to shock/yank/DT block 
destruction.


Avila is a guard all day long, even though he spent some time at center in 2021 
at TCU. If he catches a DL just right, that DL is going NOWHERE. On day three 
at the Senior Bowl, he had a pass rush rep against South Carolina DT Zacch 
Pickens and completely shut him down. That was one rep after Pickens ran Old 
Dominion’s Nick Saldiveri seven yards upfield into the QB. Avila did some work 
at center down in Mobile, but I think the Horned Frog is destined to be a guard 
for a decade or more in the NFL.




Player Comp - Former Lions/Saints Pro Bowl OG Larry Warford 

O’Cyrus Torrence, Florida

4th year - 6-5 3/8, 330 lb.

Greensburg, LA


• Consensus All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• 1st Team All-Sun Belt - 2021


St. Helena Central HS in Greensburg, LA


Torrence is country strong and nasty with length. That said, I didn’t truly get the 
first round infatuation from many on Torrence. He’s not quick twitch in any way 
and spends a lot of time on the ground, which is something I didn’t expect from 
the hype I’d heard about him. He’s not better than either first round prospect in 
2022 - Zion Johnson or Kenyon Green and Torrence isn’t extremely athletic. He 
does play with a solid anchor on base blocks. His pass protection against agile/
athletic rushers is a crapshoot. At times, he’s wildly out over his skis in pass 
protection - waist bender, lunges too much and will get GOT a ton without 
making changes in his knee bend. He’s on the ground WAY too much and DTs 
with violent hands and stack/shed abilities will dominate him. There didn’t seem 
to be much pop in his hands at all, nowhere near what I expected, that’s for 
sure. However, his transition out of a T/E stunt is excellent - I mean, teaching 
tape-good. He’s better laterally, sliding in protection or in the zone game, then I 
expected.


As noted, Torrence was a bit of a frustrating watch for me, in some sense, in 
2022. So many people hyped him as a first round pick and I just hadn’t seen it. 
But, on the first day of the Senior Bowl, I HEARD it. Seeing (and hearing) him live 
made more of an impression on me, for certain. On every single rep, I could 
close my eyes and know that it was a Torrence rep. He’s a heavy, HEAVY 
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handed interior line prospect and I actually closed my eyes and tested my theory 
during one-on-ones and I’ll be damned, it was 100% true. There are going to be 
deficiencies in his game and he’s not incredibly athletic, but the game is all 
about football violence and that’s Torrence’s sweet spot.


I’ve ridden the roller coaster on Torrence and I didn’t love what I saw from him in 
the Tennessee game, among others, but he went toe-to-toe with Jalen Carter 
(Georgia) and lived to tell about it. At the Senior Bowl, he was back up and 
impressive up close in person. He still isn’t the most fluid, athletic guard, but he 
will anchor against bull rushes and will make defensive tackles feel his presence 
in the run game. I’m sort of confused as to who he’ll actually be with all this up-
and-down in my estimation, but I do understand why some see him as a top 32 
pick. He’s just a rock and I can’t wait to see him in the future.


Player Comp - Dolphins OG Robert Hunt 

John Michael Schmitz, Minnesota

6th year - 6-3 1/2, 301 lb.

Flossmoor, IL


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022

• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2021


Homewood-Flossmoor HS in Flossmoor, IL. 


Had Schmitz declared for the 2022 NFL Draft, I’m convinced that he would’ve 
been a top 50 pick for some team. Former Nebraska star Cam Jurgens went to 
the Eagles at pick No. 51 in 2022 and JMS is a step (or two) beyond the former 
Nebraska center. 


The first thing that stood out to me about Schmitz physically, was his length, 
especially for a center. He doesn’t have OT length arms (nearly 33-inches), but 
for most centers, I’m used to seeing some stumpy armed interior scrappers. Not 
the case for JMS. In a phone booth, JMS is a brawler, fighter and doesn’t back 
down from a one-on-one fight but I love to see his power come through on 1-
techniques in the zone game a bit more. 


Against Ohio State in 2021, the Golden Gophers ran outside zone to the 2i-side. 
JMS got a bit of a post block from the guard who then bumped off to the LB. 
JMS then put the Ohio State DT into the turf. There’s a point where JMS made 
contact and the life of that Buckeye DT died, just crumbled. 
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JMS can lose some guys with his head and hands placement and he stands a 
bit tall in pass protection. That said, his lateral movement skills are impressive 
for a center his size. He’s a finisher and loves to put dudes on their back, which 
he’s done plenty. Like I said, DTs better brace up for a 60-minute brawl when 
facing Schmitz.


When I did my summer Harris 100, I comped Schmitz to Titans/former Texans 
center Ben Jones. Seeing the Minnesota center in person for the first time, I 
don’t think I’m wrong but I think there’s a better comp, honestly. Schmitz seems 
to hold his anchor a little better and showed that in one-on-one pass rush drills 
at the Senior Bowl against some serious stout, fire hydrant-like interior defensive 
linemen. But, the one play that stood out was a screen during a team period, in 
which Schmitz was 20-22 yards downfield making a key block on Pitt LB 
Sirvocea Dennis. Schmitz, then, ran Dennis right out of the way for the running 
back who picked up a big gain. He worked so hard in his zone game work to 
scoop three techniques, ripping through that inside shoulder to get a DL turned 
and then running his feet to cut him off.


That week in Mobile was nothing but confirmation that Schmitz is the best 
center in this class. His one-on-one battles with Zacch Pickens (South Carolina) 
were the best weekly tete-a-tetes all week long and a preview of what the NFL 
will be all about for him on a consistent basis.




Player Comp - Bills OC Connor McGovern 

Luke Wypler, Ohio State

3rd year - 6-2 5/8, 303 lb.

Montvale, NJ


• 3rd Team All-B1G - 2022 

• Put up 29 reps of 225 lb on the bench

• 30.5-inch vertical jump, 8-10 broad jump


St. Joseph Regional HS in Montvale, NJ


I’ll readily admit that I wasn’t expecting Wypler to declare for the 2023 NFL 
Draft, but now that he’s in the group and I’m making up for lost time studying 
him, he’s a legit top three center in this class. Seemingly, the top six or seven 
centers all come from the B1G, so whatever is in the water is working, so to 
speak. 
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I wasn’t totally sure on Wypler until one particular play in the loss to Georgia in 
the 2022 CFP National semifinal Peach Bowl. He got matched up on #4 overall 
DT Jalen Carter on a run play and I expected Carter to swipe Wypler to the side 
with a big left club, but not only did Wypler not give ground after a club attempt, 
Wypler got under big 88’s pads and moved him a bit off the ball. He stood in 
and took shots from Carter all night, but he held up throughout the evening.


Later in the game, he had Carter in a zero, straight up over his head. Carter had 
thrown a Reggie White-Hump move on more centers/guards than I could count. 
It was the same number for how successful that move was too. He never 
missed on it with his power and torque. But, not only did Wypler not budge, he 
actually lifted Carter on one leg, then stayed square on him the entire pass rush 
rep. I can honestly say that I hadn’t seen a center, or even a guard, win a rep 
quite like that on Carter. That was highly impressive and shows what kind of 
upper body strength that Wypler has. He confirmed that strength at the 
Combine when he threw up 29 reps of 225 lb on the bench press. I’m not totally 
won over, but I think there’s a case to be made for Wypler as OC 2 in this 
process, one that I should’ve had locked in stone prior to the Combine in 
version 2.0. But, he’s here now and I’m good with it.


He’s not what I would term athletic, but he moves well. At the 2023 NFL 
Scouting Combine, he ran a 5.14 in the 40-yard dash, posted a 30.5-inch 
vertical and two solid times in the change of direction drills (7.64 3-cone, 4.53 
short shuttle). Jones posted the exact same vertical leap at his Combine in 2012 
and the exact same number of bench press reps too, but Wypler was faster with 
better change of direction times. But, those short arms, the strength, the ability 
to control defensive linemen with that upper body strength and the nasty 
attitude are nearly 100% analogous.


Player Comp - Titans OC Ben Jones 

Joe Tippmann, Wisconsin

4th year - 6-6, 313 lb.

Fort Wayne, IN


• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2022

• 22 starts at center in 2021 & 2022

• Unable to participate in Combine w/shoulder injury


Bishop Dwenger HS in Fort Wayne, IN
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Tippmann declared a year early for the NFL Draft, but in a center class that isn’t 
as deep as it’s been in other years, it will turn out to be an excellent decision. He 
could find his way into the top three at the position in the 2023 NFL Draft.


He’s extremely agile to the second level on zone plays. He was also asked to 
pull a bunch on wide zone and was tremendous at getting a hat on a moving 
target. That’s not easy for many centers and his execution was pretty 
impressive. Against Illinois in 2022, he pulled on wide zone and the TE whiffed 
horribly on Illinois DL star Jer’Zahn ‘Johnny’ Newton, but on his pull, Tippmann 
knocked him straight out the hole with a violent collision. The Wisconsin RB cut 
just inside his block for a gain of a yard that could’ve been a loss of three or four.


For a 6-6 center, I wasn’t sure that he could play with flexion, an athletic base 
and knee bend but he’s a better than the average center, athletically speaking. 
He handled bull rushes well and anchored against that power. I can’t emphasize 
enough how well he stands up to power with nose tackles and shades on him 
the majority of the time.


He transitions very well on combo blocks up the linebacker level. I would like to 
see him be a little quicker on transitions on stunts/twist/games etc… He 
sometimes has to literally dive back to get the looper after one of the above 
movement schemes.


Even though he’s naturally athletic, he’s still got to focus on his pad level, 
especially at 6-6. He’s tall for a center and those squatty powerful nose tackles 
in this league will get up under that chin and walk him backwards.




Player Comp - Dolphins OC Connor Williams 
 

Ricky Stromberg, Arkansas

4th year - 6-3 1/4, 306 lb.

Tulsa, OK


• Jacobs Blocking Trophy recipient in SEC

• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022 

• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2021


Union HS in Tulsa, OK


Watching Stromberg two years ago, I was completely intrigued in his NFL 
prospects. There’s plenty of DOG in his game and he backs down from no one. I 
wasn’t sure how he would hold up to hefty nose tackles. But, not only does he 
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have the ability to anchor against power, he can re-gather and eliminate any 
movement backwards into the QB’s lap.


He has plenty of nasty in his game and when that’s combined with his 
movement skills, it can make for a combination that NFL teams will love. Case in 
point, against Texas A&M, he pulled on a long trap play. He was supposed to 
kick out the DE, but when the DE saw the OT/OG block down, he closed and 
attempted to spill the block (i.e. go underneath Stromberg’s block to make the 
RB bounce). Stromberg was in a tough position because trying to root out a 
defender diving hard to spill the block is incredibly difficult. So, Stromberg 
collisioned him and then turned him back inside to give his back a chance to 
make a quick cut to get vertical for some yardage. I loved how Stromberg 
stayed in an athletic position on the block so he could make an effective play on 
his responsibility, no matter what.


He can adapt to stunts and make the right block nearly 100% of the time. He 
has upper body strength to torque defensive linemen out of the hole. At worst, 
he’ll stalemate hefty interior defensive linemen. His power is undeniable in the 
run game. I can’t tell you the times that I saw him lift a nose tackle well out of 
the way in the zone game. 


He’ll get in trouble when he gets overextended, but even then, he doesn’t lose 
his latch often. He is as good a combo blocker as I’ve seen - bouncing off of 
down lineman to the linebacker with great effectiveness. He’s a great 
counterpuncher. He’ll take some shots, but the ones that he counters with are 
just as physical or, in many cases, that much more powerful in return.




Player Comp - Chiefs OC Creed Humphrey 

Cody Mauch, North Dakota State

5th year - 6-5, 302 lb

Hankinson, ND


• 2022 Walter Payton Award finalist

• FCS Top Offensive lineman - 2022

• 1st Team All-American - 2022, 2nd in 2021


Hankinson HS in Hankinson ND. 


Mauch seemingly is entering this 2023 NFL Draft as a cult hero of many and for 
good reason. He arrived at North Dakota State as a 225 lb TE and will enter the 
NFL as a 300+lb interior OL. Well, that’s where I, and many others, project him to 
play. Now, I’ve seen this happen many times, though. Former Auburn star OT 
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Braden Smith was destined to play guard for a decade for the Indianapolis Colts 
and five years later, we’re all waiting for him to take his first snap at a position 
other than right tackle. So, there’s no 100% lock guarantee that he will go to 
guard, but I just feel like his movement skills, demeanor and overall vibe have 
NFL guard written all over him.


Powerful upper body.

Bury-DL-at-the-point-of-attack demeanor

Short-er arms (32 ⅛ - inch arms)


At the Senior Bowl, he was going through the transition to guard, with a little 
center mixed in. As such, I wasn’t totally dismayed to see him struggle with the 
nuances of playing that position. It wasn’t a full on disaster at all, but he 
struggled trying to eliminate some tackle habits. For example, he has an 
exaggerated outside step on zone plays and the longer that cleat is in the air, the 
more the loss of power can really hurt him against NFL interior defensive 
linemen. But, he’ll learn. The more that he can sink his backside and anchor, the 
better off he’s going to be in the future.


He’s going to be a stud in the zone run game in due time, at guard or tackle, 
given his quickness and lateral agility. In the pass game, he maintains an 
excellent base and shuffle in pass protection. The game is staying square and 
not letting those freak-a-zoid DL get on an edge and that is easier from the 
guard position. But, he’s going to see a ton more power and bull rush from 
interior players as well. 


He’ll thrive getting to the second level on zone plays. He was outstanding 
squaring up linebackers when he moved to the second level on a plethora of 
different run schemes within the NDSU offense. It’s just now time to make that 
transition, but it’s going to take time. That said, give it time and Mauch will be a 
key figure on an NFL offensive line early in his professional career.


Player Comp - Eagles OG Isaac Seumalo 

Anthony Bradford, LSU

4th year - 6-4, 332 lb.

Muskegon, MI


• Started at 3 positions at LSU (RG, LG, LT)

• Gave up just 4 sacks all season - 2022

• 34 reps of 225 on bench at the Combine
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Muskegon HS in Muskegon, MI


His length is a plus for a guard and he understands how to use it to his 
advantage. He needs to sit and use his base better so as to not lose his athletic 
positioning in pass protection. That causes him to fall forward and lose his latch 
on interior rushers.


In the run game, though, whoa, he wins with leverage and drives interior 
defenders out of the way. He doesn’t miss in the run game at all. Again, I need 
to see him keep his head up on contact at the second level, in particular. He can 
absolutely get to the second level but he’ll miss guys at times because he ducks 
his head to make contact. A little more knee bend and he’s going to wash those 
linebackers right off the screen.


Case in point, against Auburn in 2022, he went against a quicker interior rusher 
Colby Wooden. The Auburn defender knew that he could get Bradford leaning, 
so he hit him with a quick double swipe and Bradford was immediately off 
balance. As a result, Wooden swiped right past Bradford for the pressure.


I’m truly impressed with his ability to make effective blocks in a combo situation. 
I’ve seen plenty of great posts and then crappy LB blocks. Bradford showed 
how it was done against Auburn in 2022. He stood up the three technique 
perfectly, squaring said defender enough for the RT to overtake him and then he 
turned his sights on LB Owen Pappoe. The Tiger LB had no chance. Bradford 
flipped his hips and pinned him out of the hole.  


Furthermore, one of the best things he does is recover after getting beat initially 
off the snap in pass protection. I don’t know that I’ve seen an interior player in 
years that can guess wrong, if you will, shoot hands one way, quick set one way 
and miss only to turn back to the defensive lineman and win the rep. It’s 
uncanny, honestly. He did it against Georgia star Jalen Carter a few times in the 
2022 SEC Championship game. Carter initially beat him with a jab step deke/rip 
through and by the time he was ready to bend to the QB, Bradford was back 
square on Carter, riding him out of the pass pocket. That ability will help him so 
much. His upper body strength affords him the opportunity to win after losing, if 
that makes sense. He did 34 freakin’ reps on the Bench at the Combine. Wow. 
He’s going to be a dude in this league before long.




Player Comp - Seahawks OG Damien Lewis (former LSU product) 

Andrew Voorhees, USC

6th year - 6-6, 310 lb.

Kingsburg, CA
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• Morris Trophy, awarded to top OL in Pac-12

• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 38 reps on bench at Combine W/TORN ACL


Kingsburg HS in Kingsburg, CA


The immediate comparison I had for Voorhees was to former USC teammate 
and Jets star guard Alijah Vera-Tucker. Guard moving to tackle. USC Trojan, 
obviously, Potential at both spots headed to the NFL. Stout upper body. 
Competitive, with traits. Voorhees moved out to left tackle to end the 2021 
season and didn’t miss a beat. Honestly, though, I’d like to see him stay inside 
at guard. His upper and lower body strength are quite evident in the run game. 
He got some pop and finish in his game and I love seeing that from a USC OL, 
like AV-T. Man, he’s thick with some serious pythons (as Hulk Hogan would say). 
He’s a bit tall for a guard so pad level must be worked on at all times. New USC 
head coach Lincoln Riley will have his guards moving across the formation 
plenty, whether it’s counters, powers or trap protections. He comes across the 
formation with anger and football violence in mind - I like that…a lot. His 
strength is clearly evident when he anchors against bull rushers. He’s not a tree 
sloth, but he needs to be quicker and take better angles taken in the zone game 
when getting to the second level.


However, when I turned on his 2022 tape from late in the season, he seemed 
really slow. He could really only get movement with players right in his face. I 
assumed that it was injuries because I’d heard he was really banged up at the 
end of the season. Against Utah earlier in the 2022 season, he looked much 
more like what I expected. Spry. Heavy handed. Physical. Still limited agility but 
not so stiff.


As the game went on against Notre Dame, he looked much better. He had a 
couple of serious collisions on counters against Notre Dame’s edge players. So, 
the injuries were a factor. The medicals will help tell the story for Voorhees but if 
he’s healthy, he can be a physical force for an NFL team on the interior.


At the Combine, unfortunately, he tore his ACL during an on field drill. He stayed 
around so he could bench the next day and threw up 38 reps, handing off 
crutches to the spotters before he did the test. Wow. That was impressive for 
sure. What his torn ACL does to his draft stock remains to be seen, but based 
on his FULL body of work, he’s a solid late day two/early day three IOL 
candidate.


Player Comp - Browns long-time Pro Bowl G Joel Bitonio 



 

Emil Ekiyor Jr, Alabama

5th year - 6-2 1/2, 314 lb.

Indianapolis, IN


• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• Three year starter at Alabama

• 23 reps of 225 lb on the bench at Combine


Cathedral HS in Indianapolis, IN. 


Ekiyor has played a lot of ball at Alabama but he might not have quite the upside 
that other Alabama guards/interior draft prospects have had. Regardless, he 
seemed like the rock for that Alabama and the most reliable offensive lineman 
that the Crimson Tide had in his three years as a starter.


After watching him so often in his Alabama career, I was intrigued what I’d see at 
the Senior Bowl. Mainly, he was asked to cross train at both guard and center 
and I wasn’t displeased or jumping for joy. I thought there was POP lacking. 
Crazy at it sounded, or didn’t, I didn’t hear any pads pop when Ekiyor was on 
the field. That seemed odd to me because I always thought that his lower body 
strength, his hands and hips would generate some movement and sound, if 
anything else. What I found is that he has good, not great feet, and the 
willingness and ability to play guard and center. I could see him playing center 
day one for an NFL team.


He has natural leverage being just 6-2 and he seems to know how to use it. That 
advantage, he has to exploit consistently. It felt like watching back he’ll be even 
better at center and learn how to use his strength, base and power, but it’ll take 
a bit until he’s fully comfortable at the position. He was CLEARLY more 
comfortable at guard and it showed in the finishing and power in his run blocks.


I’m willing to bet on him becoming an excellent, powerful center in due time, but 
it might take some patience.




Player Comp - Rams IOL Matt Skura 

Chandler Zavala, NC State

6th year - 6-3 1/2, 316 lb.

Boynton Beach, FL
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• Started career at Fairmont State

• 2x 1st Team All-MEC before transferring

• 1st Team All-ACC - 2022


Forest Park HS in Boynton Beach, FL. 


Zavala is a really intriguing story. He only played one year of football in high 
school so he ended up at Fairmont State, where he started for two years. But, 
after not having a full season due to COVID in 2020, he transferred to NC State 
and earned a starting spot. He then suffered a back injury and missed the rest of 
that season. However, he rebounded to start in 2022 for the Wolfpack. 


His lateral agility, combined with the ability to climb to LB level or scoop a down 
lineman is, just, wow. He does it so naturally. He gets the backside hip through 
the midpoint of the down lineman and cuts off those blocks on zone plays away 
and wide zone plays to his side. Really, REALLY impressive.


He maintains proper pad level, and stays in an athletic position in pass 
protection. He reacts calmly and quickly to counter moves and has such a 
strong upper body that he doesn’t get shocked/yanked easily at all. He anchors 
against bullrushers extremely well.


He’s not a track star when he pulls, but he gets across in a hurry. He’s got upper 
body strength for days. I’ve seen him long arm defensive linemen five yards 
downfield before the DL could escape the block.


He will duck his head on contact and as a result, he’ll miss his aiming point, 
allowing DL to slip his blocks.


He’ll do some seemingly advanced bait/flash with his hands to get DL to commit 
to a pass rush move before they’re ready. I’ve been watching Houston Texans 
newest OL Shaq Mason and he does that brilliantly. Zavala is still learning, but 
he seems to have learned an advanced skill early in his career.




Player Comp - Bears OG Nate Davis 

Jon Gaines II, UCLA

5th year - 6-4, 303 lb

Wauwatosa, WI


• Two year starter for the Bruins at LG

• Honorable mention All-Pac-12 - 2022
 #12 IOL in 2023 NFL Draft 
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• Posted one of greatest athletic performances for a guard in Combine history.


Marquette University HS in Wauwatosa, WI


Technique wise, it’s clear that he’s worked on some things in his career. It’s also 
clear that it’s not a smooth game for Gaines II. He has a lot of herky jerky 
movements in his pass set, horizontal slides and overall movement skills.


Now, he can move and not just because he posted one of the best Combine 
performances in recent history; I’m talking on the field. When he pulls out to the 
perimeter, he gets out in a hurry. He has to learn how to be under control more 
than he’s been, but he gets out quickly. 


Against USC in 2022, the Bruins pulled him and teammate Atonio Mafi on a 
buck sweep. Gaines II led the way which meant he was kicking out the 
cornerback. Out in space, that should be a clear win for the DB to avoid the 
block, but Gaines II got under control, squared up Mekhi Blackmon and drove 
him five yards to the sideline.


He does have to be a bit better getting to LB level on time and then making an 
effective block. Like he did when he was pulling, he has to do THAT when in the 
run game, moving up the second level.


Gaines II does a solid job passing off stunts/twists/games and making sure he 
can square up the looper/blitzer. I like his technique and composure in those 
situations.


Player Comp - Steelers OG Isaac Seumalo 

Atonio Mafi, UCLA

5th year - 6-2 5/8, 329 lb

Shoreview, CA


• 2nd Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• 25 career starts at LG

• 21 reps of 225 lb on bench at Combine.


Junipero Serra HS In Shoreview, CA 


It’s a bareknuckled brawl with Mafi on the inside. He’s more of a brawler than 
the puncher/boxer that his partner Jon Gaines II is on the other side. This 
doesn’t mean that Mafi is unskilled, not in the slightest, but he challenges those 
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across from him to get in the fight, first, then he’ll destroy you later. He’s got 
some HEAVY, HEAVY hands too. Stand too tall on approach and he’ll BLAST 
you right in the face and make you like it. There were times that I just shuddered 
when he struck with those hands.


Torque and power are his thing. If a defender doesn’t get up under his pads, that 
dude is done. Mafi is looking to bury him in the run game and/or in pass 
protection. That said, quicker interior defenders get on his edge too quickly. He 
has to be better with his lateral quickness such that he can stay square on 
rushers more than he does now. He loses his technique more than I want and 
that forces him to grab, clutch and fall off the block.


He has the power to long arm interior rushers right past the QB, but that also 
forces the QB up in the pocket, where some teams will WANT him. He’s 
inconsistent with his head placement and footwork leading into a block. He 
needs a lot of work on being consistent with that head/hands placement. He 
could win a lot more blocks with better overall emphasis on those details.


That said, squared up, he’ll snatch souls.


Huge trunk, built like a house, Mafi moves really well for a guy that size and 
dimensions.


He’ll get locked on a man, which will force him to miss a looper/stunter and 
watch them clean across his face.




Player Comp - Cardinals OG Will Hernandez 

Nick Broeker, Ole Miss

4th year - 6-4 3/8, 305 lb.

Springfield, IL


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• Named Kent Hull Trophy winner - 2022

• Four year starter at Ole Miss


Sacred Heart-Griffin HS in Springfield, IL. 


Broeker is not a masher, but he is consistently good in the run game. He’s not a 
brilliant athlete, but athletic enough. He quite frankly isn’t elite in any one thing, 
but sound in a lot of them. He's a bit of a waist bender, but very, VERY patient in 
pass protection. Broeker treats pass protection a lot like counter punching in 
boxing. He's going to let the edge rusher do all the hand motions and things 
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which doesn't get Broeker to over commit. Broeker just waits patiently before, 
BOOM dropping a punch on a rusher and heading him off at the pass. 


He's got decent feet but it always appears as if he's going to trip and fall over 
because of his bending at the waist. He plays with excellent foundation, doesn't 
get his feet crossed up and never appears to be panicked out in protection.


Watching him at the Senior Bowl, it was much the same as it was in his career - 
he just got guys blocked. It didn’t look pretty. It wasn’t always smooth, but 
Broeker typically kept his guy from making a tackle.


Player Comp - Panthers OG Austin Corbett 

Olu Oluwatimi, Michigan

6th year - 6-2 1/2, 309 lb

Baltimore, MD


• Outland Trophy winner - 2022

• Rimington Trophy winner - 2022

• 2nd Team All-American - 2021


DeMatha HS in Landover, MD. 


Oluwatimi transferred to UVa in 2020 after attending the Air Force Academy for a 
season. He keyed a Virginia offensive line that did not surrender a sack to Illinois 
(week 2) in 40 passing plays. He had nine pancake blocks and graded out in the 
near 90%-tile. He was a key part of an offensive attack that piled up a total of 
556 yards in the Cavaliers’ 42-14 victory against Illinois. Then, he transferred 
again to the University of Michigan where he had an outstanding season, 
winning the Rimington Award as the nation’s best center and the Joe Moore for 
his OL unit. 


As a prospect, he’s a bit stiff. He’s not going to be a mauler, but has outstanding 
upper body strength. He’ll be more of a position blocker in the NFL than he’ll be 
a phone booth brawler.


At the start of the Senior Bowl, he really didn’t look like the center that I studied 
at Michigan in 2022. He’s not the best athlete in the world and doesn’t move like 
last year’s stud center Tyler Linderbaum, but he’s not a complete stiff, clutching 
and grabbing interior offensive linemen. But, that’s what he did early during the 
week. However, later in the week, a different dude showed up and, on the final 
day, Olu was back to his usual ways. He anchored much better against speed-
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to-power. He handled counter moves and, ultimately, finished plays with the 
requisite football violence. That’s the Oluwatimi that had me thinking of a comp - 
Broncos OC Lloyd Cushenberry. Olawutimi had two brilliant pass rush reps 
against Wisconsin DT Keanu Benton. The Wisconsin star tried to snatch the 
opposite shoulder of Oluwatimi and swim over the top, but Olu wouldn’t budge. 
No center defeated Benton using that move during the week, but Olu did a 
couple of times.


So, I’m a bit torn. His film was solid at times in 2022 but his Senior Bowl was all 
over the place, honestly. There’s potential for sure, but I think he’s limited a bit 
and that could hurt his draft stock.




Player Comp - Broncos C Lloyd Cushenberry III 

Jordan McFadden, Clemson

5th year - 6-2 1/4, 303 lb.

Spartanburg, SC


• Permanent team captain - 2022

• Jacobs Blocking Trophy - 2022

• 1st Team All-ACC - 2022


Dorman HS in Spartanburg, SC


There’s little question that McFadden has the traits to be an NFL OL.


He has 34-inch arms.

He ran a sub-5.00 40-yard dash at the Combine.

He played at a blue-blood championship level program.


But, I don’t want to see him at tackle and I don’t think he projects as a tackle. 
For as well as he can run in a straight line, he doesn’t redirect and have the 
lateral quickness and agility to play tackle. He can shuffle and stay in front of 
rushers on the first move, but he eventually doesn’t trust himself, crosses over 
his feet and runs back the other way. When he does, he’s vulnerable to rushers 
leaving him in the dust.


He’s too upright and needs to bend his knees to not get caught leaning. That 
happens too often to him. His technique is all over the place. He's an average 
run blocker who allows too much seepage, especially inside. When he maintains 
his base, stays square, he's fine. There are some pass rush reps that are 
absolutely perfect because he's not pressured on his outside edge, in particular. 
If dudes want to dance on him, he'll let them. He's extremely patient and will let 
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the edge rusher put the fire out himself. Defenders that push the issue will cause 
issues in his technique. When he moves inside at the next level, he's going to 
have to play with more knee bend to anchor against some seriously explosive 
and powerful dudes. Thinking of McFadden against Dexter 
Lawrence...shudders. 


But, then again, that's everyone Big Dex faces. But, the average guys in the NFL 
will give McFadden issues if he doesn't improve his knee bend.


Player Comp - Commanders OL Charles Leno Jr.


Joey Fisher, Shepherd

7th year - 6-4 1/8, 296 lb.

Hagerstown, MD


• 2nd Team All-American - 2022

• Senior Bowl & Hula Bowl invitee

• Gene Upshaw Award Finalist


Clear Spring HS in Hagerstown, MD. 


At the Senior Bowl, I nearly ran into this bulk of human muscle with a cast on his 
hand. As I turned to get a better look, the first words out of my mouth were "OH 
MY!". Fisher was standing talking to a couple of scouts and it was my first time 
to see him in person. What an impressive build, my goodness. That night, I went 
back to my place and found some film on Fisher and knew he could play at this 
level. It took him years to just find that out for himself as he was out of football 
for three years after high school. He was a FBS-level recruit but ended up at 
Towson and left before the season started. That's not unusual, in some sense, 
but what might be is that three years later he ended up at Shepherd and started 
13 games at RT. Then, COVID hit and he lost another season. So, between his 
senior season in HS in 2015 and 2021, he had played just 13 games of football. 


But, he made up for lost time in 2021 and 2022, earning All-American honors at 
RT at the DII level. With his build and strength (40 reps of 225 for his Pro Day), 
he should move inside to guard and I'd even try him at center too. He's made a 
ton of transitions in this game already, so perhaps one final one puts him at the 
position that could make him a consistent starter in this league. He flashed his 
athleticism as well, running a 4.97 in the 40-yard dash.  


He plays with a great base and athletic foundation in the run game. He won't 
lose that latch as he's under control when he approaches a defender. He has 
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plenty of finisher in him, but I'd like to see more fire off the ball out of his stance. 
He's a bit too cautious catching defenders and then dictating, instead of 
POPping, driving and dictating from jump. His pad level must be more 
consistent at the next level as he stands a bit tall. Now, he won't see a ton of 
ghost moves and the sort, but he will face Dexter Lawrence and Jonathan Allen 
and if an IOL doesn't play with proper pad level, they'll use said IOL to tackle a 
RB.




Player Comp - Saints OC Erik McCoy 

Juice Scruggs, Penn State

5th year - 6-3, 301 lb.

Ashtabula, OH


• 2x 3rd Team All-B1G - 2021, 2022

• Team Captain in 2022

• 25 career starts at center for Penn State


Cathedral Prep in Erie, PA, originally from Ashtabula, OH


Scruggs is laterally quick. His ability to slide protection right or left is 
tremendous. He doesn’t hold up or anchor well against powerful interior 
defenders. He does have some initial pop but after that initial punch, he can lose 
against those hefty dudes inside. That pop comes from his upper body strength 
(29 bench press reps at 225 lb. at the Combine).


He hits on the rise and drives to, and through, defensive linemen in the run 
game. As a result, he’ll brawl a bit inside but his technique is solid, on most 
occasions. He squares up well on down blocks and doesn’t let DL get upfield - 
he stays solid on those blocks.


Player Comp - Raiders OC Andre James 

Johari Branch, Maryland

6th year - 6-2 5/8, 314 lb.

Chicago, IL


• Started 3 years for Maryland at 3 positions

• 20 reps of 225 lb. on the bench at Pro Day

• 30 career starts in three years
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Phillips Academy in Chicago, IL. 


Branch began his career at Eastern Illinois, starting six games as a true 
freshman. He then played the next two seasons 2018 and 2019 at 
Independence CC (Last Chance U), earning a scholarship to Maryland for the 
2020 season. He started five games in the COVID shortened season and then 
started all 13 games at RG for the Terps in 2021. He decided to return for the 
2022 season. He's one mean mother bleeper and his power is one of his biggest 
assets


Against Michigan, Maryland motioned a WR out of the box to catch a LB 
attention to run weak wide zone. Branch, at center, had a combo block with the 
guard on the 2i. Branch then worked solo as the guard bumped off and turned 
the 2i back inside and then pancaked his, well, a--. I saw that out of the blue 
and now I can't get enough of Branch as a center. This dude was steady lifting 
Michigan DT Mazi Smith right off his feet. Smith tried to give him an arm over 
and Branch just forklifted him right off his cleats.


Against Northwestern, he moved back and forth from guard to center and back 
again. He has versatility, capability to play center and strength - those three 
assets should keep him on the radar screens of the NFL for a while.


Player Comp - Raiders OG Dylan Parham 

Best of the Rest of the IOL 

McClendon Curtis, Chattanooga

6th year - 6-5 7/8, 324 lb.


Central HS in Chattanooga, TN


Strong, powerful and heavy handed, Curtis held up well at the Senior Bowl when 
I saw him live. He has 35-inch arms and nearly an 84-inch wingspan, but he’s 
best served playing at guard going forward.


T.J. Bass, Oregon

5th year - 6-4 3/8, 317 lb.


Mt. Baker HS in Deming, WA. 


Bass attended Butte College in 2018-2019, finishing his career as the top 
ranked JUCO offensive guard in the nation following his career. He jumped in 



during the pandemic season of 2020 and started seven games at left guard, but 
he jumped over to start 13 games at left tackle in 2021 as the Ducks played for 
the Pac-12 Championship. In so doing, Bass earned 1st Team All-Pac-12 
honors, the only Duck OL to earn such honors in 2021.


Jarrett Patterson, Notre Dame

5th year - 6-5 1/8, 306 lb.


Mission Viejo HS in Laguna Hills, CA. 


Patterson moved over to guard for the Irish offensive line in 2022 after three 
years at center. I thought for sure given the hype around him that he was a lock 
for the summer Harris 100, but I came out of my study wondering what I had 
missed. When I studied him last spring, I just didn’t love his game. Technically, 
he’s sound, very sound. But, he doesn’t move anyone. He position-blocks, walls 
off or stalemates defensive linemen, at best. There’s nothing truly elite that gets 
me fired up about him at this point.


The Senior Bowl and his 2022 season were much the same. As noted above, I 
studied Patterson last offseason, thinking he would be a lock for the Harris 100 
given the hype around him. Afterwards, I was shocked that so many people 
didn’t see that he wasn’t on that level. In Mobile, not surprisingly to me anyway, 
he got pushed around. Literally. The most fight that he showed was when he 
tried to shove Ade Adebawore (Northwestern) after AA bull rushed him ten yards 
into the backfield. He struggled with speed & quickness. He struggled with 
power. I’m not sure that Patterson will ever be a masher, but he probably needs 
to go back to center and find his way handling work inside as he did initially at 
Notre Dame.


Henry Bainivalu, Washington

6th year - 6-5 3/4, 306 lb.


Skyline HS in Sammamish, WA


Bainivalu has the length of a tackle, the wingspan of left tackle, but he’ll stay at 
guard due to his lack of athletic upside. He started at right guard at Washington 
for three seasons 


Jovaughn Gwyn, South Carolina

5th year - 6-2, 297 lb.


Harding University HS in Charlotte, NC




Gwyn is a bit undersized at 297 lb. and may have to move to center at the NFL 
level in the future. He arrived at the Senior Bowl late in the week and it was clear 
that he was way undersized. But, he’s tough and experienced in the SEC so I 
wouldn’t bet on him not giving center his best shot.


Alex Forsyth, Oregon

6th year - 6-4, 303 lb.


West Linn HS in West Linn, OR


Cerebral and tough, Forsyth has the heart and want-to, but he just can’t hold up 
physically consistently against interior NFL defensive linemen.


Grant Gibson, NC State

6th year - 6-0 5/8, 307 lb.


Mallard Creek HS in Charlotte, NC. 


When NC State head coach Dave Doeren arrived in Raleigh, he told Gibson that 
his future was not at defensive tackle. He told Gibson that his future was at 
center. Doeren was right. Gibson plays center like a defensive tackle, winning 
leverage battles with his power and hands.




Edge 
*Danielle Hunter 
Marcus Davenport 
*Za’Darius Smith

D.J. Wonnum

Pat Jones II

Luiji Vilain

Benton Whitley

Kenny Willekes

Curtis Weaver


IDL 
*DE Dean Lowry 
*DE Harrison Phillips

*NT Khyiris Tonga

DE Esezi Otomewo

DE James Lynch

DE Ross Blacklock

NT Sheldon Day

DE T.J. Smith


LB 
*Jordan Hicks

*Brian Asamoah II

Troy Reeder

Troy Dye

William Kwenkeu


S 
*Harrison Smith

*Camryn Bynum

Lewis Cine

Josh Metellus

Theo Jackson


CB 
*Andrew Booth Jr.

Akayleb Evans

*Byron Murphy Jr. 
Kalon Barnes

Tay Gowan


QB 
*Kirk Cousins 
Nick Mullens


RB 
*Dalvin Cook 
Alexander Mattison

Kene Nwangwu

Ty Chandler

(FB) C.J. Ham


WR 
*Justin Jefferson 
*K.J. Osborn

Jalen Nailor

Jalen Reagor

Blake Proehl

Brandon Powell

Trishton Jackson


TE 
*T.J. Hockenson 
*Josh Oliver 
Johnny Mundt

Ben Ellefson

Nick Muse


OL 
*OT Christian Darrisaw 
*OG Ezra Cleveland 
*C Garrett Bradbury 
*OG Ed Ingram

*OT Brian O’Neill 
OT Oli Udoh

OG Chris Reed

C Josh Sokol

OG Austin Schlottmann

OT Blake Brandel

OT Vederian Lowe


2023 Minnesota Vikings Draft Priorities 
QB - High…ish? - There has been HUGE SMOKE all 
offseason around QB in Minnesota.


RB - Zero - This might be best trio in the league


WR - Mid-to-high - J Jettas is all world & I like Osborn, 
who is criminally underrated, but not much else.


TE - Low - I like the addition of Oliver to Hockenson.


OL - Mid - Bradbury re-signed and tackles are set for a 
while. Ingram must make year 1 to year 2 jump


DE - Low-to-zero - Deep & productive, with so few 
picks, I’d be surprised by an edge rusher selection.


IDL - Mid - Signing Lowry from Green Bay was a 
massive coup, but more size to spell Tonga and depth


LB - Mid - I’m torn on Asamoah II as a full-time starter 
replacing stud Eric Kendricks.


S - Low - Smith, Bynum & last year’s 1st rounder Cine 
will lessen priority in a year that lacks stud safeties


CB - High - 42 CB starts lost from ’22. Expect CB early.

Minnesota Vikings
QB Prospects to Watch 
Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Will Levis, Kentucky

Jake Haener, Fresno State


RB Prospects to Watch 
Jordan Mims, Fresno State

Emari Demercado, TCU

Tiyon Evans, Louisville

Ronnie Brown, Shepherd

Hunter Luepke, NDSU

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

Parker Washington, Penn 
State

Rashee Rice, SMU

A.T. Perry, Wake Forest

Tyler Scott, Cincinnati

Kayshon Boutte, LSU

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Michael Wilson, Stanford

Jayden Reed, Michigan St.


TE Prospects to Watch 
Josh Whyle, Cincinnati

Blake Whiteheart, Wake 
Forest

Ben Sims, Baylor

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech

Kyle Patterson, Air Force


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Anthony Bradford, LSU

OG Jon Gaines II, UCLA

OG Atonio Mafi, UCLA

OG/C Emil Ekiyor Jr, 
Alabama

C Juice Scruggs, Penn 
State

OG Nick Broeker, Ole Miss

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Zach Harrison, Ohio State

D.J. Johnson, Oregon

Ochaun Mathis, Nebraska

Lonnie Phelps, Kansas

Ali Gaye, LSU


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Siaki Ika, Baylor

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Jerrod Clark, Coastal 
Carolina

D.J. Dale, Alabama

Dante Stills, West Virginia

Levi Bell, Texas State 
(Edge/DE)


LB Prospects to Watch 
Noah Sewell, Oregon

Daiyan Henley, WSU

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt

Mohamoud Diabate, Utah

Sirvocea Dennis, Pitt


S Prospects to Watch 
Quindell Johnson, Memphis

Brandon Joseph, Notre 
Dame

Tyreque Jones, Boise St.


CB Prospects to Watch 
Deonte Banks, Maryland

Joey Porter Jr, Penn State

D.J. Turner, Michigan

Darius Rush, South 
Carolina

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

Julius Brents, Kansas State

‘Quan’ Martin, Illinois

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Riley Moss, Iowa

2023 Minnesota Vikings picks - 1st (23), 3rd (87), 4th (119), 5th (158), 6th (211)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Trevis Gipson

*Rasheem Green 
Terrell Lewis

Dominique Robinson

DeMarcus Walker

Gerri Green


IDL 
*Justin Jones

*Andrew Billings 
Andrew Brown

Jalyn Holmes

Donovan Jeter


LB 
*T.J. Edwards 
*Tremaine Edmunds 
Jack Sanborn

Dylan Cole

Sterling Weatherford

Kuony Deng

DeMarquis Gates


S 
*Jaquan Brisker 
*Eddie Jackson 
A.J. Thomas

Elijah Hicks

Adrian Colbert


CB 
*Jaylon Johnson

*Kyler Gordon

*Kindle Vildor

Jaylon Jones

Harrison Hand

Josh Blackwell

Michael Ojemudia

Greg Stroman Jr.


QB 
*Justin Fields

P.J. Walker 
Nathan Peterman


RB 
*Khalil Herbert

D’Onta Foreman 
Travis Homer

Trestan Ebner


WR 
*D.J. Moore 
*Darnell Mooney

*Chase Claypool

Equanimeous St. Brown

Velus Jones Jr.

Nsimba Webster

Daurice Fountain

Joe Reed


TE 
*Cole Kmet

Robert Tonyan 
Jake Tonges

Chase Allen


OL 
*OT Braxton Jones

*OG Cody Whitehair

*C Lucas Patrick

*OG Nate Davis 
*OT/OG Teven Jenkins

OT Larry Borom

OG Dieter Eiselen

C Doug Kramer

OG Ja’Tyre Carter

OT Alex Leatherwood

OT Kellen Diesch

2023 Chicago Bears Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - This year. Now, if Fields struggles, 2024 will 
be a much louder, more intense story


RB - Low-to-zero - I really like this unit. Let it roll.


WR - Low-to-zero - This trio should do damage. 
Getting Moore was key in big trade in March.


TE - Mid - Kmet/Tonyan duo is solid, but F-TE receiving 
option should be in play.


OL - High - OL has a piece or two, not complete yet


DE - Mid-to-high - A bunch of young guns, but no 
definite game wrecker in the group.


IDL - High - Jalen Carter would look good in Chicago


LB - Low - A ton of $$ was spent here, so no draft picks


S - Low - Brisker/Eddie are outstanding.


CB - High - Underwhelming performances from the CB 
group in 2022. Better talent here than how it played. 
Great class to find a high quality starter.

Chicago Bears
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Jaren Hall, BYU

Lindsay Scott, UIW


RB Prospects to Watch 
Hunter Luepke, NDSU

Ronnie Brown, Shepherd

Tiyon Evans, Louisville

Isaiah Bowser, UCF

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Tank Dell, Houston

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Kayshon Boutte, LSU

Keytaon Johnson, UVa

Cephus Johnson III, SELA 
(ATH)


TE Prospects to Watch 
Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech

Ryan Jones, East Carolina

Ben Sims, Baylor

Jahleel Billingsley, Texas


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Broderick Jones, UGa

OT/OG Paris Johnson Jr., 
Ohio State

OT/OG Peter Skoronski

OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio 
State

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OT/OG Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

C Olu Oluwatimi, Michigan

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

Tyree Wilson, Texas Tech

Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

Felix Anudike-Uzomah, 
Kansas State

Keion White, Georgia Tech

Isaiah Foskey, Notre Dame

Byron Young, Tennessee

Zach Harrison, Ohio State


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jalen Carter, Georgia

Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Mazi Smith, Michigan

Zacch Pickens, South 
Carolina

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida


LB Prospects to Watch 
DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Dorian Wiliams, Tulane

Isaiah Moore, NC State

Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt


S Prospects to Watch 
Daniel Scott, Cal

Brandon Hill, Pitt

Jordan Howden, Minnesota

Chamarri Conner, Va. Tech


CB Prospects to Watch 
Julius Brents, Kansas State

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Eli Ricks, Alabama

Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

‘Quan’ Martin, Illinois

Riley Moss, Iowa

Kyu Blu Kelly, Stanford


2023 Chicago Bears picks - 1st (9), 2nd (53, 61), 3rd (64), 4th (103, 133), 5th (136, 148), 7th (218, 258)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Aidan Hutchinson 
*James Houston 
Charles Harris

Julian Okwara

Anthony Pittman

Romeo Okwara


IDL 
*DE John Cominsky

*NT Alim McNeill 
*DT Levi Onwuzurike

DE Josh Paschal

NT Isaiah Buggs

DT Benito Jones

DT Demetrius Taylor


LB 
*Malcolm Rodriguez

*Alex Anzalone

Derrick Barnes

Jalen Reeves-Maybin


S 
*Tracy Walker III

*Kerby Joseph 
Ifeatu Melifonwu

C.J. Moore

Brady Breeze


CB 
*Emmanuel Moseley 
*Cam Sutton 
*C.J. Gardner-Johnson 
Jerry Jacobs

Jarren Williams

Will Harris

Khalil Dorsey

Mac McCain III

Chase Lucas

QB 
*Jared Goff

Nate Sudfield


RB 
*D’Andre Swift

David Montgomery 
Craig Reynolds

Jermar Jefferson

Greg Bell

(FB) Jason Cabinda


WR 
*Amon-Ra St. Brown 
*Jameson Williams

*Josh Reynolds

Marvin Jones Jr. 
Quintez Cephus

Kalif Raymond

Tom Kennedy

Maurice Alexander

Trinity Benson

Stanley Berryhill


TE 
*Brock Wright

Shane Zylstra

James Mitchell

Derrick Deese Jr.


OL 
*OT Taylor Decker

*OG Jonah Jackson

*C Frank Ragnow 
*OG Halapoulivaati Vaitai

*OT Penei Sewell 
OT Obinna Eze

OT Matt Nelson

OG Logan Stenberg

C Ross Pierschbacher

OG Graham Glasgow

OG Kayode Awosika

OG Darrin Paulo

2023 Detroit Lions Draft Priorities 
QB - Mid - A prospect with a high ceiling, but not ready 
to QB in 2023, would be a great fit in Detroit.


RB - Mid - Montgomery and Swift should wreck shop, 
but what could Bijan do for this RB group? Hmmmm.


WR - Low - Top four can dominate and will.


TE - Mid-to-High - Wright and Zylstra are Dan C’s kind 
of guys, but upgrades can be found in THIS class.


OL - Mid - RG was rotating door last year, needs help.


Edge - Mid - Hutch was as advertised & Houston was 
exceptional, but if Wilson/Anderson Jr are there at 6??


IDL - Low - I think this group has enough potential as is


LB - Low - Depth on day three is needed for sure.


S - Low - Joseph was a great fit and Walker III has been 
solid in the D for 6 years. Need depth pieces on day 3


CB - High - There will be 3 new starters at CB in 2023 
and they’ve signed 3 FAs. It’s clear that the Lions know 
that CB is a HIGH priority & this is the draft to find one.

Detroit Lions
QB Prospects to Watch 
Anthony Richardson, 
Florida

Will Levis, Kentucky

Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Tanner McKee, Stanford


RB Prospects to Watch 
Bijan Robinson, Texas

Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Tank Bigsby, Auburn

Deuce Vaughn, Kansas 
State

Eric Gray, Oklahoma

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

Hunter Luepke, NDSU

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Tank Dell, Houston

Jayden Reed, Michigan 
State

Demario Douglas, Liberty

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Derius Davis, TCU


TE Prospects to Watch 
Dalton Kincaid, Utah

Luke Schoonmaker, 
Michigan

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech

Ben Sims, Baylor


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG Steve Avila, TCU

OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

OG/C Cody Mauch, NDSU

OG Anthony Bradford, LSU

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

Tyree Wilson, Texas Tech

Myles Murphy, Clemson

Lukas Van Ness, Iowa

Keion White, Georgia Tech


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Adetomiwa Adebawore, 
Northwestern

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Dante Stills, West Virginia

Karl Brooks, Bowling Green


LB Prospects to Watch 
DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Marte Mapu, Sac. State 
(LB/S)

Cam Jones, Indiana

Jeremy Banks, Tennessee


S Prospects to Watch 
Brandon Joseph, Notre 
Dame

JL Skinner, Boise State

DeMarcco Hellams, 
Alabama

Ronnie Hickman, Ohio 
State

Jay Ward, LSU

Quindell Johnson, Memphis


CB Prospects to Watch 
Christian Gonzalez, Oregon

Devon Witherspoon, Illinois

Joey Porter Jr, Penn State

Deonte Banks, Maryland

Darius Rush, South 
Carolina

Cam Smith, South Carolina

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Terell Smith, Minnesota


2023 Detroit Lions picks - 1st (6, 18), 2nd (48, 55), 3rd (81), 5th (152, 159), 6th (183, 194)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Preston Smith

*Rashan Gary

Kingsley Enagbare

Justin Hollins

La’Darius Hamilton

Jonathan Garvin


IDL 
*DE Kenny Clark 
*NT T.J. Slaton

*DE Devonte Wyatt

DE Chris Slayton

NT Jonathan Ford


LB 
*De’Vondre Campbell

*Quay Walker 
Eric Wilson

Isaiah McDuffie


S 
*Darnell Savage

*Tarvarius Moore 
Rudy Ford

Innis Gaines

Dallin Leavitt

Tariq Carpenter

James Wiggins

Vernon Scott


CB 
*Jaire Alexander 
*Rasul Douglas 
Keisean Nixon

Eric Stokes

Corey Ballentine

Kiondre Thomas

Bennie Franklin

Tyrell Ford

Shemar Jean-Charles

QB 
*Jordan Love (finally)

Danny Etling


RB 
*Aaron Jones 
A.J. Dillon

Patrick Taylor

Tyler Goodson


WR 
*Christian Watson 
*Romeo Doubs

*Samori Toure

Jeff Cotton

Bo Melton


TE 
*Josiah Deguara

Tyler Davis

Nick Guggemos

Austin Allen


OL 
*OT David Bakhtiari

*OG Elton Jenkins 
*C Josh Myers

*OT Jon Runyan

*OT Zach Tom

OT Yosh Nijman

OT Luke Tenuta

OT Jean Delance

OG Sean Rhyan

C Jake Hanson

OG Royce Newman

OT Caleb Jones

OT Rasheed Walker

2023 Green Bay Packers Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - It’s finally time to Love Jordan.


RB - Mid-to-low - Top 2 are set & if healthy, will 
dominate touches. But, a depth pick on day 3 is needed


WR - Mid-to-high - Watson & Doubs established 
themselves, but a dynamic third option is needed.


TE - High - Read roster names above…then you tell me.


OL - Mid - Top five are set, but Bakhtiari’s health and 
Tom’s continued ascent could impact priority each way.


Edge - High - Even if Gary was fully healthy, I’d say this 
was a high priority.


IDL - Low - It’s time for Wyatt to step up in place of 
departed Dean Lowry.


LB - Mid - Just depth needed, honestly.


S - High - Amos is gone. Savage was awful in 2022. 
Ford, the ST star, was the best S in the bunch. They 
need one badly.


CB - Zero - This could be top 3 unit in the league.

Green Bay Packers
QB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Aidan O’Connell, Purdue

Clayton Tune, Houston


RB Prospects to Watch 
Sean Tucker, Syracuse

Tank Bigsby, Auburn

Zach Evans, Ole Miss

Roschon Johnson, Texas

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Josh Downs, UNC

Tank Dell, Houston

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Jayden Reed, Michigan 
State

Elijah Higgins, Stanford 
(WR/F-TE)

Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Derius Davis, TCU

Demario Douglas, Liberty


TE Prospects to Watch 
All of them…and they 
should take two of them.


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OT Matthew Bergeron, 
Syracuse

OG/C Cody Mauch, NDSU

OT/OG Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

OT/OG Jaxson Kirkland, 
Washington

OT Wanya Morris, 
Oklahoma

OT/OG Earl Bostick Jr, KU

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Nolan Smith, Georgia

Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

B.J. Ojulari, LSU

Andre Carter II, Army


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Mazi Smith, Michigan

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma

Byron Young, Alabama

D.J. Dale, Alabama

Brodric Martin, Western 
Kentucky


LB Prospects to Watch 
DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Cam Jones, Indiana

Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

JL Skinner, Boise State

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

Sydney Brown, Illinois

Jason Taylor II, Oklahoma 
State

Kaevon Merriweather, Iowa

B.J. Foster, Sam Houston

Marquis Waters, Texas Tech 
(S/Sub LB)


CB Prospects to Watch 
Kelee Ringo, Georgia (CB/
S)

Eli Ricks, Alabama

Garrett Williams, Syracuse

Terell Smith, Minnesota


2023 Green Bay Packers picks - 1st (15), 2nd (45), 3rd (78), 4th (116), 5th (149, 170), 7th (232, 235, 242, 256)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Jalen Carter, Georgia

3rd year - 6-3, 314 lb.

Apopka, FL


• Unanimous All-American - 2022

• 2x National Champion - 2021, 2022

• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022


Apopka HS in Apopka, FL.


Throughout the 2021 season, it almost became the running joke - “Yes, Georgia 
has first round studs all over the defense but did you know that the best one 
isn’t even draft eligible?” It felt like mentioning any Georgia player like Travon 
Walker, Jordan Davis or Devonte Wyatt came with the caveat that Jalen Carter 
was the BEST one of the bunch. Crazily enough, it wasn’t untrue at all, just a bit 
of overkill and it meant Carter had plenty of hype to live up to in 2022 without 
those three around him to take that heat off of him.


Trust me, he did that and then some. 


He’s thick, long and wildly athletic (I mean, have you seen him windmill dunk a 
basketball?!?). The aforementioned traits immediately gave me Jeffery Simmons 
flashbacks and my GOSH, Carter is the closest thing I’ve seen over the past four 
years that even compares to the Titans star interior game wrecker. Like 
Simmons, Carter was just too damn quick for college guards and even more 
powerful. He can cross face from a three technique without even getting 
touched. His quickness belies his strength which shows up all over the film. He 
does need to continue to use his hands in shock/shed situations consistently. 
His shock is powerful and he did a much better job in 2022 getting off the block 
completely. On the move, his redirect skills are outstanding. 


In 2021, Kentucky tried to use a fake toss on play action and it initially caught 
Carter’s eyes. But, once he realized that it was a fake toss, he planted his 
outside foot and got immediately up the field, splitting the tackle and the pulling 
guard to get in the QB’s face to force a checkdown to the RB. His pass rush 
hand work and technique need a little bit of upgrading but he was much better 
with those hands in 2022. He still has to develop, at least, one counter move 
going forward. His arm over is quick and effective against most interior college 
players. He’s as quick a big man as I’ve studied on the interior and his change of 
direction is freaking sick. 


The two plays that tell the Jalen Carter story perfectly came against Tennessee 
and LSU in 2022. Against Tennessee in the most anticipated college game of the 
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2022 season, Carter shocked Tennessee’s right guard Jerome Carvin and then 
yanked him forward easily. That got him clear to QB Hendon Hooker. The power 
with which he displaced a 320 lb. man was incredibly impressive. Then, he got 
his big left hand/arm up to dislodge the ball out of Hooker’s hand for a sack 
fumble. The only play that surpassed that happened against LSU in the SEC 
Championship game. This time, LSU made the same mistake that Tennessee did 
- one man does NOT block Jalen Carter. The Georgia star started as a three 
technique (outside eye of the guard) then used a sick arm over move back inside 
to beat the LSU LG in a blink. Then, he got to LSU QB Jayden Daniels and 
finished with the sack heard around the world. He wrapped Daniels up like a 
mother does a young son at the mall who’s looking to make a mad dash for the 
Orange Julius. Then, he lifted Daniels like Mufasa lifting Simba in the air in the 
Lion King and celebrated with his one free hand. Freak-a-zoid. 


And, if I may, one last thing about Carter, during the 2021 Kentucky game, the 
Cats scored a late, didn’t matter touchdown to turn a 30-7 game into a 30-13 
game with just four seconds left in the game. The game’s over - Georgia had 
dominated. It’s done. Just get this XPT over with and let’s go celebrate in the 
locker room. Yet, Carter burst through with some extra juice and blocked it. Four 
seconds left in the game and he’s going just as hard as he did all game long in a 
17-point victory over a top 12 team?? I mean, that’s impressive.


Oh, and did you hear the one about how he led a movement at Georgia to make 
sure walk-ons got fed just as much as scholarship players? Or the one in which 
he led a backpack drive in his hometown? Yeah, that’ll do. There are also the 
misdemeanor charges that were brought against him for racing and reckless 
driving, which came to be while he was at the Combine in February. That will 
most certainly impact his draft status and teams will do THAT much more 
digging on his maturity and off-the-field character. 


Player comp - Titans DL Jeffery Simmons 

Calijah Kancey, Pitt

3rd year - 6-1, 281 lb.

Miami, FL


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 2x 1st Team All-ACC - 2021, 2022

• Outland and Bronko Nagurski Award finalist


Northwestern HS in Miami, FL
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Back in the summer, I wrote this about Kancey.


“Short...er. Small...er. Explosive as a keg of Wile E Coyote Acme dynamite. Plays 
on the defensive line at Pitt. Sound like anyone you know? Now, he's not Aaron 

Donald, but the VIBE is certainly there for Kancey. Donald turned the 2013 
season at Pitt into his own personal playground and that hasn’t stopped since. 
Kancey will draw comparisons for his lack of size and his university, but that’s a 

tough, almost not even fair, comparison. Yet, there are similarities. Kancey is 
lightning quick up the field from his three technique spot. His quickness from 

steps two and beyond is as impressive as any interior player. Yes, he’s 275 lb., 
but OL can’t hit what they can’t touch and I saw plenty of OL not touching 

anything when he lined up across from them. Kancey complicates life for 
offensive linemen because he can slide from a 1-technique pre-snap to crossing 

face and upfield in the other B gap. In 2021, Western Michigan’s LG tried to 
downblock Kancey but he flew right past him, planted his outside foot, darted 

upfield and tackled the running back before he could make a cut. It’s just 
impossible for guards to get cross face on him on zone plays away. Won’t 

happen - he’s just TOO quick. Swim move? Sick. What NFL GM/head coach will 
go all in on a wonderful football player that is wrong for all of the height & weight 

issues at a spot where the height & weight matter that much more? That team 
had better know how to capitalize on Yancey’s gifts and there are plenty of them, 

trust me.


CK8 is on a whole different level. Against Tennessee, the Vols OL gave a pass 
read to invite Kancey and company up field, only to run a quick inside zone. So, 
Kancey flew off the ball, gave an insanely quick head and shoulder fake on the 
Tennessee RG. With the RG off balance, he then darted inside, saw the ball 
handed off and turned into an interior run defender in a blink. He then shed the 
guard and tackled the ball carrier for a short gain. Man, his quickness is 
ridiculous.


Later in the game, he aligned in a 2i but on the snap, squared up 325 lb LG 
Jerome Carvin. He then snatched him, swam back over Carvin’s inside and was 
right in the face of Hendon Hooker. The thing about it was that he got immediate 
pressure on a 3-step quick game throw. Kancey nearly knocked the ball out of 
his Hooker’s hand. So, one-on-one with a LG with 50 lb on Kancey and he 
embarrassed him in a second.


Holy hell, the power is insane. Tennessee ran a trap protection on a play action 
pass, so the center slid over to protect against Kancey, who was in a 2i. Kancey 
took him and walked him back four yards, knocking the pulling guard off his 
path, nearly tackling Hooker with the center. I mean, DAMN.




Quite frankly, I don’t know that I saw anyone do what he did to that Tennessee 
OL not named Jalen Carter. 


He recognizes screens and shut them down on the spot.


His arm over move on OL is arguably the best, and quickest, that I’ve seen. 
Against Georgia Tech, I’ll never forget seeing the center look back after Kancey 
beat him with an arm over as if to say “what the heck was that?!?” It was to a 
point in that game against Georgia Tech that the RB doubled HIM on pass 
attempts in the second half. Not the edges or a blitzing LB - Kancey. If Kancey 
has a two way go on a pass down, it’s lights out.


I’ve seen him take on a ton of much bigger lineman and he shocks and sheds 
and makes a tackle for little or no gain. As such, I don’t panic about him holding 
up against the run consistently.


Player comp - Bills DT Ed Oliver 

I mentioned this at the end of my summer report for Kancey; essentially, a scout 
or a director of scouting for some NFL team is going to have to bang the table 
Thursday night in the NFL Draft for Kancey. He’s not the player that GMs usually 
stick their necks out for, unless it’s a GM that’s entrenched and can take a few 
risks, without feeling the pressure of drafting an undersized defensive menace.


Now, don’t misunderstand, that GM isn’t so much as sticking his neck out there 
as he is ensuring his future. No DT imposed his physical, and mental, will on 
opposing OL more than Georgia DL Jalen Carter. The company that he keeps? 
Kancey is a close second on that list. 


Carter


Kancey.


That’s the list.


What helped the aforementioned Donald back in 2014 was his performance at 
the Senior Bowl. He DOMINATED and that probably was enough confirmation 
for teams, well, some anyway. Teams did not get that confirmation with Kancey 
as a third year junior. So, the “Bang the Table” scout/personnel director is going 
to have to be loud and perhaps obnoxious, but it’s going to pay off in the long 
run.




I’ll put it this way, if my job was on the line as a scout, would I go hard in the 
paint to support Kancey?


Hell. Yes. It would help me keep my job. 


That all said, an NFL team is going to have to make sure they don’t put him in 
lose-lose situations. That said, Kancey holds his own up front against 40-50 lb 
heavier interior OL. Grady Jarrett was the first DL, not named Aaron Donald, that 
came to mind but Jarrett was never as quick as Kancey is. Then again, Jarrett 
was also 300 lb.


So, let me be clear, 280 lb or not, Kancey will be as disruptive, consistently, as 
any interior player in this, and many other, drafts. That’s enough for me to call 
his name on Thursday night.


Bryan Bresee, Clemson

3rd year - 6-5 1/2, 298 lb.

Damascus, MD


• ACC Defensive Rookie of the Year - 2020

• 1st Team All-ACC - 2020

• 2nd Team All-ACC - 2022


Damascus HS in Damascus, MD.


Bresee exploded on the scene during his true freshman season in 2020 but early 
in the 2021 campaign, he tore his ACL and missed the last nine games of the 
year. Prospects have proven that they can return from an ACL and not miss a 
beat and Bresee still needs to show that he can do the same. 


I love the violence in his hands, combined with the quickness off the snap. His 
agility is top notch and he can redirect and involve himself in plays where it 
looks like he’s blocked. Against Georgia in 2021, he was the backside three 
technique on a zone run opposite him. The guard initially moved him off the ball 
about a yard and a half. But, Bresee swam back the other way and exploded to 
the ball carrier to tackle him for a two yard loss. His initial first step allowed him 
to win up the field but his pass rush technique still needs work. I mean, in high 
school, he just tossed little kids to the side as he ran after the quarterback. 


The 2022 season wasn’t Bresee’s finest. Throughout the season, he seemed to 
be truly fighting his way uphill. He didn’t have quite the explosiveness that he 
displayed before the injury. Then, early in the season, he lost his beloved sister 
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Ella, who lost her battle with cancer. As such, I don’t think we saw the REAL 
Bresee in 2022 at all. The best we’ve seen him was back in 2020 when he burst 
on the scene as a true freshman. He wasn’t completely void of GAME in 2022, 
but it was evident that he wasn’t all the way back.


When he’s ON, his football violence, explosiveness, twitch and ability to disrupt 
up and down the line of scrimmage are at an elite level.




Player comp - Steelers DL Cameron Heyward 

Mazi Smith, Michigan

4th year - 6-3, 323 lb.

Grand Rapids, MI


• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022 

• #1 on Bruce Feldman’s Freaks List - 2022

• 34 reps of 225 on bench at Combine


East Kentwood HS in Grand Rapids, MI.


This is one powerful mother (bleep)er and one heck of an athlete. In the matchup 
with Ohio State last season, Ohio State ran a zone play away from Smith and he 
took Paris Johnson, Ohio State’s All-American OL, and nearly threw him into the 
running back to make a tackle. His strength is off the charts and to see him do 
the plyometrics challenge at Michigan like a linebacker or safety was jaw 
dropping. I see him as more than just an interior gap plugger, like the player I 
compared him to, and I didn’t do it lightly - Bengals star DT D.J. Reader. Reader 
has NT size, power, hands and agility, but he was so much more than just a guy 
that swallowed up two blockers at a time. It was what got him attention early in 
his career but he’s evolved into a complete interior player. That’s the player that 
Smith can grow into, but Smith is an overall quicker and more explosive athlete. 
Can he be the PLAYER that Reader is? If that’s where his career heads, I’m way 
too low on the Michigan star DT because Reader is an absolute STUD.


Man, his strength is unreal. His ability to lock out and gain separation is top 
notch. He IS D.J. Reader - just watching him at his size run, his gait, almost 
perfect facsimiles. He’s got to do more with his pass rush game because he 
could be doing a lot more. Reader’s game went to a different level when he 
upped his pass rush acumen and skill.


Smith must work feverishly to keep his pad level down, especially to play double 
teams much more effectively. He’s so strong in his upper body and can torque 
300-lb men like it’s nothing that he can lose focus on something seemingly little 
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as pad level. When his pad level is correct, I haven’t seen anyone move him off 
the ball or lift him (minus one center who I think might be a complete under the 
radar star)


He was on Bruce Feldman’s 2022 Freaks List; in fact, he was the number one 
freak too. He’s projected to do 40 reps plus on the bench. Last spring, he 
vertical jumped 33-inches, broad jumped 9-4 ½ and hit 4.41 on the short 
shuttle…at 337 lb. Oh, lest I forget, he posted a 6.95 3-cone time in the spring 
as well. He’s a freak of nature, but BUT he also had a gun charge in the fall. 
Teams need to know more about the gun charge and if there are any further off-
the-field character concerns. So, there’s a ton that’ll go into the off-the-field 
character analysis of Smith, but on the field, he has few peers at the position.




Player Comp - Bengals DT D.J. Reader 

Zacch Pickens, South Carolina

4th year - 6-3 7/8, 291 lb.

Anderson, SC


• 5-star recruit out of high school

• Ran a 4.89 40-yard dash at Combine

• Started all four years at South Carolina


TL Hanna HS in Anderson, SC.


In the land of the SEC, defensive linemen don’t so much as grow on trees, but 
they’re certainly in abundance. This one at South Carolina has a chance to be 
playing for a long time into the future. South Carolina wasn’t a hot team in the 
national CFB spotlight much in 2021, but they returned some absolute dudes on 
both sides of the ball. Pickens was certainly that guy on the interior for the 
Gamecocks. The first thing that stood out to me was his outstanding hand use 
and ability to shed blocks. He gets hands on the OL first and then dictates the 
one-on-one situation. He pursues sideline to sideline like a linebacker. He has an 
excellent ability to understand/use leverage and the use of an arm over as an 
interior pass rusher. Furthermore, he has an explosive get-off. He’s definitely 
taller than the former Pro Bowl interior star Mike Daniels, but as soon as I 
watched his film, that’s the comp that immediately stood out. 


I came to the conclusion down in Mobile at the Senior Bowl that Pickens 
COULD be a dominant player when he WANTED. He could take over a drill and 
a game with his size, burst and demeanor. He’s got long arms, for an interior 
defender, and he’s thick as a redwood. He just has to be consistent with his 
technique and approach on every play. He’s powerful and twitchy, as I’ve noted, 
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and he loves the lights. It was evident that Pickens wanted to see the best on 
the other side. He seemed to really get amped to face Minnesota John Michael 
Schmitz, thought to be OC1 in this draft class. They had some friendly (I hope, 
anyway) competition going on but it was evident that Pickens wanted to prove 
he’s THAT guy when he went against Schmitz.I wrote in my notebook down at 
the Senior Bowl “Pickens - wow” and then the next one “Pickens - FINISH!” 
That seemed to sum up where he was, and is, heading into this draft. 


Player Comp - Dolphins DT Christian Wilkins 

 

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

4th year - 6-3 1/4, 306 lb.

Janesville, WI


• 3rd Team All-B1G - 2022

• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2021 

• 5.08 40-yard dash, 30-inch vertical at Combine


Craig HS in Janesville, WI.


You want power? I want power. YOU CAN’T HANDLE THIS POWER. Okay, so I 
had to channel a little of A Few Good Men with Benton. Because that is his 
game - power, leverage and torque…my goodness.


Against Illinois in 2022, the Illini ran counter in his direction as he was aligned in 
a three technique to the field. So, he got hammered with a G/T double team at 
the point of attack. Frontside OL LOVE counter because they get that down 
block and a chance to bury the DT. Well, that didn’t quite happen. The RT and 
RG started down on him and Benton grabbed the arm of the RT and forklifted it 
right out of the way, got his shoulders square to the LOS again and made the 
tackle for little gain. Watching him just rip out of that double team was highly 
impressive and I saw that at the Senior Bowl repeatedly.


By Wednesday morning at the Senior Bowl, he was one of the first interior 
defensive linemen down on the field ready to roll. I don’t remember seeing a 
National team offensive lineman have any success against him, run or pass. He 
nearly bent one offensive lineman in half during the run game one-on-ones. His 
lower half is impressive and he snaps those hips into the offensive lineman to 
control him. Now, he’s not Aaron Donald with the quicks, but he’s agile enough, 
at 312 lb, in tight spaces to be a factor against both the run and pass. 
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He does have the tendency to stand up and peek in the backfield and that’s 
when he loses ALL of that power and leverage, both of which are advantageous 
for him. Furthermore, he’s also got to be more reactive with his pass rush 
moves. He telegraphs them from miles away. 


However, he’s going to be a force on the inside, worst case on first and second 
down, in the near future for an NFL team near you.


Player Comp - Bills DT DaQuan Jones 

Siaki Ika, Baylor

4th year - 6-2 7/8, 335 lb.

Salt Lake City, UT


• Won National championship as frosh at LSU

• 2x 1st All-Big 12 - 2021, 2022

• Big 12 Def. Newcomer of the Year - 2021


East HS in Salt Lake CIty, UT. 


The overriding thought for me with Ika is that I missed initially on Jordan Davis at 
Georgia last year. I went back to my summer Harris 100 in 2021 and had Davis 
at #65. I wasn’t convinced at the time that Davis had his conditioning under 
control and questioned whether he could stay on the field to impact the passing 
game. Then, he arrived in Athens for his last year 20 lb. lighter and was 
dominant in all facets throughout the 2021 season. Ika might not have lost the 
20 lb. that Davis did, but that’s about the only thing that those two behemoths 
don’t have in common. Ika treats OL like throw pillows just like Davis did. 
Furthermore, don’t let Ika’s 335 lb. fool you; he’s not just a NT taking up space 
and blockers. He’s got some twitch and can split gaps and get up the field in a 
quick second. I’d like to see him improve his overall block destruction 
technique. When he uses hands properly, forget it, he’s a menace. Thing is that 
he doesn’t always get his hands in the proper position to shock/shed 
consistently. 


That said, trying to double him is super-difficult because he plays with 
outstanding leverage for a 6-4 (i.e. tall) interior player. He can play from 3-tech to 
3-tech and I could really see him in combination with a number of different 
interior players. He’s going to be loved by odd and even front teams, alike. One 
college blocker will not move him. Won’t. His pocket push is impressive. Now, 
one other difference was that Davis was more of a sideline-to-sideline pursuit 
player than Ika, which is why I comped Ika to former interior star Sam Adams. 
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The way Adams handled his business inside, taking on 625+ lb of a double team 
and not budging, is reminiscent in Ika’s game. Also, Adams had quickness to 
burst upfield to create disruption or crash down the line on zone runs away from 
him. In that tackle box, Ika, like Adams, has some quick feet and is more agile 
than a man that size should be allowed.


Player Comp - Former Ravens star Sam Adams 


Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

3rd year - 6-5 5/8, 310 lb.

Lake Wales, FL


• Had one interception in his career - 2022

• Racked up 4.0 TFL & 2.0 sacks in 2022

• Ran stellar 4.88 40-yd dash at 2023 Combine


Lake Wales HS in Lake Wales, FL.


From a height, weight, speed perspective, Dexter has few peers. He’s built like a 
tank but very few tanks are 6-6 on the interior. He’s strong as a freaking ox and 
holds the point well against double teams, although his consistent pad level 
does need some work. When he learns how to consistently shock and shed 
blocks, he’ll become a superstar at the NFL level. 


He gets locked on too much against OL that shouldn’t occupy him the way they 
do. He doesn’t really have much in the pass rush package but when he hits IOL 
with a stab or long arm and truly extends, it really creates havoc. Very few that 
I’ve seen can handle him when he gets extended with his arms due to his 
impressive upper body strength. I want more, though, when watching him, but I 
have to remind myself that he’s just in his third year on campus and the first two 
seasons were marred by a coaching change and COVID in 2020. So, his athletic 
gifts got him an invite into the Harris 100 to start the season, but he didn’t much 
with that during the fall of 2022.


That said, I was not overly pleased or satisfied with the play that Dexter put forth 
in 2022. I felt like there were moments when he could’ve taken over the game, 
but he rarely did. Here’s to me what his 2022 was all about.


Against Florida State, Dexter gave a pretty solid indication of how 2022 went for 
him. Dynamic FSU QB Jordan Travis took off on a long TD run against the 
Gators defense late in the first quarter. Freshman DT Chris McClellan sprinted 
after Travis while Dexter just jogged. McClellan ALMOST made the play at the 
goal line, but his hustle got my attention. Dexter watched from 15 yards away. 
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Most of his 2022 season was like that. But, BUT I’ve seen plenty of talented 
players preserve themselves in their final year to just get to the league.


Dexter needs to change his focus to getting there, balling out, getting the bag 
and dominating again. The issue is that Dexter CAN do exactly that.


Player Comp - Former Steelers DL Stephon Tuitt 

Jaquelin Roy, LSU

6th year - 6-3, 305 lb.

Baton Rouge, LA


• Posted 3.5 TFL/0.5 sack season - 2022

• Had 6.0 TFL and 1.5 sacks in 2021

• Career 13.5 TFL and 4.0 sacks at LSU in 3 yr.


University Lab HS in Baton Rouge, LA.


In only three years on campus, there’s plenty of upside with Roy, who flashed a 
TON of potential. He’s strong as an ox in his upper body. I saw him snapback 
former Texas A&M star OG/1st round 2022 selection Kenyon Green’s upper half 
in 2021. That certainly got me out of my seat. But, overall, I didn’t see anything 
truly elite category with Roy. 


He’s put together extremely well and has great size and agility. He moves well. 
There’s just this feeling of yeah, he’s a young SEC player with some upside. 
2022 was the year that he needed to channel his inner-Quinnen Williams if he 
wanted to be a day one pick in the 2023 NFL Draft and I didn’t think that he did 
that. Watching LSU, I often forgot he was on the field as I studied their defensive 
prospects. 


He’s got the build, the length and powerful upper half. The question becomes 
can the play match some of the traits? He does flash some excellent one-on-
one short area quickness. In that same game against the Aggies in 2021, when 
he went away from Green, he used a brilliant arm over inside move to get clean 
to the QB. He does have some pass rush skills to build on further into his NFL 
career. He registered a sack in that game when he threw A&M’s freshman center 
into the turf and sped into the QB’s face. If there’s something to build off of for 
Roy, that’s it. That interior pass rush ability has to set him apart from all other 
interior players in this draft class. When that power shows up on his bull rush 
and he’s ready to finish, it’s spectacular. Against Alabama in 2022, he walked the 
Alabama center right into Bryce Young’s lap, which forced a key third down 
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incompletion. See…it’s plays like that showing EXACTLY what he CAN do. It just 
doesn’t show up consistently, or even enough, to get me truly, TRULY excited.


Man, he just stood up the center with a STRONG stack and shed against 
Auburn to make a stuff. That’s the best I’ve seen him since I started studying 
him back in 2021.


Player Comp - Bengals DT B.J. Hill 

Colby Wooden, Auburn

3rd year - 6-4, 273 lb.

Lawrenceville, GA


• Led Auburn with 9.5 TFL in 2020 as freshman

• 2nd on team with 11.5 TFL in 2022

• Blazed a 4.79 40 at 2023 Combine at 273 lb!!


Archer HS in Lawrenceville, GA. 


Again, don’t let the number 25 fool you. Wooden is not a 225-lb pseudo safety. 
He’s not a big linebacker. He’s a legit inside/outside defensive threat with 
versatility in all schemes. Disruptive and long, he’s best served screaming 
upfield and slipping blocks. At 273 lb, it’s a losing proposition for him to sit 
inside and take on blocks from 315+ lb guards and centers, not to mention 
double teams. 


He made more plays with his quickness and a swim move upfield than using 
pristine technique taking on blocks. Furthermore, he doesn't have incredible first 
step quickness, either, especially with pass rush. He's rather slow getting off the 
ball, honestly. But at his size, build and traits, I don’t mind that; figure out how to 
be disruptive and Wooden can do that. There are times where he gets caught 
one-on-one with interior OL that outweighs him by 20-30 lb. and he’s going to 
lose - you know, physics, bruv. 


So, I don’t mind him knifing into the backfield and being disruptive that way. But, 
I don't know that I want him playing on the interior at 273 lb. That said, I love the 
fact that he’s light on his feet. He hit LSU guard Anthony Bradford with a double 
swipe/arm over early in the game in 2022 on an interior pass rush and got clean 
to the QB because he has some sweet feet, more than adequate power and 
strength to exist inside.
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Player Comp - Broncos DL DreMont Jones 

Moro Ojomo, Texas

5th year - 6-2 5/8, 292 lb.

Katy, TX


• 2nd Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• Honorable Mention All-Big 12 - 2021

• 5.04 40, 33-inch vertical, 29 reps of 225 on bench


Katy HS in Katy, TX


Ojomo has lived a Texas football kid’s dream.


He played at Katy HS, one of the top 15 football programs in the entire country.

He then played five years at the flagship university in our state - The University 
of Texas


He didn’t start throughout the year as he had in 2020 and 2021. He was a full-
time starter in 22 games over those two seasons, but he only started five games 
for the Horns in 2022. Yet, when he got on the field, he was a menace in the 
middle.


His quick first step and initial power are hard for OL to handle, especially when 
he’s coming into the game with his measurables - short-er, stout-er, fast-er and 
potentially more power-ful. I had seen him play plenty, but during the season, 
just watching games, I wrote this during the Iowa State game.


“Texas 98 Ojomo - sack and TFL. Iowa State struggling to block him.”


For his sack in the second half, he lined up at DE, in a five technique. He 
unleashed a long arm move that put the LT in the lap of the QB. I mean, power? 
Yes sir! Then, on the very next play, he knifed into the A gap, ripped right under 
the guard and directly into the face of Iowa State QB Hunter Dekkers. Two 
consecutive plays. One sack/one hurry. Two different rush spots. Then, later, he 
split the G/T on zone run away from him and yoked the RB down for a TFL.


He’s just different from the big behemoths that typically occupy that interior 
space. He’s built like a Greek God, except he’s not tall, by defensive linemen 
standards. But, that quickness and first step, combined with his power (29 reps 
of 225 lb on bench press at the Combine), are hard to get moved or contained.
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He has great redirection and recognition skills. Those go hand in hand and that 
helps him on many different aspects of interior DL play.


Player Comp - Ravens DL Justin Madubuike 

Jalen Redmond, Oklahoma

5th year - 6-2 3/8, 291 lb

Midwest City, OK


• Registered 21.5 total TFL in career

• Had 10.0 sacks in final two seasons

• Posted a 4.81 40 & 34.5-inch vertical at Combine


Midwest City HS in Midwest City, OK. 


I’ve been a fan of Redmond in large part because his quickness was a major 
issue for the interior OL. He’s lighter than most, but he didn’t seem to be giving 
up much ground due to a lack of size. 


At the Senior Bowl, Redmond faced O’Cyrus Torrence (Florida) in one-on-one 
run game drills. As a result, I expected Redmond, lighter by about 40 lb., to get 
worked. That DIDN’T happen as Redmond spun Torrence around and drove the 
Florida OL back three or four yards into the backfield. Then, a little later in pass 
rush one-on-ones, Redmond worked Torrence’s left edge and ran right past him 
with little resistance. His wins were DOMINANT, no doubt, blaze-past-a-
standing-still-OL type of win.


That was his career at Oklahoma. There were enough times when I’d watch a 
game in the fall and see #31 chasing QB or making a TFL in the backfield, 
thinking that could be effective in the NFL doing that on a regular basis. 
However, I’m not sure that Oklahoma, overall, used him the way that would 
maximize his value going forward. He’s going to have to do that for himself at 
the next level.


Player Comp - Colts DT Taven Bryan 

Karl Brooks, Bowling Green

5th year - 6-3 3/8, 296 lb

Lansing, MI
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• 1st Team PFF All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-MAC - 2022

• Two year Team Captain


Lansing Sexton HS in Lansing, MI.


Brooks had people buzzing all week at the Senior Bowl with his move to the 
interior. He was a massive issue for the National offensive linemen. He swam 
over blockers. He deked one way, ripped the other. He had his way with the OL 
and made a move for the Harris 200.


But, ultimately, I trusted my gut on one thing as it pertained to Brooks. He spent 
most, if not, all of his career at Bowling Green out on the edge. He powered 
through MAC OL all day long at nearly 300 lb. But, he can’t do that on the edge 
at the next level. Furthermore, he’s not oozing with athleticism and power to win 
on the inside consistently at the next level. Can he beat slow guards and centers 
in one-on-one situations in the pass game? Yes. That’s where he’s going to have 
to start, but if you’ve seen those collisions on the inside, they take a different 
dude with football violence in his heart on every down. I don’t see Brooks that 
way. Quick. Knifing upfield. Creating chaos. Yes, yes and yes. Holding the point 
of attack against duo? Nah. Taking on double teams? Nope. 


Brooks is going to have be patient with his transition to the inside.




Player Comp - Panthers DT Shy Tuttle 

Nesta Jade Silvera, Arizona State

5th year - 6-2, 304 lb.

Pembroke Pines, FL


• Honorable Mention All-ACC - 2021

• Third in the ACC in 2021 in total stops (24)

• Tied for Arizona State team lead with 4.5 TFL


American Heritage HS in Pembroke Pines, FL. 


At a shade under 6-2, he’s built so low to the ground and difficult to move. 
Throw in his quick first step and he’s been really fun to watch compete this 
week. He won’t hear his name until day three, but mark my words, he’s going to 
find a way into a rotation early in his career. I wrote this on Silvera on day two at 
the Senior Bowl - When Nesta Silvera transferred from Miami to Arizona State, 
I’ll admit I didn’t watch a ton of Sun Devil football in a really rough season in 
Tempe. But, when he accepted an invite to the Senior Bowl, I was pumped that I 
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could see him in the flesh. What I first saw was his fire hydrant build, less than 
6-2, 300+ lb, but I LOVE those guys. Why? Because leverage. Out of his stance, 
Silvera is already lower than every lineman he’s going to face. But, on 
Wednesday, he took that leverage advantage to a different level. What I wrote in 
my notebook…"When Silvera never stops, consistently moving forward, with 
aggression, he’s nearly unblockable.” 


When he attacks, slides, dips, shocks, yanks, redirects all on the way to the QB 
or the ball carrier, he’s a MAJOR issue. He can never stop, never stopping. 
That’s what he did on Wednesday - attacked off the snap, countered, countered 
the counter and kept moving AT the QB or ball carrier. That approach seemed to 
frustrate the OL he faced throughout the day. He can be a leverage demon at a 
shade under 6-2 and thicc at 307 lb.


Player Comp - Titans DT Teair Tart 



Cameron Young, Mississippi State

5th year - 6-3 3/8, 304 lb

Crosby, MS


• Had 9.0 career TFL at Mississippi State

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• Started all 13 games in the 2022 season


Franklin County HS in Crosby, MS. 


Young earned an invite to the Senior Bowl and he was on The Stealth Radar 
throughout his career. I couldn’t figure out why he wasn’t getting mentioned in 
the top DL group. 


He’s not a masher, mauler nor is he a physical dominator. But, his technique is 
pristine. His lateral quickness is outstanding. He’s a leverage winner playing with 
more than adequate pad level. He consistently wins at the point of attack. He 
attacks a solo blocker on a double team. He’s all over my film creating issues. 


He might have been the most consistently impressive interior player throughout 
the week. He didn’t maul his prey, he just used technique, quickness, mixed with 
a bit of power. He didn’t blow anyone completely away, but he kept on winning 
his one-on-one reps. During one-on-one run blocking drills, he walked Schmitz 
right back into the backfield and no one did that during the week.
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Player Comp - Browns DT Jordan Elliott 

Best of the Rest of the IDL 
Dante Stills, West Virginia

5th year - 6-3 1/2, 286 lb.


Fairmont HS in Fairmont, WV

Stills plays like a man possessed, but he’s a tweener and that could hurt his NFL 
evaluation. I’d play him at a 5-technique in an odd front and rush him from a 3-
technique on third down.


Kobie Turner, Wake Forest

4th year - 6-2 1/2, 293 lb.


Centreville HS in Clifton, VA.  

Formerly a dominant DUDE at Richmond, Turner transferred to Wake Forest and 
became a dominant DUDE in the ACC. He was one of the most accomplished 
and highest graded interior defensive lineman in the ACC. 

He’s got an explosive first step up the field. He’s sort of frenetic knifing and 
darting, accelerating beyond offensive linemen. He reminds me of a former ACC 
star NC State’s Kentavius Street. 

Byron Young, Alabama

4th year - 6-3 3/8, 294 lb.


West Jones HS in Laurel, MS


Young understands the intricacies of playing on the interior. He could go a lot 
sooner than the 200th pick, given his background and playing for Nick Saban at 
Alabama. That magic seems to work on NFL teams, especially with a long 
armed, nearly 300-lb. Interior machine


Tyler Lacy, Oklahoma State

5th year - 6-4 3/8, 279 lb.


Sachse HS in Sachse, TX


I couldn’t figure out whether to put Lacy on the edge or on the interior. He tore 
up the Big 12 in his senior season from mainly the outside, but he’s not going to 
survive on the perimeter at his size and lack of twitch. But, he’s a shade too 



small to play inside full-time. That’s why I’m confused what to do with a good, 
but misshapen football player.


Keondre Coburn, Texas

5th year - 6-1 5/8, 332 lb.


Westfield HS in Houston, TX


Big, stout and one of the few legit odd front nose tackles in this draft class. It 
won’t be sexy, but he’s a leverage winner at under 6-2 and a thiccc 332 lb.


D.J. Dale, Alabama

4th year - 6-0 7/8, 302 lb.


Clay-Chalkville HS in Birmingham, AL.  

Dale is a tank and difficult to move off the spot, double team or not, That said, 
he’s not going to wow anyone with the dirty work that he does on the interior. But, 
man, that power. At the Senior Bowl, during a team period, he bull rushed day 
two OL Steve Avila all the way back into the QB. I mean, c'mon, when the IDL is 
creating pressure WITH the guard trying to block him, that was impressive. 

Brodric Martin, Western Kentucky

6th year - 6-4 3/4, 330 lb.


Northridge HS in Tuscaloosa, AL


Now, okay, ladies and gentlemen, Martin is an intriguing prospect to say the 
least. LONG 35-inch arms and 330 lb. defensive tackles don’t often live together, 
but they do for Martin. As such, he can be a problem in short spaces. He looks 
like DeForest Buckner as a Reebok pumped up shoe. He’s long and nasty and 
quick in that short area. I may have missed the boat on how much teams will like 
him. Damn. He is REALLY good with those damn arms, long arming centers and 
guards on run plays and it’s really impressive.


M.J. Anderson, Iowa State

4th year - 6-2 1/2, 269 lb.


Christian Brothers HS in St. Louis, MO


Anderson is a relentless rusher but he played on the edge at Iowa State. 
Something tells me he’ll do some work going forward inside. He’s quick and 



agile and has outstanding feet to avoid chaos and trash to keep attacking. Plus, 
he’s got nearly 34-inch arms to work with in the future too. Fun prospect.


Devonnsha Maxwell, Chattanooga

5th year - 6-1 5/8, 290 lb.


Valdosta HS in Valdosta, GA


Watching a Kentucky OL in 2021, #90 flashed across my screen numerous 
times. It was to a point where I had to look up Maxwell’s name. He’s stout and 
put together well, but he’s a leverage issue at under 6-2 and strong - he did 30 
reps of 225 lb on the bench at his Pro Day.


Jerrod Clark, Coastal Carolina

5th year - 6-3 5/8, 334 lb.


Brighton HS in Dorchester, MA. 

Clark measured in as the biggest DL in Mobile but he doesn’t quite look like he’s 
a few donuts shy of 350 lb. He’s nimble and agile but not as powerful as a 334 lb 
typically is. He confuses me in some sense because he doesn’t look or play 
powerfully, but he doesn’t get driven off the ball. He has some serious quicks for 
a big guy, but he won’t win with his girth or power. 

Desjuan Johnson, Toledo

5th year - 6-2 1/8, 285 lb.


East English Village HS in Detroit, MI


The consummate inside rusher on third down. I don’t think Johnson can live 
inside on all three downs, but he’s got quickness and power to exploit interior 
OL in the passing game.




Edge 
*Bud Dupree 
Arnold Ebiketie

Kaden Elliss

*Lorenzo Carter

Adetokunbo Ogundeji

DeAngelo Malone

David Anenih

Quinton Bell


IDL 
*DT Grady Jarrett 
*DE Calais Campbell 
*NT/DT David Onyemata 
DE Ta’Quon Graham

NT Eddie Goldman

NT Timmy Horne

DT Joe Gaziano

DE Amani Bledsoe


LB 
*Troy Andersen

*Mykal Walker

Nate Landman

Dorian Etheridge

Tae Davis


S 
*Jessie Bates 
*Richie Grant

Jovante Moffatt

Jaylinn Hawkins

Micah Abernathy


CB 
*A.J. Terrell 
*Casey Heyward

Jeff Okudah 
Darren Hall

Mike Hughes

Dee Alford

Cornell Armstrong

Javelin Guidry

QB 
*Desmond Ridder

Taylor Heinicke 
Logan Woodside


RB 
*Tyler Allgeier 
Cordarrelle Patterson

Caleb Huntley

Avery Williams

B.J. Baylor

(FB) Keith Smith

(FB-TB) Clint Ratkovich


WR 
*Drake London 
*Mack Hollins 
Scotty Miller 
Frank Darby

KhaDarel Hodge

Jared Bernhardt

Ra’Shaun Henry

Josh Ali


TE 
*Kyle Pitts 
*Jonnu Smith 
Parker Hesse

John Raine

Feleipe Franks

John FitzPatrick

Tucker Fisk


OL 
*OT Jake Matthews

*OG Matt Hennessy

*C Drew Dalman 
*OG Chris Lindstrom 
*OT Kaleb McGary 
OT Joshua Miles

OG Jalen Mayfield

C Ryan Neuzil

OT Germain Ifedi

2023 Atlanta Falcons Draft Priorities 
QB - High - Lamar? Trade up? Believe in Desmond?


RB - Low - It might feel like a bunch of no names, but 
this is a solid, if not, wildly underrated group.


WR - Mid-to-low - Depending how you classify Pitts, 
the WR could use another multi-dimensional threat


TE - Mid - A competent Y, in-line TE could be of use.


OL - Mid - Ton of $ & draft assets have gone here lately, 
perhaps an IOL w/guard/center duality makes sense


Edge - Mid - Even with the $ and draft capital spent 
here over the years, if an edge falls to them…they have 
to, no?


IDL - Mid - It’s not perfect group but it’s taken on a ton 
of renovation lately. So, only if a stud DT falls to them


LB - Mid-to-high - I love Andersen and Walker is solid, 
but it needs bodies to provide depth, if anything.


S - Low - The signing of Bates was HUGE!


CB - Low - Okudah trade was sneaky hot for just a 5th

Atlanta Falcons
QB Prospects to Watch 
C.J. Stroud, Ohio State

Anthony Richardson, 
Florida

Will Levis, Kentucky

Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Jake Haener, Fresno State

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA


RB Prospects to Watch 
Dewayne McBride, UAB

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

Zach Evans, Ole Miss

Chase Brown, Illinois

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Tank Dell, Houston

Trey Palmer, Nebraska

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Derius Davis, TCU

Matt Landers, Arkansas


TE Prospects to Watch 
Tucker Kraft, SDSU

Payne Durham, Purdue

Davis Allen, Clemson

Ben Sims, Baylor

Kyle Patterson, Air Force


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG/C Cody Mauch, NDSU

OG/C Steve Avila, TCU

OG/C Emil Ekiyor Jr, 
Alabama

C Juice Scruggs, Penn St.


OL (Cont’d) 
OG Kyle Hinton

OT Tyler Vrabel

C/OG Jonathan Harrison

OG Justin Shaffer


Edge Prospects to Watch 
Myles Murphy, Clemson

Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

B.J. Ojulari, LSU

Isaiah Foskey, Notre Dame

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

K.J. Henry, Clemson

YaYa Diaby, Louisville


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Colby Wooden, Auburn

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Siaki Ika, Baylor

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

Moro Ojomo, Texas

D.J. Dale, Alabama


LB Prospects to Watch 
Daiyan Henley, WSU

Noah Sewell, Oregon

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati

Cam Jones, Indiana


S Prospects to Watch 
Daniel Scott, Cal

Chamarri Conner, Va. Tech

Brandon Joseph, Notre 
Dame

Ronnie Hickman, Ohio St.


CB Prospects to Watch 
Riley Moss, Iowa

Kyu Blu Kelly, Stanford

Terell Smith, Minnesota


CB (Cont’d) 
Matt Hankins 

Jamal Peters

John Reid

Dylan Mabin

2023 Atlanta Falcons picks - 1st (8), 2nd (44), 3rd (75), 4th (110, 113), 7th (224, 225)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Joe Tryon-Shoyinka

*Shaq Barrett 
Anthony Nelson

Cam Gill

Charles Snowden

Hamilcar Rashed


IDL 
*DE Logan Hall

*NT Vita Vea 
*DT Greg Gaines 
DE Patrick O’Connor

NT Deadrin Senat

DT Willington Previlon

DT Mike Greene


LB 
*Devin White (for now) 
*Lavonte David

K.J. Britt

Ulysses Gilbert

J.J. Russell


S 
*Antoine Winfield 
*Ryan Neal

Nolan Turner


CB 
*Jamel Dean 
*Carlton Davis III 
Zyon McCollum

Don Gardner

Duron Lowe

Anthony Chesley

Dee Delaney

QB 
*Baker Mayfield 
Kyle Trask


RB 
*Rachaad White

Chase Edmonds 
Ke’Shawn Vaughn

Patrick Laird


WR 
*Mike Evans 
*Russell Gage

*Chris Godwin

Deven Thompkins

Kaylon Geiger


TE 
*Cade Otton

Ko Kieft

David Wells

Dominique Dafney


OL 
*OT Tristan Wirfs 
*OG Luke Goedeke

*C Ryan Jensen

*OG Nick Leverett

*OT Matt Feiler 
OT Brandon Walton

OG Aaron Stinnie

C Robert Hainsey

OG John Molchon

OT Grant Hermanns

OT Michael Niese

OT Dylan Cook

2023 Tampa Bay Buccaneers Draft Priorities 
QB - High - If they TRULY believe in Baker, it’s lower


RB - Mid - White is underrated and Edmonds was a 
savvy pickup. Still could use a hammer in the run game.


WR - Low - Just need some depth and more production 
out of the slot - plenty of day 3 slot WR.


TE - High - A pass catching weapon, please??


OL - Mid-to-high - If Wirfs moves to LT, perhaps it’s not 
a MUST to find an OL, but right side still projects as iffy.


DE - Mid - Production should be higher here, so a jolt of 
energy off the edge will help this Todd Bowles’ defense.


IDL - Low - The Greg Gaines signing was strong!


LB - High - The $64M question - Devin? What’s up? The 
Bucs said they won’t trade him, but is White entrenched 
in his stance. Standoff time? Or bag time?


S - High - There are 3 safeties on the roster. THREE?!?


CB - Low - Dean returning was a pleasant surprise as 
the Dean/Davis duo is one of the best in the league

Tampa Bay Buccaneers
QB Prospects to Watch 
Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Will Levis, Kentucky

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Jake Haener, Fresno State


RB Prospects to Watch 
Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Zach Evans, Ole Miss

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

Israel Abanikanda, Pitt

Kendre Miller, TCU

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Tank Dell, Houston

Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

Jayden Reed, Michigan St.

Ronnie Bell, Michigan

Jonathan Mingo, Ole Miss

Bryce Ford-Wheaton, West 
Virginia

Trey Palmer, Nebraska

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Charlie Jones, Purdue


TE Prospects to Watch 
Dalton Kincaid, Utah

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Braydon Willis, Oklahoma


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio 
State

OT Anton Harrison, OU

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OT/OG Jaxson Kirkland, 
Washington

OT Blake Freeland, BYU

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Keion White, Georgia Tech

Felix Anudike-Uzomah, 
Kansas State

Isaiah Foskey, Notre Dame

Byron Young, Tennessee

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

YaYa Diaby, Louisville

K.J. Henry, Clemson


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Calijah Kancey, Pitt

Colby Wooden, Auburn

Karl Brooks, Bowling Green

Dante Stills, West Virginia

Tyler Lacy, Oklahoma State


LB Prospects to Watch 
Jack Campbell, Iowa

Drew Sanderson, Arkansas

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)

Isaiah Moore, NC State

Cam Jones, Indiana

Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt


S Prospects to Watch 
Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

Sydney Brown, Illinois

JL Skinner, Boise State

Jordan Howden, Minnesota


CB Prospects to Watch 
Terell Smith, Minnesota

Kei’Trel Clark, Louisville

Cam Mitchell, Northwestern

Kyu Blu Kelly, Stanford

Starling Thomas V, UAB

Kaleb Hayes, BYU

Art Green, Houston

Arquon Bush, Cincinnati

2023 Tampa Bay Buccaneers picks - 1st (19), 2nd (50), 3rd (82), 5th (153, 175), 6th (179, 181, 196), 7th (252)
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star
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Edge 
*Cameron Jordan

Carl Granderson

*Payton Turner

Jabari Zuniga

Tanoh Kpassagnon


IDL 
*Khalen Saunders 
*Nathan Shepherd 
Prince Emili

Malcolm Roach


LB 
*Pete Werner

*Demario Davis 
Zack Baun

Andrew Dowell

D’Marco Jackson

Ryan Connelly

Nephi Sewell


S 
*Tyrann Mathieu

*Marcus Maye

J.T. Gray

Johnathan Abram

Smoke Monday


CB 
*Marshon Lattimore

*Paulson Adebo

*Bradley Roby

Isaac Yiadom

Vincent Gray

Alontae Taylor

Troy Pride Jr.

Lonnie Johnson Jr.

Ugo Amadi

QB 
*Derek Carr 
Jameis Winston

Jake Luton


RB 
*Alvin Kamara 
Jamaal Williams 
Eno Benjamin

Dwayne Washington

Derrick Gore


WR 
*Chris Olave 
*Michael Thomas

*Rashid Shaheed 
Tre’Quan Smith

Kirk Merritt

Keith Kirkwood

Kawaan Baker

Bryan Edwards


TE 
(Weapon X) Taysom Hill

*Juwan Johnson

Adam Trautman

Lucas Krull

Miller Forristall


OL 
*OT Trevor Penning

*OG Andrus Peat

*C Erik McCoy

*OG Cesar Ruiz

*OT Ryan Ramczyk 
OT James Hurst

OG Lewis Kidd

OG Yasir Durant

OG Calvin Throckmorton

OG Koda Martin

OT Storm Norton

OT Landon Young

2023 New Orleans Saints Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Carr and Winston are more than solid


RB - Mid - There are no young legs, so a day three steal 
could fit the bill.


WR - Low - Loaded WR corps if, IF Michael Thomas is 
fully healthy.


TE - High - There isn’t a quality TE on roster for Carr.


OL - Low - One of the better groups in the NFL…if, IF 
Penning is legit…early signs are ??, but some promise.


Edge - Mid - Turner MUST pan out, but there’s no burst/
juice in this group, honestly. Just power guys.


IDL - Mid - The depth is stretched thinnnnnn.


LB - Low - Werner and Davis are a strong duo, decent 
depth as well.


S - Mid-to-high - I’m a huge Tyrann fan, but there’s not 
a ton else here, honestly


CB - High - It’s Lattimore (average last year), Adebo (not 
at all) and a bunch of Texans castoffs, honestly. 

New Orleans Saints
QB Prospects to Watch 
Jake Haener, Fresno State

Jaren Hall, BYU

Max Duggan, TCU


RB Prospects to Watch 
Roschon Johnson, Texas

Kendre Miller, TCU

Eric Gray, Oklahoma

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

Jordan Mims, Fresno State

Khalan Laborn, Marshall

Xazavian Valladay, Arizona 
State

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Elijah Higgins, Stanford 
(WR/F-TE)

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Jayden Reed, Michigan 
State


TE Prospects to Watch 
Michael Mayer, Notre Dame

Dalton Kincaid, Utah

Luke Musgrave, Oregon St.

Darnell Washington, UGa

Sam LaPorta, Iowa

Tucker Kraft, SDSU

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT/OG Jaxson Kirkland, 
Washington

OT Blake Freeland, BYU

OT/OG Sidy Sow, Eastern 
Michigan

OT/OG Braeden Daniels, 
Utah

OT Warren McClendon, 
Georgia


Edge Prospects to Watch 
Keion White, Georgia Tech

Adetomiwa Adebawore, 
Northwestern

Byron Young, Tennessee

Felix Anudike-Uzomah, 
Kansas State

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

Tuli Tuipolotu, USC

YaYa Diaby, Louisville


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Calijah Kancey, Pitt

Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Zacch Pickens, South 
Carolina

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Moro Ojomo, Texas

Cameron Young, 
Mississippi State

Karl Brooks, Bowling Green


LB Prospects to Watch 
Marte Mapu, Sac. State 
(LB/S)

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Isaiah Moore, NC State

Mohamoud Diabate, Utah

Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

Sydney Brown, Illinois


CB Prospects to Watch 
Deonte Banks, Maryland

D.J. Turner, Michigan

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

Emmanuel Forbes, 
Mississippi State

Julius Brents, Kansas State

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

2023 New Orleans Saints picks - 1st (29), 2nd (40), 3rd (71), 4th (115), 5th (146, 165), 7th (227, 257)
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star
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Edge 
*Brian Burns 
*Yetur Gross-Matos

Amare Barno

Marquis Haynes Sr.

Kobe Jones


IDL 
*NT Derrick Brown 
*DE Deshawn Williams

*DT Shy Tuttle 
DT Bravvion Roy

NT Marquan McCall

DE Henry Anderson

NT John Penisini

DT Raequan Williams


LB 
*Shaq Thompson

*Frankie Luvu

Brandon Smith

Kamu Grugier-Hill

Chandler Wooten

Arron Mosby


S 
*Jeremy Chinn 
*Vonn Bell 
Xavier Woods

Eric Rowe

Sam Franklin Jr.

Myles Dorn


CB 
*Jaycee Horn 
*Donte Jackson

Keith Taylor Jr.

Herb Miller

C.J. Henderson

Stantley Thomas-Oliver III


QB 
*Andy Dalton 
Matt Corral

Jacob Eason


RB 
*Miles Sanders 
Chuba Hubbard

Raheem Blackshear

Spencer Brown


WR 
*Adam Thielen 
*Terrace Marshall Jr.

*D.J. Chark 
Preston Williams

Laviska Shenault Jr.

Shi Smith

Derek Wright

C.J. Saunders


TE 
*Hayden Hurst 
Ian Thomas

Tommy Tremble

Giovanni Ricci

Stephen Sullivan


OL 
*OT Ikem Ekwonu 
*OG Brady Christensen

*C Bradley Bozeman 
*OG Austin Corbett

*OT Taylor Moton 
OT Lamel Coleman

OG Justin McCray

C Sam Tecklenburg

OG Cade Mays

OG Deonte Brown

2023 Carolina Panthers Draft Priorities 
QB - High - #1 overall will be a QB, likely Bryce Young.


RB - Low - I REALLY like this group, even without CMC


WR - Low - The additions of Thielen and Chark were 
massive.


TE - Mid - Adding Hurst changed this from HIGH to mid


OL - Mid-to-low - This is an underrated group, but still 
would like to see a TRUE guard next to Icky.


DE - Mid - Burns is a stud, but this group could use a 
power edge setter able to impact pass rush too.


IDL - Mid- Love the addition of Tuttle and Brown is a 
game changer. But, BUT, it’s still lacking, uh, JUICE


LB - Mid-to-low - I like the athleticism of Shaq, Luvu 
and Smith, but some young, instinctive depth needed.


S - Low - Adding Bell was HUGE for this S group.


CB - Mid - I’d love to see a sticky slot CB in this unit.

Carolina Panthers
QB Prospects to Watch 
Bryce Young, Alabama


RB Prospects to Watch 
Dewayne McBride, UAB

Chris Rodriguez Jr, 
Kentucky

Kenny McIntosh, Georgia

Hunter Luepke, NDSU

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Cedric Tillman, Tennessee

Tank Dell, Houston

Jayden Reed, Michigan 
State

Michael Wilson, Stanford

Matt Landers, Arkansas

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati


TE Prospects to Watch 
Sam LaPorta, Iowa

Tucker Kraft, SDSU

Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Brayden Willis, Oklahoma

Will Mallory, Miami, FL

Cameron Latu, Alabama

Ben Sims, Baylor

Ryan Jones, East Carolina

Jahleel Billngsley, Texas


OL Prospects to Watch 
OG O’Cyrus Torrence, 
Florida

OG/C Steve Avila, TCU

OG Anthony Bradford, LSU

OG/C Olu Oluwatimi, 
Michigan

OG/C Emil Ekiyor Jr, 
Alabama

OG Nick Broeker, Ole Miss

OG Joey Fisher, Shepherd

OC Grant Gibson, NC State


Edge Prospects to Watch 
Keion White, Georgia Tech

Felix Anudike-Uzomah, 
Kansas State

Tuli Tuipolotu, USC

Adetomiwa Adebawore, 
Northwestern (DE/OLB)

Isaiah McGuire, Missouri

YaYa Diaby, Louisville


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Mike Morris, Michigan

Siaki Ika, Baylor

Keondre Coburn, Texas

Karl Brooks, Bowling Green

Jerrod Clark Coastal 
Carolina


LB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Williams, Tulane

Marte Mapu, Sac. State 
(LB/S)

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

Cam Jones, Indiana


S Prospects to Watch 
JL Skinner, Boise State

Gervarrius Owens, Houston

Tyreque Jones, Boise State


CB Prospects to Watch 
Clark Phillips III, Utah

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Tre Hodges-Tomlinson, 
TCU

Kei’Trel Clark, Louisville

D’Shawn Jamison, Texas

Jarrick Bernard-Converse, 
LSU

Tanner McCalister, Ohio 
State

2023 Carolina Panthers picks - 1st (1), 2nd (39), 3rd (93), 4th (114, 132), 5th (145)
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Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

3rd year - 6-3 1/2, 253 lb.

Hampton, GA


• Lombardi Award winner - 2022

• 2x Bronko Nagurski Award winner - ’21, ’22

• 2x SEC Def. Player of the Year - 2021, 2022


Dutchtown HS in Hampton, GA


The Best. Numero Uno. Top of the Heap. Who’s THE MAN? It’s the question 
everyone wants to know on a number of different topics. In the Harris 100 v 1.0 
(and v 2.0 and v 3.0 and all future Harris 100 iterations) number one overall is 
Alabama OLB Will Anderson Jr.


The proof is right there on film, but what sold me was listening to Alabama 
players, coaches and fans alike describe Anderson Jr.


“He’s THE alpha”

“He’s a great competitor in every situation that he’s in”

“He sets the example of how things will be done.”


That exact thing has all been said, alluded to or mentioned over the past three 
years as it refers to Anderson Jr. From the day that he set foot on the Alabama 
campus, he’s been the most dominant player on the field, with the intensity to 
match. That certainly translates to the next level.


So will his get off, his football violence, his football IQ, his knack for clutch plays, 
his playmaking skills and his pass coverage. Okay, there’s really no need to ever 
drop Anderson into coverage and I’d like to find that coach that asks him to do 
that…and fire him.


He’s football scary and you better hope he ends up on your team.

Heading into the 2022 Draft season, I flipped back and forth between a few 
prospects at number one before settling on safety Kyle Hamilton. I loved him as 
a prospect even though he lacked the speed teams truly covet in a safety. I say 
all that to say that there hasn’t been one second of waffling for TWO YEARS 
who was going to be #1 overall in my Harris 100. Anderson Jr. burst on the 
scene as a true freshman in the weirdest season of college football imaginable 
then returned in 2021 taking his game to greater heights. I’ve said multiple times 
since 2020 that he’d be number one in this draft class, if he declares for the 
Draft, obviously. His twitch and hands are top notch. His explosiveness to, and 
through, run blockers is extraordinary. His quickness on loops and stunts inside 

#1 Edge in the 2023 NFL Draft 
Class

#3 overall in the 2023 Harris 200



is unmatched. He’s violent in all the best ways on the field. He has a knack for 
playing his best in big games. He can control blockers with his strength and 
power. He has burst off the edge for days. His first step is blazing fast off the 
snap. Bend. Power. Hands. I mean, c’mon now. He beats guards with power. He 
beats light, quick tackles with speed. He is THE ALPHA in a program with 
dozens of them.


Simply put, he’s HIM. He’s the football equivalent to the Boogeyman, scaring 
EVERYONE no matter where he lines up on a field. He’ll align outside, loop 
inside and terrorize anyone in the A gap. He’ll stand up and just sprint right past 
an OT, leaving him standing in concrete. His draft spot will be somewhere in the 
top three, depending on who has a QB, who needs a QB and who is willing to 
come up and get a QB. Anderson Jr. might fall into that category too (the “trade 
up and go get him” category) as there are going to be a dozen teams that will 
fall in love with his ability, mindset and production. I expect to hear his name 
within the first 45 minutes of the Draft in April.




Player comp - Steelers Pro Bowl Edge T.J. Watt 

Tyree Wilson, Texas Tech

3rd year - 6-5 5/8, 271 lb.

Henderson, TX


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• Defensive MVP of Liberty Bowl - 2021


Rusk HS in Henderson, TX


Back in the summer, I wrote this about Wilson.


I saw Wilson last season in the 2021 opener against the University of Houston at 
NRG Stadium and was blown away by his frame, size and movement skills for a 
man that large. Then, the ball was snapped and I could tell he was still raw, yet 

learning. He’s in this section now, but he’s a guy I’ll keep tabs on all year long 
because of his enormous height, weight, build and elite traits.


Yeah, I’ll be brutally honest, I wasn’t quite sure. The first time I saw him I KNEW 
that NFL scouts would love him. He could turn the light off from bed with those 
arms. But, I wanted to see more from him and I didn’t have an opportunity to 
study him more so I decided to punt until after the season.


#2Edge in the 2023 NFL Draft 
Class

#6overall in the 2023 Harris 200



Bad move by me.


When 2022 hit, he was a smash success, no pun intended. He was Texas Tech’s 
leading defender and he was arguably the best defensive disruptor in the Big 12. 
Now, one major thing to consider with his assessment is the foot injury. It’s not 
known how much Wilson’s foot injury will allow him to do in the draft process. 
He also had an injury back during his days at A&M, so there will be some 
concern and the teams in the top ten will have their doctors doing a deep dive 
into how much of an issue those injuries will be in the future. When he’s on the 
field, though, my goodness, what a stud! Here’s what I saw on tape


The first play of the Texas game, he dropped into coverage - 6-6, 275 lb. 
dropping into coverage - awkward but effective.


Has active hands, but I still want more football violent HANDS.


Plays violently, and with power, but his hands can use some adjustment and 
work


Agile and twitchy, especially so for a man with his measurables.


Needs a bit more of a polished pass rush plan. He certainly has moves but 
needs to be more consistent with that plan on how to attack the tackle, double 
team and/or chip.


Long first step gets into OL/OT quicker than they can get comfortable in their 
pass set most times.


Does play with better than expected pad level for a dude 6-6.


Refuses to be blocked - v. Texas he split a double team for a sack - sheer power 
and will and fight to get to the QB. Love seeing that.


Dadgum, he’s strong (in addition to being long) - against NC State, he worked 
those long levers for arms past two OL and then SNATCHED Devin Leary to the 
ground from behind. Damn.


His speed to power displaces linemen more than anyone I’ve studied.


Slippery for a guy his size - not usually the adjective that I’d use to describe a 
man that height/weight, but he can slide inside on a pass rush move smoothly. 
He hit the Texas RT with that inside slip move and beat him clean both times.




His closing speed/stride length? Whoa. Against Texas RB Bjian Robinson, he 
closed from a wide nine on a run that went away from him. He got clean upfield 
and then in three steps ran him down from the backside. 


Loose and athletic - there’s no stiffness with Wilson


Like his variety of pass rush moves - uses a little ghost move, a little dip/rip, 
inside dip/rip, speed-to-power bull rush - it’s clear that he’s working to perfect a 
variety of key moves to get to the quarterback.


Long arm move can be outstanding - I’d like to see him PERFECT that going 
forward.


Been told that he’s just a sweetheart of a guy and will be a boost to anyone’s 
locker room.


Plays up and down the line of scrimmage with equal success


Player comp - Saints DL Marcus Davenport 

He’s currently the number three overall DL in this class behind Edge rusher Will 
Anderson Jr. (Alabama) and DT Jalen Carter (Georgia). I know some teams have 
done some serious digging on Wilson, his background and those injuries, but on 
the field, there seem to be few questions about how much he can wreck a game 
in a hurry.


Myles Murphy, Clemson

3rd year - 6-4 3/4, 268 lb.

Marietta, GA


• 1st Team All-ACC - 2022

• 45 tackles, 11.0 TFL

• Led the team with 6.5 sacks in 2022


Hillgrove HS in Marietta, GA. 


As I study players, I try to focus on just those particular players. I pulled up 
Clemson film to watch Bryan Bresee and I’m watching Bresee. He’s a stud now 
and I’m trying to have total focus on #11…until #98 pops off the screen. Trust 
me, I knew that Bresee and Murphy are on the same team, but I tried to stay 
focused on the task at hand, which was Bresee at the time. Halfway through the 
game, though, I can’t take my eyes off of 98. Darting and looping inside with 

#3 Edge in the 2023 NFL Draft 
Class

#11 in the 2023 Harris 200



insane quickness for a man that is 275 lb. Strong as an ox. Excellent hand 
placement/work. Body composition and makeup are NFL ready, well, two years 
ago actually. Football violence level is on point. He’s relentlessly violent coming 
off the edge with some serious burst on his get-off. I would HATE to face him, 
because his length and power win one rep then he slips inside with a rip move 
and an OL has no shot. 


Clemson didn’t move him regularly inside because he’s so dynamic off the edge 
(and because they have Bresee and others), but he can go inside against guards 
one-on-one when asked. His strength flashes when he loops/stunts inside. His 
long arm repertoire is insanely good because of his strength and ability to mix in 
a counter move off that long arm. He’ll hit a tackle with that long arm, then drop 
it and rip/ghost underneath to get to the QB. He also does a great job of driving 
tackles with that long arm up the field, then redirecting underneath as he did to 
Syracuse All-ACC OT Matthew Bergeron in 2022.


When he gets to the NFL, though, he could certainly be a guy that wins inside 
one-on-one with guards and centers on pass rush downs. With his quickness, 
he could be a major inside/outside threat for a four man surface defensive 
scheme. He’s a stud in the weight room as well, benching 405 lb., cleaning 335 
and deadlift 505. His Combine-like testing numbers at Clemson were eye-
popping - 4.5/4/6 in the 40, broad jump of 10-feet plus and a 35-inch vertical. 
Looking back at Patriots star pass rusher Matt Judon’s measurables - 6-3, 275 
lb., 34-inch arms, 4.7 40-yard  dash, 30 reps on bench and a 35-inch vertical - 
my summer comp holds for Murphy for certain. 




Player Comp - Patriots Edge Matt Judon 

Lukas Van Ness, Iowa

4th year - 6-5, 272 lb.

Barrington, IL


• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2022 

• Academic All-B1G - 2021, 2022

• FWAA Freshman All-American - 2021


Barrington HS in Barrington, IL


Oh, boy, there’s VIOLENCE in his game. Football violence, mind you, but very 
few players in this draft class are bringing THAT to the game down in and down 
out. Finding out that he was a lifelong hockey player made those first two 
sentences make a TON of sense. 


#4 Edge in the 2023 NFL Draft 
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Long and rangy, powerful and ANGRY (or so it seems), Van Ness plays the game 
like an undrafted free agent looking to make the team on every single play. His 
short area burst and quickness are seemingly unparalleled at this position. His 
position, though, is probably what makes him that much more of an NFL 
weapon. Finding him on tape can be a chore at times. He lines up everywhere 
from 9-tech to 9-tech, although he won’t be found at nose tackle much, if at all. 
That said, he has the prerequisite strength to play as a three technique in the run 
game. I don’t see him in there a ton going forward, but he will go inside on pass 
rush downs at the NFL level. 


His nickname at Iowa was “Mini-Hercules” because of his shredded body and 
size. He completely dump-trucked some of the best tackles in college football 
with speed-to-power and, combined with his long arms, he’s a handful for 
offensive tackles and guards on a down in/down out basis. Van Ness noted that 
he became a better, and more effective, player when he was asked to play some 
inside. He realized that he needed to play with better pad level and improve his 
hands. He’s definitely done that in the short time that he’s played on the inside. 
Against Iowa State in 2022, he showed all of those assets as the Cyclones tried 
to run split zone on 2nd and two right at him. Van Ness struck the guard, 
violently shed him and made the solo tackle two yards deep in the backfield. 
Guys that win one-on-one with THAT level of football violence can play in this 
league for a long time. Oh, did I mention that he blocked two punts against Iowa 
State in 2022 as well? Okay, now I did. He does have to shed quicker on base 
blocks on the inside more consistently. When he’s truly outweighed, he has to 
be more effective getting off those blocks. 


Now, he’s an outside guy at his core, like J.J. Watt was back in the day. Watt 
COULD go inside and DID go inside, but he could DOMINATE both. Van Ness’ 
outside pass rush is seemingly all predicated off of speed-to-power. Once he 
gets a tackle back on his heels, he then works inside with dip/rip or just walks 
tackle right back into the quarterback. He’s not going to be a twitch winner, 
winning with first step quickness and explosiveness. He’ll win with a hockey 
player’s spirit from the outside.


Player Comp - Packers DE Za’Darius Smith 

Nolan Smith, Georgia

4th year - 6-2 1/4, 238 lb.

Savannah, GA


• 11.5 career sacks in four years at UGa

• Missed seven games with pectoral injury
 #5 Edge in the 2023 NFL Draft 
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• Insane athletic performance at the 2023 Combine


IMG Academy, originally from Savannah, GA.


Smith was a 5-star stud recruit out of high school and he’s now blossoming in 
the college game for all to see. He can bend, has impressive agility and can 
absolutely finish at the quarterback. Oh, I just wish Smith were just ten pounds 
heavier. 


He’s got a skill set off the edge to thrive in the NFL, but at 238 lb., it’s pushing 
the envelope about as far as it can go. But, he counteracts his size with 
athleticism that has no peer. On the field, he’s a smooth, under control yet 
violent, edge presence in the pass rush game. His hands are excellent and he 
torques, lifts and sheds quickly and impressively. His first three steps off the 
snap are so incredibly fast and his ability to redirect is outstanding, but that’s to 
be expected at his size/dimensions. I used to love watching Titans star edge 
rusher Harold Landry at Boston College. The way he burst off the ball, dipped 
under a tackle, scraped the ground like a lowrider and exploded into a QB. 
That’s Smith’s game. Now, I don’t like seeing Landry do that as much twice a 
year against my Texans, but the comp holds true for certain. But, if Smith 
became a Texan...chess not checkers, right?


Unfortunately, Smith only played eight games in 2022 as he suffered a torn 
pectoral muscle in the annual rivalry game against Florida. In the last seven 
games of the season, he had a tackle for a loss in every game and finished with 
3.0 sacks overall. 


Then, during the Draft season, he SET IT OFF. He ran a 4.39 40-yard dash, 
posted a 41.5-inch vertical jump and a 10-8 broad jump.


ATH-O-LETE. Can that translate? It might take a bit, like it did for his comp, but 
it will eventually make Smith a handful on the edge.




Player Comp - Titans Edge Harold Landry 
 

Keion White, Georgia Tech

6th year - 6-4 7/8, 285 lb.

Garner, NC


• 3rd Team All-ACC - 2022

• Led the team in TFL (14) & sacks (7.5) - ’22

• 2nd Team All-C-USA - 2019


#6 Edge in the 2023 NFL Draft 
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Garner HS in Garner, NC


Here’s the gist of White’s resume. He’s big. He can fly. The football gods just 
don’t construct players nearly 6-5 at 280 lb with White’s movement skills. Oh, 
and he’s a very skilled football player at this point too.


His game is still a bit in development because he moves around so much on the 
field. At the Senior Bowl, he moved inside and out, rushing as a pure wide-five 
technique on one rep and then an interior three-technique on the next rep. He 
rushed from a stand up position. He put his hand in the ground. He even 
dropped into coverage at times. During the season, it was a bit of trying to find 
Waldo. Is he down? Is he up? Is he outside? Is he dropping? Is he rushing? Is he 
slanting? I found myself studying him the same way that I did Travon Walker 
(Georgia/Jaguars) last year. Finding 44 was a bit of a chore on every play and 
figuring out his responsibility on each play was just as difficult. That’s the same 
feeling I get when I’m watching White. He did EVERYTHING at Georgia Tech and 
is probably a better overall football player than Walker was at this point. But, 
Walker was such a freakishly talented athletic specimen and it’s that ceiling and 
those traits that got Trent Baalke’s attention. White is doing the same.


Man, White’s short area burst is SICK. Against Georgia in the 2022 season 
finale, the Dawgs ran a GT counter RPO, which left White unblocked. As soon 
as the ball was snapped, White hit the gas into the backfield in like three steps. 
He hit the speed so fast that Georgia QB Stetson Bennett was forced to eschew 
the fake, pull the ball hurriedly and scramble to his right and throw incomplete. 
White’s explosive speed and twitch eliminated that RPO from jump. I don’t 
remember Georgia running zone read or RPO off of zone read action AT White 
the rest of the game.


His hands are strong and his technique is much better than other edge rushers 
I’ve studied, not named Will Anderson Jr.


Down in Mobile at the Senior Bowl, it felt like all eyes were on White. He didn’t 
completely dominate, but the skills flashed. He registered 17.38 mph on his GPS 
on the first day. That was two mph faster than any other defensive lineman. He’s 
got elite traits to say the least. During a team 11-on-11 period, the offense ran a 
play action pass and chipped a TE on White. The Georgia Tech stud snapped 
the TE’s neck before continuing his rush to the QB. Dadgum. Then, later in one-
on-ones, he ran right through Michigan’s Ryan Hayes with one of the nastiest 
bull rushes of the day. Speed. Power. Size. It’s a pass rusher’s Holy Trinity.


When I got back from Mobile, I made sure to watch a few more games and saw 
so many aspects of his game that are enticing. Against Pitt, he was aligned as a 



three technique and the Panthers tried to double team him. Tried. He turned his 
shoulders to split the one double team, then went arm over to clear that first 
blocker. Then, he went the other way to chop/rip the other blocker to get clean 
to the QB for a sack. DAYUM! That was impressive.


He has enough bend that he can ghost tackles, dipping underneath them a la 
Von Miller (Bills/Broncos/Rams). He’s twitchy. He’s a Travon Walker twin. He’s 
going to be a problem in due time.


Player Comp - Jaguars DL Travon Walker 

Will McDonald, Iowa State

4th year - 6-3 5/8, 239 lb.

Pewaukee, WI


• 3x 1st Team All-Big 12 - ’20, ’21, ‘22

• 1st Team All-American - 2021

• Big 12 Co-DL of the Year - 2021


Waukesha North HS in Pewaukee, WI.


McDonald is a fascinating prospect who didn’t grow up playing football. In fact, 
the Cyclones defensive star had to be convinced his sophomore season in high 
school to come out for football. He did and became one of the greatest overall 
athletes in Waukesha North HS (WI) history. He averaged 18.3 points and 12.8 
rebounds a game in basketball and was a state champion in discus (179-9) and 
finished third in the state in high jump (6-4). When he was initially recruited, he 
has no idea about the game or anyone who played it, but he’s caught up in due 
time. He decided to go back to Iowa State for his final year of eligibility after 
being named 1st Team All-American, 1st Team All-Big 12 and the Big 12 Co-
Defensive Player of the Year. He had a record-setting season in Ames as a fourth 
year player in 2021 and returned to solidify his place in Cyclone history and 
become a first round 2023 NFL prospect.


At 239 lb, he’s a bit light as a hand down, four man front edge player. He’ll more 
than likely have to transition to standing up as a 3-4 OLB, but he’s athletic as 
hell, so he should be able to do that in due time. He has to be more violent with 
his hands to shed blocks in the run game. But, he has length for days which 
makes him a terror rushing the passer. When he has a plan as a pass rusher, 
he’s tough to stop. His twitch is legit, but he has to consistently dissect his pass 
rush plan from down to down. Mechanically, heading into the 2022 season, I 
thought he needed to clean up his pass rush maneuvers, because it was evident 
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that he had those tricks in his bag, so to speak; he just needed refinement. He 
did that and then some, seemingly mastering Dwight Freeney’s ice pick spin 
which McDonald unleashed on the OL at the Senior Bowl.


He knows how to use his assets he’s learned from other sports. A great example 
of that was against OU LT Anton Harrison in 2021. He had been working 
Harrison’s high side for a while but deep in OU’s end, McDonald sprinted as 
hard as he could up the field. That eroded Harrison’s technique, then as in 
basketball, McDonald planted his outside foot, sent Harrison upfield and then 
redirected back to the QB for a strip sack. MAN, talk about explosive, wow, that 
redirect was nasty.


Down at the Senior Bowl, he put on a spin show off the edge. His first step is so 
damn quick and his pass rush game is at a different level. He hit Tennessee OT 
Darnell Wright with a spin move on day two or three that was as sick as any 
pass rush move I saw in Mobile from an edge rusher. As I mentioned, he might 
be a bit of a liability in the run game early in his NFL career, but when it comes to 
rushing the quarterback, he’ll make offenses pay dearly. He was one of the 
major winners down at the Senior Bowl. He was lighter than nearly every other 
edge player in Mobile, but no one could get hands on his spin move or speed 
rush. His insane athleticism has no bounds, even though his game needs a little 
bit of polish.


Player Comp - Bears Edge Robert Quinn 

B.J. Ojulari, LSU

3rd year - 6-2 3/8, 248 lb.

Marietta, GA


• 16.5 sacks and two FF in three seasons

• Racked up 25 TFL in his 3 years at LSU

• Wore #18 in his final season at LSU


Marietta HS in Marietta, GA


The younger brother of former Georgia All-American Azeez Ojulari is following 
his brother’s path to the NFL; he’s just doing it at LSU, instead of Georgia. He’s a 
disruptive edge finisher but doesn’t have quite the twitch and physical 
destruction in his game like his older brother. But, there’s no lack of athleticism 
and B.J. may actually be faster than his older brother. Against A&M in 2021, 
Ojulari ran down A&M RB Isaiah Spiller from behind like it was easy. Now, there 
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was no read or fake to keep him home, but that’s besides the point. He just 
walked Spiller down from the backside. 


In the run game, he does get swallowed up a bit at his size, even though he’s 
packed on weight since arriving at LSU. He’s edge conscious and won’t lose 
that outside arm, but he does it at the expense of giving up room inside without 
being able to fold back inside to make tackles. The hope is that an edge player 
destroys the edge, not just maintaining it. Ojulari’s technically astute on the 
edge, but he’s not going to violently eliminate edge runs like some edge players 
in this class.


However, the sheer relentless nature of his football violence is similar to his 
brother. In 2022, Alabama ran buck sweep RPO at him with guard and center 
pulling in his direction. He blew up both pullers and had Alabama QB Bryce 
Young given the ball on the RPO to RB Jase McClellan, Ojulari would’ve 
wrecked the whole thing just being a fearless, football violent edge player.


He likes to use that long arm/ghost move, where he’ll get into the OT with the 
long arm, feel him lean a bit forward and then dip right underneath. He’s one of a 
very few on the edge that I’ve studied that can pull that off, honestly. He will 
voraciously hunt the QB, regardless of responsibility. 


In coverage, he’s more fluid than I expected. I don’t love seeing a pass rusher 
with his skill off the edge dropping in coverage, but I get it. He’s certainly not a 
liability in coverage, which provides solid disguise opportunities.


He also was given the honor to wear the No. 18 at LSU, which is akin to being 
named THE captain on the defensive side of the ball. Combine his twitch, 
speed, football violent nature, pass rush acumen AND his football character and 
teams are going to love Ojulari as much as I do.


Man, when this dude strings together his plan it’s nasty. Against Auburn in 2022, 
he hit the Auburn RT with a bull rush to rip through and the Auburn RT had no 
chance. The twitch was insanely nasty and the quickness with which he 
executed that maneuver is NFL-ready. Wow. Then, after he beat him, he bent his 
rush on a straight line path to the QB. Explosive first step, GREAT hand work. 
Bend and speed to the QB. All top notch. That’s the ONE highlight that each of 
the TV networks will play when Ojulari is drafted. That’s his ONE play.


Player Comp - Patriots edge rusher Josh Uche 

Adetomiwa Adebawore, Northwestern
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4th year - 6-1 5/8, 282 lb.

Kansas City, MO


• 3rd Team All-B1G - 2022

• 5.0 sacks and 9.0 TFL in 2022

• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2021


North Kansas City HS in Kansas City, MO


A decisive winner on the defensive interior at the Senior Bowl was “AA-NW”, aka 
Adebawore. It’s not easy to write Adetomiwa Adebawore in my notebook all day 
long, so that’s the shorthand that I use. On Wednesday, I wrote “AA NW” a ton. 
Why? The Northwestern Tasmanian Devil shocked and yanked his way through 
nearly every one-on-one drill. It felt like I knew it was coming on every rep and 
the OL just didn’t see it coming at all. Then, when I actually called out what was 
going to happen on a pass rush rep, he threw one of the nastiest jump-through, 
cross chop Aaron Donald-style pass rush moves that I’d seen in Mobile, maybe 
ever. I mean, there have been about five or six “OHHHHHHH/AHHHHHH” 
moments in all the drills for the last two days, but that move had the entire DL 
going nuts. He’s difficult to figure out, honestly, because he’s also sub-6-2, but 
only 284 lb, whereas a guy like Nesta Jade Silvera is 300+ lb. So, does AA NW 
play a penetrating 3-technique? Does he play the edge, then bump inside on 
pass rush downs? He’s a bit of a conundrum, given his lack of superior height 
and build but dude is powerful, quick and incredibly disruptive up and down the 
line of scrimmage.


He had two pass rush one-on-one reps back to back against Notre Dame 
interior offensive lineman Jarrett Patterson that were purely awesome. Poor 
Patterson, he was no match for the keg of dynamite in the purple helmet. 
Adebawore ran right through him to the QB, using Patterson as a shield. On the 
second rep, he walked Patterson backwards all the way to the spot where the 
OL were standing. I mean, it was the most impressive thing that I saw in three 
days. Adebawore gives up 20 lb to Patterson but that’s what leverage does. 
Adebawore had Patterson so mad that the Irish OL started to shove back as 
Adebawore ran back to the defensive line following the whistle. I always chuckle 
in those instances because football allows as much violence as one can impose 
on another man between the whistles. If you get worked, that’s on you. 
Adebawore won that rep with insane leverage and strength and embarrassed his 
foe. Now, I’m not totally sure where to play him on a down in/down out basis at 
the next level, but over the last two days, no defensive linemen was as dynamic 
as the Northwestern star.
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Now, can we figure out where he’s going to play on a down in/down out basis? 
NFL teams are going through that process right now and I’m curious to see 
where it leads.




Player Comp - UCLA DT Osa Odighizuwa 

Isaiah Foskey, Notre Dame

4th year - 6-5 1/8, 264 lb.

Concord, CA


• 1st Team Walter Camp All-American - 2022

• 3rd Team All-American - 2021

• Team Captain with Michael Mayer in 2022


De La Salle HS in Concord, CA.


I saw him play in high school at famed DeLaSalle HS in northern California and 
knew he would eventually make it to the league. I just wanted to see him add 
effective weight while in college and he did. Now at 262 lb, Foskey can play well 
in any scheme, has explosive hands and is quite slippery on the edge. His length 
makes him a difficult guy to block effectively and, oh by the way, he has 4.5 
speed as well. Notre Dame aligned him in a number of different spots on the 
field because of his athleticism/speed. He can absolutely bend the edge and 
displays excellent hand work. I definitely need him to be a bit more violent, 
though, in setting the edge, in particular. He gave 2021 1st rounder Alex 
Leatherwood issues off the edge in the pass game in the 2020 CFP semifinal, 
but struggled against the former Raiders first round pick in the run game. That 
said, offensive tackles had better not show hands and give him a target because 
he’ll take aim and shut them down. His hands are so quick, effective and 
precise. Against Cincinnati in 2021, he burned the edge on the LT when he 
showed his hand, literally, then dropped under him to get to the QB. He has a 
wicked long arm stab move that he’s mastered. It’s clear he’s been well 
schooled throughout his football life but he has to be less rigid and more fluid 
and violent out on the edge, in particular. He must be more of an artist and a 
little less of a scientist as an edge player.


Man, the play he made against USC in 2022 is just stellar. He rushed off the left 
edge, got a chip from the TE, shed that, locked up with the right tackle and 
redirected up field as Caleb Williams moved up in the pocket. Williams threw a 
curl route to Jordan Addison on the opposite side of the field. Foskey, at least 20 
yards away, just hit the turbo button and sprinted upfield. As Addison started 
across, and down the field, Foskey hit him with a huge right club, knocking the 
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ball out, forcing Addison to have to fight for it at the bottom of the pile Wow, 
what hustle and what speed!


HisShock/yank is deadly when he uses it.


Just so well schooled. Not as athletic as some of the edge players in this draft 
class, but he’s extremely skilled with his hands, employing a number of different 
techniques in his game.


Has to be more conscious of getting too far upfield in the run game. He created 
seams inside that didn’t need to be there. He needs to be down the line, instead 
of up the field, setting the edge much more violently.


He boxes the counter without losing ground or getting kicked off the ball. I like 
for edges to spill pullers, but an edge can box it without losing ground, I can live 
with it. Foskey held his ground, keeping that outside arm free.


At the Senior Bowl, he was up and down throughout the week, more up than 
down. He planted Ryan Hayes (Michigan) in the turf on his first pass rush of the 
week with a strong long arm. Then, he ran into the brick wall that was Jaelyn 
Duncan (Maryland) later in the day and couldn’t find a counter to beat him.




Player Comp - Bengals DE Sam Hubbard


Felix Anudike-Uzomah, Kansas State

3rd year - 6-3 1/8, 255 lb.

Kansas City, MO


• 3rd Team All-American - 2022

• 2022 Big 12 Def. Player of the Year

• 2x 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2021, 2022


Lee’s Summit HS in Kansas City, MO.


The Kansas State product can turn the light off from bed with what seem to be 
35-inch arms (reality? 33 1/2 arms). What a wingspan, my goodness. That said, 
he must be more consistent with his hands, shedding blocks with violence at all 
times. He does it well one play, textbook actually, and then on the next he’s 
allowing OL to get into his body to eliminate his outstanding, unique length. He 
has plenty twitch off the snap and understands how to use his levers in the pass 
rush game. He has some unique moves on his pass rush. I’ve seen dudes using 
a jump through cross chop and he has that in his arsenal as well. It’s damn 
effective too for a guy with that length and power. He’s thick down below, so 
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when he hits with that jump through, even if he misses the target with his chop, 
he’s still tough to stop because of his lower body strength and balance. He really 
does an excellent job getting on an OT’s edge and working that edge too. 


His bend is definitely an asset and his long arm is his best go-to pass rush 
move. He must anchor to keep both cleats in the ground, playing with lower pad 
level. He got lifted off his feet on run plays way too often in 2021. As a moving 
target, i.e. slanting, looping, stunting, pass rushing, he’s a monster, but he needs 
to be more consistent playing with pad level and taking on blocks, shocking and 
shedding out on the edge. He’ll get eaten up if he’s not better taking on grown 
a-- men at the point of attack. But, that length? That quickness? That twitch? 
No cap, whatsoever.




Player Comp - Jaguars Edge Arden Key 

Tuli Tuipolotu, USC

5th year - 6-3, 266 lb

Hawthorne, CA


• Pat Tillman Def. Player of the Year - 2022

• Morris Trophy - 2022

• Unanimous All-American - 2022


Lawndale HS in Hawthorne, CA.


Wow, he’s SO FREAKING INTERESTING to say the least. I went back to his bio 
at least three times to make sure it actually said…


6-4, 290 lb.


His movement skills, twitch and first step burst are that of 250 lb. edge rusher, 
not a man 40-lb heavier. I don’t know if he’ll stay that heavy in the NFL, but I 
could see him cutting down to 275 for the duration (in actuality, I was right; he 
measured in at the 2023 NFL Scouting Combine at 6-3, 266 lb). That said, he’s a 
wonderful player, one that USC needed WAY more of in 2022.


Against Notre Dame, he lined up in a six technique (head up on the TE) on a 
short drop from the shotgun. Think three-step-game quick. On the snap, he flew 
off the ball against 2024 future first round left tackle Joe Alt, deked quickly 
outside and then BOOM, knifed inside with a chop/rip and hit the Notre Dame 
QB as soon as he threw the ball. I mean, three or four things happened so 
quickly FOR A DUDE THAT IS 265+ LB!
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Two downs later, he lined up as a stand up linebacker in a three man front. He 
then scraped over into the B gap and made the tackle like he was an inside 
linebacker. What? That’s insane.


USC ran a stunt in that same Notre Dame game with him as a wide five. The 
Trojans brought the nickel off the edge, forcing Tuipulotu to bounce to the guard. 
When he went inside he lifted the guard up when he made contact, I mean, had 
him on one leg, trying to maintain his balance. That strength is for real. Oh, that 
guard that he rocked was thought to be an All-American too.


He’s agile with the ability to redirect and disrupt on the inside. When he gets 
fatigued, or uninterested, he stops using any type of technique and eventually 
get pushed around a ton.


On the last play of the half against Notre Dame, he hit Notre Dame RT Blake 
Fisher with a flying cross chop, beat him, bent back to the QB and sacked Drew 
Pyne to end the half. Again, this dude is 290 lb.. I’ve seen a few true OLB-sized 
edge rushers use that move effectively. Former Texan Jacob Martin used it all 
the time…and he was 240 lb. 


When I use the word intriguing, I don’t use it loosely. This guy is an absolute, 
290 (or shrunken 266) lb menace.




Player Comp - Jets DE John Franklin-Myers 

Derick Hall, Auburn

4th year - 6-2 3/4, 254 lb

Gulfport, MS


• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2021

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl


Gulfport HS in Gulfport, MS.


Football numerology is one of my weirdo football things, especially in college 
football. Defensive linemen that wear skill position numbers always have my 
attention, but there’s something about seeing a QB disruptor wearing #29. When 
I first saw Hall wrecking shop off the edge wearing that number I had flashbacks 
to some pseudo safeties/small linebacker types, around 215-220 lb who just 
blazed the edge because they sprinted past a 315 lb sloppy looking tackle. But, 
then I looked a little closer. Whoa, that dude is bigger than a safety so I went to 
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the roster and saw that Hall was a legit 252 lb. That got me excited because he’s 
a he--raiser off the edge. 


Hall is relentless and agile. He will NOT stop coming after the QB. He has length 
and his ability to cover ground in just a few steps is impressive. Bend, rip and 
explode to the QB is his game. But, he plays like he’s proving a point on every 
play. Against Alabama in 2021, QB Bryce Young scrambled out of the pocket 
AWAY from Hall and it looked like he might pick up a first down with his 
scramble until out of nowhere, Hall sprinted from the other hash (!!) to knock him 
out of bounds for a minimal gain. First step? Whoa. Tackles better not be slow 
off the ball. Plus, there’s football violence in his mind and in his heart and that 
just does my heart good. He attacks with his strikes and chops at all times, run 
or pass. Against the run, he holds up extremely well and will thrive at the next 
level setting the edge.


I love when I don’t have to watch a player to know how explosive he is. Enter 
Hall. When he collisions another offensive player, I can HEAR it all over the 
building. On the first rep of one-on-ones down in Mobile at the Senior Bowl, Hall 
and Oklahoma OT Wanya Morris collided and the sound reverberated around 
the Stadium. I wrote in my notebook “I heard it.” Hall is a complete Alpha and 
he’s going to fit in any defense in the league. He plays with his proverbial hair on 
fire and he’s a complete menace off the edge. He holds the edge with his strong 
34 ⅜ arms and thick base/foundation. He’s a total dude.


He’s the epitome of a ball player, an Alpha in every sense. He’s going to have an 
immediate impact from the edge and be a dual threat run/pass stopper in the 
NFL. Physical and sudden. Twitchy and aggressive. He’s shown it all and, as a 
result, he’s should be a day two lock/day one possibility.




Player comp - Texans Edge Jonathan Greenard  

Byron Young, Tennessee

5th year - 6-2 3/8, 250 lb.

Georgetown, SC


• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• 23.5 TFL & 12.5 sacks in 24 career games

• Ran a blazing 4.43 (!!) 40-yard dash at Combine


Carvers Bay HS in Georgetown, SC.


What a story Young is! He was an assistant manager at a Dollar General for 18 
months before earning a tryout at Georgia Military College. He then turned that 
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tryout into being a JUCO All-American and a scholarship at Tennessee. 
Incredibly athletic and twitchy. Stiff, though and it’s hard to reconcile those two 
traits. He has a solid, not deadly, first step. Young holds well against the rush 
and sets the edge well. Patient and laterally agile against counter, zone read, 
etc… he doesn’t get upfield and understands when the tackle disappears where 
to slide, where to look, excellent eye discipline. 


TE’s coming on split zone better bring something or Young’s going to bury them. 
v. Florida, Gators ran QB split zone and he destroyed the split blocking TE and 
then tackled QB Anthony Richardson for a loss. That was such a wonderful 
effort against that look. His comp is Cowboys DE Sam Williams, formerly of Ole 
Miss, stiff but athletically gifted off the edge.


Down at the Senior Bowl, he showed how quick his first step is, but he didn’t 
completely dominate his one-on-one reps. He did show some serious strength, 
for an edge player, holding up to some excellent run blockers in one-on-one 
drills




Player Comp - Cowboys DE Sam Williams 

Nick Herbig, Wisconsin

3rd year - 6-2 1/8, 240 lb.

Kauai, HI


• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022

• 2nd Team All-American - 2022

• Led UW with 11.0 sacks & 15.5 TFL in 2022


St. Louis School in Kauai, HI.


Herbig is as electric a pass rusher as anyone in the college game and in this 
2023 NFL Draft class. But, BUT, he’s 240 lb. and he just can’t subsist on the 
edge at that size or can he? His quickness, redirect and twitch combination 
makes for a long day for B1G tackles. I just don’t know that I can buy 
completely into a pass rush specialist. I do feel like he can transition to a stack 
linebacker spot, but that’s going to be a transition he makes in the NFL, not at 
Wisconsin. But, it was really hard to keep him out of the Harris 100 in the 
summer and it didn’t take me a long time to come to my senses and put him 
back in by the second version.


He’s an extremely smart rusher. When Illinois put a RB on him one-on-one, he 
just ran right through that RB. He didn’t try to dance; he went right through that 
RB and carried him right into the lap of the QB. His pass rush moves border on 
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brilliant. Against Illinois in 2022, he threw an inside spin move that was just 
wicked. The Illinois RT had to hold him so as to not get beaten horribly.


As noted, he isn’t bulky (was listed at 227 lb during the season, but bulked up to 
240 for the Combine) but he often collisioned pulling linemen and lost NO 
ground. He plays with such excellent leverage, knee bend that it’s hard to get 
him moved off the spot in the run game, especially on counter or pin and pull 
type stuff.


He’s like a WLB when he’s out on the edge with the way that he can slip blocks 
so damn quickly. Illinois ran a jet sweep with a TE running right at him, with eyes 
for him. He swiped the TE out of the way and stoned the WR for a TFL.


It’s convenient to worry about a light-ish edge defender. But, watch Herbig play 
a major role on the goal line against Illinois. On second down on the one, he 
knifed inside the TE, causing a major pile-up that resulted in no gain. On third 
down, Illinois ran power lead and he shoulder-shocked the pulling guard and the 
fullback, who was a backup OL, and made the tackle for no gain. That would be 
the area where I’d worry the most and he more than held his own with his 
compact power, explosiveness and football violence.




Player Comp - Eagles OLB Haason Reddick 

Isaiah McGuire, Missouri

4th year - 6-4 3/8, 268 lb.

Tulsa, OK


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• 2nd on team with 13.0 TFL in 2022

• 16.5 career sacks, 13th best in school history


Union HS in Tulsa, OK


At the Senior Bowl, McGuire didn’t have quite the week I expected. In fact, I can 
only remember a rep or two that really caught my attention, but his film at 
Missouri was a much different animal. That’s the good and the bad of this 
situation - he was great in a football situation, where as he wasn’t at that level in 
an all-star situation.


He certainly looks the part and when he faced my OT2 in this draft class - 
Georgia LT Broderick Jones - he gave the Georgia tackle all he could handle. In 
the run game, McGuire kept Jones from getting into his body and kept that 
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separation at the point of attack. Jones could never reach him and it was 
nothing but McGuire setting the edge like a champ.


In the pass rush game, he kept hitting Jones with different moves all night. He 
first hit Jones with a strong rip under and Jones struggled getting his feet and 
foundation under him. McGuire then bent that rush into the lap of Georgia QB 
Stetson Bennett repeatedly. When Jones squared him up or McGuire didn’t 
absolutely BURST off the ball, the Missouri rusher didn’t have a true counter to 
win those reps.


He has plenty of power in his rush. His best rush came against Tennessee in 
2022. He shot that long arm into the Tennessee LT, got it extended and then 
gave a quick arm over to get free to Tennessee QB Hendon Hooker for a sack. 
He does a tremendous job of using his initial move to get enough extension/
distance to then drop a rip move or an arm over to get free for a sack. I really 
like his pass rush understanding and acumen. I really like the football violence in 
his football heart, but he has to play with that conviction on every play. There are 
plays during a game when that leaves him for some reason. But, he can redirect 
on screens. He can run plays down from behind with regularity.


McGuire doesn’t look totally comfortable in space, but I don’t anticipate a 3-4 
team will look at him for that reason. Plus, in a four man surface, he’s going to 
be rushing, so I’m not panicked about it. Throughout the 2022 season, he won 
off the edge for a sack or a pressure in as many different ways as a rusher could 
but he was most effective using his inside arm over. He burned Georgia’s Jones 
with that move MULTIPLE times.


He was a captain and seemed to set a tone with his effort, but that game 
against Georgia, he was an absolute thorn in the side of the Bulldogs. He won 
that matchup with Jones. He ran plays down from behind. He pressured Bennett 
throughout the game. That’s the McGuire that NFL teams want to see, not the 
one that seemed to not have a gameplan, and not much success as a result, at 
the Senior Bowl.




Player Comp - Packers DE Preston Smith 

Andre Carter II, Army

4th year - 6-6 1/2, 256 lb.

Missouri City, TX


• 3rd Team AP All-American - 2021

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• Became Army’s 1st A-A in 2021 in 31 years.
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Cheshire Academy in Connecticut, originally from Missouri City, TX.


I’ll admit something that maybe I shouldn’t, but I’m nothing if not honest: I never 
really know how to evaluate prospects from the service academies. Now, it’s not 
as if I don't know how to evaluate a prospect, uh, done and done. Given the 
service requirements post graduation, those seniors are seemingly a moving 
target. That said, I’m learning because Carter II is an absolute top 100 NFL Draft 
prospect. He was one of my easiest comps actually as I got 100% Jaelan 
Phillips right off the bat. Carter II is extremely light on his feet and his twitch off 
the ball is next level right now. 


He can drop into coverage as a 3-4 OLB about as well, and as often, as anyone 
OLB AT HIS SIZE that I’ve studied. Against Air Force in 2022, he peeled on a 
running back out of the backfield in 2022 and ran step for step down the field. 
He then got his big paw up in the air and tipped the ball into his fellow Army 
defender’s hands for a pick. His ability to redirect is top notch. I love that Army’s 
defensive staff asks him to be a complete edge player and not just a rush 
demon. Just know that when Belichick sees him, I mean, what am I saying, 
Carter II’s going to be a Patriot unless some 3-4 based team can beat Belichick 
to Carter II. 


The Army program bio said that Carter II was 265 lb and when I did his summer 
report, I thought he was WAY lighter than that. At the Senior Bowl, it was 
confirmed as he came in at 252 lb. Unfortunately, he was pushed around a bit, 
ending up on Ohio State OT Dawand Jones’ highlight reel on day one. He MUST 
pack on weight to hold up even better on the edge against the run at the next 
level. Consequently, he didn’t have the Senior Bowl week that I hoped that he 
would have. That said, his length and agility are always on point, but he’s thin 
and got pushed around too much in the run game, in particular. He didn’t really 
excel rushing the passer. When he did, it was the kind of thing that made 
everyone say “YEAH. THAT!! DO THAT!” There just wasn’t much enough of THAT 
during the week in Mobile. 




Player Comp - A skinnier Jaelan Phillips (Dolphins) 

Zach Harrison, Ohio State

4th year - 6-5 1/2, 274 lb.

Lewis Center, OH


• Finished career w/10.5 sacks & 19.5 TFL

• Two year Team Captain - 2021, 2022

• 2x 2nd Team All-B1G - 2020, 2021
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Olentangy Orange HS in Lewis Center, OH.


Harrison oozes athleticism and when that matches his play on the field, he's 
going to be a top-15 pick in the NFL Draft. He's been clocked at 4.47 in the 40, 
10.7 in the 100 meters and 21.5 in the 200 meters. As an edge player? Those 
are insane numbers to say the least but his play doesn’t match his traits and 
that’s why I can’t put him in this initial Harris 100. 


I put him in my initial Harris 100 for the 2022 NFL Draft and I felt like I fell in love 
with traits, not his combination of traits AND play. But, in 2022, Harrison started 
marrying THE traits and THE production. He shut the Maryland game down with 
two excellent, back-to-back pass rushes, forcing a fumble on the second one 
that ended the game. 


He’s certainly not all the way there, but the potential started peaking through in 
2022 for sure.


Player Comp - Packers edge Rashan Gary height/weight/speed attributes 

Mike Morris, Michigan

4th year - 6-5 1/8, 275 lb.

Belle Glade, FL


• 2nd Team All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022

• 3x Academic All-B1G - 2020, 2021, 2022


American Heritage HS in Belle Glade, FL.


Morris is a heavy, HEAVY handed defensive end at nearly 300 lb. Morris sets one 
heck of an edge, so the Titans and Patriots will love him from jump. At 290+ lb, 
he’s not easily moved and plays with an excellent base & foundation, using his 
hands and maintaining his balance to set a strong edge consistently.


It’s clear that he has power, especially on his rush, but he has to work more 
consistently on edges when he aligns as a stand up OLB. When he does it right, 
using his power first, then countering with an outside rip/ghost or inside move, 
it’s freaking lethal. A great example of both came on back-to-back plays vs. 
Maryland. On the first play, he just went speed-to-power squared up against 
Maryland’s Jaelyn Duncan and the Terp OT anchored and held up as Morris 
went right down his middle. But, on the next play, Morris went speed-to-power 
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but then quickly transitioned to an arm over inside counter on Duncan’s inside 
edge that was SICK. That move got Morris clean to the QB, forcing him to leave 
the pocket. It was evident that Morris’ pass rush plan was SO much more 
effective and that’s where Morris has to live, so to speak, when he’s living 
outside.


He also possesses some serious burst off the edge...when he wants to show it. 
Wearing #90 with dreads, when Morris ran to “blow up the mesh” against TCU in 
the CFP semifinal on counter from the gun, he looked 100% like former #1 
overall Jadeveon Clowney. Morris ran right past the block of the pulling guard 
and HAMMERED the RB. Unfortunately, TCU QB Max Duggan pulled the ball 
and spared TCU a big loss. But, that explosiveness is EXACTLY what I’d been 
hoping to see from the uber-talented, physical supreme being that is Mike 
Morris. On the next play, he knifed under the LT into the B gap and stopped a 
QB sneak for no gain. Furthermore, Morris is going to set an edge for damn 
sure. I think that’s what he does best


He should look intriguing to teams that feature multiple fronts. He could two gap 
in some under fronts and he could play the edge in either odd or even fronts. His 
scheme versatility will make his prospects that much more interesting in this 
2023 NFL Draft.




Player Comp - Saints DE Cameron Jordan 

YaYa Diary, Louisville

5th year - 6-3 3/8, 263 lb.

College Park, GA


• 3rd Team All-ACC - 2022

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• 2nd on team in TFL (14.5) and sacks (9)


North Clayton HS in College Park, GA, suburban Atlanta. 


Diaby started his college career at Georgia Military College before signing and 
playing three years at Louisville. He got an invite to the Senior Bowl and he's 
intriguing due to his size and how the Senior Bowl coaching staff will use him. 


His first two steps off the ball, especially when he’s slanting or stunting, are 
wildly impressive. That athleticism pops for sure knifing into the backfield 
against the run, in particular. At the Combine, he put on a show for a guy ANY 
size. At 263 lb, he ran a 4.51, posted a 37-inch vertical and a 10-0 broad jump. 
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Dad. Gum. That’s the athleticism that freed him up to penetrate into the 
backfield.


Now, he played a significant amount of time as a 4i or 3-technique, but he 
should be a 4-3 DE full-time. As a result of playing inside, he got GOT a few 
times; NC State OG Chandler Zavala lifted him onto one leg early in the 2022 
matchup with him. The opposite is true, though, too. 


At the Senior Bowl, he was lowriding (i.e. ripping and bending under tall guards 
and tackles) underneath guards who couldn’t handle that bend and balance. 
There may be times for him to slide inside in the future, but I’d imagine he’s 
going to stay outside, set the edge in the run game and use his athleticism to 
learn how to effectively rush the passer.




Player Comp - Seahawks Edge Boye Mafe 

Robert Beal Jr, Georgia

5th year - 6-3 3/4, 247 lb.

Duluth, GA


• In 15 games, 20 QB pressures

• 2x National Champion

• Ran smoking fast 4.48 40 at The Combine


Peachtree Ridge HS in Duluth, GA.


Beal Jr was stuck behind a gaggle of stars on the Georgia defense throughout 
his career, but when Adam Anderson was indefinitely suspended in 2021, it 
opened a few more doors for the fifth year Dawg edge defender. Beal will 
certainly provide the power and speed opposite star edge rusher Nolan Smith. 
They both do different things, but what gets me excited about Beal Jr. was how 
productive and efficient he was in 2021. He didn’t get on the field full-time, yet 
he found his way to the QB 6.5 times and racked up 7.5 tackles for a loss as 
well. 


Man, he’s got some power in those hands, but he’s also got juice off the edge. 
His shock/yank is quick and effective. He does need to add a bit to his pass 
rush repertoire to truly tap into his full potential. The more reps that he got as the 
2021 season wore on, the better, and more effective, he was. He’s able to make 
comfortable drops into coverage. 


Man, he sets a freakin’ hard edge. Strong as an ox. He’ll longarm a OT right 
back into the line of scrimmage to contain the play. Wow, that’s some serious 
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strength. Against Georgia Tech in 2022, he lit into the right tackle on a wide 
zone, then shed the tackle when the RB bounced and tackled the RB for a loss. 
That’s an NFL play.


Against Kentucky, he showed, in a different way, how strong he actually is. On a 
play action throw, he got locked up initially with the UK RT. Beal took the 
tackle’s outside hand/arm and literally shoved it down like a stuck slot machine 
arm. As he did, he stepped through and ripped under the offensive tackle in the 
process. He then bent back to the QB and nearly knocked the ball out of QB Will 
Levis’ hand as he threw. That was man’s strength. 


His long arm is lethal and extremely strong. Honestly, I just feel like he’s 
criminally underrated




Player Comp - Cardinals Edge Markus Golden 

K.J. Henry, Clemson

5th year - 6-4 1/4, 251 lb.

Winston-Salem, NC


• Permanent Team Captain - 2022

• 3rd Team All-American - 2022

• 28.0 TFL and 13.5 sacks in his career


West Forsyth HS in Winston-Salem, NC


At the Senior Bowl, I was stoked to see Henry. He was one of the top five to ten 
players that I thought was completely underrated after watching him in 2022 
(and the three years prior as well). I left a bit disappointed. Now, maybe I talked 
him up too much in my mind; perhaps, I misremembered seeing his impact at 
Clemson. Quite frankly, he got a ton of one-on-ones in college because he was 
playing next to first round studs up and down the defensive line. That said, I 
don’t want to take away from a long, tough edge player who’ll take on any role 
that he’s handed.


I did think that he would have more twitch and burst off the edge when I saw 
him up close. I thought that he would be hard to handle in one-on-ones but it 
didn’t really go down like that. He didn’t have a blazing first step, but it wasn’t 
horrible. He didn’t show great speed to power, but he has that in his game. He 
wasn’t flying by outside pass protectors, but he can win with speed and a rip 
move.
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He’s just a really solid, technically sound football player, who is coachable and 
tough. He can be more violent with his shock/shed. GET OFF THOSE BLOCKS, 
K.J.!! He’s got to WAY more violent with his hands on his pass rush moves. He 
gets no displacement with his swipes or clubs at all. He’s got to be way more 
violent than he is currently.


Outside of Will Anderson Jr. (Alabama), Henry might be one of the better loopers 
on stunts back to the middle of the formation. He has a knack when he’s on the 
move of making interior people look silly with a little shimmy or rip under. 


Player Comp - Commanders Edge Casey Toohill 

Habakkuk Baldonado, Pitt

5th year - 6-2 1/4, 251 lb.

Rome, Italy


• 5.0 TFL, 2.0 sacks and blocked kick in 2022

• 2nd Team All-ACC - 2021

• Speaks fluent Italian (fun to listen to at Combine)


Clearwater Academy International, FL but native of Rome, Italy. 


Baldonado played just one year of American football in the states and 
completely dominated, which opened the eyes of plenty of college scouts and 
coaches. As such, he ended up at Pitt and has gotten better each and every 
season. In 2021, he earned 2nd Team All-ACC honors after a nine sack/11.5 TFL 
season performance. 


He didn’t follow that up with a tremendous season as a senior at Pitt as his 
production fell off in a massive way. He was injured and missed the four games 
and the last three of the season. But, when I studied that entire Pitt defensive 
line, I saw him continue to make life difficult for edge defenders because of his 
variety of pass rush moves. He received a ton of acclaim at the East West Shrine 
game as a result too.


Now, he's not impressively explosive off the snap, but he works his hands and 
technique well, very well as a matter of fact, as I said, in a variety of pass rush 
maneuvers. He's got a powerful long arm and has an uncanny knack of getting 
hands on the QB. Pitt moved him around on third down, in particular, to try to 
free him up against an unsuspecting guard or center. He was more the chess 
piece in that defense over the past two years. I think people may have missed 
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the boat on a natural athlete who has learned the American game in a short 
time. 




Player Comp - Broncos OLB/DE Jonathan Cooper 

Nick Hampton, Appalachian State

5th year - 6-2 1/4, 238 lb.

Anderson, SC


• 2x 1st Team All-Sun Belt - 2021, 2022

• 4th all-time at App. State with 26.5 sacks

• 40.0 TFL and six FF in his App. St. career


Westside HS in Anderson, SC. 


Hampton was a stalwart for the Mountaineers and will carry that forward to the 
Senior Bowl in January 2023.


Having seen Hampton do work on the edge in 2021, I was curious to see him 
early in the 2022 season. So, in the North Carolina game, what catches my 
attention within the first two plays? Hampton exploding out to the flat in pass 
coverage. He was the overhang player against a twins set into the boundary. As 
soon as Drake Maye went back to pass, Hampton took off like a shot to the flat 
and immediately took away that flat route. Maye didn’t look that way, but had he 
done it, Hampton may have picked it off and taken it to the house. There might 
be teams that think he’s too small to subsist on the edge on 1st and 2nd downs, 
so the fact that he can be effective in coverage at a linebacker spot, might have 
some teams thinking he can play off the ball more regularly in the NFL than he 
did at Appalachian State.


That said, he’s going to be asked to create mayhem and his first three steps off 
the ball are a problem. He can bend the edge, staying a foot off the ground. He 
is a prob-LEM, wow. He’s so explosive off the ball and then at the point where 
he has to throw hands, he does so THWACK-THWACK, he’s free and bending to 
the QB.


His redirect and relentless nature make it AWFULLY difficult to slow him down 
on his pass rush. Man, he doesn’t stop getting to the QB. Against the run, he’s 
got to be more physical when he’s boxing pullers or he’s gotten to spill runs at 
him with his quickness and agility. That might be more effective.


At the Senior Bowl, though, he snapped a few necks with his hip explosion into 
offensive linemen in the run game, but he embarrassed a few OT in the pass 
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game as he did in the 2022 season as well. He went shimmy/inside swim move 
against BYU OT Blake Freeland and the BYU star had no answer.


He’s going to mess around and hear his name early on day three…or earlier. I 
think my ranking is too low, honestly.




Player comp - Panthers Edge rusher Marquis Haynes Jr. 

D.J. Johnson, Oregon

6th year - 6-4, 260 lb.

Sacramento, CA


• Honorable Mention All-Pac-12 - 2022

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• Ran 4.49 at the Combine…at 260 lb!!


Burbank HS in Sacramento, CA. 


Man, that’s one long, HUGE edge player. A versatile player who played a ton of 
tight end, defensive end, outside linebacker, but in 2022, he settled in at an edge 
position in Dan Lanning’s defense. He has immense potential as he comes to 
the NFL. Length and twitch for days. Dude flies to the ball. He does still have to 
learn to play defensive end on a play in/play out basis. He’s just raw at that spot 
as of now.


When he stood up and dropped into coverage, he was a menace. Against BYU 
in 2022, he dropped out into the path of the #2 WR, then he dropped that 
receiver with a jam that wasn’t fair for a 180-lb slot receiver. He’s agile and 
athletic and ATTACKS the ball everywhere on the field, chasing from near and 
far.


Like I said, he’s raw as it seemed he took the entirety of his college career to find 
a permanent spot on the field. He found that at Oregon on the defensive line. As 
such, NFL teams will love his traits, my goodness, they’ll love his traits. At 260 
lb, he ran 4.49 at the 2023 NFL Scouting Combine. Again, that’s a 4.49 at 260 lb 
with 33+ inch arms on a 6-4 frame. 


Player Comp - Washington edge rusher James Smith-Williams 

Tavius Robinson, Ole Miss

5th year - 6-6 1/8, 257 lb.

Guelph, Ontario, Canada
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• Full-time starter at Ole Miss in 2022

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• Led team with 7.0 sacks and five (!!) FF in 2022


Guelph Collegiate Vocational Institute in Guelph, Ontario, Canada.  


At Ole Miss, Robinson seemed to fit hand in glove and I never had any inkling 
that he was a Canadian in the Deep South. I had the chance to see him up close 
a couple of times, starting at the Tax Act Texas Bowl. He’s well put together with 
nearly 34-inch arms on a 6-6, 257 lb frame. He could even add a few pounds 
along the way. 


What I loved in that game was his relentlessness to the QB. He had a pair of 
sacks in that game and both came on plays in which he rushed high side and 
then scrambled back to the QB, never giving up on his rush, no matter what.


I also had a chance to see him up close at the Senior Bowl. Robinson worked 
out on the first couple of days down in Mobile and he was extremely difficult to 
handle, especially when he moved inside to rush against the guards and centers 
on the interior. Of all of the day three options at this position, Robinson is wildly 
intriguing to me.




Player Comp - Vikings edge rusher D.J. Wonnum 

Dylan Horton, TCU

5th year - 6-4, 257 lb.

Frisco, TX


• Honorable Mention All-Big 12 - 2022

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• Set CFP record with 4.0 sacks v. Michigan


Frisco HS in Frisco, TX


Last year during the 2021 season, I wanted to see how TCU edge Ochaun 
Mathis was playing to get a feel for whether I needed to study him more for his 
inclusion in the 2022 NFL Draft. So, I keep looking for #32, I know that’s his 
number and #98 keeps stealing my attention. Then, I thought, did I miss 
something? Did Mathis change his number last offseason? So, I went to the 
roster and my hunch was right - Mathis was still #32, which led me to then ask, 
who’s #98? That’s Horton and dadgum, did he EVER have my attention. 
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Long (33-inch arms), agile and 257 lb., Horton is really hard to miss on the field. 
He dips, darts, slides inside with a stealthily quick first step and makes up 
ground with an enormous stride length. He strikes with power in his hands and 
will set a mean edge as well. He has awareness of the run action coming his 
way and the ability to fall back on runs that he’s turned inside to help on the 
tackle. Against Oklahoma State in 2021, the Cowboys had gashed TCU away 
from Horton. So, they decided to run back to Horton’s side. He took the tight 
end, launched him into the middle of the fray and then made a physical tackle 
on OSU’s Jaylen Warren for a gain of one yard. When he lines up inside or darts 
inside due an outside blitzer, he routinely makes life miserable for guards. He 
has a nasty arm over pass rush move. He’s twitchy, bouncy and super athletic 
for a guy that is nearly 260 lb. 


Man, I rode the wave on Horton throughout 2022. Had TCU’s season ended 
after the Iowa State finale, he would’ve ended the season with four sacks. 
Instead, he piled up six combined in the Big 12 Championship game and the 
CFP Semifinal. Against Michigan, he was tremendous. He darted inside on a 
ghost/rip move to get a sack late in the first half. He seemed to be chasing 
Michigan QB J.J. McCarthy around the Stadium for much of the day. His length 
and first step gave Michigan a really hard time. He finished that game with 4.0 
sacks and 4.0 TFL. He finished the final three games of the year with 7.0 TFL 
and 6.0 sacks.


At the Senior Bowl, Horton didn’t make a huge impact, but I remember him 
having a couple of moments in one-on-ones.




Player Comp - Patriots DE Deatrich Wise Jr. 

Lonnie Phelps, Kansas

4th year - 6-2 3/8, 244 lb.

Cincinnati, OH


• 2nd Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• 2nd Team All-MAC at Miami, OH - 2021

• 3rd Team All-MAC at Miami, OH - 2020


Mount Healthy HS in Cincinnati, OH


I don’t know that there is a more relentless pursuer of the football, the 
quarterback or any other moving object on a football field than Phelps. There 
used to be these toys back when I was growing up that were rev ‘em up cars. 
You just kept pulling them back and back and back and the more that you pulled 
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them back, the more energy the cars had. Then, when you put it back on the 
floor, the car took off like a lightning shot. 


That’s Phelps.


Rev him up and let him go. Pass rush. Kickoff coverage. Human missile.


He was one of the best special teams players at Miami, OH before he became a 
pass rushing maniac off the edge. In 2021, he racked up 9.5 sacks and 13.5 TFL 
before he registered 7.0 sacks and 11.5 TFL at Kansas in his only season there.


At the Senior Bowl, it was obvious that he was a problem off the edge because 
of his frenetic rush. There are dozens of offensive linemen, tight ends and 
running backs that have been deposited on their wallets from the Phelps train 
coming through. He’s powerful and never stops chasing. I have a feeling teams 
are going to love, LOVE the energy that Phelps possesses and brings to every 
single snap. Against Maryland’s Jaelyn Duncan in pass rush one-on-ones, 
Phelps hit him with a little hesitation off the snap which threw off Duncan’s 
tempo and rhythm. Then, he ripped under him and got clean to the QB. On the 
very next snap, he countered with an inside chop/arm over…again CLEAN to 
the QB. That inside move was nasty.


I don’t think his rush game is totally clean. He doesn’t have a boatload of moves 
off the edge, but he rushes with such fervor that eventually his effort just 
overwhelms tackles and tight ends. His long arm is probably his best move 
because of his power. When he doesn’t know what to do, he careens into any 
different colored jersey until he can see the QB. He just sees his job as creating 
chaos and disruption and forces the offense to figure it out.


He’s got to disengage with blockers and get those guys hands off of him. 


His athleticism shines as he ran a 4.55 40-yard dash at the Combine and then 
put up 31 bench press reps of 225 lb. The more I watched Phelps, I more I fell in 
love with him. 


Player Comp - Colts Edge rusher Samson Ebukam 

Best of the Rest of the Edge Rushers 
Villami Fehoko, San Jose State

5th year - 6-3 3/4, 276 lb.


St. Francis HS in East Palo Alto, CA




Ultra-productive edge rusher with size out in the Far West. Fehoko finished his 
career with 23 sacks, 46.0 TFL and 191 tackles in his career. He rushes with his 
hair on fire and can take over a game from the edge. The word relentless doesn’t 
even do himself justice. His rush game is like Dodgeball - dodge, duck, dart, 
dive and dodge. I like the word frenetic.


Eku Leota, Auburn

4th year - 6-3, 252 lb.


Asheville HS in Asheville, NC. 


Leota was an All-B1G honoree before transferring to Auburn in 2021. He earned 
an invitation to the Senior Bowl. He's got an excellent first step with 
explosiveness off the ball. He's more of a finesse rusher than a power edge. But, 
like his comp, he has a bag full of pass rush moves and they are scary. Against 
LSU in 2022, he threw a jump through cross chop and left the Tigers RT 
befuddled and reaching for air. That was as good a cross chop Player Comp - 
Texans DE Derek Rivers


Caleb Murphy, Ferris State

5th year - 6-3 1/4, 254 lb.


Dowagiac Union HS in Dowagiac, MI


Murphy set an NCAA football record for more sacks in a single season than any 
football player in history at any level. He earned nearly every DII Award on either 
side fo the ball. He was a menace but he was effective at East West Shrine week 
as well. He didn’t test overly well and that might scare teams off. However, he’s 
a major problem because he understands both the art and science of rushing.


Ikenna Enechukwu, Rice

5th year - 6-4 1/4, 264 lb.


Ruskin HS in Kansas City, MO


The Rice product was a stout 4-3 DE in his career and has length and size to 
stay at that position heading into the NFL. He has an excellent, and explosive, 
first step and he makes up ground with that long stride. He can get to the QB in 
about four steps.


B.J. Thompson, SFA




4th year - 6-5 3/4, 243 lb.


England HS in England, AR


I called the Battle of the Piney Woods this past year and it was like Thompson 
knew that, so he put on a show. He dipped off the edge. He blasted past the 
Sam Houston tackles. He jumped into the passing lanes with his length. He’s a 
super charged athlete, but he’s thin and could give teams pause. But, dude can 
ball.


Thomas Incoom, Central Michigan

4th year - 6-2, 262 lb.


Stone Mountain HS in Stone Mountain, GA. 


Incoom was a star near his hometown at Valdosta State for a couple of seasons 
but decided to move up in classification, signing and starring at Central 
Michigan in 2021 and 2022.


Ochaun Mathis, Nebraska

5th year - 6-4 3/4, 250 lb.


Manor HS in Manor, TX.


Mathis chose Nebraska over the favorite Texas after transferring from TCU after 
the 2021 season. Like Browns star DE Jadeveon Clowney, Mathis’s potential is 
off the charts…and that’s what scares me. Just like Clowney, Mathis is the 
prototype height/weight/speed candidate and, again, just like Clowney, when he 
chose to take over the game from the edge, he could do it. I always said about 
Clowney that the days that he wanted to prove to the world that he was still DAT 
DUDE, he dominated. Mathis gave me those vibes, given his height, weight, 
speed and asset package but his play doesn’t often match his prodigious 
physical gifts. He is the PRO-TO-TYPE at an edge position. But, there’s a 
disconnect with his overall play and his physical gifts. Those guys trouble me 
greatly. 


The question always seemed to be whether he could FULLY tap into his 
potential. I came to the conclusion that he’s not really able to do just that. I hope 
I’m wrong, but if he couldn’t exact the most out of his potential in college, is it 
really going to happen in the NFL? Not likely. As a result, a 2nd round talent is 
going to drop to the middle of day three. His length is quite impressive and he’s 
fairly twitched up. He does a decent job of slipping blocks with inside dip/rip 



moves. He’s got the strength to dominate the edge as well. He just has so much 
more and has to show it at Nebraska.


Jose Ramirez, Eastern Michigan

6th year - 6-1 7/8, 242 lb.


Auburndale HS in Lake Alfred, FL


The Arizona transfer was highly productive at Eastern Michigan, but his lack of 
high level athleticism will work against him. He’s already light at 242 lb and he 
didn’t run well. He has rush abilities which should get him signed as an UDFA, at 
worst.


Brenton Cox Jr, Florida

5th year - 6-3 7/8, 250 lb.


Stockbridge HS in Stockbridge, GA. 


Cox Jr. spent the first year of his college career at the University of Georgia but 
was dismissed from the team after the 2018 season. He arrived at Florida with 
three years of eligibility remaining and he made the most of that time in 
Gainesville…until he was kicked off the team, as he did at Georgia, in 2022. As 
the story goes, he had a series of problems with the coaching staff and the 
conditioning staff.


Quite frankly, I had written him off at that point. Two schools. Two dismissals. 
But, some team will take a flyer on a talented, TALENTED edge rusher.


In 2021 alone, he registered 14.5 tackles for a loss and 8.5, both of which lead 
the Gators. He’s led the Gators in tackles for a loss for the past two seasons. 
When I was studying about a dozen prospects prior to the draft in the Alabama-
Florida game, I kept asking why Cox Jr. didn’t declare for the 2022 NFL Draft. 
He’s a ball of energy off the edge with a lightning quick first step. He plays with 
more than adequate football violence. He’s the prototype size-wise on the edge. 
He has length and burst. I’m not sure that I saw an edge player smash the mesh 
faster than he did against Samford. He redirects as a counter off his rush. He 
completely embarrassed Florida State’s entire offense in 2021. He’s twitchy, 
bouncy and violent. I love that combination in my NFL edge players but that 
background and those red flags are SCREAMING at me while I write up Cox Jr.


Andre Jones Jr, Louisiana

6th year - 6-4 1/2, 248 lb.




Varnado HS in Varnado, LA


Ali Gaye, LSU

5th year - 6-6, 263 lb.


Edmonds-Woodway HS in Lynnwood, WA. 


Gaye is a native of Gambia who moved to the United States when he was 12. 
He started playing high school football in Washington state and then went to 
Arizona Western College for a year. Following a one year stint at Arizona 
Western College, he enrolled at Garden City Community College for one year 
before finally enrolling in the spring of 2020 at LSU.  


Gaye is well put together, to say the least, but he’s a grunting, try hard edge 
rusher who will be limited in his scheme versatility. He’s thick and high cut with 
34+ inch arms. He SHOULD HAVE been able to dominate at the college level, 
but he was nothing more than a solid rotational player. He’s physical at the point 
of attack and at the Senior Bowl, I could see his strength up close. But, there’s 
no twitch or bouncy traits that get me excited about him as an edge rusher. He’ll 
be a two down player at best, playing the run on first and second down.


This dude is going to play hard on every single snap. He will never stop chasing 
after the QB, but he’s limited athletically and he’s stiff. At the Senior Bowl, he 
grunted, literally, through every single step. There’s no real fluidity to his game. 
It’s got to be strength and power in everything that he does.


Tyrus Wheat, Mississippi State

5th year - 6-2, 263 lb.


Amite HS in Amite, LA. 


Man, I was studying every throw of Kentucky QB Will Levis when Wheat just 
decided to change my whole course of action. In the first quarter, he completely 
whipped the RT with a vicious rip move to get a sack on Levis. On the ensuing 
drive, the Cats ran sameside GH counter at Wheat, he collisioned the TE all the 
way down inside, then he transitioned back outside underneath the pulling 
guard and snatched Kentucky RB Chris Rodriguez Jr. for no gain. Those were 
two DUDE plays for certain. I think he's a hand down DE in this league, but he 
made that TFL from a stand up six technique. Laterally quick. Agile, Football 
violent. I like his game.




Isaiah Land, FAMU

5th year - 6-3 1/2, 236 lb.

Grayson HS in Grayson, GA. 


Originally from Buffalo, NY, Land found himself at the legendary HBCU down in 
Tallahassee. After a dominating career at FAMU, Land earned an invite to the 
2023 Senior Bowl. While there, Land moved around a ton, rushing the edge and 
then filling in at a stack linebacker spot when the linebackers were all injured. I 
was actually impressed with the way that he played in that stack backer spot.




Edge 
*Nick Bosa 
*Drake Jackson

Kerry Hyder Jr.

Clelin Ferrell

Austin Bryant

Alex Barrett


IDL 
*Javon Hargrave 
*Arik Armstead 
Javon Kinlaw

Kevin Givens

T.Y. McGill

Kalia Davis


LB 
*Fred Warner 
*Dre Greenlaw 
Oren Burks

Demetrius Flannigan-
Fowles

Curtis Robinson

Marcelino McCrary-Ball


S 
*Talanoa Hufanga 
*Tashaun Gipson Sr.

Tayler Hawkins

George Odum


CB 
*Charvarius Ward 
*Deommodore Lenoir

*Ambry Thomas

Samuel Womack III

Tre Swilling

Qwuantrezz Knight

Myles Hartsfield

Isaiah Oliver

A.J. Parker

QB 
*Brock Purdy 
Trey Lance

Sam Darnold


RB 
*Christian McCaffrey 
Elijah Mitchell

Jordan Mason

Tyrion Davis-Price

*(FB) Kyle Juszczyk 

WR 
*Deebo Samuel 
*Brandon Aiyuk 
Jauan Jennings

Danny Gray

Tay Martin

Ray-Ray McCloud

Dazz Newsom

Tyron Johnson


TE 
*George Kittle 
Charlie Woerner

Ross Dwelley


OL 
*OT Trent Wlliams 
*OG Aaron Banks

*C Jake Brendel

*OG/OT Spencer Burford

*OT Colton McKivitz

OT Matt Pryor

OG Jason Poe

C Jon Feliciano 
OG/OT Nick Zakelj

OT Jaylon Moore

OG Alfredo Gutierrez

C Keith Ismael

OT Leroy Watson

2023 San Francisco 49ers Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Health is major factor and only 49ers will 
know for sure before draft. I don’t think they do anything 
here in this draft until round 6, at a minimum.


RB - Low - Stacked, but could shop on day three.


WR - Low - Again, a top trio in the league, w/depth too


TE - Low - Depth selection to get to four/five TEs? Sure.


OL - Mid-to-high - I like the Feliciano pickup and 
Burford could move to OT, but look for agile day 3 OL


Edge - Mid - Jury is still out on Jackson, but they 
addressed it well in FA (Ferrell, Bryant)


IDL - Low-to-zero - Hargrave with Armstead AND 
depth? They’re good.


LB - Low - It’s the best LB duo in the league. Period


S - High - Gipson made a major impact, but he’s not 
young. I would address S with a 3rd round pick.


CB - Mid - …and I’d address CB with a 5th or 6th pick 
and get 2nd/3rd round value with this CB draft class.

San Francisco 49ers
QB Prospects to Watch 
Jake Haener, Fresno State

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Max Duggan, TCU

Stetson Bennett IV, UGa


RB Prospects to Watch 
Deuce Vaughn, Kansas 
State

Eric Gray, Oklahoma

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

Jordan Mims, Fresno State

Tiyon Evans, Louisville


WR Prospects to Watch 
Xavier Hutchinson, Iowa St.

Trey Palmer, Nebraska

Jalen Moreno-Cropper, 
Fresno State

Tre Tucker, Cincinnati

Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Derius Davis, TCU

Elijah Higgins, Stanford 
(WR/F-TE)


TE Prospects to Watch 
Ben Sims, Baylor

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech

Ryan Jones, East Carolina


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT/OG Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

OT/OG Jaxson Kirkland, 
Washington

OT Blake Freeland, BYU

OT Wanya Morris, 
Oklahoma

OT/OG Sidy Sow, Eastern 
Michigan

OT/OG Asim Richards, 
North Carolina

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Zach Harrison, Ohio State

K.J. Henry, Clemson

D.J. Johnson, Oregon

Lonnie Phelps, Kansas

Ikenna Enechukwu, Rice

Caleb Murphy, Ferris State

Eku Leota, Auburn


IDL Prospects to Watch 
D.J. Dale, Alabama

Byron Young, Alabama

Devonnsha Maxwell, 
Chattanooga

Brandon Pili, USC


LB Prospects to Watch 
Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt

Cam Jones, Indiana

Marte Mapu, Sac. State 
(LB/S)

Mohamoud Diabate, Utah

Ben Vansumeren, Michigan 
State

Aubrey Miller Jr, Jackson 
State


S Prospects to Watch 
JL Skinner, Boise State

Sydney Brown, Illinois

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

Daniel Scott, Cal

Chamarri Conner, Va. Tech


CB Prospects to Watch 
Eli Ricks, Alabama

Tre Hodges-Tomlinson, 
TCU

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Cameron Mitchell, 
Northwestern

Rejzohn Wright, Oregon 
State

Mekhi Garner, LSU

2023 San Francisco 49ers picks - 3rd (99, 101, 102), 5th (155, 164, 173), 6th (216), 7th (222, 247, 253, 255)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Darrell Taylor

*Uchenna Nwosu

Boye Mafe

Alton Robinson

Tyreke Smith

Joshua Onujiogu

Chris Garrett


IDL 
*DE Dre’Mont Jones 
*NT Bryan Mone

*DT/NT Jarran Reed

DT Jarrod Hewitt

DE Myles Adams


LB 
*Bobby Wagner 
*Jordyn Brooks

Devin Bush

Jon Rhattigan

Vi Jones


S 
*Jamal Adams

*Quandre Diggs 
*Julian Love (Nickel/CB) 
Joey Blount


CB 
*Tariq Woolen 
Mike Jackson

*Coby Bryant

Tre Brown

Isaiah Dunn

Chris Steele


QB 
*Geno Smith 
Drew Lock


RB 
*Kenneth Walker III 
DeeJay Dallas

Darwin Thompson

*(FB) Nick Bellore


WR 
*DK Metcalf 
*Tyler Lockett 
Dee Eskridge

Dareke Young

Cade Johnson

Cody Thompson

Connor Wedington


TE 
*Noah Fant

*Will Dissly

Colby Parkinson

Tyler Mabry


OL 
*OT Charles Cross

*OG Damien Lewis

*C Evan Brown

*OG Phil Haynes

*OT Abraham Lucas

OT Stone Forsythe

OG Greg Eiland

C Joey Hunt

OG Jake Curhan

OT Jalen McKenzie

2023 Seattle Seahawks Draft Priorities 
QB - Mid - They could grab one to develop behind 
Geno, but to me, it’s not a necessity


RB - Mid - They only have three TB on roster and Pete 
Carroll wants to run the rock. They’ll grab another one.


WR - Mid - Top two WR? GREAT. Rest of bunch? 
Underwhelming.


TE - Low - I like the Fant/Dissly combo…for now.


OL - High - IOL, in particular, C is big need.


Edge - High - It’s about trust - who do you trust to stay 
healthy? Who do you trust to dominate? Don’t see 
positive answer to either question.


IDL - Mid - LOVE the Dre’Mont signing but no depth.


LB - Mid - Wagner came back, but he’s nearly 33. 
Brooks has been good, not great. They need LBs. 


S - Low - Depth on day three - only four bodies here.


CB - Mid - Whether SEA believes in Coby Bryant at CB2 
may not matter w/THIS CB draft class. Grab another

Seattle Seahawks
QB Prospects to Watch 
Anthony Richardson, UF

Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Will Levis, Kentucky

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Tanner McKee, Stanford


RB Prospects to Watch 
Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Keaton Mitchell, East 
Carolina

Eric Gray, Oklahoma

Jordan Mims, Fresno State

Calvin Tyler Jr. Utah State


WR Prospects to Watch 
Michael Wilson, Stanford

Rashee Rice, SMU

Elijah Higgins, Stanford 
(WR/F-TE)

Jason Brownlee, So. Miss.

Matt Landers, Arkansas

Jalen Wayne, South 
Alabama


TE Prospects to Watch 
Zack Kuntz, Old Dominion

Brenton Strange, Penn 
State

Cameron Latu, Alabama

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech

Princeton Fant, Tennessee 
(F-TE/FB)


OL Prospects to Watch 
C John Michael Schmitz, 
Minnesota

C Luke Wypler, Ohio State

C Joe Tippmann, 
Wisconsin

C Ricky Stromberg, 
Wisconsin

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

Tyree Wilson, Texas Tech

Myles Murphy, Clemson

Lukas Van Ness, Iowa

Keion White, Georgia Tech

Will McDonald IV, Iowa 
State


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jalen Carter, Georgia

Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Adetomiwa Adebawore, 
Northwestern

Mazi Smith, Michigan


LB Prospects to Watch 
Daiyan Henley, WSU

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Shaka Heyward, Duke

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)

Jeremy Banks, Tennessee


S Prospects to Watch 
Sydney Brown, Illinois

JL Skinner, Boise State

Daniel Scott, Cal

Christian Morgan, Baylor

Erick Hallett II, Pitt

Jason Taylor II, Oklahoma 
State


CB Prospects to Watch 
Kyu Blu Kelly, Stanford

Terell Smith, Minnesota

Cameron Mitchell, 
Northwestern

Rejzohn Wright, Oregon St.

Art Green, Houston

Ethan Bonner, Stanford


2023 Seattle Seahawks picks - 1st (5, 20), 2nd (37, 52), 3rd (83), 4th (123), 5th (151, 154), 6th (198), 7th (237)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Cameron Thomas

*Myjai Sanders

Victor Dimukeje

Dennis Gardeck

Jesse Luketa


IDL 
*DE Jonathan Ledbetter

*NT Leki Fotu

*DT Rashard Lawrence

NT/DT Carlos Watkins

DE L.J. Collier

DE Eric Banks

DT Manny Jones

DT Kevin Strong


LB 
*Zaven Collins 
*Isaiah Simmons (LB/S/5c) 
*Kyzir White 
Krys Barnes

Josh Woods

Blake Lynch

Ezekiel Turner


S 
*Budda Baker (for now??) 
*Jalen Thompson

JuJu Hughes

Josh Thomas


CB 
*Antonio Hamilton

*Marco Wilson

Christian Matthew

Rashad Fenton

Nate Hairston

Kris Boyd

QB 
*Kyler Murray

Colt McCoy

David Blough


RB 
*James Conner

Corey Clement

Keaontay Ingram

TySon Williams


WR 
DeAndre Hopkins (for now) 
*’Hollywood’ Brown

*Rondale Moore

Zach Pascal

Andre Baccellia

Greg Dortch

Auden Tate

Javon Wims


TE 
*Zach Ertz

*Trey McBride

Bernhard Seikovits

Chris Pierce

Noah Togiai


OL 
*OT D.J. Humphries

*OG Josh Jones

*C Hjalte Froholdt 
*OG Will Hernandez

*OT Kelvin Beachum

OT Dennis Daley

OG Elijah Wilkinson

C/OG Lecitus Smith

OG Marquis Hayes

OT Julien Davenport

OT Jackson Barton

OG Lachavious Simmons

OG Hayden Howerton

OT Badara Traore

2023 Arizona Cardinals Draft Priorities 
QB - Low - Not this year. TRADE BACK, MONTI!!!


RB - Mid-to-high - If Conner fades due to age/usage, 
what answers do they have to help run game?


WR - High - If Hop is expectedly traded, they’ll need 
help now, although Brown and Moore are explosive.


TE - Low - Perhaps a depth piece late, but there are 
more GLARING priorities.


OL - High - I’m not sold on 2 or 3 of these starters.


Edge - High - Thomas & Sanders showed some promise 
but there are just nine total starts returning. Yikes.


IDL - High - No J.J, no Zach Allen?? HELP!!!


LB - Low - As far as defensive needs go, this unit can 
survive as it is for now.


S - High - Not only is depth a major issue, now Budda 
has asked to be dealt?? Holy Trade Requests, Batman!


CB - High - They needed CB BEFORE Byron Murphy Jr. 
left in FA. Just draft five DBs in this draft…or more.

Arizona Cardinals
QB Prospects to Watch 
Jake Haener, Fresno State

Tanner McKee, Stanford

Malik Cunningham, 
Louisville


RB Prospects to Watch 
Bijan Robinson, Texas

Jahmyr Gibbs, Alabama

Devon Achane, Texas A&M

Zach Charbonnet, UCLA

Sean Tucker, Syracuse

Evan Hull, Northwestern

Kenny McIntosh, Georgia

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Quentin Johnston, TCU

Cedric Tillman, Tennessee

Marvin Mims, Oklahoma

Rashee Rice, SMU

Bryce Ford-Wheaton, West 
Virginia

Andrei Iosivas, Princeton


TE Prospects to Watch 
Cameron Latu, Alabama

Brayden Willis, Oklahoma

Will Mallory, Miami, FL

Ryan Jones, East Carolina

Griffin Hebert, La. Tech

Ben Sims, Baylor


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio St.

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OG Steve Avila, TCU

OT/OG Tyler Steen, 
Alabama

OT/OG Sidy Sow, Eastern 
Michigan

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will Anderson Jr, Alabama

Tyree Wilson, Texas Tech

Myles Murphy, Clemson

Lukas Van Ness, Iowa

Nolan Smith, Georgia

Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

B.J. Ojulari, LSU


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Jalen Carter, Georgia

Bryan Bresee, Clemson

Mazi Smith, Michigan

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Adetomiwa Adebawore, 
Northwestern

Mike Morris, Michigan

Colby Wooden, Auburn


LB Prospects to Watch 
Dorian Williams, Tulane

DeMarvion Overshown, 
Texas

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)

Marte Mapu, Sac. State 
(LB/S)

Cam Jones, Indiana

Jeremy Banks, Tennessee


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Christopher Smith, UGa

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State


CB Prospects to Watch 
Christian Gonzalez, Oregon

Devon Witherspoon, Illinois

Deonte Banks, Maryland

Jakorian Bennett, Maryland

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

2023 Arizona Cardinals picks - 1st (3), 2nd (34), 3rd (66, 96), 4th (105), 5th (168), 6th (180, 213)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Edge 
*Keir Thomas

*Daniel Hardy

Zach Van Valkenburg


IDL 
*DT Aaron Donald 
*DE Jonah Williams

NT Marquise Copeland

DT/DE Michel Hoecht

DE Earnest Brown IV

NT Bobby Brown III

DT Larrell Murchison

DE T.J. Carter


LB 
*Ernest Jones

*Christian Rozeboom

Jake Hummel


S 
*Jordan Fuller 
*Russ Yeast

Quentin Lake

Richard LeCounte III


CB 
*Derion Kendrick

*Robert Rochell

*Cobie Durant

Shaun Joly

QB 
*Matthew Stafford 

RB 
*Cam Akers

Kyren Williams

Ronnie Rivers


WR 
*Cooper Kupp 
*Van Jefferson

Ben Skowronek

Lance McCutcheon

Tutu Atwell

Austin Trammell


TE 
*Tyler Higbee 
Brycen Hopkins

Hunter Long


OL 
*OT Joe Noteboom

*OG Alaric Jackson

*C Brian Allen

*OG Logan Bruss

*OT Rob Havenstein

OT A.J. Arcuri

OG Zach Thomas

C Coleman Shelton

OG Tremayne Anchrum Jr.

2023 Los Angeles Rams Draft Priorities 
QB - High - Stafford is ONLY QB on roster. What?!?


RB - Mid - There are so many roster needs but they 
need some depth, at a minimum


WR - Mid - See RB and they have Kupp!! Last week, I 
surmised whether A Rob could be dealt…welp, yeah.


TE - Low - Of any unit, this one is solid. Need depth, 
though.


OL - High - Take your pick. This is OL #32 in the league


Edge - High - Who are these guys? And, there are only 
three of them?


IDL - High - …and, that’s w/Aaron Donald still here!


LB - High - Wagner’s 140 tackles, 10 TFL & 10 QB hits 
are gone and there are only 3 LB on roster.


S - High - Nick Scott, Taylor Rapp & Terrell Burgess 
and…(continue below)


CB - High - …Jalen Ramsey, Troy Hill & David Long are 
all gone. BRING ON THE DBs!!

Los Angeles Rams
QB Prospects to Watch 
Hendon Hooker, Tennessee

Will Levis, Kentucky

Jake Haener, Fresno State

Dorian Thompson-
Robinson, UCLA

Clayton Tune, Houston


RB Prospects to Watch 
Tank Bigsby, Auburn

Zach Evans, Ole Miss

Chase Brown, Illinois

Israel Abanikanda, Pitt

Roschon Johnson, Texas

Deuce Vaughn, Kansas St.

 

WR Prospects to Watch 
Andrei Iosivas, Princeton

Jayden Reed, Michigan 
State

Bryce Ford-Wheaton, West 
Virginia

Xavier Hutchinson, Iowa St.

Dontay Demus Jr, Maryland

Rakim Jarrett, Maryland

Trey Palmer, Nebraska


TE Prospects to Watch 
Payne Durham, Purdue

Davis Allen, Clemson

Noah Gindorff, NDSU

Ben Sims, Baylor

Kyle Patterson, Air Force

Travis Vokolek, Nebraska


OL Prospects to Watch 
OT Darnell Wright, 
Tennessee

OT Dawand Jones, Ohio St.

OT Anton Harrison, OU

OT Jaelyn Duncan, 
Maryland

OT/OG Matthew Bergeron, 
Syracuse

Edge Prospects to Watch 
Will McDonald IV, Iowa St.

B.J. Ojulari, LSU

Isaish Foskey, Notre Dame

Derick Hall, Auburn

Robert Beal, Georgia


IDL Prospects to Watch 
Mazi Smith, Michigan

Keeanu Benton, Wisconsin

Gervon Dexter Sr, Florida

Moro Ojomo, Texas

D.J. Dale, Alabama

Cory Durden, NC State


LB Prospects to Watch 
Trenton Simpson, Clemson

Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville 
(Edge/LB)


S Prospects to Watch 
Brian Branch, Alabama

Antonio Johnson, Texas 
A&M

Jammie Robinson, Florida 
State

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

JL Skinner, Boise State

Daniel Scott, Cal

Chamarri Conner, Va. Tech

Jordan Howden, Minnesota


CB Prospects to Watch 
Emmanuel Forbes, 
Mississippi State

Cam Smith, South Carolina

Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

Eli Ricks, Alabama

‘Quan’ Martin, Illinois

Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

Garrett Williams, Syracuse

2023 Los Angeles Rams picks - 2nd (36), 3rd (69, 77), 5th (167, 171, 177), 6th (182, 189, 191), 7th (223, 251)

Red - ELITE, Pro Bowl type 
star

Blue - Rising star

Bold Italics - Key acquisition

* - projected starter



Jack Campbell, Iowa

4th year - 6-4 5/8, 249 lb.

Cedar Falls, IA


• Butkus Award winner - 2022

• 2x Permanent Team Captain - 2021, 2022

• 1st Team All-American - 2022


Cedar Falls HS in Cedar Falls, IA. 

Dimensions-wise, Campbell is a bit unique for a 2022 inside/stack linebacker, in 
that, he’s a legit 6-5. Make no mistake, though, he belongs on the inside. He can 
fly, has natural deciphering skills, is quick to trigger and plays with football 
violence on his mind. His closing speed when he draws a bead on a ball carrier is 
HIGHLY impressive and when he arrives, he’s delivering messages through his 
strikes and tackles. In coverage, he does need a little work on getting to his drop 
smoother and quicker but that’s something he improved in his final season at 
Iowa. In totality, he just doesn’t make a ton of mistakes from his LB spot.  

He’ll eventually make an impact in coverage at the next level as previous Iowa 
linebackers before him. He plays the game at volume ten on every snap and I 
love the way that he sees the game in front of him. That entire Iowa defense did, 
in particular, in 2022. One play that shows a bit what he can do was against 
Michigan in 2022. It was third and four and the Wolverines ran a speed option out 
of shotgun. Campbell was at MLB and ran down the QB, helped force the pitch, 
sped through to Michigan RB Blake Corum and ran through him for a TFL. I 
mean, WHOA. That was impressive. He’s excellent at reading keys, knowing 
where the ball is headed, and all around just staying disciplined with his eyes. 

He was the Butkus Award winner as the top linebacker in the nation one year 
after recording the fifth most tackles in a season in Iowa history (143 in 2021). 
That word - “tackle” - I don’t take it for granted any more in this league and if that, 
combined with his football IQ and closing speed, is his football super power, I’ll 
take it all day, every day. 

Player Comp - Bears LB Tremaine Edmunds 

Drew Sanders, Arkansas

3rd year - 6-4 3/8, 235 lb.

Denton, TX


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022


#1 LB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#33  overall in the 2023 Harris 
200

#2LB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#36overall in the 2023 Harris 
200



• 1st Arkansas 1st Team A-A in 58 years


Ryan HS in Denton, TX 

Sanders is such a fun, yet a bit difficult, player to study, especially as it pertains 
to what role he’ll play on all three downs at the next level. Why? 

Well, at Denton Ryan HS, he seemed destined to be an edge rusher with some 
serious twitch off the outside. When he signed with Alabama, that’s exactly where 
he fit on defense, opposite some guy named Will Anderson Jr. I studied the 2021 
Florida-Alabama game for hours with all of the prospects that were in that game, 
but I recall #20 for Alabama disrupting Florida’s offense on occasion. That, not 
surprisingly, was Sanders. I wasn’t sure who it was at the time, but when I looked 
it up, I forgot that the Texan eschewed an opportunity to flourish at a state school 
and took the Alabama challenge head on. However, while at Alabama, he got 
banged up about midway through the regular season and that opened the door 
for the ironically named Dallas Turner to take over for Sanders. Unfortunately, 
after three missed games, Sanders never got back into the starting lineup. 

So, looking for another opportunity, he transferred to Arkansas, but the Hogs 
scheme wasn’t built the same way as Alabama’s scheme. That led to Sanders 
moving to a stack linebacker spot and that move might be what makes Sanders 
millions very, VERY soon. What that move showed was that he possessed innate 
inside linebacker IQ and traits, with the ability to rush the passer from the outside 
in passing situations. That speaks three down linebacker to me and it just might 
be that he lines up at three different LB spots on three different downs in the NFL 

What stood out to me the most about Sanders was how quickly he was able to 
decipher plays from a much different view, fitting into the right gap, as quickly as 
he did. Against Alabama in 2022, his former team, the Tide ran inside zone and 
as soon as Sanders spied the blocking, he knew where to fill - B Gap. Then, he 
slid through the opening and struck Alabama RB Jahmyr Gibbs for what 
should’ve been a loss. But, he missed the tackle, which didn’t happen often. That 
BIG thing aside, the impressive aspect was how he read, triggered and worked 
through the chaos, which is outstanding for a guy who hadn’t played that 
position. He will get on his toes a bit as the ball is snapped which gets him into 
the line of scrimmage, which prevents him at times from scraping from depth and 
exploding into the hole. He’ll slide into the hole and make a tackle but he could 
provide even more pop playing more downhill from depth. He’s more than 
comfortable taking on blocks, but he hasn’t totally learned yet how to incorporate 
his hands when he’s at a stack backer spot. 



As a pass defender, it’s a work in progress. He has his eyes on the QB too much. 
Then again, when the QB escapes the pocket like Alabama star QB Bryce Young 
did on third and six, Sanders has the JUICE to run him down for a sack. I’ve seen 
Sanders play a dozen times and I can honestly say that I’ve seen him line up 
everywhere up and down the line of scrimmage. Even in a stand up role over the 
guard, he’s going to be effective because of his overall pass rush acumen. 

He still has some serious twitch off the edge, even though he spent the majority 
of his time at a stack position. Against South Carolina in 2022, he threw a sick 
inside arm over move that was as proficient and deadly as any edge rusher I’ve 
studied this year. And, Sanders only lined up there on limited occasions. He went 
to a long arm maneuver against Texas A&M that drove the Aggies LT right into 
QB Max Johnson for a sack. 

So, he has innate stack backer skills and mindset after playing there just one 
year. He has built in pass rusher instincts and maneuvers. He’s twitchy and 
athletic and can play three different spots on three different downs. If he sold 
popcorn in the bleachers, he might be a top five player in this draft class. All 
kidding aside, that’s rare in this game and it makes Sanders a tremendous first 
round prospect. 

Player Comp - Former Vikings star (15 lb. lighter, in his prime) Anthony Barr 

Trenton Simpson, Clemson

3rd year - 6-2 3/8, 235 lb.

Charlotte, NC


• 3rd Team All-ACC - 2022

• 12.5 career sacks & 22.5 career TFL

• All-ACC Academic Team - 2022, 2021


Mallard Creek HS in Charlotte, NC 

I’m often trying to find the right comp for a player and it just won’t come to me. 
But, then, something clicks and I can’t ever get that image out of my head. That 
was the case as I put on Clemson’s film studying Simpson. First, it’s a game of 
“Where’s Waldo?” with Simpson. Finding him wasn’t always easy, so the first 
thing I thought was “okay, he’s ultra-versatile”. Then, wherever he is on the field, 
he’s seemingly knifing into the backfield in some capacity. Then, on the next play, 
he’d drop into coverage against certain formations/schemes. When the ball is 
snapped, he closes ground on ball carriers quickly. He’s an athletically gifted 
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player, not an athlete trying to play ball. He strikes hard. He blitzes with fervor. 
He’s got length and speed but doesn’t fit into any true linebacker position.  

So, the comp that FINALLY came to me? Former Notre Dame/Cleveland Browns 
star linebacker/safety hybrid Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah - it hit me so clear. The 
unique aspect about JOK was that there weren’t/aren’t many like him, but when 
that name hit me, I screamed to no one in particular “THAT’S SIMPSON!” And, 
what makes me hopeful for Simpson is that the Browns really capitalized on 
JOK’s ability and scheme diversity in his first year in the league. They understood 
how to really maximize his skill set. Former Clemson DC Brent Venables got it 
too, but he’s been doing that for decades. It wasn’t quite like that in 2022 for 
Simpson. He was the third most effective linebacker behind sophomores 
Jeremiah Trotter and Barrett Carter. 

That said, there’s been plenty of great tape for Simpson throughout his career. 
Against Syracuse in 2021, Simpson may have put “That One Play” on film that 
defines him as a prospect. He originally flexed out against a twins set and as 
soon as the ball was snapped he collisioned the inside receiver right into the 
outside receiver, slowing both of them off the snap. Then, he read the screen 
coming his way, redirected toward the running back, avoided the block of the 
guard out in front of the screen and DRILLED said RB for a TFL. That’s Simpson, 
the next JOK, or better yet, a potentially upgraded JOK. 
 

Player Comp - Browns OLB Jeremiah Owusu-Koramoah 

Daiyan Henley, Washington State

6th year - 6-0 7/8, 225 lb.

South Central Los Angeles, CA


• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• 2nd Team All-American (CFN) - 2021

• 2nd Team All-MWC - 2021


Crenshaw HS in South Central Los Angeles, CA. 

Two years ago, I found myself wanting to watch Nevada football more than I 
should have. I really enjoyed watching #11 wreck the game as a multi-use 
linebacker for the Wolf Pack. From the edge, he was a disruptive edge rusher at 
times, a smart/focused stack backer at others. When watching Nevada this year, 
I didn’t see him at all. I thought maybe it was just a fever dream until I turned on 
the Washington State Cougars. That’s when I saw LB Daiyan Henley early in the 
season and I, also, found out why Nevada’s defense was one of the worst in the 
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nation in 2022. The Nevada transfer took his talents to Pullman and his game 
went to a different level.  

As he did while at Nevada, Henley played inside and out with equal impact and 
was an All-Pac-12 honoree at Washington State. Down at the Senior Bowl, he 
was just flat out tremendous. In my notebook at practice, I started to write “During 
one-on-one pass protection…” Then, I realized that Henley was outstanding in 
EVERY facet of practice. During one-on-one pass pro, he beat RBs repeatedly - 
one with a bull rush, one with a quick side step and one other with a quick arm 
over. He then registered a TFL during a team period, blasting through a gap and 
making a clinic-teaching one-on-one tackle. He’s a complete stack backer with 
blitz/pass rush abilities and was another winner on day one for the National team. 

Similar to what he did at both Nevada and Washington State, he was a force 
down in Mobile. I don’t think a RB blocked him effectively in one-on-ones once. 
He beat them all…easily. There were offensive linemen that couldn’t block him 
either. He earned a QB hurry against USC as he lined up in a stand up 3-
technique. He blew past USC’s RG and got to QB Caleb Williams as he cocked 
his arm.  

At WSU, it was probably his pass coverage that didn’t get as much acclaim as 
other parts of his game. His ability to run with receivers/tight ends all over the 
interior of the field, short, medium and long, stood out on tape. He had a pick six 
against Oregon reading a quick screen to the sideline that he picked off in mid-air 
and took it to the house. 

However, don’t get it twisted, he’s equally good against the run, in large part due 
to his ability to read his keys thoroughly and accurately. Against USC in 2022, he 
shut down a counter just by beating the ball to the spot. He read it so quickly, the 
pulling H-back couldn’t get a proper shot on him in the hole, as Henley beat him 
to the hole. He then knifed through and made the tackle for a loss. 
 

Player Comp - 49ers LB Dre Greenlaw 

Noah Sewell, Oregon

3rd year - 6-1 1/2, 246 lb.

Orem, UT - American Samoa


• 2nd Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• Polynesian College Football POY finalist

• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2021
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Orem HS in Orem, UT (originally from Malaeimi, American Samoa) 

The likes of Sewell aren’t found in college or pro football much anymore. The 
250+ lb stack linebacker is sooooo 1998. The days of my man Ted Johnson, Tedy 
Bruschi and Bernardrick McKinney et al have been over for a decade (or more), 
which makes Sewell a unicorn of sorts. What makes him scary, though, is that 
he’s nearly 250 lb. and runs like most 230 lb. linebackers.  

Sewell plays the game with a different level of football violence. He runs 
THROUGH people. He explodes into ball carriers and blockers. He has the feet 
to redirect and shuffle side-to-side like a basketball defensive star. Man, his feet 
never stop. It’s like he watched an old school LB coach’s individual drill video, 
kept hearing “hot feet, never stop” and took that to heart every time he stepped 
on the field. His ability to scrape over the top, slide past any potential potholes 
(blockers) and explode through a ball carrier for little to no gain. The number of 
times that ball carriers bounced runs outside, seeking freedom, only to be shut 
down in a hurry for little to no gain by Sewell is too numerous to count. The 
ferocity in his game, combined with the speed, reminds me of a few different NFL 
stack backers. Sewell probably doesn’t need to be 260 lb as he was in 2021, but 
I love his attitude when he’s ready to lay the wood. I find myself cringing a bit 
because I know someone’s getting hammered by Sewell, younger brother of 
Lions first round pick OT Penei, strikes. He’s coming to make opponents pay for 
not wearing green, yellow and white. 

In 2022, Penei’s younger brother didn’t have quite the season that I, and many 
others, thought he could, and should, have had. Either way, as a run stuffer, he 
was still the hammer and his smarts show up in a multitude of ways. Against 
Utah in Eugene, on a third down, he had hook/curl responsibilities but Utah QB 
Cam Rising scrambled out of the pocket to Sewell’s side. Instead of sprinting 
after him like Houston Cougars LBs did that cost them a win at Texas Tech, 
Sewell slow-played Rising, never leaving his zone, yet keeping eyes on Rising. 
That confused Rising who kept running and looking for an open receiver. 
Eventually, an Oregon DL ran Rising out of bounds. Sewell doesn’t get a stat for 
that play, but he MADE that play with his mind. Like I said, I’ve seen SO many LB 
just haul off and sprint after a scrambling QB and leave an open receiver in his 
zone right at the first down sticks. 

He’s going to be an interesting case study for NFL teams, but they’ll eventually 
come around to the fact that his football DNA is too valuable to pass up beyond 
the second round. 

Player Comp - Cowboys LB Leighton Vander Esch 
  



Henry To’o To’o, Alabama

4th year - 6-1, 227 lb.

Sacramento, CA


• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• 2nd on the roster with 94 tackles in 2022

• Racked up 8.0 TFL and 2.5 sacks in 2022


De La Salle HS in Concord, CA 

To'o To'o played his high school football at famed DeLaSalle HS in northern 
California, then starred for defensive guru Jeremy Pruitt at Tennessee for the first 
two years of his career. When Pruitt was rightfully escorted out the door, To'o To'o 
decided to leave as well and decided on Alabama for the next two years of his 
career. He's long and rangy with gap filling/run stopping skills. Feet are 
constantly hot and that keeps him under control seemingly at all times. He is a 
factor in coverage and the transition into Nick Saban's defense in 2021 didn’t 
appear difficult at all. Most players entering Alabama’s program need a quick 
minute to find their mental sea legs, but To’o To’o arrived in Tuscaloosa and hit 
the ground running. He orchestrated the same defensive scheme at Tennessee 
and, early in the 2021 training camp, I had it on good authority that HE was 
already The One calling plays, taking the lead and communicating throughout the 
entire defense.  

He’s fascinating to watch, in many respects, but he seems to be completely in 
tune to what the opposing offense is running. Against Cincinnati in the 2021 CFP 
semifinal, the H-back was tucked in nearly directly behind the left tackle. To’o 
To’o spied that set and started gesturing with his hand, like waving across the 
formation. He was telling fellow linebacker Christian Harris that the H-back was 
coming back across the formation on a split flow zone play…and he was dead on 
correct and the Alabama defense stuffed the play as a result. To’o To’o came 
back to Alabama in 2022, along with Jordan Battle and DeMarcco Hellams 
among others to take another run at a championship. That didn’t happen, but 
To’o To’o showed that he was in full command of the Alabama defense for the 
second straight season. There’s a prevailing thought in the scouting world that he 
can handle any defensive scheme and take charge immediately. 

He was the personal protector, play caller on the punt team. He’s going to start, 
wearing the green dot, from day one for an NFL team. He doesn’t have any elite 
trait, other than one of the most important ones - he’s an alpha leader amongst 
all the alphas and has an elite football IQ, sharpened along the way at 
DeLaSalle, Tennessee and Alabama. 
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Player Comp - Vikings/Chargers ILB Eric Kendricks 

Owen Pappoe, Auburn

4th year - 6-0 1/4, 225 lb.

Lawrenceville, GA


• 2x Permanent Team Captain - 2021, 2022

• 3rd Team All-SEC (Phil Steele) - 2022

• 256 tackles, 15.0 TFL, 8.0 sacks in career


Grayson HS in Lawrenceville, GA. 

Without knowing that he runs in the high 4.3 range, it’d be pretty easy to guess 
HOW fast Pappoe is on the football field. Dude is SUPER QUICK to the football. 
But, oh yeah, he does run 4.39 so what’s on tape is dead on to the time that he 
posted at the Combine in March. 

He’s one of the handful of linebackers that I studied that has the foot quickness, 
anticipation and ability to play the Texas/Circle route from a RB easily. His ability 
to sprint hard to the potential flat route, break down and redirect back to the 
inside is outstanding. Most college, and a LOT of NFL, linebackers just can’t do 
that which makes a RB’s Texas/Circle route like stealing. But, Pappoe made 
covering that RB in man-to-man look WAY easier than it is. 

Those athletic feet and hips are just lovely, for lack of a better word. If Pappoe 
were 6-2, 240 lb, he’d be a first round selection. As I mentioned earlier, he ran 
4.39 in the 40-yard dash at the Combine and that speed is truly evident on the 
field. Worst case, he’ll run down on special teams as a rookie and dominate. But 
before long, it’s going to be REALLY hard to keep him off the field on defense for 
all three downs. 

Player Comp - Jets LB Kwon Alexander 

Marte Mapu, Sacramento State

6th year - 6-3, 221 lb.

Hawthorne, CA


• 1st Team FCS All-American - 2022

• 2022 Big Sky Def. Player of the Year

• Received Senior Bowl & NFLPA invites
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Hawthorne HS in Hawthorne, CA 

Okay, another man crush alert and it’s from the FCS level - Sacramento State 
LB/S Marte Mapu. So, he’s only 217 lb. and that’s a bit worrisome, but he’s 100% 
baller. About three days before the Senior Bowl started, the Senior Bowl Twitter 
account sent out a tweet saying that Mapu was getting invited to the Senior Bowl 
after a tremendous performance at the NFLPA Collegiate Bowl in Los Angeles. I 
paid attention as it pertained to adding him to the roster, but not really one more 
second after that…until I saw him on the field for the first time in person. Oh my 
goodness!  

He worked out at linebacker in nearly every drill at the Senior Bowl and he 
certainly did not PLAY like he’s 217 lb. He blew up an isolation play in nine-on-
seven and I mean, BLEW up the lead blocker. Then, Mapu tackled the running 
back for a loss. At the end of the first day of practice, he was called out to go 
one-on-one against a running back in coverage and Mapu locked him up for a 
pass breakup. I loved watching him play that week. I don’t know exactly what to 
do with him at that size, but I’ll figure it out because he can ball no matter what 
letters go in front of his name. 

Who is he? Yeah, Marte Mapu. Part safety. Part linebacker. But, it’s okay 
because not many knew who the Big Sky Defensive Player of the Year was as 
the week began. He made a one loud arrival with some splash plays all over the 
field in Mobile. He’s stoned running backs on isolation plays and that’s after 
hammering the fullback too. What an impression he’s made and one big one on 
me. 
 

Player Comp - Eagles LB Nicholas Morrow 

Dorian Williams, Tulane

4th year - 6-1, 228 lb.

Indian Land, SC


• 316 tackles, 9.5 sacks in Tulane career

• 2023 Cotton Bowl Def. MVP - 17 tackles

• 132 tackles, 5.0 sacks in 2022


Indian Land HS in Indian Land, SC. 

Long and lithe, wiry but strong. He explodes through blockers on the blitz. He’s 
not scared, in the slightest, to take on blocks, shed and seek the ball carrier. 
Patient and never seemingly out of position. It’s clear that he’s played a ton of 
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ball and won’t get overaggressive with his reads and commitment to the football. 
I loved the instincts that Williams played with throughout his career. It just always 
felt like I was watching smart, fast and aggressive football each and every time. 
Yet, it always felt like he was completely under control. He plays downhill and 
runs through blockers and ball carriers. Against USC in the Cotton Bowl, he 
showed just how much he loved the physical part of the game when he read a 
cutback run from RB Austin Jones and planted his shoulder in the midsection of 
the USC back and finished for a tackle for a loss. That was as impressive as 
anything I’d see him do…and trust me, there’s been a lot. 

Williams was the most complete linebacker on the American roster at the Senior 
Bowl. He was quick to the football and excellent in coverage. One of his very first 
reps in one-on-ones, he matched Georgia RB Kenny McIntosh step for step on a 
wheel route up the sideline. 
 

Player Comp - Texans LB Christian Harris 

Yasir Abdullah, Louisville

5th year - 6-1, 237 lb.

Miramar, FL


• 1st Team All-ACC - 2022

• 2nd Team All-ACC - 2021

• 8th All-Time at L’Ville with 23.5 sacks 


Carol City HS in Miramar, FL.  

Abdullah’s father is Xavier McCray who played collegiately at the University of 
Florida. Yasir has some juice off the edge, but nothing screams elite, other than 
his straight line speed. Then again, he does EVERYTHING VERY well.  

What I do LOVE is that he can do everything an edge player is asked to do. He 
looks comfortable dropping into coverage. He'll play with violent hands, setting 
the edge in the run game. He has excellent redirect. His production was more 
than acceptable. There isn't anything in his game in which he's deficient out on 
the edge, other than he's just not huge. I did give consideration to moving him to 
the inside, permanently, and I don't think that's completely outside the realm of 
possibility. However, I like the option of being able to do so with an outstanding, 
productive player like Abdullah 

Then again, after watching Abdullah, I’m not convinced that he isn’t a stack 
backer. I’m not convinced he isn’t a smallish, yet football violent, edge setter/
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edge rusher. I was initially worried when teams ran the ball with Abdullah as a 
stand up nine technique, but I need not worry my pretty little heart. 

His quick first step and stout build gave all kinds of TE issues. He knifes inside 
blocks and holds the point well. I came away thinking that he was actually better 
against the run than he was rushing the QB…and he’s darn good at that. 
 

Player comp - Chiefs LB Wille Gay Jr (on the field comp only, obviously) 

DeMarvion Overshown, Texas

5th year - 6-2 5/8, 229 lb.

Arp, TX


• 1st Team All-Big 12 - ’22

• 2x Honorable Mention All-Big 12 - ’20, ’21

• 2020 Alamo Bowl Defensive MVP


Arp HS in Arp, TX 

Overshown’s speed is obvious and he certainly looks the part of a sideline-to-
sideline tackling menace, but there’s something missing. He’s good inside from 
tackle to tackle, but out in coverage and asked to do other linebacker things, he 
didn’t seem as comfortable. Straight ahead? Oh yeah, he can create a ruckus. 
Any other aspects? Not so much. 

I talked to some scouts and some coaches at the Senior Bowl about Overshown 
and they echoed some of the same thoughts. Straight line, missile action, he’s 
absolutely fine, but if has to track, break down, redirect, dive back and make a 
tackle, that’s just not something he does exceptionally well. 

Now, physically, there might not be a “no chill” LB in this class more than 
Overshown. “No chill”? Yeah, he has no regard for his body and wants to deliver 
punishment on a different colored jersey, exacting more pain than just a tackle. 

If he could run from point A to point B with no interference on every play, he’d 
eventually injure someone with his strikes. But, living in the hellscape that is The 
Box doesn’t quite work that way. 

Player Comp - Raiders LB Divine Deablo 

Ivan Pace Jr, Cincinnati
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3rd year - 5-10 1/2, 231 lb.

Cincinnati, OH


• Unanimous 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 2022 AAC Def. Player of the Year

• 2021 MAC Def. Player of the Year


Colerain HS in Cincinnati, OH. 

Pace Jr. transferred to Cincinnati to play alongside his brother Deshawn and 
flourished in 2022. He is absolutely QUICK as a hiccup but somewhat too 
frenetic at times, though. He never met a different colored jersey that he liked 
and he strikes with some vengeance and football pain in his heart.  

Pace Jr. is the proverbial sideline to sideline stack backer. But, he also put his 
hand in the dirt and rushed the edge too, featuring an outstanding get off. He just 
doesn’t have a skill set to thrive in that situation more than a time or too as an 
exotic change up. But, when he comes off the edge with some juice, he can be 
an absolute menace.  His speed and explosiveness POP off the outside and it 
could be an asset for him to stay on the field on third down in the NFL. On the 
ball, or off, he slides, dips, darts, contorts and wills his body to the man with the 
ball and his football IQ comes through at all times as he’s extremely intelligent. 
There were a few times in the Tulane game that he sniffed out the play and the 
direction of said play before the ball was snapped. 

That all said, Pace Jr. is a bit of a conundrum, in large part because he’s got all 
the traits that an off the ball linebacker needs, except the big two - size and size. 
He whipped all the RBs in pass rush drills, minus Texas RB Roschon Johnson 
who schooled everyone. He has edge rushing skills. He’s SUPER quick to 
trigger, but he’s barely 5-10. That said, I have a feeling he’s going to find his way 
on the field somewhere in the NFL on all three downs within three years in the 
league. He is thick. He has some serious pop in his pads. He can rush. He can 
blitz. He’ll be a dynamo on special teams. He’s just short.  
 

Player Comp - Jets LB Quincy Williams 

Cam Jones, Indiana

5th year - 6-1 1/4, 226 lb

Memphis, TN


• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2022

• 3x Team Captain - 2020, 2021, 2022

• Missed seven games due to injury
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St. Benedict at Auburndale HS in Memphis, TN. 

Jones was one of my off-the-radar guys to start the season. He had a brilliant 
game going against Illinois in the Hoosiers’ opener but then he got hurt later in 
that game. That injury cost him nearly an entire season as Jones only played five 
games. 

Down in Mobile at the Senior Bowl, he looked a lot like what I saw in week one 
against Illinois. He seemed so smooth that he glided across the field and dove 
into the right gap often to make tackles. He was impressive and it was good to 
see him in person after being impressed with him on tape.  
 

Player Comp - Titans LB Azeez Al-Shaair 

Anfernee Orji, Vanderbilt

4th year - 6-1, 230 lb.

Rockwall, TX


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• Led the SEC with 9.0 tackles/game

• Led Vanderbilt in tackles for 3 straight seasons


Rockwall HS in Rockwall, TX 

Orji is athletically gifted and built like a tank. Chances are low that he would have 
been a full-time NFL linebacker ten to 15 years ago, but he’s what teams are 
looking for now. 

He can run. He can cover. He plays like a tasmanian devil, frenetically. He was a 
captain at Vanderbilt and manned the middle throughout his career in the SEC.  

It’s clear he can run and he’s a menace on plays away from him. What needs 
improvement isn’t whether he can get to THAT spot and make a tackle, it’s 
whether he can be under control AND throttle down AND make the tackle. I saw 
plenty of times where he shot a gap, got to the ball carrier for a potential TFL and 
missed the tackle because he was trying to wrap up high, instead of at the waist 
on a roll tackle. 

The times that it ALL came together with the quick read, the first step, the burst 
knifing through the A or B gaps AND wrapping up for a TFL…man, LOVE it! 
When it all comes together, slide, scrape, fit, strike and wrap, it’s a pretty sight. I 
can pick out those plays and put them on teaching tape. Against Kentucky in 
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2022, he absolutely stoned a counter from the backside one play after Kentucky 
sprung a long one on the same run the play before. It couldn’t have been 
executed better on a teaching tape. 

That’s his game - knifing into backfield, creating mayhem, now he just has to 
finish finishing. 
 

Player Comp - Lions LB Malcolm Rodriguez 

Isaiah Moore, NC State

6th year - 6-2 1/4, 233 lb.

Chester, VA


• 3rd on team with 82 tackles - 2022

• 2nd on team with 15.0 TFL - 2022

• Missed most of 2021 with knee injury


Bird HS In Chester, VA.  

Moore was one of NC State’s captains for the Wolfpack in 2022 after he suffered 
a knee injury in 2021. He didn’t looked like a fluid, smooth athlete after the knee 
injury 

Fundamentally skilled. Prototype size and thump to play MLB in the league. He 
does everything the EXACT way that he’s coached. He boxes the counter with 
his inside arm like it’s taught. He drops into coverage, like he’s taught. He reads 
blocking schemes and knows when and where to fill, like he’s taught. He’s book 
smart, but needs to hit some more improv, if you catch my drift. 

It’s just very mechanical, stiff and a one way street, with very little adjustment or 
redirect to a ball carrier. He’ll just flail at a ball carrier, if he has to break down and 
make a tackle in space. Now, was that because he wasn’t all the way back from 
the injury in 2021? 

He’s a car crash waiting to happen but it has to be a linear play. He reads and 
deciphers well and when he knows (typically quickly), he SHOOTS NOW!  

He’s like a step away from being a complete three down linebacker. In coverage, 
he doesn’t have an explosive first step to receivers when he’s spot dropping in 
zone.  

Player Comp - Raiders LB Robert Spillane 
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Mohamoud Diabate, Utah

4th year - 6-3 1/2, 225 lb.

Auburn, AL


• Transferred to Utah from Florida for 2022

• Led the Utes with 13.5 TFL

• 6th in the Pac-12 with 5.0 sacks


Auburn HS in Auburn, AL.  

There’s truly nothing screaming elite about Diabate and that’s why he probably 
didn’t get an invite to the Combine. But, this dude can ball out. He knows his 
assignments, never gets caught out of position nor does he try to do much. He 
reads and deciphers extremely well but he has to tackle a bit more effectively, 
too, as too many ball carriers slipped out of his grasp in 2022. 

What did come as a little bit of a surprise was how effective he was as a pass 
rusher from the edge. He hit Oregon’s T.J. Bass with a forklift/inside rip that was 
one of the best moves I saw in that whole game. One drive later, he went to the 
other side and hit the RT with chop/rip and forced Oregon QB Bo Nix to move up 
in the pocket on a third down incompletion that led to an Oregon punt. Man, it’s 
really interesting how he became such a threat on third down rushing the passer. 

He uses that rush ability even better when he’s blitzing from various positions all 
over the field. I think he’s criminally underrated and can’t understand why he 
didn’t get an invite to the Combine. 

Player Comp - Falcons LB Mykal Walker 

Best of the Rest of the Linebackers 
Shaka Heyward, Duke

5th year - 6-2 7/8, 235 lb.


Mill Creek HS in Dacula, GA


One of the most decorated linebackers in Duke history, Hayward was a 2x 1st 
Team All-ACC honoree and a captain in 2022. Thick and smart, Hayward should 
be a 1st/2nd down inside linebacker candidate to start his career, in addition to 
spending time on special teams.


Jeremy Banks, Tennessee

5th year - 6-0 3/4, 232 lb.


#194overall in the 2023 
Harris 200

#16 LB in 2023 NFL Draft 
Class



Cordova HS in Cordova, TN


Banks really got my attention with one tremendous performance against 
Alabama in that upset win over the Tide. He filled well in the run defense. He 
blitzed a ton in that game and he even made plays in coverage. He’s an off the 
radar prospect to watch at this position. His Combine testing was outstanding 
as well - 4.53 s 40-yard dash, 25 Bench press reps, 37.5-inch vertical, and a 
10-7 broad jump. He’s going to have a shot.


Dee Winters, TCU

4th year - 5-11, 227 lb.


Burton HS in Brenham, TX


I'm not sure why Winters didn't get an invite to the Combine. He would've put up 
some impressive numbers in seemingly everything that wasn't height & weight. 
While at the Senior Bowl, he continued making plays, picking off what seemed to 
be a safe/easy checkdown during team drills. He wasn't overly outstanding, but 
his speed and football IQ showed up a ton in that week in Mobile. He was 
magnificent against Michigan in the CFP Semifinal. After Michigan RB Donvoan 
Edwards nearly took the first run of the game to the house, Winters started 
disrupting the entire Michigan offense. On the first play after the long run, he 
knocked away a wheel route pass for the TE deep down the sideline. On the next 
play, he hammered the TE on split zone to force the ball back into his help and 
turned into a two yard gain. Three plays later, he filled the A gap to make a stuff 
on the RB for no gain.  

On the next. play, he created pressure off the edge when he blitzed and beat the 
block of the TE. Then, on fourth down, he was nearly solely responsible for 
stopping Michigan's fourth down attempt of Philly Special from the two yard line, 
reading the play from jump. I wanted to parcel those plays out separately 
because it shows how diverse and versatile he can be on the field. He lined up in 
three different spots and made an impact play from each one. But, it's his size 
that will have teams wondering if he can survive as a stack backer. I do think he's 
going to have to make his mark on special teams initially, but he's too much of a 
smart/instinctive player to not find his way on the defensvie side of the ball in due 
time.  

His read/recognition, combined with his first step and burst allowed him to have a 
HUGE TFL on a push pass in that same Michigan game from his stack position. I 
mean, that's not his play but he read the pin and pull action and hit the gas 
before any Michigan OL could even get a hand on him. That explosiveness is 



WOW! He decapitates fullbacks, my goodness, there is NO chill. He's coming a 
100 mph to take on any lead blockers, but FBs will feel his wrath. 

Sirvocea Dennis, Pitt

4th year - 6-0 1/2, 226 lb.


Christian Brothers Academy in Syracuse, NY


I saw Dennis down at the Senior Bowl, but he didn’t really stand out much. He 
has outstanding explosive abilities, posting a 41.5-inch vertical and 10-5 broad 
jump. He’s not going to hit LB thresholds for a lot of teams, but he can find his 
way as a ST/Sub LB in the future.


Ben Vansumeren, Michigan State

5th year - 6-2, 231 lb.


Garber HS in Bay City, MI


Vansumeren blew UP his Pro Day. He had social media all abuzz with testing 
times and measurements - 4.45 s 40-yard dash, 29 bench press reps, 42.5-inch 
vertical, 10-11 broad jump, 7.10 s 3-cone. After transferring from Michigan, 
Vansumeren fit in the defense well in East Lansing. Where he’ll fit well in the NFL 
is on special teams before he can make his mark on the defensive side of the 
ball. ST coaches are screaming his name to the GM/Scouts because they’ll love 
him.




1. QB Caleb Williams, USC


2. WR Marvin Harrison Jr, Ohio State


3. QB Drake Maye, North Carolina


4. LB Barrett Carter, Clemson


5. TE Brock Bowers, Georgia


6. Edge Jared Verse, Florida State


7. OT Olu Fashanu, Penn State


8. Edge J.T. Tuimoloau, Ohio State


9. QB Michael Penix Jr, Washington


10. OT J.C. Latham, Alabama


11. OT Joe Alt, Notre Dame


11. Edge Bralen Trice, Washington


12. CB Kool-Aid McKinstry, Alabama


13. Edge Laiatu Latu, UCLA


14. S Kamren Kinchens, Miami, FL


15. WR Johnny Wilson, Florida State


16. Edge Dallas Turner, Alabama


17. WR Cornelius Johnson, Michigan


18. IDL Ruke Orhorro, Clemson


19. CB Denzel Burke, Ohio State


20. OT Graham Barton, Duke


21. LB Jeremiah Trotter Jr, Clemson


22. LB Jamon Dumas-Johnson, 
Georgia


23. OT Amarius Mims, Georgia


24. WR Oronde Gadsden II, Syracuse


25. RB Blake Corum, Michigan


26. IDL Jer’Zhan “Johnny” Newton, 
Illinois


27. IDL Tyler Davis, Clemson


28. WR Bru McCoy, Tennessee


29. CB/Nickel Kalen King, Penn State


30. RB TreVeyon Henderson, Ohio St.


31. LB Tommy Eichenberg, Ohio St.


32. Edge Chop Robinson, Penn State


Football Takeover’s 1st Look Top 32 Prospects for 2024 NFL Draft



Christian Gonzalez, Oregon

3rd year - 6-1 3/8, 197 lb.

The Colony, TX


• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• 4th Team All-American (Phil Steele) - 2022

• Honorable Mention All-Pac-12 at CU - 2021


The Colony HS in The Colony, TX.


The first thing, other than physical size/build, that stood out while watching 
Gonzalez was his hips. Man, he has an incredibly quick, QUICK, suddenly-
explosive hip flip. As such, that gives him the ability to turn and go on routes 
when necessary and get to his fastest closing speed on balance and in phase. 
His feet and fluidity are top of the CB class. He moves so smoothly, while 
moving with purpose and quickness.


His match and mirror technique is pristine due to his feet. As a result, he can 
press without grabbing and holding. I mean, wow, he really has excellent 
technique and tremendous feet. He can lock up from the perimeter and from the 
slot. When teams moved a perimeter receiver into the slot, typically Gonzalez 
took on that responsibility. It showed how much Oregon head coach Dan 
Lanning and his defensive staff trusted Gonzalez to work that part of the field. 
Against Utah, he was matched up on 6-5, 205 lb Devaughn Vele in the slot. Vele 
gave Gonzalez an inside jab and then went backdoor up the field, like in 
basketball. Gonzalez bit…hard. But, he flipped his hips so quickly, worked the 
proper angle up the field to get himself back in phase within ten yards. He didn’t 
run to catch up with Vele; he ran to a spot up the field to meet Vele. That’s 
innate, cover-corner understanding that’s really difficult to teach.


When he has inside leverage help, he has to be more patient, knowing he has 
help on the outside and needs to trust his recovery speed to make up ground 
when the WR eventually goes outside. He bites hard on inside dekes/releases 
making him susceptible to those type double moves and there are going to be 
some stud WRs that will expose that liability early in his NFL career. He’s got to 
be more patient, especially when he has inside leverage to start. 


At 6-2, 200 lb., he hit 23.3 mph on the GPS during spring practice 2022, vertical 
jumped 42-inches, cleaned 325 lb. and he’s the brother of Olympian sprinters. 
His older sister Melissa ran in the Olympics and is the wife of NFL QB David 
Blough. So, yeah, it runs, no pun intended, in his blood.


Player comp - Panthers CB Jaycee Horn 

#1 CB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class
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Deonte Banks, Maryland

4th year - 6-0 1/8, 197 lb.

Baltimore, MD


• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2022

• Eight PBU and one INT in 2022

• Season ending injury after two games in 2021


Edgewood HS in Baltimore, MD.


Banks is SUPER smooth. He has a smooth backpedal, which allows him to 
make an easy hip turn and go with receivers on deeper routes. He does seem to 
get lazy though in off coverage as he rises too much to allow for clean, T-step 
and break on the ball.


Banks is SUPER patient in press coverage. He doesn’t allow releases to phase 
him in the slightest. WRs that want to dance or shimmy, or whatever, off the 
snap do not give him any problem. He just allows them to do their thing and 
then when they finally get into the route, Banks just jumps right into their jocks 
easily. His feet are constantly hot and chopping so he doesn’t get into 


He’s not afraid of, or shies away from, contact. Against Michigan in 2022, the 
Wolverines tried to kick him out with a TE crossing the formation and if Banks 
didn’t answer physical with physical, it was a TD for RB Blake Corum. Instead, 
Banks took on the big TE, keeping his outside arm free and as a result, Corum 
tripped over the blocker’s feet. Banks made that play. Wait, Banks SAVED that 
play. It was a chunk run for sure that Banks helped turn into a four yard gain.


There is absolutely NO panic in press coverage. On the rare occasion when a 
WR’s release initially seems to beat him, he casually uses his length and 
strength to control the WR until he can get his feet back under him and in phase 
properly. Michigan wanted to expose him on a go ball with MOFC coverage - 
cover one. Michigan QB J.J. McCarthy had his most dynamic WR Cornelius 
Johnson on a go route up the sideline into the boundary. Banks was step for 
step with him, matching the Michigan’s WR every step. Oh, I mean, that was SO 
impressive. McCarthy had to pull it down and run for his life. Next play? Banks 
came out and McCarthy went right to that side of the field for a nine yard gain 
on first down.


Player Comp - Jaguars CB Tyson Campbell 

#2CB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#9overall in the 2023 Harris 200



Devon Witherspoon, Illinois

4th year - 5-11 1/2, 181 lb.

Pensacola, FL


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• B1G Tatum-Woodson DB of the Year - ’22

• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022


Pine Forest HS in Pensacola, FL


I LOVE his feet. He has excellent mirroring feet in press man and he never 
seems to panic. I think his feet are his absolute, no doubt best asset. His 
continuous chatter is a close second. I kid, I kid. I really like his press man 
technique, WAY more so than I do his off man technique. He closes on the ball 
like he means it. His competitiveness shines when the ball is in the air. His lateral 
agility and quickness are top notch as well and he showed plenty of ability to 
play a cloud corner or rolled-up corner in cover two.


He got away with being physical at the top of routes in college and that really 
helped him put clamps on receivers at that level. He’s going to get flagged a 
TON in the NFL, so he has to adjust and be even more exact with his feet and 
techinque. A perfect example of that occurred against Michigan. UM WR Andrel 
Anthony stemmed his route hard inside to get Witherspoon to bite and he did. 
Anthony then threw on the brakes and ran an out route. Witherspoon collided 
with him, slowed Anthony down and was able to make a great break on the ball 
BECAUSE of that contact. That’s a first down for the offense in the NFL.


He does have excellent timing on making a play on the ball. He doesn’t interfere, 
but he does straddle that line for sure. When squared up and in phase, he’s 
quick as he-- and will be in the hip pocket making a play on the ball.  If the ball 
arrives a split second before he does, he’s a damn mack truck looking for a 
different colored jersey to hit. He had at least three highlight reel hits during his 
career at Illinois.


What a play against Wisconsin. He was in press man on the X WR into the 
boundary. Technique was perfect. Hot feet on the release. Never touched him 
until he was in phase all the way down the field on the go ball. Then, he turned 
back when the WR looked back for the ball and tipped it to the S for the INT.


I’ll go back to this ad nauseam in this draft cycle, though; he’s a master at 
collisioning/grabbing/clutching the receiver at the top of his stem on his route 
when he’s in off coverage. And, that’s not a great thing. In press man, he’s 
freaking brilliant. He uses his feet SO much better, but in off coverage, he 

#3 CB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class

#19 in the 2023 Harris 200



doesn’t always have the timing or the technique to NOT grab at the nadir of the 
stem.


He can be overaggressive in his pursuit of making a big hit. On the first two 
plays of the Michigan game, he overran Michigan RB Blake Corum and missed 
tackles each time. Then, he did the same getting picked off after motion on 
throw to Ronnie Bell in the flat. He can strike, but better to hold on for dear lie 
for a tackle than to blast a ball carrier, not wrap up, lose the tackle and allow a 
first down. 


If I didn’t know where Witherspoon was from, I would absolutely guess that he 
was from Florida after watching a game (and nail it). He’s constantly talking, 
pointing, gesturing and never ending emoting on every single play. He also plays 
with such fervor and ferocity that there’s really only one place he could’ve grown 
up - Florida.


Witherspoon is a southern baller. He never backs down. Loves the game. Talks 
all the time. Would meet you in a dark alley. Hits like a mack truck. Has insane 
confidence. He IS Florida in a nutshell. I bring all of that up because those guys 
just think differently and that’s what I really want at the CB position.


I don’t always love the incomplete sign or the endless chatter, but I’d rather that 
chutzpah be on my team than not. That position takes a pounding in many ways 
in this league and I need for Witherspoon to have the self-confidence to rebound 
from the initial beatings he’s going to take.


The toughest thing that Witherspoon will face is having to get his hands off after 
five yards. I saw New York Jets DROY Sauce Gardner learn this at the end of his 
career at the University of Cincinnati and it paid huge dividends in his first year 
in the NFL. Witherspoon can be a special cover man in this league for a long 
time, but he’s got to master his off coverage technique WITHOUT playing tackle 
coverage. 


I’d, honestly, put him in press coverage and let him go to work because he has 
some of the best press technique that i’ve seen WITHOUT holding, clutching 
and grabbing. He has excellent feet and the feel to run with receivers in 
complete and total control.


He’s going to be a top half of the first round pick in a draft that is LOADED at 
CB.


Player comp - Titans CB/Nickel Roger McCreary 



Joey Porter, Penn State

4th year - 6-2 1/2, 193 lb.

Allegheny, PA


• 2nd Team All-American - 2022 

• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022

• Penn State’s Most Valuable Def. player - 2022


North Allegheny HS in Allegheny, PA.


Perhaps, it’s his surname. Perhaps, it’s that I haven’t really loved/respected 
Penn State cornerbacks in the recent past. Regardless, I’ll readily admit that I 
had perceived biases as I put on Penn State film this summer prior to studying 
Joey Porter Jr.. Now, I’ll also readily admit that I will ALWAYS let the film speak 
for itself and Porter Jr’s film might as well have been screaming at me “JOHNNY, 
YOU’RE FLAT OUT WRONG!” When I just watched Penn State games amongst 
the many games on a CFB Saturday last fall during the season, I did remember 
seeing him involved a ton and hearing his name a lot. So, I tried to push those 
thoughts to the back of my mind as I studied him closer this summer. 


Long and highly intelligent, he’s a monster in zone coverage. I can’t even count 
the number of times that I saw him take away the sail route behind him and 
make the hitch unattractive when he was in cover two. QBs tried him early in the 
season on the sail over the top and he knocked it away or picked it off. But, he’s 
disruptive in man coverage as well. In press, he’s ultra-physical at the line of 
scrimmage and gets away with some “handsy” stuff down the field, similar to 
last year’s #4 overall pick - Jets CB Ahmad ‘Sauce’ Gardner. 


Thing is, similar for both of them too, they needed to trust their feet and 
technique at the top of routes. Sauce seemed to understand this aspect well 
and he improved greatly near the end of his college career, especially against 
Alabama in the 2021 CFP Semifinal. That one aspect, feet before hands, helped 
turn Sauce into, arguably, the best young cover corner in the NFL. 


Against Ohio State star Garrett Wilson in 2021, Porter Jr. showed all facets of his 
game, good and bad. Wilson ran an out, up and out and Porter Jr. matched him 
the entire route. However, when Wilson broke on the final out, Porter Jr. grabbed 
Wilson’s jersey and drew a DPI. It’s only four seconds of a play but I’m ready to 
scream out in support of Porter Jr. and then I see the tug and 
“DAMMMMMMMMIIIITTTTT” It’s all a learning process at this level, really, and 
Porter Jr. has to learn to trust his positioning and feet and find a way to tug…
subtly. 


#4 CB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class
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So, the biases are all gone, the prodigy of a Super Bowl winning Pro Bowl star is 
on his own two feet and damn good at that. All on his own.




Player Comp - Jets CB Sauce Gardner 

D.J. Turner, Michigan

4th year - 5-11 1/4, 178 lb.

Suwanee, GA


• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2022

• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2021

• Ran the fastest 40-time at Combine: 4.26


IMG Academy, originally from Suwanee, GA.


The first aspect that stood out about Turner is his route recognition and 
anticipation. Watching him in a number of different games, he seemed to know 
what route he was facing, based on release, split, etc…


He’ll get physical at the top of routes too. Against Maryland in 2022, he was 
clearly not about to give ground at the top of the WR stem. So, he just kept his 
hands on the WR and guided the Maryland pass catcher to the inside. Then, he 
drafted his way to the inside of the receiver when the ball was thrown and he 
laid out in front for the interception.


Against TCU in the CFP national semifinal game, he was lined up on 4.3 40-yard 
dash WR Derius Davis. The Horned Frogs ran a smash variation, which called 
for Davis to run the slot fade. I could see it coming and I KNEW Turner was 
cooked against Davis’ legit speed. But, he wasn’t. I thought that Turner was 
going to grab and hold him. Nope. He flipped his hips to turn and run out of his 
backpedal at the EXACT right time. Then, he played through the eyes and hands 
of Davis to force an incompletion. That slot fade, with no true help over the top 
in a MOFC coverage, is a nightmare for DBs to handle 1-v-1, yet, Turner played 
that about as well as it can be done. Wow, that was really impressive.


He doesn’t panic. That’s key. I like his combination of physicality and relying on 
feet/technique. He has the proper balance that not a ton of cover guys have in 
this draft class. Going one-on-one with uber-freaky TCU WR Quentin Johnston 
was relatively easy for Turner. I thought for sure that TCU QB Max Duggan 
would hit a deep route to Johnston whenever the Wolverines played any MOFC 
coverage, regardless of who was in coverage. But, Turner couldn’t have been in 
better shape in deep coverage against Johnston. Textbook. Hip turn. Squeeze 
WR into the sideline. Perfect.


#5 CB in the 2023 NFL Draft Class
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Player Comp - Panthers CB Donte' Jackson 

 

Kelee Ringo, Georgia

3rd year - 6-1 3/4, 207 lb.

Tacoma, WA


• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• Freshman All-SEC - 2021

• Championship Game clinching Pick 6 in 2021


Saguaro HS in Phoenix, AZ, but originally from Tacoma, WA


Size? Check. Ringo possesses prototypical “I’m drooling over a cornerback with 
that size” size. Speed? Uh, no doubt, track speed. Complete player/corner? Not 
all the way there. His first year as a starter in 2021, actually his first year playing 
in college, wasn’t perfect and he had some ups and downs. But, dadgum, the 
ups were WAY up, but there are some concerns, some that were exposed during 
the 2022 season. 


He got a few of those lessons in his first year as a starter in 2021. Alabama WR 
Jameson Williams beat him over the top in the SEC Championship game for a 
key touchdown in Georgia’s only loss of the year. When it comes to speed, he’s 
not just fast, but he’s TRACK fast. He ran 10.43 in the 100-meters and 21.18 in 
the 200-meters when in high school. That speed showed up on his pick six 
return that capped off the scoring in the National Championship win over 
Alabama.


That track speed didn't show up in his one-on-one coverage in big games, 
especially against Ohio State in the 2022 CFP semifinal. His reaction times were 
slow and he looked like he was lumbering and struggling in coverage. I think 
he's probably best suited in a more zone cover scheme than one that relies 
heavily on man-to-man. 


That all said, he’s a wonderful young dude who has been THROUGH IT. During 
the 2021 season, his mother battled breast cancer for a few years and, 
thankfully, was declared cancer free in the spring of 2022. I can't imagine 
playing at the level that Ringo did in 2021 with THAT stress on his mind. As 
such, he'll be carrying a different stress in 2022 as, arguably, the top prospect/
player on one of the most talented defenses in the nation. His size, length and 
speed are highly evident throughout his game but it still felt like I was watching a 
young, raw prospect with a ton of room to grow.
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Player comp - Vikings CB Patrick Peterson 

Darius Rush, South Carolina

4th year - 6-1 7/8, 198 lb.

Kingstree, SC


• 74 tackles, 4.0 TFL in his USC career

• Earned invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• Started 21 times in his career, 3 INT


Murray HS in Kingstree, SC.


Rush played in the shadow of Jaycee Horn the first few years as a Gamecock 
and then Can Smith in 2022. But, he more than found his way to be an impact 
player for the Gamecocks. I’m not completely confident that he wasn’t the 
Gamecocks best defensive player, most consistent player in 2022. He just 
seemed to be in the right place at all times. Against Clemson in 2022, he was 
the perimeter corner against a trips formation to his side. The Tigers tried to pick 
him off with the inside receiver but Rush bubbled over the top to avoid the pick 
and then burst in front of the receiver for a pick SI…he dropped it. But, the feet 
were perfect. The recognition to avoid the pick was on point. The burst to and 
through the throw was top notch. The hands? Nah, not so much. Those mitts 
can improve but the technique was pristine.


Later in the game, though, he let those feet get in concrete in blitz zero and he 
was left in the wake of Clemson’s fastest receiver, who stacked Rush on the 
WR’s vertical route. Rush does have serious recovery speed, but a great route 
and great throw beat him for a big gain. He’s an impressive man cover corner 
but he’s got to continue to work those feet in press coverage at the NFL level.


The Gamecock cover corner was all over receivers from the first play to the last 
at the Senior Bowl. Rush was a bit overshadowed by his more ballyhooed 
teammate Cam Smith during the 2022 season, but Rush shined on his own in 
man coverage this week. Rush was absolutely OUTSTANDING throughout the 
week at the Senior Bowl. Just stupendous. His press coverage on goal line 
routes was excellent, without being overly physical. He shut down nearly 
everything thrown his way during the week. Off. Press. Bail. Man. Zone. He aced 
it all, covering every style of receiver along the way.


Player Comp - Chiefs CB Jaylen Watson 
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Emmanuel Forbes, Mississippi State

3rd year - 6-0 3/4, 166 lb.

Grenada, MS


• 2nd Team All-American - 2022

• SIX pick sixes in his three year career

• 14 total picks in his three year career


Grenada HS in Grenada, MS.


Forbes seemed to fly under the radar for some reason and it really doesn’t make 
a ton of sense. From the day he set foot on the MSU campus in 2020 for the 
COVID season, he established himself as a playmaker and ball magnet. He had 
five interceptions that season and took three of them back to the house for pick 
sixes. Then, in 2021, he tacked on another three interceptions and topped that 
in 2022 with six interceptions and three more pick sixes.


There isn’t a player in this draft class, at any collegiate level, that’s coming to the 
NFL with 14 interceptions in just three years and SIX pick sixes in that same 
timeframe. 


He’s got a thin, THIN build, but he’s as smooth as the day is long. He’s fluid and 
long. He’s not going to be a big time stud as a tackler, in fact, don’t even count 
much on that aspect of the game. He’s got great zone eyes and stays 
disciplined, understanding route concepts and what can hurt him on routes or 
action away from him. He eats up ground with his stride more than he makes up 
ground because he’s 4.3 fast, if that makes sense. He seems to like side 
shuffling in off coverage or in loose press. He won’t get overly physical in press 
coverage, trusting his feet, length and ball skills to stay in phase.


He can flip his hips and go when he needs to. I didn’t like seeing him get roasted 
on a release from a stack receiver alignment against Kentucky in 2022. He can’t 
get overaggressive on initial release or a shimmy from an off the ball receiver, 
more zen and patience. But, BUT, the way that he flipped his hips to get back in 
phase as quickly as he did, wow, that was impressive. Again, fluid hip flip and 
turn will make up for that overaggressiveness, but if he can be more patient AND 
be able to flip/turn/run, he’s going to be a wonderful deep ball route cover 
savant in the NFL. Against Arkansas in 2022, the Hogs ran a delay go route off 
of bubble screen action, hoping to catch Forbes sleeping. He wasn’t fully 
asleep, but he didn’t spy the delay route right away. So, when the Arkansas WR 
flew past him initially, I thought he might be cooked. Nope. He just flipped hips 
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and got right back in phase in two steps. Then, he went up and snatched the 
pick in the end zone to end the drive.


I can watch him and tell he understands the bigger picture of what an offense is 
doing or wants to do, based on the game situation, spot on the field, hashmark 
etc. Against Kentucky in 2022, the Cats had taken a ten point lead in the fourth 
quarter with 9:11 left in the game. On the two previous plays, the Cats had run 
some version of a Now screen on the opposite side of the field. But, on fourth 
and two, he was aligned in a press alignment when his receiver went in short 
motion toward the formation. Forbes IMMEDIATELY knew and intelligently 
guessed that it was another screen. So, he took off like a shot, breaking on the 
ball before UK QB Will Levis even cocked his arm to throw. When Levis did, 
Forbes stepped in front for one of his three pick sixes in 2022. That was all 
football IQ and understanding of what UK had done on the prior two plays. But, 
man, Forbes covered some SERIOUS ground from about five yards away to 
catch that pass on the dead run. MSU couldn’t overcome the final three point 
deficit, but Forbes pick six gave them a shot.


Man, he’s tiny, though. He weighed just 166 lb at the Combine. But, he makes 
up for it with true, legit badass 4.3 speed. He’s going to make things interesting 
in NFL draft room’s for sure.




Player Comp - Patriots CB Jack Jones 

Julius Brents, Kansas State

5th year - 6-2 3/4, 198 lb.

Indianapolis, IN


• 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2022

• Honorable Mention All-Big 12 - 2021

• Four INT in 2022 for Big 12 Champions


Warner Central HS in Indianapolis, IN


Brents is nearly 6-3 and a biscuit less than 200 lb. and that’s just not how 
cornerbacks are built, even in these post-Legion of Boom days in the NFL. 
Those sized guys go to receiver, eventually,, but Brents stayed at cornerback 
and was brilliant on day one for the American squad. Three straight reps in one-
on-ones, he shut them ALL down - a dig route, a deep go route and an over 
route. He was step for step with all three receivers, even picking off one pass 
after he was shoved by the intended receiver (Virginia WR Dontayvion Wicks) to 
prevent the pick. Brents’ length and height are problematic for receivers but he 
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moves better than it may seem at first glance. He battled my top ranked WR 
TCU Quentin Johnston in the Big 12 Championship game, Frazier v. Ali-style. 


Brents’ immediate comparison is to Seahawks Tariq Woolen, who starred last 
year at that very same Senior Bowl event. I imagine a bunch of teams rue the 
fact that they missed on Woolen last year, so Brents will be HUGELY attractive 
to those teams, and others as well. His length gave all types of WRs a ton of 
issues at the Senior Bowl. One thing that I noted down in Mobile was how 
patient he was with his coverage. He rarely overcommitted to a route that left 
vulnerable to a WR’s change of direction. He explosively broke on the football 
when it was thrown. He grabbed a bit at the release point on the line of 
scrimmage and he can’t let that emerge as a bad cover habit. But, after a strong 
Big 12 Championship game performance and three strong days in Mobile, 
combined with his size, length and speed, Brents is rising…quickly and he can 
thank all those teams for passing on Woolen. They won’t make that mistake 
again.


Player Comp - Commanders CB Benjamin St-Juste 

Clark Phillips III, Utah

3rd year - 5-9, 184 lb.

Lakewood, CA


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 2022 Pac-12 Def. Player of the Year

• Started all 31 games in his Utah career


La Habra HS in Lakewood, CA.


Let’s play word association on Phillips III. Okay, this is easy. Feisty. Athletically 
blessed. Competitive. That one wasn’t difficult at all.


Phillips III is the prototype inside cover corner at the next level. His lack of size 
will have some teams shying away, but there are going to be teams that find a 
role for him, the lucky ones, actually. Once a team finds that fit, Phillips III will 
become a stalwart in that secondary. His Rose Bowl performance had 
everyone’s attention, even though the Buckeyes threw for a million yards (keep 
in mind, the Utes played a RB at the CB spot opposite Phillips III). Phillips 
finished with a key forced fumble that saved a touchdown. He ended up with an 
Interception in the end zone that saved another TD. Yes, Ohio State QB C.J. 
Stroud lit up the Utes, but, like I said, that wasn’t at the expense of Phillips III. 
There’s some old school Antoine Winfield in his game but the guy that I fell in 
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love with last year, at nearly his same size, University of Houston’s Marcus 
Jones is the right comp. Phillips III’s transitional quickness is on point. He has 
absolutely no fear in man-to-man coverage. He’s got great, and hot, feet. He 
needs to continue to work on getting WRs out of his blind spot in coverage, 
especially if he’s going to side shuffle/run and not backpedal. That said, he’s an 
absolute football playing dude.


How good is Phillips III? Utah would play cover two everywhere on the field, but 
have Phillips III lock up the #1 receiver to the wide side of the field. Essentially, 
Utah would play ten-on-ten, knowing that Phillips III was taking away the 
opponent’s best receiver.


Against Oregon in 2022, one play sums up Phillips III’s impact on the field. 
Oregon started in 2x2, motioning the slot WR to a 3x1 and hit that motioning 
receiver on the flat route. Essentially, it’s a wide toss giving the receiver/ball 
carrier a running start. Phillips III was in man-to-man and the Utes called blitz 
zero. So, it’s the perfect play call against the coverage. The #2 WR picked off 
the LB assigned to cover the motioning receiver. Phillips III read through his man 
to the ball to the WR to the QB and recognized the play immediately. He then 
ran through the WR that he was assigned to in coverage and tackled Oregon 
WR Kris Hutson, a solo tackle, mind you, for a one yard gain. That play is 
absolutely, no doubt designed to beat that defense 99 times out of a 100. It 
didn’t work this one time because of Phillips III. Play recognition. Reactionary 
quickness. Toughness/football violence to get off the block (a TE too). Tackling 
ability in space.


He has an excellent feel for the game and for the receiver in coverage. He can 
play so many different types of coverages effectively. He also has a keen 
intelligence for leverage, route combos and knowing where any and all help is 
behind him (which a majority of time there wasn’t much assistance because 
Phillips III was trusted inherently).


When the ball is in the air, he’s not going to allow the catch. That’s the 
confidence that I have when he’s in coverage, especially one-on-one. Oregon 
tried to run a blatant pick play on him in the low red zone. But, Phillips III 
avoided the pick, stayed in phase and broke up the pass at the high point. 
That’s brilliant. He did get beat on a slant route and this is key for him; he got 
lazy with his feet. When they stopped, he couldn’t react in time to the bigger 
receiver’s break inside. He then got boxed out by a 6-3 pass catcher for the 
catch.


That said, he has explosive transitional quickness. Whoa, buddy. His 
interception late in the game against Oregon was all transitional quickness. 



Phillips III was playing in the slot, had curl/flat, read the QB’s eyes and broke in 
front of a throw to the hitch on the sideline. Had he kept his feet it would’ve 
been a track meet to the end zone with the go-ahead score. GREAT play and 
GREAT football player.


Player comp - Patriots rookie CB Marcus Jones 

Cam Smith, South Carolina

4th year - 6-0 3/4, 180 lb.

Blythewood, SC


• 2x 2nd Team All-SEC - 2021, 2022

• 2nd Team All-American (PFF) - 2021

• Six career INT, in addition to 18 PBU


Westwood HS in Blythewood, SC


In 2021, I fell in love with Florida CB Kaiir Elam and thought that he was wildly 
underrated. The NFL agreed with me on that one as the Bills selected him at 
pick No. 23 in the 2022 NFL Draft. I got the SAME vibe with Smith from South 
Carolina in 2021. Although Elam is a bit bigger than Smith, I saw similar 
technique out in man coverage - physical without turning into a holding/DPI 
(bleep) show. Excellent feet to match and mirror. Competitive without being a 
diva. He has outstanding man-to-man potential because of his ability to stay 
balanced and in phase without clutching/grabbing receivers all the way down 
the field. 


That said, I didn’t see much of that in 2022 as Smith moved inside to play the 
nickel position near the end of the season. Unfortunately, he looked lost. Against 
Clemson, the Tigers ran a hesitation pick route. Smith was slow to recognize the 
route concept and then he went well underneath the pick route. Then, he never 
got his head around to see the ball, nor did he get back in phase on the receiver. 
An experienced college DB should AT LEAST make that competitive at the catch 
point. All he could do was point at his teammate on the outside as if he 
expected help. I don’t know but that’s not exactly the same guy that I studied in 
2021. 


He has outstanding transitional quickness, breaking on routes in front of him 
with the quickness. My goodness, he can really fly forward. I do think he’ll 
rebound when he gets to the NFL.
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Player comp - Packers CB Eric Stokes 



Cory Trice Jr, Purdue

5th year - 6-3 3/8, 206 lb

Hopkinsville, KY


• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2022

• Missed all but two games of 2021 season

• Academic All-B1G every year at Purdue


Christian County HS in Hopkinsville, KY


In Purdue’s base defense, he played a perimeter cornerback position. When the 
Boilers went to a sub-package, he often moved inside to the nickel spot.


He went to the Combine and put on a show. I went back and forth on him a little 
bit, but anyone 6-3, 206 lb, running 4.47 in the 40-yard dash, posting a 35.5-
inch vertical and an 11-0 broad jump (not to mention 17 reps of 225 lb), is going 
to hear his name on day two. Now, what could keep him from a top 100 
selection is just that there are so many EXCELLENT cornerbacks in this draft 
class.


He’s got to get his feet hot in press coverage so he’s not “hands before feet” in 
coverage. He does have length that he sometimes uses to his advantage. But, if 
he relied on his feet a bit more and more effectively, he’d be a monster in press 
coverage. It costs him because he opens the inside gate too often on quick 
slants against press coverage. He should be more physical against those inside 
routes when he’s pressing. But, he’s got to close the gate early in his press 
technique.


Player Comp - Seahawks CB Tariq Woolen 

Jakorian Bennett, Maryland

5th year - 5-10 5/8, 188 lb.

Gulfport, MS


• 2022 Duke’s Mayo Bowl MVP

• 2x Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2021, 2022

• Earned an invite to 2023 Senior Bowl
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McGill-Toolen HS in Mobile, AL.


Bennett was a star at Hutchinson CC before transferring to Maryland and 
flourished for his final seasons as a Terrapin. He and Deonte Banks put receivers 
on clamps throughout their time together. As a result, Bennett earned an 
invitation back home, to the Senior Bowl. 


Bennett did his best Roberto Duran impression all week long, mauling receivers 
with his manos de piedros (translation? Hands of stone) and playing, ultimately, 
a tad too physical. He racked up a bunch of flags from the officials on hand 
during the three practices. The thing is that he doesn’t have to do that because 
he has better than average feet and hips, but he MUST clean up that technique 
to become a consistent starter at the next level. 


But, what’s inarguable is his speed and athleticism. Although he measured 
under 6-0, his athleticism tested off the charts in Indianapolis. He posted a 4.30 
40-yard dash, a 40.5-inch vertical jump and an 11-1 broad jump. Those are 
insane numbers, confirming HOW athletic Bennett actually is.




Player Comp - Saints CB Bradley Roby


Jartavius ‘Quan’ Martin, Illinois

5th year - 5-11, 194 lb.

Lehigh Acres, FL


• 2nd Team All-B1G - 2022

• 64 tackles, 3.0 TFL, 1.0 sack, 3 INT in 2022

• 2nd on squad with 11 PBU (Witherspoon)


Lehigh Acres HS in Lehigh Acres, FL


DUDE, he plays everywhere and is SUPER fluid and smooth He’ quick to the 
football, needs to be more patient and stay on inside hip as he attacks inside-
out.

In man coverage, he’ll get stressed and grab and he doesn’t need to. He’s 
laterally quick enough and he has to learn how to trust his feet and quickness to 
stay with inside slot receivers. Really like his hip turn and fluid nature. Playing 
some safety, playing perimeter CB against Michigan on the first drive.


Slot corner in 2021

Perimeter CB in 2022. 

He can play safety.
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Bielema said about Martin “I think after being in the NFL, I can see Quan being 
evaluated at four different positions: Star (nickel), boundary corner, field safety 
and both corner spots. I really think he brings a unique skill set that isn’t very 
common.” - Anderson Kimball, Decatur Herald & Review - September 2, 2022


There is a dunk Contest YouTube video that is just ridiculous. He threw down a 
windmill dunk that was SICK, especially so for a football playing dude.


Illinois did a ton of different coverage things because of Martin’s ability. For 
example, they would disguise man coverage and then have Martin run to a half 
field, Tampa two responsibility. You know how tough that is? Former Illinois DC/
Purdue head coach Ryan Walters was imaginative for a reason. His transitional 
movement out of the disguise, back into a run fit is incredible.


Michigan WR Andrel Anthony tried two different release techniques on a deep 
comeback and Martin never lost his feet or his vision and was on it like stink on 
you-know-what. I mean, that’s teaching tape mirroring. My goodness.


Player Comp - Commanders CB Kendall Fuller 

Tyrique Stevenson, Miami

4th year - 6-0 3/8, 198 lb.

Miami, FL


• 3rd Team All-ACC - 2022

• Honorable Mention All-ACC - 2021

• Ran a 4.45 s 40-yard dash at nearly 200 lb.


Southridge HS in Miami, FL.


As a young player at the University of Georgia, Stevenson was intriguing simply 
for his size, length and background (he’s a south Florida kid). But, it never 
seemed to come together for him in Athens, which led to a transfer back home 
to the University of Miami. His traits stand out more than his overall playing 
career at either place. He’s 6 feet plus and over 200 lb with nearly 33-inch arms 
and plays cornerback…or nickel…or safety. Those measurables have the NFL 
written all over them. 


On the field, he arrives at the ball in a bad mood. He’ll strike HARD as you’d 
expect a south Florida defensive back to do. He closes on the ball in zone 
coverage quick as a hiccup. But, he does get handsy in press man on double 
moves and he does get a bit sloppy in man coverage, not driving to, and 
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through, the pass catcher consistently. I saw times in his career when his press 
technique let him down as well. Against Duke in 2022, he showed the bad and 
the GREAT all on one slant route when he was in press coverage. The outside 
WR shook him at the line of scrimmage on a quick slant, but instead of 
recovering with an off hand jam, Stevenson panicked and tried to grab the WR 
as he went by him. But, Stevenson’s hips are so good that he flipped hips and 
got back in phase in a split second. Bad - panicked grab. GREAT - flipped hips, 
back in phase. He’ll use a variety of press jams and techniques. He’ll hit WR 
with a quick jam. He’ll be patient and hit that off hand jam well.


Stevenson missed the third day of practice at the Senior Bowl but was 
outstanding on deep routes in one-on-ones throughout the first two days. He’s a 
longer, thicker corner who COULD play nickel/star or even move to safety. At 
least, that’s what I was open to thinking until this week. I think Stevenson 
showed enough cover acumen for me to want him to remain on the outside 
heading into the NFL. He’s super aggressive and susceptible to double moves, 
but he does have more than adequate recovery speed. I can’t wait to see what 
he runs at the Combine because the moments where he made plays on the ball 
in his career from depth were highly impressive and fast.




Player Comp - Bucs CB Jamel Dean 

Eli Ricks, Alabama

3rd year - 6-2, 188 lb.

Rancho Cucamonga, CA


• Didn’t start until midway through 2022

• Freshman All-American at LSU in 2020

• No. 1 overall prospect in state of Florida in 2020


IMG Academy via Mater Dei HS in Santa Ana, CA


The first time I saw Ricks was back when he was in high school. I had no idea 
who he was but I loved to watch Mater Dei football during the Bryce Young 
days. As I watched those games, I kept seeing #12 flashing at cornerback. The 
first time I saw him I remember saying “ WHO THE F IS THAT?” I probably said 
the F-word out loud and I immediately went to the interwebs to find who this 
long, tall and athletic stud was picking off every pass thrown his way. It was 
Ricks, who eventually transferred for his final year of high school and then made 
his way to LSU for the first two years of his college career. An injury shut down 
his campaign last year and it ended his career at LSU. The Californian 
transferred to Alabama attempting to follow in the footsteps of the player that 
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preceded him down in Tuscaloosa. Both have the length, the height, the size, 
the natural one-on-one cover ability. But, Surtain II seemed to be more of a sure 
thing and I wasn’t even one of his biggest fans.


When Ricks transferred to Alabama, I thought it was a fait accompli that he 
would step into the void left by graduating players and star. He didn’t. He 
struggled to get on the field until mid-season and once on the field, it was clear 
why he hadn’t been a full-time starter to that point. Inconsistent technique 
combined with incredible moments of next level stardom are enough to drive 
Nick Saban to, well, not want to play a mercurial youngster in the throes of the 
SEC season. But, when Ricks gets settled in the NFL, I have an inkling that he’ll 
play at his highest level. He needs consistency badly to push him to get to his 
ceiling.


There’s a better comp for Ricks and it’s a fit for a number of reasons. Length. 
Build. Mindset. Similar lackadaisical issues at Alabama. Now, if Ricks turns into 
Trevon Diggs, he’ll be worth way more than the 49th pick, that’s for sure. 


Player Comp - Cowboys CB Trevon Diggs


Tre Hodges-Tomlinson, TCU

4th year - 5-7 5/8, 178 lb.

Waco, TX


• Jim Thorpe Award winner - 2022 

• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 2x 1st Team All-Big 12 - 2021, 2022


Midway HS in Waco, TX.


Hodges-Tomlinson is the smallest guy on every field for every game unless TCU 
is playing Kansas State (RB Deuce Vaughn is tiny). However, there’s not one 
ounce of fear in that 177 lb. body. Hodges-Tomlinson will blow up screens or 
quick hitches with insane transitional quickness and he possesses a severe lack 
of regard for his body. His ability to change directions is unreal and his feet are 
tremendous. He’s like a better covering version of nickel superstar Mike Hilton 
(Steelers/Bengals). Hodges-Tomlinson is an absolute dude that will get “short-
shamed” at some point during the draft process by some teams. But the real 
ones will know that THT is a ball playin’ dude. He’ll transition to the inside, but 
he’s THE guy that I want on the inside.
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Man, his feet are sick. He can press without clutching and grabbing AND match 
a WR step for step. Against Michigan in the CFP semifinal, the Wolverines tried 
to run WR Cornelius Johnson on go/stop on third and five. Neither the go nor 
the stop were going to work. The pass was thrown in vain as THT was in perfect 
position to run with the go but then transitioned back to knock away the stop as 
Johnson fell down. Clamps.


His make up speed, whoa. On Twitter in late February, a video was posted of his 
workout showing his insane 20-yard time of 2.51 seconds. That shows up on the 
field too. In that same Michigan game, he was man-to-man on a stack but he 
got caught up on the inside vertical, acting as a pick route. But, he recovered on 
the dig route so quickly that he helped force the incompletion and nearly an 
interception. That close is hard to see because it’s not over a long stretch of 
grass, but it’s evident for sure.


He’ll come up to strike and tackle too. One of the more underrated plays in the 
win over Michigan was an absolute chunk play about to happen. Michigan ran a 
zone TE lead to the short side of the field. The TCU contain evaporated; literally, 
they all went inside and there was a wall of maize and blue to lead Donovan 
Edwards down the sideline. But, THT beat the stalk block of the Michigan WR 
and made a brilliant, PRISTINE open field one-on-one tackle. Tomlinson held it 
to a two yard gain on a play that was about to be a track meet.


He will eventually star on the inside, so whether he’s great as a rolled up/cover 
two corner may be inconsequential. But, he’s super sticky with that jam, keeping 
WR from sprinting into the cover two hole easily. Man, he really helps his 
safeties.


Player Comp - Bengals slot god Mike Hilton


Terell Smith, Minnesota

5th year - 6-0 1/2, 204 lb.

Snellville, GA


• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2022

• Started all 13 games, two INT, five PBU

• Academic All-B1G every year at Minnesota


South Gwinnett HS in Snellville, GA


The first time that I saw Smith on tape, I couldn’t believe that he was 210 lb….or 
even the 204 lb that he was ACTUALLY weighed at the 2023 NFL Combine. 
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Why? His feet. He’s super light on his feet and that gave off a vibe of LOOKING 
lighter than he actually is.


Late in the first half, he gave a masterclass on how to play press with “Look 
MA!” coverage - i.e. no hands. He was aligned on Iowa’s quickest and fastest 
receiver and as soon as the WR started his release, Smith started his feet. 
Immediately, he was primed to move with the receiver WITHOUT directing him 
with his hands. He then turned and squeezed the WR into the sideline as if he 
was conducting a teaching tape. Pass not even close to being complete as 
Smith was the closest to the pass. Clinic. Conducted.


His redirect and transitional quickness are even more impressive than his 
Combine COD times were. On the field, he was quick to click and close on ball 
carriers when he read run, even in man coverage. 




Player Comp - Bengals CB Chidobe Awuzie 

Kyu Blu Kelly, Stanford

4th year - 6-0, 191 lb.

Las Vegas, NV


• 2x 2nd Team All-Pac-12 - 2021, 2022

• Honorable Mention All-Pac-12, 2020

• 35 career starts for the Stanford defense


Bishop Gorman HS in Las Vegas, NV. 


Kelly has the prototype size for a perimeter cornerback in the league and the 
feet to star as a perimeter cornerback in this league. His transitional quickness 
out of his backpedal is outstanding. He has a smooth backpedal, powerful 
redirect out of a natural, athletic position and explosive recovery speed in front 
of him. He has excellent ball tracking skills on deep throws. Seeing him track 
former USC WR/Falcons first round selection Drake London downfield where 
London excelled was eye opening. London seemingly “Moss’d” every DB he 
faced and Kelly disrupted a true 50/50 target  in their initial meeting. He showed 
his hand/eye coordination on a tipped pass/pick six in that game as well. 
London averaged well over seven catches a game for 155 yards in his 
sensational last year at USC. Matched up against Kelly for much of the game, 
London finished with three fewer catches and just 68 yards, nearly 87 under his 
average. Kelly won’t back down from the physical aspect of the game either. He 
strikes and when he transitions out of his break on ‘now’ screens, hitches, wide 
runs or anything else in front of him, he’s coming 1000 miles an hour and going 
to hit something. His tackling execution and fundamentals aren’t always clean 
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and perfect, but he’s coming hard. I like his approach to the game, in many 
ways.


In 2022, though, he did struggle against USC’s Jordan Addison so that chipped 
away at his evaluation a little bit, but in Mobile at the Senior Bowl, especially on 
day two, he was back ON ONE. I didn’t watch the DB/WR matchups a ton, but 
during team drills when I could see the whole field, Kelly had one interception 
and another pass break up. He was explosive to the football, feet were lively and 
he was patient in coverage which kept him from making a mistake against 
receivers’ routes. On Tuesday, he was a little anxious in coverage and was 
grabbing and holding a bit. But, on Wednesday, he played at a higher level for 
sure. 


In the end, he rode the wave throughout the week. He was voted by the players 
as the Practice Player of the Week at the CB position and there were some truly 
bright moments for sure. On day two, he really played like he did in 2021, which 
is to say brilliantly. But, he was too inconsistent in that he really panicked and 
played with a bit too much clutching and grabbing on days one and three. He 
was in my summer Harris 100 and he showed why he was there. The struggles 
in Mobile, though, also show why he won’t be in the top 50 in my next version. 


Player Comp - Bills CB Tre’Davious White 

Cam Mitchell, Northwestern

4th year - 5-10 3/4, 191 lb.

Bolingbrook, IL


• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2022

• 2nd Team All-B1G (PFF) - 2022

• 22 passes defensed in his college career


Bolingbrook HS In Bolingbrook, IL


Mitchell possesses excellent feet and read/react skills in zone. I absolutely love 
the transitional quickness on throws in front of him. One of the major keys in the 
NFL is keeping a three yard run, a three yard run (missed tackles) or a three yard 
completion, a three yard completion (missed tackles). His ability to burst to the 
ball carrier and keep a three yard completion, a three yard completion is 
definitely desired. I don’t think he’s the next coming of Ronnie Lott or Devon 
Witherspoon, but he’ll tackle effectively in space.
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He played the majority of the time as the boundary corner, so he saw his fair 
share of X receivers with a variety of heights, weights and speeds. Like a few 
other CBs in this class (Jakorian Bennett, immediately comes to mind), Mitchell 
moved inside on nickel and dime looks to lock down inside receivers.


His hips are fluid, super flip-worthy. He can turn and go when he bites on a 
double move or scramble drill forces him to change direction with a receiver. 


He has great zone eyes and eye discipline in general. Cloud technique to play 
under and over receivers in cover two is excellent. Match/mirror is outstanding, 
especially in off coverage. He has an innate feel for leverage, splits and timing, 
which he seems to use to his advantage in coverage.


Player Comp - Falcons CB Casey Heyward 

Mekhi Blackmon, USC

6th year - 5-11, 178 lb.

East Palo Alto, CA


• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• Player four years at Colorado

• Honorable Mention All-Pac-12 - 2021


Menlo-Atherton HS in East Palo Alto, CA.


This 2023 Senior Bowl might have the best collection of cover cornerbacks I’ve 
seen in Mobile and it’s not even close. One guy that I hadn’t seen a ton of really 
showed it off at the corner position - USC Mekhi Blackmon. At a shade under 
5-11, he’s pushing the height minimum of a perimeter cornerback. But, after 
watching him throw clamps on receivers at all levels on the field, I’m convinced 
that his smooth, yet competitive, style can translate at the next level. 


One of my favorite moments was about halfway through the practice, the 
National team took a scheduled water break. As the break was nearing its end, 
the WR and DB grabbed their helmets to prepare for one-on-ones, yet there was 
one guy all ready to roll - Blackmon. He was standing on the field, helmet 
strapped up, ready for the first rep against whichever receiver wanted to face 
him one-on-one. Then, he jumped all over the first receiver to force an 
incompletion. Quick feet. Patience. Not handsy nor overly physical. Blackmon 
really impressed me all day long.
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Blackmon was my top CB on the National team down in Mobile, he was 
smooooth all day long. Outstanding match and mirror skills. Hot feet. Man, his 
Tuesday practice was at a different level because of his ability to match routes 
without clutching and grabbing all day long. His coverage on Michigan State 
stud WR Jayden Reed on a goal line route was without peer. My goodness, no 
CB made a higher climb in my rankings of the CBs in the 2023 NFL Draft.


Player Comp - Rams CB Troy Hill 

Jaylon Jones, Texas A&M

3rd year - 6-2 1/8, 200 lb.

Cibolo, TX


• Started every single game of his career

• Three career INT, but none in 2022

• 17 passes defensed in his A&M career


Cibolo Steele HS in Cibolo, TX


The first thing that really stands out as I watch Jones is how raw he still is. His 
footwork is not clean, but he has great feet. His overall technique is still a work 
in progress, though. 


Case in point, against Arkansas in 2022, he was in man coverage on an outside 
receiver. He side shuffled as the receiver got into his blind spot. Because Jones 
didn’t backpedal and couldn’t see the receiver, he flipped and turned on what he 
thought was an out cut. Instead the WR ran a post and all Jones could do was 
reach out and try to grab him as he tried to get back in phase. The QB didn’t see 
the WR so it didn’t cost Jones a touchdown, but it was emblematic of the issues 
he’s going to face when he faces NFL WR.


That said, his press technique looks solid. He seems to be real comfortable in 
press and doesn’t get completely physical with his hands, relying on his feet and 
hips. He has the height and weight to be a desired CB at the next level, but 
there’s too much that needs to be cleaned up in a short amount of time. When 
Jones arrives in the NFL, he’s going to need a ton of work to get to be a starter. 
He could be a zone corner right now, but a team that mixes in more man might 
not like his rawness at this point in his career.


Player Comp - Giants CB Amani Oruwariye 
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Garrett Williams, Syracuse

4th year - 5-10 3/8, 192 lb.

Harrisburg, NC


• Honorable Mention All-ACC - 2022

• 27 career passes defensed at Syracuse

• Freshman All-American - 2020


Hickory Ridge HS in Harrisburg, NC


Williams has outstanding transitional quickness, flashing like a shot on throws in 
front of him. And, he’s fearless. I’ve seen a ton of CBs, in particular, that have 
that quickness but slow up because they don’t want to strike. Williams does. 
Against Purdue, he was playing a squat corner in cover two. On the snap, he 
carried the vertical up the field as coached and then saw big Payne Durham 
breaking to the flat. He flew into Durham, forcing him into the air and Syracuse’s 
LB made the stop for a one yard gain. Transitional quickness is a great trait for a 
CB to have, but when it’s combined with fearlessness in physicality, it’s an 
OUTSTANDING trait to have.


Early in that same game, Purdue ran a double move at him when he was in off 
man coverage. He handled that about as well as it could be done. He bit on the 
hitch but he was able to get back in phase to force an incompletion against one 
of the fastest WR in college football in 2022 - Purdue WR Charlie Jones.


He has smooth feet and that can be seen in his backpedal and transitions out of 
it. I don’t mind the side shuffle, but it’s easier for a WR to get into a DB’s blind 
spot when he’s side shuffling. A DB with a GREAT backpedal is that much better 
off, especially playing double moves like Williams did on that deep throw 
incompletion. Now, he’s got to stay lower in that backpedal. When he stands too 
tall, teams will throw at him all day because the height negates the transitional 
quickness.


Press technique as a result is flawless, my goodness. As soon as the WR starts 
his release, Williams gets his feet hot and ready to make a move one way or the 
other. Love his hips and he’s got legit swivel hips as one. His zone playing 
technique is pristine - gets width and depth quickly and effectively. 
Unfortunately, Williams tore his ACL and missed over half of the 2022 season. 
Apparently, the rehab has gone well but there's no true time table for his exact 
return.


Player Comp - Cowboys CB Anthony Brown 
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Riley Moss, Iowa

6th year - 6-0 5/8, 194 lb.

Ankney, IA


• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022

• Named a permanent Team Captain in 2022

• 2nd Team All-American - 2021


Centennial HS in Ankney, IA.


Moss looks like he has no body fat at all and, man, what a smooth, yet 
explosive, mover he is. His ability to match and mirror on all kinds of routes was 
on display throughout the Senior Bowl. Moss decided to go back to Iowa for 
2022 after a strong 2021 season and he finished his career with a flourish in 
Mobile. As I wrote this observation, I kept flashing back in my mind, watching 
him strap up receivers consistently. What’s so much more important is that he’s 
doing so trusting his feet, speed and acceleration, not grabbing and clutching.


This guy can fly, has outstanding change of direction skills and is competitive as 
all get out at the catch point. He’s over 6-0 and weighs 192 lb. He’s prototype 
height, weight and speed to hear his name on day two. He was a hurdler in high 
school, setting Iowa state record in the 110-meter hurdles. He was also on the 
400/800 meter relay teams that won state championships. I say all that to say 
that he’s one of the best overall athletes at the position, in this or any other 
class.


Now, Moss did get beat by Cincinnati slot receiver Tre Tucker on a slant route in 
one-on-ones. Tucker’s sick route put Moss back on his heels, opening a wide 
open lane for Tucker to make the catch unabated. Tucker has been outstanding 
in one-on-ones - that drill is made for him, perhaps the quickest receiver in 
Mobile. Moss didn’t have a ton of trouble with most of the other bigger-type 
receivers in Mobile.




Player Comp - Saints CB Paulson Adebo 

Rejzohn Wright, Oregon State

5th year - 6-1 5/8, 193 lb.

East Palo Alto, CA


• 1st Team All-Pac-12 - 2022

• Two INT, nine passes defensed in 2022
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• Honorable Mention All-Pac-12 - 2021


Logan HS in East Palo Alto, CA


The first time that I saw Wright, he was a star on the last Last Chance U football 
documentary on Netflix. He was a rising sophomore, potential JUCO All-
American playing for Laney College in Oakland, CA, following in the footsteps of 
his older brother. He then followed his older brother to Oregon State, capitalizing 
on the immense natural ability that he displayed in JUCO ball. HE never met a 
microphone he didn’t like or an opponent that was free from his trash talk.  


Wright relies on his length and height to create issues for receivers and he 
played to his asset strength in Mobile at the Senior Bowl. Unfortunately, he 
wasn’t great when it came to transitioning back to the ball. Furthermore, he 
didn’t practice on the final day in Mobile.


He’s got such long strides that he eats up ground chasing routes across the 
middle or in recovery down the field. I love that he can make up so much 
ground, dadgum, that’s really impressive. He’s not a fluid hip turner so if he gets 
shook on a release, if you will, on a route, he’s got to rely on his recovery speed 
and length to make up time and space. 


Two consecutive plays against Washington tell his story as a cover corner. On 
the first play, he was in man coverage from an off position on a crosser. 
Washington’s WR had him beat across the field as he should have, honestly. 
But, Wright closed so damn quickly that he forced the QB to essentially throw 
the ball away, instead of Wright picking it off. On the next play, he was in off man 
coverage on the inside slot WR. On the snap, the WR drove hard at Wright, who 
had turned his hips to force the WR into the sideline. However, the WR shook 
Wright and beat him inside up the field. But, Wright’s length of stride and his 
overall length kept him from panicking. While he was never quite back in phase, 
he knew he was in great position to make a play on any throw. Washington QB 
Michael Penix seemed to sense this and checked down to his RB. Now, there 
are some DUDES at QB in the NFL that would’ve let that thing go to the far 
pylon and forced Wright to make a play on that ball. Penix didn’t take the 
chance that time because of Wright’s recovery/length. But, Wright has to play 
that route much better. 


I think he will once he gets settled in the NFL. He has too much natural length, 
confidence and desire to be great to not become a polished cover corner in this 
league.


Player Comp - Vikings CB Cameron Dantzler 






Darrell Luter Jr, South Alabama

5th year - 5-11 3/4, 189 lb.

Hattiesburg, MS


• Earned invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl

• 2nd Team All-American (PFF) - 2021

• 1st Team All-Sun Belt - 2021


Oak Grove HS in Hattiesburg, MS. 


Luter Jr. went to Pearl River CC out of high school and developed into a Division 
1 football player in those two seasons. He chose South Alabama and turned into 
one of the best corners in C-USA.


His athletic profile is outstanding.

4.46 in the 40 yard dash

40.5-inch vertical jump

10-3 broad jump

Sub 7.00 second 3-cone drill


But, I’ve got to think what NFL teams love about him is his physicality and 
toughness. Against UCLA early in the 2022 season, he played with a cast on his 
right hand. He still brought the physicality to the game as well. He uses his 
length well in coverage, but there’s a little too much of it at time. I thought at the 
Senior Bowl, he didn’t need to use SO much clutching/grabbing in his one-on-
one coverage. He’s got the combination to really be a solid starter in the league 
- he has 4.4 speed with 32+-inch arms.


He’s got to trust those two things. But, he’ll lock up TEs and when I saw him 
covering some tight ends, I thought that maybe a move to safety could make 
him more than just a starter. The way he strikes. The speed to play as a rangy 
safety. The desire to hit and impact the game physically. That screams safety to 
me. Maybe he ends up like his comp and plays them all, honestly.




Player Comp - Chiefs DB L’Jarius Sneed


Mekhi Garner, LSU

4th year - 6-2, 212 lb.

Mesquite, TX
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• Started all 13 regular season games for LSU

• Transferred from Louisiana

• 106 tackles, 5.0 TFL and three INT in career


Poteet HS in Mesquite, TX


He’s a long strider with excellent size. If he misses with his hand placement, 
though, he’s cooked. The best coverage he performed happened when he could 
ride that near shoulder pad as he did when tracking/mirroring a deep post 
against Auburn in 2022. He was able to slow the WR enough to get into his hip 
and rode him all the way down the field. 


His backpedal and mechanics at the position are solid. He doesn’t get out over 
his skis nor does he pull or tug too much. He’s not transitionally quick but he 
can get back in phase on balls thrown in front of him well. 


His redirect in press coverage isn’t superb. He’s physical with his press but 
when the receiver turns on a backshoulder or hitch, he’s not quick enough to 
make that break back to the ball and make a play on it. 


Player Comp - Panthers CB/S Eric Rowe 

Kei’Trel Clark, Louisville

4th year - 5-10 1/4, 181 lb.

Richmond, VA


• One pick six in 2022

• 2nd Team All-ACC - 2021

• Tore his ACL in 2021 late in the season


Manchester HS in Richmond, VA.


NFL receivers have just grown and grown over the years. I guess the high school 
football coaches finally got to all those 6-3, 6-4 pogo sticks that thought they 
could play hoops and convinced them that football was what’s up. The point in 
me bringing that up is that Clark isn’t that size, not even close, and that does 
worry me a little bit at the next level. 


What doesn’t worry me about Clark is everything else. Feet are amazing and 
some of the best of any cornerback in this draft. His catch technique is nearly 
flawless. He often camps himself no deeper than seven or eight yards and 
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doesn’t move backwards much at all. Watch him put clamps on a slot receiver 
isolating him down on the goal line. Feet like pistons, constantly moving which 
keeps him in phase through the entire route. Against Virginia in 2021, the 
Wahoos put their slot receiver into the boundary one-on-one with Clark as he 
played off coverage against the Virginia WR. The WR gave him his best And1, 
hot foot release. When he realized that Clark wasn’t going to bite, he slid to the 
sideline to get Clark to overcommit, then he darted back inside. A pivot/return 
route on the perimeter seemed like the right move until Clark matched every 
single step and darted inside, cutting off the receiver’s route, forcing the 
incompletion. 


The word that comes to mind is angry. Clark may not possess Kelee Ringo’s size 
but Louisville’s Dude is going to disrupt every route thrown his way. He has 
excellent zone instincts and understanding of route concepts. His transitional 
quickness is out of this world. He won’t play on the outside in the NFL but he 
should have a home at the nickel/star spot in the NFL for a while.


Player Comp - Colts CB Isaiah Rodgers 

Best of the Rest of the CB 
Alex Austin, Oregon State

3rd year - 6-1, 195 lb.


Long Beach Poly HS in Long Beach, CA


Austin ran 4.55 at the 2023 NFL Scouting Combine after declaring for the NFL 
Draft after his third year on campus. 


Starling Thomas V, UAB

5th year - 5-10 1/8, 190 lb.


Ramsay HS in Birmingham, AL


Thomas claimed that he should’ve received an invite to the Combine and he was 
right. He ran a 4.35 at his Pro Day, in addition to a 37.5-inch vertical and 10-5 
broad jump.


Justin Ford, Montana

6th year - 6-0 1/4, 201 lb.


Cox Mill HS in Concord, NC 



Long and disruptive, Ford was outstanding in his first full season in 2021 on an 
FCS college football field. His transitional quickness and ball skills stand out and 
his ability to make plays at key times is off the charts. He led all of college football 
with nine interceptions, in addition to two pick sixes and one returned blocked 
field goal touchdown. Shoot, he had an interception in eight straight games and 
there were no gimmes in the bunch, either. 

He has more than adequate length to disrupt out on the perimeter. He flips hips 
well and there aren’t many 6-2 corners that can flip, run and transition to make an 
effective play on the ball like Ford can. 

Anthony Johnson, Virginia

6th year - 6-1 5/8, 205 lb.


Chaminade-Madonna Prep School in Cocunut Creek, FL


Johnson transferred to Virginia from Louisville and ran a 4.41 at his Pro Day. He 
was up and down at the Senior Bowl, just physically clutching and grabbing a 
bit too much for my taste.


D’Shawn Jamison, Texas

5th year - 5-9 1/4, 184 lb.


Lamar HS in Houston, TX.  

Better return guy than he is a starting corner. Then again, he's one heck of a 
return guy. He could absolutely develop as an interior cover nickel. He’s tough 
and competitive and he ran 4.49 at his Pro Day. Furthermore, he crushed the 3-
cone with a 6.74 s. So, he can move and he can move. 

Kaleb Hayes, BYU

6th year - 5-11 1/2, 194 lb.


San Gorgonio HS in San Bernardino, CA


Hayes ran a 4.31 at his Pro Day so there’s a great chance that he’s drafted on 
day three…or earlier.


Art Green, Houston

5th year - 6-1 1/4, 198 lb.




Parkway Central HS in Chesterfield, MO


Green is a height/weight/speed candidate. He ran in the mid 4.3 range at his Pro 
Day and at his height/weight, it’s extremely intriguing. But, I thought his actual 
football playing was not great in 2022…for lack of a better way of saying it.


Carrington Valentine, Kentucky

3rd year - 5-11 5/8, 193 lb.


Moeller HS in Cincinnati, OH


Jarrick Bernard-Converse, LSU

5th year - 6-0 3/4, 196 lb.


Evangel Christian Prep School in Shreveport, LA


He transferred to LSU after spending his entire career in Stillwater at Oklahoma 
State. When Ohio State DC Jim Knowles took off for Columbus, a number of his 
secondary players did too. JB-C fared much better at LSU than I expected. He’s 
bigger than he appears on tape. He’s still got A TON of handsy coverage that 
needs work, but at his size, running 4.39, he’s got a great chance to impact a 
team early.


Arquon Bush, Cincinnati

5th year - 5-11 7/8, 187 lb.


Euclid HS in Cleveland, OH


Bush ran 4.42 and finally got out from under the shadow of Coby Bryant and 
that Sauce character in 2022.


Lance Boykin, Coastal Carolina

5th year - 6-2 3/8, 200 lb.


High Point Christian Academy in High Point, NC


As one of the bigger CB in this draft, Boykin needed to run better than the 4.70 
he posted at his Pro Day to not have teams think - safety. That might be the 
right move in the future, though, for one of Coastal’s best all-time secondary 
players.


Nic Jones, Ball State




4th year - 5-11 7/8, 189 lb.


Southfield A&T HS in Detroit, MI


I’ve always been a fan of DBs from the D and Jones epitomizes that attitude. He 
ran 4.51 but makes up for a lack of blazing speed with 32+inch arms.



Brian Branch, Alabama

3rd year - 5-11 5/8 lb.

Fayetteville, GA


• 1st Team All-American - 2022

• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2022

• 3rd on the team with 90 tackles in 2022


Sandy Creek HS in Tyrone, GA.


Branch provides a ton of versatility in so many key areas of the game. As such, I 
grew to love Branch’s impact on the game throughout his three years at 
Alabama. Initially, I was more of a Malachi Moore guy than I was Branch, but 
that changed significantly over the last three years at Alabama. Branch and 
Malachi Moore were true freshmen together in 2020, playing essentially the 
same nickel/star spot on the Alabama defense. As freshmen, it was Moore who 
stepped into the starting lineup and starred. Late in the 2020 season, though, 
Moore struggled a bit with a back injury and Branch started three games, 
including the two playoff games for the national champions. Then, in 2021, 
Moore returned before struggling to stay healthy with that back issue and 
Branch took over down the stretch of the season, starting in the Iron Bowl and 
the rest of the season. I thought Moore had better NFL potential due to his 
ability to cover in the slot, but Branch took his game to a completely different 
level in 2022. 


Branch has better value because he can play near the box and be physical in 
the run game with more effectiveness. He is not as adept in coverage on 
receiver types but is an asset against TEs and/or bigger receivers in the slot. He 
has played nearly every single position in the secondary for the Tide and that 
versatility will go a long way with the NFL scouts. He’ll come with it physically 
and his football IQ is highly evident. Against LSU in 2022, that physicality was 
on full display on a blitz against LSU QB Jayden Daniels. He blitzed from depth 
and the LSU RB spied him the entire way. Branch EXPLODED into the back, 
knocking him on his wallet. Then, Branch continued through to Daniels, hitting 
his arm on the throw, forcing the ball to fall harmlessly incomplete.


I originally 'comp'-ed him to Broncos S Kareem Jackson, who was probably 
seven to eight years too early to play this version of the versatile star/nickel/
safety position (which would’ve been PERFECT for him). What Branch does, and 
how he's used, is EXACTLY how Kareem should've been used, but I digress. A 
more updated comp is former Baylor superstar safety/Texans rookie star Jalen 
Pitre. I tweeted during the Sugar Bowl against Kansas State that Branch was 
Pitre and Pitre was Branch. Knowing that Pitre played well above his draft slot 
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as a rookie, it's conceivable that teams that missed out on Pitre will make up for 
that mistake, so to speak, highlighting Branch earlier than Pitre was selected. As 
such, Branch should hear his name 15-20 slots higher, at a minimum. Nickel. 
Star. Safety. CB. Just put Branch in any of those spots and he'll thrive. 


Player Comp - Texans S Jalen Pitre 

Antonio Johnson, Texas A&M

3rd year - 6-1 7/8, 198 lb.

East St. Louis, IL


• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• 1st Team All-American (PFF) - 2021

• 2nd Team All-SEC - 2021


East St. Louis HS in East St. Louis, IL


I’m not completely sure what sold Johnson on A&M given that he’s from East St. 
Louis, IL, but it was seemingly a marriage made in Heaven for the former Flyer 
defensive back. Johnson was unbelievably good in 2021 in just his second year 
on campus. The thing about Johnson is that it might be a little difficult to figure 
out his true position yet the NFL is not what it was back in the 2000s. A hybrid 
player like Johnson not only has life, but will provide a massive chess match 
boost, in many ways, for NFL defenses. That said, I’m more convinced that he’s 
better suited to stay at safety in the future. In 2021, he flashed those 
quintessential nickel/star/safety/LB traits but I didn’t quite get that vibe in 2022. 


In 2021, I thought he covered in the slot fairly well but I thought he wasn’t quite 
as efficient in coverage in 2022 as he was the prior year. Teams didn’t avoid 
throwing at him last season and he seemed a step slow in coverage from the 
slot all year long. Even in half field or middle of the field zone coverage, he lost 
his discipline. It cost Texas A&M against Arkansas where he left the middle of 
the field, chasing a crosser with a post that he never saw and should have.


He’s actually at his best when he aligns near the box like an old school Will 
linebacker. He hits like a ton of bricks as if he’s a 245 lb linebacker. I like him in 
that sort of role, even though he can play a deep half as a cover two safety. He 
does play with a ferocity on the field and lets EVERYONE know who #27 is and 
why he’s making plays. For a nickel, he has great length and size which allows 
him to body the bigger slot receivers that have become more in vogue in college 
football. But, in man-to-man against those type receivers, I think he’ll struggle. 
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Johnson can compete with the big slot and TE, but his cover skills in the 2022 
season showed some cracks in the armor.


That said, he’s a wonderfully athletic and versatile defensive chess piece who 
can grow his role after mastering one spot early in his career. I saw this with 
Texans S Jalen Pitre. Early in the 2022 season, it felt like there was just too 
much on his plate. So, Lovie Smith and the coaching staff moved him to free 
safety and that slowed him down and allowed him to develop. An NFL team’s 
defensive staff must find that fit for Johnson and let him develop into that 
versatile piece in due time.




Player comp - Rams S Taylor Rapp


Jammie Robinson, Florida State

4th year - 5-10 5/8, 191 lb.

Cordele, GA


• 1st Team All-ACC - 2022

• 2nd Team All-American (The Athletic) - 2022

• FSU’s Defensive MVP - 2022


Lee County HS in Cordele, GA.


The first thing that stood out most to me about Robinson was his football desire 
and love of the game. He just seemed to love every single aspect of playing the 
game, especially when I saw him down at the Senior Bowl where he made a 
bunch of plays. However, one play can tell a TON about a player and that 
certainly applies to Florida State’s All-ACC safety. It’s not the ONLY thing, but it 
helps tell the story and I like stories.


Against Florida in 2022, the Gators ran split zone to Robinson’s side. He was in 
a half field alignment to that side so as the play bounced wide, the Gators WR 
came inside to crack on Robinson. As he did, the Florida State CB followed him. 
Then, Robinson feeling/sensing what was happening, pointed outside. It took 
me a second to realize what he was doing but I eventually realized that he 
recognized the crack block and knew that he was a dead man, so to speak. So, 
he pointed to remind the CB to stay wide and keep contain, while Robinson 
stayed inside. Then, the run spilled back inside and Robinson helped on the 
tackle. 


That awareness and football intelligence make my heart flutter. He might be the 
most ferocious closer on the football in this draft class. Against Florida in that 
same game, the Gators ran a pin/pull toss and it was wide open. The left side of 
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the Gators line wiped out any Seminole defender on that side, including the TE 
who pinned the CB inside, you know, the contain player. It’s a touchdown, until 
#10 came out of nowhere at an unreal GPS speed and tackled Trevor Etienne for 
a five yard gain. Yes, a five yard gain, but it was a walk-in 17-yard touchdown if 
Robinson didn't come in like a house of fire to stop that run. That acceleration? 
My goodness. Against Miami in 2022, he was the edge defender on goal line 
and he forced the QB keep on zone read, redirected as soon as he recognized it 
and made one of the most disrespectful tackles in the Florida State-Miami 
rivalry. He just threw down the freshman QB and then pie faced him into the turf 
to keep the Hurricanes out of the end zone. FSU head coach Mike Norvell said it 
was a play that would never be forgotten in this great rivalry. That kept Miami 
out of the end zone in a 45-3 win in south Florida. He has qualities that would’ve 
made him great in the 1990s and has the speed/acceleration and closing 
abilities that make him a great fit into any defense in the 2020s.


At the Senior Bowl, I was curious/hoping to see that he was closer to 6-0 than 
he actually measured. However, I’m not worried. He’s a hitter and a tackler with 
excellent feet in coverage. Plus, he’s a playmaker. Robinson needs to trust his 
quick feet more than he does in coverage. He pulled, clutched and grabbed 
more during his cover reps than he needed to during the week in coverage. He 
probably got away with that stuff in college, but he’ll get nailed in the NFL. That 
said, he has the tools and traits, minus the prototype safety size, to be a stud in 
the back end.


Player Comp - Cardinals S Budda Baker 

Christopher Smith, Georgia

5th year - 5-10 5/8, 192 lb.

Atlanta, GA


• Bronko Nagurski Award finalist - 2022

• 1st Team All-SEC - 2022

• Finished career with two CFP rings, six INT


Hapeville Charter School in Atlanta GA.


Smith is one of the smartest safeties and leaders in this draft class. At the Senior 
Bowl, he more than held his own in one-on-one coverage on perimeter 
receivers. A number of American CBs had issues by day three, so Smith and 
LSU S Jay Ward, in particular, went head-to-head with the American team’s 
perimeter wide outs. He’s got to get his feet hot in press coverage and not let 
them get in concrete - that’s where WRs took advantage of him. But, he won’t 
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be asked to do that as often as he did in Mobile in the future. He’s a middle of 
the field, rangy leader who’ll be reliable and dependable in any team’s defensive 
scheme.


I mentioned how smart he is and that’s been evident since he took a pick six to 
the house against Clemson in the 2021 opener. He disguised bailing out to a 
deep half coverage and baited Clemson’s QB D.J. Uiagalelei into throwing the 
glance route straight to Smith. He darted in front of Clemson WR Justyn Ross 
and took the ill-advised throw to the house for the only touchdown in that 
bloodbath of a 10-3 Georgia win.


Against Oregon in the 2022 opener, the Ducks tried to pump him with a bubble 
screen and get him to bite from his safety position. Not only did he not bite, he 
knew exactly where Oregon QB Bo Nix wanted to throw the ball - seam to #3 
receiver, Oregon’s TE. Georgia was in quarters coverage so Smith knew there 
was no reason to bite on a bubble fake. So, instantly, he saw that TE down the 
seam and he broke on the ball before Nix threw it. Easy pick.


As the Bulldog leader in the secondary, he was asked to master a multitude of 
unique coverages and directed the back end throughout the 2022 season. He’s 
not afraid of bringing the wood in open space in the run game as well. I don’t 
think he’s going to be the most physical safety in the world, but he can certainly 
impose his physical will when needed. He’s got to be more patient in press 
coverage, but, like I said, he’s not going to be used in that role much in the 
future, I wouldn’t imagine.


There’s just a lot to love about Smith. 


Steady

Confident

High football IQ

CB-like transitional quickness

Plus tackler


I love this guy and I’m saving a place for him right here in my hometown, right 
next to Jalen Pitre.




Player Comp - Colts S Julian Blackmon 

Ji’Ayir Brown, Penn State

5th year - 5-11 3/8, 203 lb.

Trenton, NJ
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• 2x 3rd Team All-B1G - 2021, 2022

• Penn State’s Team MVP - 2022

• Voted a Team Captain - 2022


Trenton HS In Trenton, NJ. 


Brown is considered the leader of the Penn State defense and has played 
extremely well in 2022. He was a JUCO All-American at Lackawanna CC before 
enrolling at Penn State.


He is absolutely fearless attacking ball carriers and will not going to back down 
from anyone. He transitions out of his backpedal with ferocity to make tackles. 
Moves much faster than his listed 40-time of 4.65. Didn’t test outstandingly at 
the Combine. Physically, he packs a punch when he collisions ball carriers. He’s 
got to make sure he doesn’t lose his tackle wrap making such violent collisions. 
I’ve seen that happen a few times to him - laws of physics, yo.


As a middle of the field safety in cover one, he’s got to slow himself down. He 
gets antsy, wanting to jump this route and then that route. Instead, he has to just 
slow his pedal once he’s on top of all routes then use that transition quickness 
to take him to the pass catcher.  


I love his awareness. Against Michigan, WR Ronnie Bell went in motion from the 
left side to what would amount to be a stacked alignment on the right side with 
fellow WR Cornelius Johnson. As Bell went in motion, Brown knew that he had 
to interchange into the coverage on Bell. As he made his move, he shot his eyes 
out to Johnson and the Penn State CB so that he could decide whether to go 
over the two WR/CB or under as he tracked Bell in man coverage. He realized 
that he had enough space to “hug” Bell and run with him on the wheel/stop 
route. He got spun a bit at the top of the route, but he stayed in phase enough 
to keep Michigan QB J.J. McCarthy from making that throw. But, Brown’s 
awareness to know what Michigan was trying to do to him and keeping the 
whole picture in mind was impressive.


He has great zone instincts and has an uncanny ability to read QB’s eyes. Man? 
Nah. That’s not his cup o’ tea. He just doesn’t run THAT well, well enough 
actually, to stick with even average fast receivers in college football. Inside 
receivers at the NFL level will have success against him in man.


I don’t know that I’ve been more impressed with a safety on one singular play 
than I was when Brown single handedly stopped a power play down on the goal 
line. Michigan pulled the playside guard to kick Brown out, with a FB leading the 
way outside. Brown split the two blockers and tackled RB Blake Corum for a 



three yard loss. That was a man’s play, wow! I mean, the guard has him wrapped 
up around the head and Brown STILL pulled down Corum for a loss. Brown’s 
TFL, essentially, forced Michigan to have to kick a FG two plays later.


As mentioned, he’s super quick to attack and doesn’t often miss, even out in 
space. He does everything with a ferocity that says what kind of player he’s 
going to be at the NFL level.


Player Comp - 49ers safety Talanoa Hufanga 

 

JL Skinner, Boise State

4th year - 6-3 3/4, 209 lb.

San Diego, CA


• 1st Team All-MWC - 2022

• 2nd Team All-MWC - 2021

• Four INT, nine passes defensed in 2022


Point Loma HS in San Diego, CA.


I hate the number zero, but it was Boise State’s #0 that got my attention when I 
studied the Boise State-UCF game tape in 2021. Skinner was all over the place, 
racking up 13 tackles for the first time in five games. He did it again in a 27-3 
win over Utah State later in the season. He went viral for one of the best hits/
form tackles I saw in 2021 against Oklahoma State soon thereafter. I’m a huge 
fan of the S/Sub LB hybrid at the next level too and teams aren’t shying away 
from players of his build and stature. The use of nickel and dime opens up 
Pandora's box for a guy like Skinner…in a good way, GREAT way, actually. He’s 
a hitter and although that’s not as valued in today’s game as it was 15-20 years 
ago, his physical presence still leaves an impression on opposing offenses. He 
has tremendous length and closing speed…nasty, explosive speed. Early in the 
matchup with Fresno State in 2021, the Bulldogs ran a speed sweep on fourth 
and two with one of their dynamic receivers. It was there too, easily. Skinner was 
aligned on the roof, seven yards off the line of scrimmage. As soon as he saw 
the play develop, he took…OFF. Skinner sprinted to the spot and ran right 
through the Fresno State receiver, a yard behind the line of scrimmage to end 
the series. He made up eight yards of ground to completely shut down the play.


In 2022, he was much more active in his pass coverage, picking off four passes, 
after only picking off three in his first three years at Boise State. I’ve been a huge 
fan of Skinner and was as excited to see him in Mobile as any other player at the 
Senior Bowl.  When I saw him up close in person for the first time, though, I was 
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shocked how thin he actually is. His legs were toothpicks but don’t confuse that 
for “soft”. On the first reps of one-on-ones on day three, he just decided to 
hammer Clemson TE Davis Allen at the top of the route. Just decleated the sh-- 
out of him. It didn’t accomplish much, other than he confirmed what his game is 
all about - physical, hitting and I left Mobile thinking he needed to add weight 
and move to linebacker. I hate saying that, but NFL teams will find him in 
coverage. Yesterday.




Player Comp - Panthers S/LB Jeremy Chinn 

Sydney Brown, Illinois

5th year - 5-9 1/2, 211 lb.

London, Ontario, Canada


• 3rd Team All-American (PFF) - 2022

• 1st Team All-B1G - 2022

• Six INT in 2022, led the B1G, 2nd in the nation


St. Stephen’s Episcopal HS in Florida, but originally from London, Ontario 
Canada


Brown is one impressive football player who is OUTSTANDINGLY athletic. At the 
Combine, he put on a real show. Pocket Dynamite weighed in at 211 pounds, 
ran 4.47 in the 40-yard dash, threw up 23 reps of 225-lb on the bench, posted 
an insane 40.5-inch vertical jump and a 10-10 broad jump. Those athletic gifts 
come through in his overall play.


I love his block destruction technique. He violently attacks blockers and sheds 
them to get to the football. Obviously, the way that he plays safety and how 
much he resides around the line of scrimmage, that’s a massive asset. He’ll drop 
down into the box and adjust comfortably because of his physical nature.


He’s got to better understand his leverage and help in man coverage. Against 
Michigan in 2022, he had slot WR one-on-one with safety help to the middle of 
the field, but he took inside leverage on the receiver who just ran a speed out on 
him and was wide open. He should’ve been leaning toward outside with some 
LB and that free safety behind him on the inside. That said, I don’t know really 
want him in man coverage a ton, but against tight ends and backs, he could be 
an asset in man.


Brown impressed more and more each day at the Senior Bowl, culminating with 
a tremendously impressive performance at safety. His man-to-man coverage 
was on point and he strapped inside receivers and tight ends alike. He’s just 
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5-10, but he is a rock solid 213 lb. and when I say rock solid, I’m putting the 
over/under on body fat percentage at 2% and taking the under. He gave off 
vibes of an old school strong safety, with new school cover skills. He may not hit 
a number of teams height/size thresholds, but those teams will miss out on a 
versatile, tough and intelligent playmaking safety. Brown was one of the 
unquestioned winners at the Senior Bowl.


He’s just a Tasmanian Devil out on the field and I’ve really only used those words 
for one or two other players. One for sure was the guy that I comped him too…
and considering how much I respect/love Tyrann Mathieu, it’s a ton of respect 
I’m given to Brown.




Player Comp - A thicker Tyrann Mathieu (Saints) 

Jordan Battle, Alabama

4th year - 6-1, 209 lb.

Fort Lauderdale, FL


• 2nd Team All-American (AFCA) - 2022

• 2x 1st Team All-SEC - 2021, 2022

• Racked up 71 tackles in 2022 season


St. Thomas Aquinas HS in Fort Lauderdale, FL


Battle is completely fearless in run support, takes proper angles to get to the 
football in space and more than likely not going to miss you when a ball carrier 
is in his sights. He has box safety like skills and traits with better than average 
speed. He will strike in space as well. Man, he delivers, running inside out to 
make the play on the ball carrier out in the open. Yet, he plays the deep ball in 
the middle of the field well too. He showed that when he matched speedy LSU 
WR Malik Nabers all the way on a deep route when LSU visited Tuscaloosa in 
2021. 


His pick six against Mississippi State in 2021 was one wonderful display of his 
skills. He was playing a deep half safety on a deep sail route. He flipped his hips 
open on the route, baited the QB the entire way and sprinted in front to snatch 
the INT...then took it all the way to the house. He had a game clinching pick six 
against Georgia in the 2021 SEC Championship game as well, darting this time 
in front of an inside slant route. He read the eyes of Georgia QB Stetson Bennett 
IV and made his break to pick off the pass like a shot. He's as smart a safety as 
I've studied in this draft class (or many others). 
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In 2022, he didn’t have as much production as in prior years but he was still the 
leader in the back end. Ultimately, he didn’t test off the charts at the Combine 
and he doesn’t scream athletic marvel. He ran 4.55 s in the 40 and posted a less 
than average 29.5-inch vertical.


Quite simply, he’s more ballplayer than athlete, but some teams are going to 
want to see both in one of their starting safeties.




Player Comp - Saints S Marcus Maye 

Daniel Scott, Cal

6th year - 6-0 7/8, 208 lb.

Pasadena, CA


• 28 starts, racked up 207 tackles, 7 INT

• 3rd Team All-Pac-12 (PFF/Steele) - 2022

• Went OFF at Combine - 4.45, 39.5, 10-8


St. Francis HS in Pasadena, CA. 


I mentioned Scott in my Day Two Senior Bowl observations as he came up with 
at least one interception and a pass breakup on that day. I say “at least” 
because I didn’t see every rep. Regardless, he has been excellent in coverage 
throughout the week. He was matched up on Clemson TE Davis Allen on a fade 
route and knocked away the pass at the back of the end zone. He’s a day three 
prospect who could move up boards after his week in Mobile. Scott got GOT by 
Stanford WR Michael Wilson early in the week in one-on-ones but Scott put 
clamps on fellow Stanford WR Elijah Higgins, undercutting the out route for an 
interception on the sideline on day two. I kept finding myself writing “Scott, 
great play.” He ran hip-to-hip with Nebraska WR Trey Palmer on a deep corner 
route, forcing an incompletion on day three. He’s steady and made an 
impression in Mobile for sure.


I love his instincts and transitional quickness. He’s super smooth interchanging 
from back to front or vice versa. He’s a solid tackler with pop, even out in space. 
He sees so much on the field, whether he’s blitzing or playing a middle of the 
field deep player. His overall game matches the athleticism that he flashed at the 
Combine.


Then, at the Combine, he tested off the charts; in fact, he was one of my 3-stars 
for the safety position. He ran a 4.45 40-yard dash, hit 39.5 inches on the 
vertical jump, posted a 10-8 broad jump, benched 225 lb. 22 TIMES and 
finished with 4.17 s in the short shuttle and 6.75 s on the three cones.
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Like, C’mon.


I knew he was athletic, but that testing makes me think he could hear his name 
a whole lot earlier than most expect. I’m a BIG fan.


Player Comp - Chiefs S Justin Reid 

Jordan Howden, Minnesota

5th year - 5-11 5/8, 203 lb.

Las Vegas, NV


• Honorable Mention All-B1G - 2022

• Academic All-B1G every year at Minnesota

• 49 career starts, 240 career tackles


Desert Pines HS in Las Vegas, NV. 


Howden was a track star in high school, in addition to being a football star. He 
ran the 100-meters in 11.21, placing fourth in the state meet. He also won the 
state long jump championship (21-05). He was also on the state champion 
4x100 and 4x200 relay teams. His family has plenty of college/NFL 
representation over the years. At Minnesota, Howden started from his freshman 
season throughout his five years in college.


Not surprisingly, he ran extremely well at the 2023 NFL Combine, posting a 4.49 
40-yard dash at 6-0, 203 lb. That speed shows up, in particular, with the way 
that he attacks ball carriers when he has primary run support responsibility. He 
and teammate Tyler Nubin were one of the top three most ferocious run support 
duos in college football in 2022. Talk about attack, man, they came downhill with 
no chill.


I do think that Howden does need to improve his tackling technique a bit. He’ll 
not avoid contact at all, but he has to do a better job latching and wrapping his 
ball carrying prey.




Player Comp - Browns S Juan Thornhill 

Chamarri Conner, Virginia Tech

5th year - 6-0, 202 lb.

Jacksonville, FL
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• 10th all-time with 311 career tackles

• 2x Honorable Mention All-ACC - 2020, 2021

• Earned invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl


Trinity Christian Academy in Jacksonville, FL. 


At the Senior Bowl, Conner was more impressive than I expected. He flashed 
some serious jets running with Houston WR Tank Dell in man-to-man coverage. 
No one could do that in Mobile, but Conner was able to do that on a couple of 
reps in one-on-ones. 


On the second and third days at the Senior Bowl, there was a dearth of cover 
corners for one-on-one drills, so Conner stepped in to cover against WR and TE. 
I was even more impressed with his ability to stick and stay in coverage against 
the receivers he faced. I don’t think he should do that for a living, but knowing 
that he didn’t shrink from that responsibility stayed with me as I studied him 
closer when we got back from Mobile. 


He flies down on special teams as a gunner and a darn good one. If he does just 
THAT, he’s going to bring a ton of value to an NFL team. His movement skills 
belie a fierce football violent side. He’s bringing the hat and loves to be down in 
the box. He blitzes with some fury. But, he does move well as a middle third 
player or in coverage down the field. He ran a 4.51 s 40-yard dash (and posted a 
40.5-inch vertical jump) at the Combine in March.


He has to improve his wrap up tackling, but he’s a physical presence that should 
make a team VERY happy on day three, perhaps early on Saturday


Player Comp - Former Titans CB Joshua Kalu


DeMarcco Hellams, Alabama

4th year - 6-0 5/8, 203 lb.

Washington, D.C.


• 6th in SEC in tackles in 2022 (108)

• Had 3.0 TFL and 1.0 sack in 2022

• Earned an invite to the 2023 Senior Bowl


DeMatha Catholic HS in Washington, D.C.
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At the Senior Bowl, Hellams got stuck in situations that probably didn’t paint him 
in a great light, if I’m being honest. I don’t see him as a cover safety, but one 
with solid instincts and deep third coverage range. He did hold his own covering 
TEs but against inside slot receivers, especially those with pure speed or shake/
wiggle, it was a struggle. Houston WR Tank Dell really gave him the what-for 
with an inside out shake move that had Hellams chasing ghosts. Then, again, 
Tank did that to everyone, but it’s just not the role that Hellams should have in 
the future.


That’s just not Hellams’ game. He’s an old school strong safety with better than 
average zone coverage skills. But, man-to-man isn’t going to be his thing, if you 
will. I hope I’m wrong and he improves his cover skills in the future. However, 
put him in a zone scheme where he can roll into the box, blitz, play the run and 
create havoc near the line of scrimmage, he’s going to rock it. 


Let him run down on special teams and destroy some dudes in different colored 
jerseys and he’ll eventually earn some time on defense early in his career.




Player Comp - Cowboys S Donovan Wilson


Brandon Joseph, Notre Dame

4th year - 6-0 3/8, 202 lb.

College Station, TX


• 1st Team All-American - 2020

• B1G Newcomer of the Year - 2020

• Led Northwestern with six INT as freshman


College Station HS in College Station, TX. 


Joseph had one of the great redshirt freshman seasons in recent memory in 
2020. He tied for the lead the nation in interceptions with six and led the nation 
with .67 interceptions per game (only played in nine games). He was voted to 
numerous All-American teams and was 1st Team All-B1G, in addition to earning 
B1G Newcomer of the Year honors in 2020. His highlight reel one handed 
interception in the B1G Championship game will be shown for decades even 
after Joseph has hung up his cleats well into the future. 


His ability to cover down in the slot is what SHOULD HAVE separated him from 
other safeties in this class and many others. But, in 2021, he was not the same 
player as he was in his All-American season of 2020. Then, he left Northwestern 
and transferred to play for former Notre Dame DC/current head coach Marcus 
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Freeman. Things didn’t really get better. His tackling didn’t improve his tackling 
out in space and he wasn’t any more physical than he was early in his career.


But, ball skills and range in the middle of the field make up for some of those 
ails, but consistency just isn’t there with the rest of his overall game.


Player Comp - Raiders S Tre’Von Moehrig 

Best of the Rest of the Safeties 
Anthony Johnson Jr, Iowa State

5th year - 6-0, 205 lb.


St. Petersburg HS in St. Petersburg, FL 

AJ Jr. caught my attention matching a post route against the Texas Longhorns. 
Texas receiver Brennan Eagles stemmed his route inside, got vertical and then 
took over on the post route. Now, he can really run and Johnson was initially 
caught with his eyes in the backfield, crossed his feet up as he stepped inside 
and was seemingly in no position to make any kind of play on the ball. But, when 
Eagles ran for the post, Johnson self-corrected and flipped his hips to match-
and-mirror with Eagles WITHOUT TOUCHING HIM ONCE.  

I've seen way too many cornerbacks over the years slow down receivers on 
double moves, deep routes with some sort of catch technique. Johnson Jr. never 
touched him. It was impressive enough for me to track down more information on 
the senior from St. Petersburg, FL. 

Ronnie Hickman, Ohio State

3rd year - 6-0 1/2, 203 lb.


Depaul Catholic HS in South Orange, NJ


I wanted to be excited about what Hickman could do down at the Senior Bowl, 
but it was clear that he’s just really an old school strong safety. He is best near 
the box and he really struggled in one-on-one coverage drills at the Senior Bowl. 
WR just separated from him easily and TE bodied him for the ball. He didn’t 
complete any testing this draft season.


Jay Ward, LSU

4th year - 6-0 3/4, 188 lb.


Colquitt County HS in Moultrie, GA. 




Ward is one of the better cover safeties in this draft class, which may make him 
a third down specialist early in his career because of his ability to cover inside 
pass catchers. As long as he doesn’t have to run with star Oregon State TE Luke 
Musgrave, he’ll be just fine. One of the enduring images of the Senior Bowl was 
seeing Musgrave run right past the Tigers fine safety. But, he did that throughout 
his career at Oregon State. 


Overall, Ward was super competitive in one-on-ones and is going to find a way 
onto the roster due to his cover skills, not his alley filling, head knocking run 
defense. I thought Ward did a bang up job on TCU’s speedy slot WR Derius 
Davis, mirroring and matching his routes all over the field.


Quindell Johnson, Memphis

5th year - 6-0 1/8, 201 lb.


Edna Karr HS in New Orleans, LA


There are ballers and then there are Karr ballers. Johnson starred at the fabled 
New Orleans HS institution before doing the same at Memphis. He had four 
picks and 77 tackles on the season, showing that he was a dual threat in run 
defense and pass coverage.


Rashad Torrence II, Florida

3rd year - 5-11 5/8, 193 lb.


Marietta HS in Marietta, GA.


Fearless. Freaking fearless and that should be the end of it, really. Torrence II 
hits anything that is wearing a different colored jersey. He ATTACKS from the 
secondary and separates the ball carrier from the ball often. But, BUT, he misses 
way too often in open space. His tackling got worse in 2022 as well. Combining 
bad tackling with 4.72 speed will not help a S prospect in the slightest.


Tyreque Jones, Boise State

6th year - 6-1 3/4, 195 lb.


San Gorgonio HS in San Bernardino, CA


Jones looks a bit odd for a safety, standing almost 6-2 and 200 lb., but he has 
nearly 34-inch arms. The Boise State safeties were a unique duo with JL Skinner 
standing nearly 6-4 and Jones 6-2 with Go-Go Gadget arms.




Gervarrius Owens, Houston

6th year - 6-0 3/8, 195 lb.


Southmoore HS in Moore, OK. 


Owens started his career at Northeastern Oklahoma A&M before transferring to 
Houston in 2019. He’s been starter for three years, a Team Captain in 2022 as 
well. I think there’s a great chance he’ll hear his name on day three and then 
step right in and make an early contribution on special teams. He didn’t run 
exceptionally well at his Pro Day (4.56), but his change of direction times were 
strong and his on field production at Houston should play in his favor.


Trey Dean III, Florida

5th year - 6-2 1/8, 200 lb.


Dutchtown HS in Hampton, GA


Dean was incredibly productive at Florida, roaming the secondary for the past 
three seasons. But, his lack of, say, just average speed will not make NFL teams 
clamor for his services. He’s rocked up, strong as an ox (25 reps of 225 lb on 
bench at the Combine) and will deliver physically. But, he’s not going to help in 
man coverage and I don’t think he’s a tremendous middle third or half field 
safety. He needs to be down near the box to be effective. Perhaps special teams 
and sub LB work…and that would be enough to start his career - think former 
Texans DB Eddie Pleasant. That was his role and it was enough to keep the 
former undrafted S in the league for six or seven years.


Brandon Hill, Pitt

4th year - 5-10 3/8, 193 lb.


Wekiva HS in Apopka, FL


Apopka can certainly put out its share of great NFL prospects. Either way, Hill 
CAN run, posting a 4.43 at the Combine, so he’s going to have a chance to 
make a roster in the fall.



